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Abstract 
My project analyses the extent to which, though a process of translation (or 
rewriting), skaldic poetry has been appropriated and manipulated in such a way as to 
help construct ideas of national identity. It combines two academic fields of study: one 
is the long-established and time-honoured tradition of skaldic scholarship and the other 
is the relatively new field of Translation Studies which in the last thirty years has gone 
from being a marginalised, almost ignored field of interest to a discipline which is now 
being studied as a subject in its own right. Translation Studies has become a very broad 
subject with many sub-specialities, but my research is chiefly concerned with theories of 
literary translation and in particular builds on recent research (by scholars such as Susan 
Bassnett, Andre Lefevere and Maria Tymoczko) on the links between colonialism and 
translation. 
Translations of skaldic poetry provide a particularly suitable basis for the 
investigation of translation as a place of cultural interface. The complexity and subtlety 
of this poetry make it notoriously difficult to render into other languages, leading to 
claims that this genre is `untranslatable'. While this is patently untrue, any attempt to 
maintain the form of skaldic poetry, communicate the content, and, at the same time, 
convey its metonymic implications in translation inevitably results in lacunae between 
source text and translated text which are more marked than those which occur when 
rendering prose. An examination of these liminal spaces can discover both the strategies 
employed by the translator and the extraneous (cultural, economic, ideological) factors, 
which may have influenced the production of the translation. 
Similar studies carried out by translation scholars have so far concentrated on 
the twentieth-century literatures of British, Spanish and French ex-colonies. By 
examining Norwegian and Spanish translations, I analyse the less obvious but equally 
complex relationships between the target cultures and the source culture as reflected in 
the poetry. I argue that one strategy employed by ex-colonial powers to accommodate 
the notion that another culture or literary tradition is equal or superior to their own is by 
appropriating it through what I call `retrospective colonization'. I extend this theoretical 
framework «-ithout being prescriptive, however; this is an empirical study consisting 
mainly of descriptive and critical analyses of the translated texts. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The basic framework for this discussion employs some of the central tenets of models 
for Literary Translation Studies as developed by Susan Bassnett and Andre Lefevere in 
particular. Firstly, Egils saga, the text I have chosen, is an example of `cultural capital' 
although the extent of its prestige will differ considerably depending on whether it is 
read in a Norwegian or a Spanish context. Secondly, I believe that Hallvard Lie's and 
Enrique Bernardez's translations should be evaluated as literature in their own right. 
They have been produced for a readership that would otherwise not have had access to 
this saga or its poetry and hence (for the most part) function independently of the 
source text in the target culture. For the vast majority of the target audience, the 
translation is the saga. I will begin my analysis of these translations, therefore, at macro 
level, examining them primarily from a `target' point of view. 
The first chapter will introduce the `source text' for the two translations, 
SigurÖur Nordal's 1933 edition of Egils saga Skalla-Grimssonar, explaining how the 
political and cultural climate in which it was produced affected editorial decisions, which 
in turn can be passed on to the target audience of the translated text. From the point of 
view of schema alone, this first volume of the Islenzk formt series served as a model for 
the translators; Nordal's modem Icelandic paraphrases of the skaldic verses, for 
instance, were also highly influential, not to mention his endorsement of the theory that 
Snorri Sturluson was the author of Egils saga. Chapter 1 will also provide a brief 
introduction to the poetics of the skaldic art, the reception of the genre, and a review of 
recent research in the field of skaldic studies. 
The second chapter provides the theoretical framework which informs the 
discussions of the translations in this thesis. I position my research within the disciplines 
of Translation Studies and Postcolonial Studies and trace the development of both these 
fields of study until the point where they converge with Medieval Studies, with a view to 
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showing how theories of translation, and postcolonialism can provide valuable tools for 
investigating translations of medieval texts. 
In chapter 3, I examine the Spanish and Norwegian translations in the cultural 
and political context or contexts from which they emerged, assess the way in which they 
function in those contexts and, to the extent that it is possible, gauge how they were 
influenced by, and impacted on, their respective literary systems. In the last case, this 
involves an evaluation of how the translations resisted or accommodated the dominant 
poetics of the period in which they were published, although it is difficult to determine 
the effect of the translated poetry separately from that of the saga as a whole, and it is 
debatable whether in either country these texts have had a wide enough circulation to 
influence modem poetics. We can see, however, how Lie was influenced by 
psychoanalytic criticism in giving a new psychological profile of Egill, and as the poetry 
of the saga is the principal vehicle for Egill to express his emotions, an awareness of this 
is crucial. Bernärdez's emphasis on the cinematic quality of the saga narrative may be 
seen as an attempt to attract a modern readership by reading the saga in terms of 
contemporary media, but at the same time his translations frequently evoke Spanish 
medieval poetry and the baroque poetry of Spain's `Golden Age'. I also point out that 
by virtue of its pioneering status, Bernärdez's translation of Egils saga was used as a 
model of translation for other Spanish translators of sagas, and played a significant role 
in increasing awareness of Old Norse literature in Spain. As both translators are 
professional philologists, and learned in Old Norse studies, I will assess briefly how 
these translations addressed issues often debated about Egils saga, such as its authorship, 
authenticity of its verses and so on. 
Examining the historical context of the Norwegian translation reveals that even 
as late as 1951, Norway was a very young state, still in the throes of a national identity 
crisis. Having been subject to Danish rule for four hundred years and to Sweden for 
another hundred, Norway had enjoyed its freedom for only thirty-five years before it 
was invaded by the German army in the Spring of 1940. Lie's translation of Egils saga 
forms part of a long tradition of Norwegian saga translation dating back to the sixteenth 
century, but it was in the eighteenth- and nineteenth centuries in Norway that 
translation of Old Norse literature began in earnest. Norwegian nationalists, like Irish 
nationalists, looked to their ancient past for inspiration in the struggle for independence, 
and this medieval literature, with its stories of a glorious period of Norwegian history, 
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contained exactly what they were looking for. The only way to `recover' these treasures 
for the Norwegian nation was through translation, which was duly carried out. 
While the works that dealt directly with Norwegian history, such as Heimskrin(gla 
and Sverris saga, were translated at an early date, it took much longer for some of the 
Icelandic family sagas to be translated into Norwegian. This was mostly due to the fact 
that the sagas were already available in Danish translations which all educated 
Norwegians could read perfectly well. In the early nineteenth-century, however, a 
translation of Evils saga into nynorsk (or landsmaal as it was then known) appeared as part 
of a series published by the nynorsk publishing company Det Norske Samlaget. Lie's 
publication of the Islandske a'ttesager in bokmäl (or riksmaal) was obviously a response to 
these publications and I will read Lie's translation against the background of the 
Norwegian linguistic civil war, a postcolonial legacy, which was at its height in the 
1950s. As I analyse the Norwegian translation of Egils saga it will become clear that it 
can be seen both as the product of a postcolonial context (in the broadest sense) and as 
a tool in the process of cultural colonisation. 
The Spanish nation has also experienced several shifts of power in its history. At 
its imperial height it was one of the greatest powers in Europe, owning vast territories in 
the Americas. But Spain had also suffered various conquests, most notably from the 
Moorish invaders who came and settled in Spain for 800 years. The last of these were 
eventually expelled by the Catholic Monarchs, Isabella and Fernando, in 1492, but not 
before they had left a permanent mark on the landscape, language and culture of the 
country. Spain had left its own legacy, most notably its language, in South America and 
other territories. It is interesting that it was a citizen of one of Spain's former colonies, 
the Argentinian Jorge Luis Borges, who was the first to publish in Spanish on the 
literature of the North. By 1898, Spain had relinquished Cuba, the last of its American 
colonies, but had embarked on a new project of colonization in Western Sahara, 
Spanish Morocco and Equatorial Guinea. The wars that ensued weakened the 
monarchy, thus giving rise to a period of dictatorial rule that lasted until the 
establishment of the Second Republic, the fall of which was followed by the civil war. 
The next thirty years, under the Franco dictatorship, was a period characterised by 
cultural and political oppression, stagnation and isolation which discouraged influence 
from abroad, and repressed minority languages and cultures from within. By the time 
that the Spanish translation of Egils saga was published in the 1980s, however, Spain was 
going through a tumultuous but exciting period of transition. I will read Bernärdez's 
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translation against a background of a Spain with a `glorious', colonial past and a Spain 
emerging from a period of censorship and tyranny, into a new era of optimistic 
uncertainty. 
While the colonial experience was quite different for the Norwegian and Spanish 
cultures, we can use aspects of postcolonial theory to pose questions about the ways in 
which the translations construct an idea of the `other' and of the self. In the Norwegian 
case, this will be more complicated, perhaps, than in the Spanish, because for 
Norwegian saga translators the Viking represents `us' and `other' simultaneously, 
bringing into play ideas about national and cultural identity. Modem Norwegian society 
certainly endorses the view that modem Norwegians are the descendants of the Vikings; 
they are keen to embrace this ethnicity and identify themselves with the more positive 
aspects of this culture as it is depicted in the Icelandic sagas, such as the Vikings' 
adventurous spirit, their bravery, their navigational and seafaring skills, while light- 
heartedly dismissing the less attractive attributes of this heroic culture such as its 
propensity for savage violence, for example. 
The use of postcolonial theory from the perspective of Medieval Studies can 
also show how the translation process may be read as a `colonisation' of the text. In the 
Norwegian case, the translator obviously wishes to recover or `recolonise' Egils saga for 
Norway, but in terms of linguistic power relations it is too simplistic to read bokmäl as 
the conquering, and hence higher-status language in this equation. The place of the 
Icelandic sagas in any Scandinavian or indeed Anglophone culture is automatically one 
of cultural prestige, although as we shall see in chapter 1, it is only recently that the 
skaldic poetry contained in the sagas has been appreciated to the same extent as the 
prose. On the other hand, the Spanish translator feels he has to excuse the simplistic 
style of the prose narrative to a Spanish reader who might have expectations of an 
ornate `medieval' style, which is to be found here only in the poetry. 
We should also note that, in terms of the power that the source culture can 
exercise over the target one, there has been a very deliberate campaign on the part of 
the Icelandic (and Norwegian) governments to sponsor the promotion of Icelandic (or 
Norse) language and culture abroad. This is the case, for example, with regard to The 
Complete Sagas of Icelanders, and also Maria Pilar Fernandez r'ýlvarez's Spanish grammar of 
Old Icelandic, 
_-lntiguo 
i.; landes. Historiay lengua (Madrid: Ediciones cläsicas, 1999), which 
was partly financed by the Icelandic Ministry of Science and Culture as was the. %lntologia 
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de la literatura nördica antigua, a bilingual anthology of Old Icelandic texts, edited by 
Fernandez and Teodoro Manrique Anton. 
An important aspect of a study of this kind, is an analysis of the physical `target 
text' i. e. the book itself. I will use the terminology of Gerard Genette's paratext theory 
to discuss the elements of the books outside the actual translated literary text itself. 
According to Genette's definition, 
A literary work consists, entirely or essentially, of a text, defined (very minimally) as 
a more or less long sequence of verbal statements that are more or less endowed 
with significance. But this text is rarely presented in an unadorned state, 
unreinforced and unaccompanied by a certain number of verbal and other 
productions, such as an author's name, a title, a preface, illustrations... These 
accompanying productions, which vary in extent and appearance, constitute what I 
have called elsewhere the work's paratext [... ]. 1 
The paratexts that Genette refers to are, of course, crucial to any translation, especially 
in cases like skaldic poetry where the metonymic aspect is generally supplied to the 
reader by an apparatus including preface, footnotes, textual notes, indices, maps, family 
trees of the main characters, and so on. Of particular interest are the prefaces written by 
the translators that outline their own theories of translation, although I shall also consult 
articles by the translators which deal with this topic, such as Bernärdez's article `Acerca 
de la traducciön de los kenningar'. 2 Another significant feature of both translations is 
their use of illustrations. In the case of the Spanish text this is limited mostly to the 
front and back cover, but the Norwegian one is illustrated by scenes from the saga and 
can be expected to influence the reader's interpretations. The picture on the Spanish 
cover and indeed the whole design of the book suggests it belongs to the fantasy genre. 
A case study of this kind, I believe, should be neither completely source- nor 
target-oriented; this is a point where I depart from traditional target-oriented descriptive 
translation studies. Therefore, while chapter 3 will focus on the target culture of the 
translations, the central chapters of the thesis (4,5, and 6) will consist in a close 
comparative analysis of Spanish and Norwegian translations of the skaldic poetry with 
the original and to a certain extent with each other. I have divided the material 
thematically. Chapter 4 is concerned with poetry of praise and slander and includes a 
discussion of HQfuölausn, chapter 3 examines poems of a personal nature including 
I Gerard Genette, Paratextr: Thresholds of Interpretation, trans. by Jane E. Lewin (Cambridge University Press, 
1997), p. 1. 
2 Enrique Bernärdez, `Acerca de la traducciön de los kenningar y otros aspectos de la poesia escäldica', 
Fi/o%a moderra, 68--'0 (1980), 223-40. 
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Sonatorrek, and in chapter 6I will analyse a number of lausavisur which depict scenes 
from what we might call `the viking experience', and whose themes vary from smithying 
to magic. The analysis of the poetry will normally be arranged according to the 
following pattern: an analysis of the Icelandic text, succeeded by an analysis of the 
Norwegian translation of that stanza and then the Spanish translation. In the case of 
HQfuölausn and Sonatorrek, I have chosen to arrange the analyses somewhat differently 
for reasons that I have explained in these chapters. The full texts of these poems, with 
their Spanish and Norwegian translations can be found in the appendix. 
However, while an examination of a translation at microlevel necessitates a 
certain amount of linguistic discussion (on a morphological and syntactical level, for 
instance), and observations will be made about recurring patterns, this thesis does not 
aim to provide a systematic linguistic analysis, my approach is literary rather than 
linguistic but will combine elements of the two approaches. This is primarily a bi- 
cultural comparative study. I hope to show that by comparing translations from two 
languages we are forced to scrutinise the cultural contexts more carefully than otherwise 
and to take nothing for granted. 
A translation does not happen in a vacuum; it is the product of a very particular 
set of circumstances. The cultural and political context, and the conditions in which a 
translation is produced, as well as factors such as the personality and education of the 
translator, are what give a translation its individual character and what differentiate it 
from other translations of the same source text. For the same reasons a translation will 
never be definitive, and no matter how authoritative or objective a translator pretends to 
be, a comparison with his source text will reveal the bias, tensions and anxieties inherent 
in the translation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
EGILS SAGA AND ITS POETRY 
Both Hallvard Lie's and Enrique Bernärdez's translations are based on Sigurour 
Nordal's 1933 edition of Egils saga, which was the first volume to be published in the 
`Islenzk fornrit' series. ' Nordal was general editor of the series and, as Hallvard Lie has 
pointed out, his ground-breaking edition of Egils saga provided a methodological 
framework for the other editions which were to follow. ' According to Lie, a direct 
consequence of the publication of this series was the advancement of the `bookprose 
theory' within Old Norse philology. Sigurour Nordal and his advocates, usually known 
as the `Icelandic School' or even simply `Nordal's School', were anxious to demonstrate 
that the Icelandic sagas were the literary products of a learned elite active in the `golden 
age' of the Icelandic Commonwealth, `rather than mere recorders who did little more 
than set down on vellum things that had been preserved in an oral tradition inherited 
from Norway' and the Islenzk fornrit series served as what Gish SigurÖsson terms `the 
flagship' for this `scholarly mission'. ' While Lie appears to be slightly sceptical about 
Egils saga Skalla-Grimssonar, ed. by Sigurclur Nordal, Islenzk fornrit, 2 (Reyk)avik: Hick islenzka 
fomritafelag, 1933). Even though it was the first edition to be published in the Islenzk fornrit series, Egils 
saga now occupies the second volume; the editions which comprise volumes 1.1 and 1.2, Islendingabök and 
Landndmabök respectively, were published in 1968. To avoid confusion with other editions and 
translations of Egils saga, I will refer to Nordal's edition throughout the rest of this thesis as IF 2. 
2 Hallvard Lie, `Noen metodoliske overveielser i anl. av et bind av "Islenzk fornrit"', Maal og Minne, 31 
(1939), 97-138, p. 97. In the introduction to volume 1 of Islandske crttesagaer, Lie repeatedly stresses the 
connection between the land, people and literature of Iceland, arguing that the Icelandic saga is a genre 
which can be as harsh and forbidding as the Icelandic landscape and climate and which also reflects the 
tough character of the first settlers, who were forced by the difficult circumstances in which they lived to 
conceal their true characters and even deliberately dissimulate in order to survive. In the same way, Lie 
maintains, the saga-narrator takes great care not to allow his characters to reveal themselves completely to 
the reader. See introduction to Islandske cetteragaer, ed. by Hallvard Lie, 5 vols (Oslo: Aschehoug, 1951-54), 
1 (1951), pp. 7-23 (pp. 10-12). 
3 Gish Sigurdsson, The Jledievallcelandic Saga and Oral Tradition: A Discourse on Method, trans. by Nicholas 
Jones (Cambridge, \L-1: Harvard University Press, 2004), p. 20. Buchprosa (bookprose) and Freiprosa 
(freeprose) were terms first coined by the German scholar Andreas Heusler to define two emerging (and 
opposing) schools of thought regarding Icelandic saga origins. Broadly speaking, advocates of the 
bookprose theory, represented chiefly by the `Icelandic school' as we have seen above, argued that the 
sagas were the works of individual authors who mostly relied on literary sources. The freeprose school, on 
the other hand, argued that the sagas were the result of oral composition and transmission. One of the 
chief exponents of this theory was Knut Liestol, professor of Norwegian folklore at the University of 
Oslo from 1917-52. The nationalistic implications of this debate are obvious; the stance of the Icelandic 
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some aspects of this movement, for example an `unusually strong desire to track down 
"authors" of the different sagas', ' he is careful to acknowledge that the enthusiasm of 
these scholars is based in their affection for `the country which gave birth to the saga 
and to the people who inherited and own it'. 5 
It is important to remember, therefore, that the Norwegian and Spanish 
translations under investigation in this thesis are not simply translations of Egils saga, but 
of Siguröur Nordal s edition of Egils saga, an edition which was constructed with a v-er- - 
deliberate political and cultural agenda in mind. For example, Nordal's conviction that 
Egils saga was the original work of one author, i. e. Snorri Sturluson, 6 implies the 
existence of an original manuscript from which all the many variants of Egils saga are 
derived. In order to reconstruct this putative original, Nordal collated the `best' 
manuscripts, namely the medieval codex Mööruvallabök (AM 132 fol. ), the chief witness 
to the A-redaction; a copy (AM 461 4to) of I-lolfenbüttelbök (Herzog August Bibliotek BIS 
9.10. Aug. 4to), the chief witness to the B-redaction; AM 453 4to, one of the so-called 
Ketilsba'kir, two nearly identical manuscripts of Egils saga written by the learned 
clergyman, Ketill Jörundsson (d. 1670), and the chief witnesses to the C-redaction; and 
the fragments collectively known as AM 162 A fol., which include the oldest written 
evidence of the saga. 
The purpose of Nordal's edition, like most editions, is not only to provide 
readers with an accessible text but also to explain and interpret it, a practice that can be 
highly manipulative, as we can see in the case of the explanatory notes and Modern 
Icelandic paraphrases that accompany the skaldic stanzas. Useful as these notes may be, 
they are bound to interfere with and influence the translator's own reading, especially if 
he might not have had the time or resources to double-check Nordal's interpretations, 
although we can safely assume that Lie and Bernärdez as professional philologists did 
school was naturally motivated by a desire to portray these great works as products of Icelandic 
scholarship and culture, while those who postulated an oral origin claimed that the sagas were rooted in a 
common Scandinavian tradition which also gave rise to Norwegian folktales and ballads and are therefore 
the cultural legacy of all of Scandinavia. See Andreas Heusler, Die Anfänge der isländischen Saga 
(Berlin: Königliche Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1914); Knut Liestol, The On, gin of the Icelandic Family 
Sagas, trans. by A. G. Jayne (Oslo: H. Aschebourg; Cambridge, \L\: Harvard University Press, 1930); 
Theodore M. Andersson, The Problem of Icelandic Saga Origins: A Historical Survy (New Haven and London: 
Yale University Press, 1964) and Else Mundal, Sagadebatt (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1977). 
4 Hallvard Lie, `Noen metodoliske overveielser i anl. av et bind av "Islenzk fornrit"', p. 97. `En noe 
usedvanlige sterk h st til ä opspore `forfattere' til de forskjellige sagaverker'. 
ibid. 
6 IF 2, pp. lxx-xcv-. 
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consult other sources and interpretations of the poetry, and it is clear that they did not 
follow Nordal's readings slavishly. 7 
SigurÖur Nordal's decision to begin the Islenzk fornrit series with an edition of 
Egils saga Skalla-Grimssonar was probably influenced by the fact that a more convincing 
argument had been made for Egils saga having an author, particularly a named author, 
than for any other saga. However, it is also true that Egils saga has long been considered 
by Old Norse scholars to be, if not the best, among the best representatives of this 
genre. According to Fredrik Paasche, for instance, it is `one of the most detailed and 
excellent Icelandic family sagas' ('en av de utforligste og ypperste Xttesager', 1926: 448); 
in the introduction to their 1976 translation, Pälsson and Edwards state that `Egil's Saga 
is one of five major sagas dealing with native Icelandic figures on a scale akin to the epic 
novel' (1976: 7); 8 and Jonas Kristjänsson describes it as `an outstanding work of art' 
(1988: 98). No less applauded is Egill's skill as a poet. Lee M. Hollander, for example, 
considers Egill to be `the most original and also the most versatile of the skalds. His was 
the genius which may have composed some of the great poems of the Poetic Edda' 
(1945: 56); Gabriel Turville-Petre states that `it is widely agreed that Egill (c. 910-90) was 
the most successful of the skalds. In the words of A. Olrik (Viking Civilisation, rev. H. 
Ellekilde, 1930: 161), no other scald was able "to express his whole soul in a poem with 
lyric coloring. "' (1976: 15); and most recently Diana Whaley maintains that Egill Skalla- 
Grimsson was `arguably the most brilliant of the skalds' (2005: 491). 
More poetry is attributed to Egill Skalla-Grimsson than any other skald. Egils 
saga contains around fifty-six lausavisur ('loose' or independent stanzas), forty-eight of 
which are said to be of Egill's composition; he is also said to be the author of three long 
`verse-sequences', as Gabriel Turville-Petre puts it, namely HQfuölausn, Sonatorrek and 
Arinbjarnarkviöa, and of three dräpur, of which only the opening stanzas (and one refrain) 
remain. 
In Egilj saga, as is customary in the IslendinTasQgur, the skaldic verse is for the 
most part presented as spontaneous speech, composed and uttered on the spot by Egill 
or another character. It is possible that at least some of the stanzas did originate in the 
way described in the saga, and were preserved and transmitted orally over few hundred 
rears, either as part of a longer poem, or as individual stanzas framed with 
accompanying prose. At some point, however, the poetry was worked into a long prose 
Although Hallvard Lie's translation of Egils gaga is mostly based on Nordal's edition, his translation of 
Sonatorrrk reflects his own re-editing of the first four stanzas of that poem. See chapter 4. 
8 The other four they mention are: saga, La dala saga, Eyrf jaja saga and Grettir raga. 
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narrative, which evolved into the saga as we know it. Whether this was a slow process 
involving several individuals, or the work of a single author, as Sigurour Nordal and 
many others would have it, we will never know; all we can say for sure is that by the 
thirteenth century a fairly stable text of Egils saga had emerged, with a poetic corpus so 
thoroughly woven into the narrative that it is almost impossible to imagine Egils saga 
without its poetry, or indeed to imagine the poetry completely removed from its prose 
context. 
This is not to suggest that prose and verse run seamlessly into one another and 
indeed they are not meant to. In both medieval and modern copies of Egils sa(ga a poetic 
event is clearly signalled by textual and extra-textual markers. Within the narrative itself 
the quotation of a stanza is always introduced by prose formulas such as `kä kvacý Egill 
visu', `hann kvaO pä' or `hon kva6', which prepares the reader/audience for what is to 
follow, but there are also physical signs. For instance, although in Zl tödruvallabök the 
strophes are written out as continuous prose, they are readily identifiable by a large, 
capitalized initial letter and a small `v. ' for visa (stanza) in the margin. In modern editions 
and translations the verse is even more clearly distinguishable, printed as it is separated 
from the main body of the text in eight-line stanzas, surrounded by an abundance of 
white space and often accompanied by copious annotative and explanatory material. 
Even if it were not for these physical and textual indicators it would be 
impossible to come across a dröttkvaett stanza and mistake it for prose; indeed the two 
genres could scarcely be more different both in terms of form and content. In skaldic 
verse the syntax is normally so grotesquely distorted that it stretches the limits of 
comprehensibility. Superabundant in fanciful metaphors and surreal imagery, its 
language seems excessive and even decadent in contrast to the realistic, laconic style of 
the prose text with which it is surrounded. 
While skaldic lausavirur are typically preserved embedded in prose, the situation 
is quite different regarding the longer poems of Egils saga, i. e. HQfuölausn, 
Arinbjarnarkvida and Sonatorrek, none of which are to be found in their entirety in the 
earliest manuscripts. Not even the opening strophe of HQfuölausn is preserved in 
11ööruvallabök, the main source of Nordal's edition; it is, however, presen-ed in the 
Ketilsbakir, AM 462 4to (K1) and AM 453 4to (K2), and also in the IU olfenbüttelbök (W). 
Another early important witness for HQfuOlausn is fragment AM 162 A fol. e, which has 
stanzas 18 and 19. Mödruvallabök (, AO contains only the first strophe of Sonatorrek, but 
like Hgfiiölausn, the whole poem is preserved in the Ketilsbakir, and stanzas 23 and lines 
11 
1-4 of stanza 24 are also found in manuscripts of the Snorra Edda. At the point in the 
narrative where Egill is supposed to have recited Arinbjarnarkviöa, a blank space has 
been left for a stanza in WI, but most of the poem has been written out at the end of the 
saga, on f. 99v, in a different hand. Stanzas 24 and 25 of Arinbjarnarkviöa are only found 
in the Third Grammatical Treatise (preserved in the fourteenth century Codex IVormianus, 
AM 242 fol. ), which also contains stanza 15 of Arinbjarnarkvida. Lines 5-8 of stanza 17 
and lines 1-4 of stanza 8 also occur in Snorra Edda. SigurÖur Nordal, like most other 
modern editors, presents these poems in their reconstructed form, and at their `rightful' 
place in the narrative, thus giving the impression that they have always been an integral 
part of the saga, despite evidence to the contrary. 
Reception of Skaldic Poetry: An Overview 
The poetry of Egils saga belongs to a genre, which has traditionally been designated as 
`skaldic', and is one of two principal categories into which the Old Norse poetic corpus 
has conventionally been divided; the other category is of course known as `Eddic 
poetry'. ' Most scholars seem to find that skaldic poetry in particular is difficult to 
describe without reference to Eddic poetry and the tendency has been to define the two 
genres in terms of one another, a custom which frequently results in an antithetic 
approach. Eddic poetry is anonymous. Its mythological and heroic subject matter is 
rooted in a common Germanic tradition and, to the extent that it is historical, may deal 
with events from as early as the time of the great migrations. In comparison, most 
skaldic poetry has been attributed to named poets or skalds, such as Egill, who lived in 
Scandinavia between the ninth and the thirteenth centuries and who, although they 
certainly made reference to Norse mythology in their poetry, chiefly composed about or 
for contemporary persons, situations and circumstances. 
It is not only the content but also the form of Eddic poetry which seems to 
indicate ancient origins. Most Eddic verse was composed using a tý-pe of metre called 
förny isla(g, a measure which does not differ radically from that of the Old English poem 
Beolvu / the Old High German Hildebrandslied, or the Old Saxon Heliand. Bjarne Fidjestol 
claims that Eddic poetry stands as the chief representative of an ancient Germanic kind 
of composition, `and that is one reason why we regard it as a witness to our oldest 
9 Scholars use a variety of spellings: Eddic, Eddaic, eddic, eddaic and Skaldic, skaldic, scaldic. 
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literature, irrespective of the date of individual poems in the corpus'. 
"I The majority- of 
skaldic poetry on the other hand is in drrittkva'tt (or drrottkva'ör hdttr, `Court Metre'), a 
syllable-counting metre which has no known equivalent in European verse forms; unlike 
fornyröislag, dröttkvatt is considered to be uniquely Scandinavian, although it has been 
compared with early Irish syllabic poetry. The strict rules of drottkvaett can often result in 
the word order of the poetry being unnatural and this, coupled with its abundant use of 
the poetic circumlocutions known as kennings, has led to accusations of skaldic poetry 
being complicated, obscure and difficult to understand. In order to decipher the 
meaning of a skaldic stanza, editors such as Nordal traditionally re-arrange the words 
into prose sentences which follow conventional syntactical rules, and are therefore more 
easily comprehensible. The kennings are usually explained in parentheses. In 
comparison, Eddic poetry does not usually need to be disentangled or deconstructed 
before it can be understood and its mode of expression is usually considered to be more 
straightforward than that of skaldic poetry. 
The greater part of the surviving Eddic poetry is preserved in the so-called Codex 
Regius (CR), 11 a manuscript volume which has been dated to c. 1270. At some point 
before this date the thirty or so poems that this manuscript originally contained were 
collected and written down by an editor who arranged the poetry into two distinct 
categories: mythological and heroic. 12 The fact that a medieval scholar made such a 
compilation makes it tempting to define the poetry it preserves as belonging to one 
genre; the term `Eddic' is in any case usually used to refer to the poetry in this 
collection. There are also a number of poems which do not belong to the CR but which 
are so like the poetry it contains that they are normally also classified as Eddic. Some of 
these poems have mythological subject matter, e. g. GrtmttasQngr, Baldrs draumar, and 
Rzgspiila (the last of which is preserved in a manuscript of Snorri Sturluson's Edda and 
treats of the origin and structure of human society). Heroic poetry in the Eddic style 
includes HIQJskviJa (a poem preserved in Heiöreks saga or Hervarar saga, which is believed 
to reflect historical events from the time of the great migrations), Bjarkamäl hin fornu, 
from Olafs saga helga, and even Darraöarliöo in Njäls saga which, although it was composed 
10 Bjarne Fidjestol, `Norse-Icelandic Composition in the Oral Period', in Bjarne Fidjesteb" Selected Papers, ed. 
by Odd Einar Haugen and Else Mundal, and trans. by Peter Foote (Odense: Odense Universitty Press, 
1997), pp. 303-32 (p. 307). 
11 Arni T%Iagnüsson Institute, Gammel Kongelig Samhng 2365 4to. 
12 One exception to this division is the poem VQlundarkvida which, because of its subject matter, perhaps 
more properly belongs with the heroic poetry; its inclusion with the mythological poems was perhaps a 
mistake on the part of the copyist. 
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for a specific occasion in the manner of skaldic poetry-, has a form characteristic of 
Eddic poetry, and is moreover anonymous, although it is ascribed to mythic beings. 
The rest of the Old Icelandic poetic corpus, which spans five centuries and is 
scattered throughout more than five hundred manuscripts, was gathered together by 
Finnur Jönsson who published it between the years 1912 and 1915 under the title Den 
norske-islandske ckjaldedigtning. This enormous collection is presented in two parts, each 
covered by an `A' volume giving manuscript text and selected variants, and a B' volume 
with edited and normalised text, text re-ordered in prose, and Danish translations. Part 
one covers poetry from 800 to 1200, and part two from 1200 to 1400. Finnur Jönsson's 
edition became, and indeed is still, the standard text used by skaldic scholars. " However, 
as Diana Whaley notes: 
The arrangement of the volume embodies a myriad of decisions about the 
assignment of stanzas to poets, the reconstruction of fragments into extended 
poems, and the probable chronological sequence of the whole. Much of this is 
doubtless right, but any impression of canonical status is bound to be dangerously 
misleading, and some decisions may not stand up to detailed scrutiny. 14 
Finnur Jönsson subsequently published a revision in Danish of Sveinbjörn Egilsson's 
Old Norse-Latin dictionary, Lexicon poeticum, to which title he added Ordbog over den norsk- 
islandske skjaldesprog ('Dictionary of the Norse-Icelandic Skaldic Language'). Not only did 
both these works contribute greatly to the field of Old Norse studies in general, but they 
were also instrumental in the establishment of the concept of skaldic poetry as a distinct 
genre and helped to make the use of this term, in its modem restrictive sense, 
widespread. 
To recapitulate, then, Eddic poetry has been traditionally perceived as timeless, 
pagan and of mysteriously indeterminate origin. Of the poetry included in CR, only a 
fraction is preserved elsewhere, which means that most of the poems are unique 
examples. 15 Skaldic poetry does not have the same rarity value, as it is mostly preserved 
13 This will change when the `Skaldic Poetry of the diddle Ages -A New Edition' project is published 
(see the final section of this chapter). Other sources include the Karlevi stanza and some runic verses 
carved on wood from the twelfth century and later. The Karlevi stone was erected around the turn of the 
last millennium (in Oland, Sweden) to honour a Danish warrior and sea captain. It is carved on three sides 
with a long description in Danish runes. The inscription falls in two parts, the first of which explains why 
the stone is where it is, and the second of which is an eight-line stanza which adheres strictly to the 
drottkuartt metre. 
14 Diana Whaley, `Skaldic Poetr', in A Companion to Old fNTorre-Icelandic Literature and Culture, ed. by Rory 
McTurk (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), pp. 478-502 (p. 489). 
15 There are, however, a number of sources of Eddic verse besides the CR, its `sister' manuscript and 
Snorri's Edda. l Q1runga saga and Hauksbök both contain ne« and duplicate material. Later, in the saga- 
period, new poems of the Eddic kind were composed for inclusion in fornaldarsggur on the model of 
I 'Qfrunlga . rasa. 
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in sagas of which multiple versions exist (a fact which makes it relatively hard to edit). 
Much of it is also presumed to postdate Eddic poetry, partly because it makes use of the 
mythological and heroic subject matter contained in CR, but also because of its highly 
developed metre and style. Another reason why skaldic poetry has traditionally had less 
appeal for certain readers is that a good deal of it shows Christian and other outside 
influences. It was not considered to be as `pure' as Eddic poetry, particularly by post- 
medieval readers who were looking for expressions of primeval Germanic paganism. 
Therefore although the skaldic corpus is much larger than the Eddic, much more 
research has been done on Eddic poetry, proportionally, than on skaldic poetry, 
although the emphasis has begun to shift in recent years. 
This prejudice in favour of Eddic poetry can be explained by a number of other 
factors, one of these being the intellectual climate in which the CA manuscript was 
received when it was rediscovered in Iceland in 1643. Up until this time Snorri 
Sturluson's Edda was the only comprehensive account of Norse mythology from the 
Middle Ages. In Gylfaginning, the first section of this treatise of Old Norse poetic diction 
and metre, Snorri explains the origin of Norse mythology, and in the second, 
Skäldskaparmäl, he retells many of the old stories about the gods in order to explain the 
language of the kennings. Snorri's work, which is in prose, although it quotes frequently 
from Old Norse poetry, is preserved in four manuscripts, of which one, the Codex 
Upsaliensis (c. 1300), clearly states that its name is Edda and that it was composed by 
Snorri Sturluson. Although the word Edda, referring to Snorri's work, became 
synonymous in the Middle Ages with the ideal of traditional Icelandic poetry and was 
constantly alluded to by medieval Icelandic poets and authors, the name of Snorri as the 
person responsible for a text of that name was not remembered to the same extent, and 
by the time of the `revival of learning' or Icelandic renaissance (in the late sixteenth- and 
early seventeenth centuries), scholars were confused as to its authorship and were 
uncertain as to whether the term Edda referred to Snorri's work, or to some work or 
works that pre-dated and informed it. 16 
Since the prose Edda, now attributed to Snorri, was obviously, and often 
explicitly, drawing upon a wealth of ancient tradition, it became a common supposition 
in Iceland that a larger Edda had formed a major source for it. Brynjölfur Sveinsson, 
Bishop of Skälholt (1605-75), for instance, lamented the loss of `ingentes thesauri totius 
16 There are several theories as to the etymology of the term `edda'. For a discussion see Jonas 
Kristjänsson, Eddas and Saar: Iceland's . lledeeralll'terature, trans. by Peter Foote (Reykjavik: Rio islenska 
bökmenntafelag, 1988), p. 25. 
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humanes conscripti a Saemundo sapiente, et imprimis nobilissima illa Edda [... ]'. 
" 
Therefore, when Bishop Brynjolfur acquired the great poetic codex around 1643, he 
called it Edda, recognizing it as part of the ancient material on which Snorri had based 
his work. 18 He mistakenly ascribed the newly discovered collection of poetry to a priest 
called Sxmundr Sigfüsson (1056-1133), the pioneer historian from Oddi in the south of 
Iceland whose fame as a scholar and writer was almost legendary, with the result that 
this anthology of poetry continued to be referred to as Scrmundar Edda well into the 
nineteenth century. The bishop later sent the manuscript as a gift to the bibliophile king, 
Frederik III, in Copenhagen where, like his other manuscripts, it was referred to as 
Codex Regius and acquired the number 2365 4to. It remained in Copenhagen until it was 
returned to the Icelandic people by the Danish state in 1971. 
Snorri was eventually established as the sole author of the prose work or Snorra 
Edda, and the theory that Sxmundr composed the poetry of the CR has since been 
discredited. The CR collection is now more commonly known as the Poetic or Elder Edda 
to distinguish it from Snorri's Prose or Younger Edda (since the CR was generally 
considered to contain material from before Snorri's time). Thus an Eddic/skaldic 
dichotomy was established in favour of Eddic poetry and to the disadvantage of skaldic. 
It is ironic, however, that the name Edda, which for generations of Icelanders evoked 
the poetics of Skäldskaparmdl, `the language of (skaldic) poetry', should in modern times 
come to represent the old mythological and heroic poetry. " 
By the time Snorri was writing Skäldskaparmäl, in the first half of the thirteenth 
century, he felt that the highly-wrought art of skaldic poetry was already in decline: 
These things have now to be told to young poets who desire to learn the language 
of poetry and to furnish themselves with a wide vocabulary using traditional terms; 
or else they desire to be able to understand what is expressed obscurely. Then let 
such a one take this book as scholarly enquiry and entertainment. But these stories 
are not to be consigned to oblivion or demonstrated to be false, so as to deprive 
poetry of ancient kennings which major poets have been happy to use. 20 
17 The Poetic Edda: I ölume I, Heroic Poems, ed. by Ursula Dronke (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), p. x w. 
18 Shortly afterwards he obtained a `sister' manuscript to supplement the first. It is so called because it and 
the CR were in part copied from the same lost `mother' manuscript. It is catalogued as AM 748 I -sto and 
contains five of the poems found in CR and one (Baldrs draumr) for which it is our sole source. 
19 In Gylfaginning Snorri chiefly quotes from poems that exist in the Poetic Edda, but in Skäldskaparmd/ the 
quotations are for the most part from the works of named skalds. 
20 Snom Sturluson: Edda. Skäldskaparmdl, ed. by Anthony- Faulkes, 2 vols (London: Viking Society for 
Northern Research, 1998), I, p. 5: `En ketta er nu at segja ungum skäldum keim er girnask at nema mal 
skaldskapar ok heyyja ser or6fj9lÖa meo fornum heitum ecÖa gimask keir at kunna skilja pat er hulit er 
kv-edit: ýä skili hann pessa bök til fröOleiks ok skemtunar. En ekki er at gleyma eÖa ösanna svi Pessar 
s9gur at taka or skäldskapinum for[nar ke)nningar pxr er h9fuÖskäld hafa ser lika lätit'. Translation by 
Anthony Fames, Snor7 Stur/uron: Edda (London: Even-man, 1987), p. 64. 
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As skaldic poetry continued to be composed long after Snorri 's death and well into the 
fifteenth century, his warnings about the deterioration of the skaldic art seem 
unnecessarily pessimistic. However, several Icelandic poets of the later Middle Ages 
admit that they are not following the rules of the (Snorra) Edda exactly in their 
compositions, and while some apologise for this, many make little secret of the fact that 
they consider traditional skaldic poetry to be decadent, outmoded and obscure. The 
author of the fourteenth-century Christian poem Li ja, for instance, is probably referring 
to the language of skaldic poetry when he writes: 
Sä er öoinn skal vandan velja, 
velr svo mgrg i kv e8i ach selja 
hulin fornyräi ach trautt mä telja, 
tel eg penna svo skilning dvelja. 
Vel kvi ach her ma skyr orä skilja, 
skill pjöÖir minn ljösan vilja, 
tal öbreytilegt veitt of vilja. 
Vil eg, ach kvx$iö heiti Lilja. 
Whoever chooses to write poetry in the difficult manner chooses to deliver so many 
veiled ancient words that they can scarcely be counted. I declare that this hampers 
understanding. Therefore I choose that here plain words may be discerned and 
language in accordance with my intention so that all people clearly understand my 
will. I desire that the poem be named Lily. 21 
Thus skaldic poetry fell out of favour and, it could be argued, has only recovered the 
literary recognition it deserves in the last few decades. 22 
Skaldic Poetry: Authorship it. 
We have noted above that one of the chief distinctions between Eddic and skaldic 
poetry is that the latter is not anonymous. It is poetry composed by named skalds, and 
the adjective `skaldic' is obviously derived from skald, the Icelandic word for `poet'. The 
problem with the use of this term to designate one particular type of poetry is that it 
excludes by definition the many verse utterances in the sagas recited by individuals not 
otherwise known as skalds. However, these may be regarded as `accidental' poets, or 
even fictitious ones. Although the majority of the verses in Egils saga are recited by Egill 
21 Peter Hallberg, Old Icelandic Poetry: Eddic Lay and Skaldic Verre, trans. with a foreword by Paul Schach and 
Sonja Lindgrenson (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1975), p. 179. 
22 For an account of the demise of drrottkt)att poetry and the skaldic tradition, see Kari Ellen Gade, The 
Structure of Old Xorre Court Poetry, Islandica, 49 (Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 1995), pp. 238-45. 
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himself, a small number are also attributed to other characters in the saga, such as his 
father and grandfather (see st. 1 in chapter 5, and st. 3 in chapter 6). 
The first certain use of the word skdld meaning professional poet occurs in 
Eyvindr skäldaspillir's ('skald-despoiler/plagiarist') second lampoon on Haraldr 
gräfeldr's ('grey fur-cloak') greed, c. 965. '3 Skald is a word whose etymology is disputed 
but which possibly originally had negative connotations and which scholars generally 
acknowledge to be cognate to German schelten (scold/reprimand) and English 'scold'. 24 
By the tenth century skald is used as a general term for a poet, but certain poets often 
abused their art to compose libels in verse. Even though the composition of such poetry 
was illegal and punishable by total outlawry or even death, this prohibition did not seem 
to deter the skalds and the composition of slanderous verses, or niduisrrt; was widely 
practised. Egill Skalla-Grimsson was one of the early masters of deadly invective of this 
kind, as can be seen in one of the examples of his verse quoted below. The insult in 
skaldic niö focuses on the enemy's essential impotence and often carries a charge of 
sexual perversion or lack of masculinity. 25 The power of both slanderous and 
encomiastic poetry is excellently illustrated by the episode in chapter 60 of Egils saga, 
which is discussed in chapter 4. 
Remains of verse attributed to over 250 named poets are still in existence, and 
many of these poets, although not all, bore the sobriquet skald or a nickname referring 
to poetic activity, such as Arnorr jarlaskäld ('skald of the earls'), Gunnlaugr ormstunga 
('serpent-tongue'), Eyvindr skäldaspi hir, Jörunn skäldmar ('skald-maid') and Steinunn 
skäldkona (`skald-woman'), Hallfreor vandrx-Öaskäld (`troublesome-poet'), or the 
curiously named D roddr dräpustdfr (`poem-stump'). 26 Although poetic composition 
does not seem to have been a full-time occupation in medieval Scandinavia, many skalds 
spent extended periods of time at court. The Norwegian kings are believed to have had 
whole troops of poets in their entourage, whose job it was to provide entertainment and 
to compose praise-poetry in their honour. According to Skdldatal, King Haraldr 
haröräöi ('the hard ruler') had no fewer than thirteen different skalds in his retinue at 
one time or another, and nearly all of them have left us longer or shorter pieces in praise 
of him. When skalds were not in the service of a king or earl, they farmed, traded, and 
23 Roberta Frank, Old Norse Court Poetry: The Drrittkva'tt Stantia, Islandica, 42 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1978), p. 82. 
24 See for example, Bjarne Fidjestol, `Norse-Icelandic Composition in the Oral Period', in Selected Paper 
(see Haugen, 1997), p. 326, and Stephen A. Mitchell, `Performance and Norse Poetry: The Hydromel of 
Praise and the Effluvia of Scorn', Oral Tradition, 16 (2001), 168-202 (pp. 1 
u Roberta Frank, Old Norse Court Poetry, p. 82. 
2O Diana Whaley, `Skaldic Poetry'. p. 480. 
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fought. This was certainly true of Egill Skalla-Grimsson, as Jorge Luis Borges remarks: 
`he was skilled in his manipulation of the sword, with which he killed many men, and in 
his manipulation of metre and the intricate metaphor'. 27 
Skäldatal is an anonymous list of royal skalds preserved in two versions, the 
more extensive of which continues down to about 1300. It is basically a catalogue of 
Scandinavian rulers accompanied by the names of poets who composed in their honour. 
Covering a period of 350 years, it enumerates a total of 110 Icelandic court poets, from 
Egill Skalla-Grimsson to his descendant Jon murti ('little fellow') Egilsson (d. 1320). 
Most kings have a whole group of skalds attached to their names and such a list must 
have been a very useful aid for any author of the konungasQgur (kings' sagas), since for the 
earliest reigns poems on Northern rulers were the best sources of information available 
to them. Unfortunately names are all we have of the skalds listed in Skdldatal whose 
poetry has not survived to modern times, but their sheer number gives us some idea of 
the extent of a once-existing great corpus of which we have now but a fragment. 
The first named skald on record is the Norwegian Bragi Boddason, or 'Brag, 
the Old', to whom the poem Ragnarsdräpa is attributed. However, whether Bragi ever 
actually existed is open to question, as Bjarne Fidjestol points out: 
The name Bragi is derived either from a word meaning `the first', or `the 
outstanding', or from a word meaning `poetry'; and we meet Bragi again in myths 
where he figures as the god of poetry. Possibly the name belongs to a historical 
person and efforts have been made to demonstrate that it did [... ] at all events, we 
can say that as a historical personage Bragi stands in a very dim light. 28 
Another early Norwegian poet is Ilj6oOlfr of 1-', 'vin. His cognomen links him to the 
region around Kvinesdal but there is not much else we can know about DjOo6lfr. This is 
chiefly because he belongs to the interim period between pre-history and history in the 
Norwegian past, a period which coincided with, and was connected with, the migration 
to Iceland. 
Thus the first poets we know of were Norwegian, but it was the Icelanders who 
became the kings' poets at court, as the Norwegian gift for skaldic poetry waned in the 
face of Continental European cultural influences. The Icelandic poets - Egill, 
incidentally, is the first known native Icelandic skald - were seen as being especially 
2.7 Jorge Luis Borges, `Snorri Sturluson: Saga de Egil-Skallagrimmson', in Biblioteca personal (Buenos Aires: 
Alianza, 1986), p. 128: Tue diestro en el manejo de la espada, con la que math .a muchos hombres, y en el 
manejo de la metrica v de la intricada metäfora'. 
2$ Bjarne Fidjestol, `The King's Skald from Kvinesdal and his Poetry', in Selected Papers (see Haugen, 1997), 
pp. 68-92 (p. 68). 
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skilled in the art of poetic composition, but unfortunately we have very little 
information about how poets were trained or how their skills were developed. 
According to one story, Sighvatr lörÖarson's prodigious fluency in poetry came as a 
result of his eating a particular fish-head. Some skalds were related to each other and 
therefore possibly had the gift of poetry passed on to them within the family, such as 
DrÖr Kolbeinson and his son Arnörr, for instance, in the early eleventh century, or 
Snorri Sturluson and his nephews Sturla and Olafr in the thirteenth. In Egils saga the gift 
of poetic composition also appears to be a family trait passed down from one 
generation to another. In chapter 3, for instance, it is related that Egill's granduncle 
Qlvir hnufa ('hump') became a poet after he was refused the hand of Sölveig in fagra 
('the fair'), daughter of the earl Atli. Qlvir composed many love poems about her and 
was so taken with her that he even gave up going on raids, but he went on to become a 
highly-esteemed poet in the court of King Haraldr. In chapter 24 of the saga, Egill's 
grandfather 1, ', veld-Olfr takes to his bed, overcome with grief, when he hears about the 
death of his son D rolfr. When his other son Skalla-Grimr tries to convince him that a 
more honourable course of action would be to take revenge, Kveld-Ülfr recites a verse 
saying that he is no longer able to fight (see st. 1, chapter 5). Just one verse obviously 
does not make a poet but he, Skalla-Grimr, and Egill all have personalities and physical 
characteristics of a kind that is typical of other poets in the Icelandic family sagas, such 
as Kormäkr and Gunnlaugr. 
Skaldic Poetry: Form and Content 
The verse-form makes a text easier to remember and to remember accurately. 
Metre has aesthetic functions over and above this: it lends a text dignity and 
beauty. These however may be regarded as derivative qualities. If a text is put into 
verse-form, it is because it is a text thought to be worth remembering. In dealing 
with oral composition and transmission in a history of literature, the question of 
form is central to the theme. 
29 
According to this definition the format of the text has two functions. One is aesthetic; 
as Fidjestol says, metre `lends a text dignity and beauty'. The oral recitation of poetry 
was a form of entertainment and although we know little about the deliver- of such 
poetry, the placing of stresses and the internal rhyme must have played an important 
2') Bjarne Fidjestol, `Norse-Icelandic Composition in the Oral Period', in Selected Papers (see Haugen, 1997), 
pp. 303-32 (p. 303). 
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part in the performance. The other purpose of skaldic poetry was, in a bookless 
environment, to record and preserve information, and the strict metres employed by 
Icelandic poets meant that it would be remembered word for «-ord. 
Snorri devotes one full section, the third and final part of his Edda to listing and 
giving examples of the different metres available to the poet. Over a hundred different 
metrical and rhetorical forms and types are enumerated in Hättatal; it must, however, be 
recognized that many of these are variant forms rather than distinct types. About a 
century before, RQgnvaldr kali, Earl of the Orkneys, and the Icelander Hallt Pörarinsson 
had composed Hättalykill (key of metres), a work based on the Latin model of the so- 
called clavis metrica. Metre was clearly seen as fundamental to the composition of good 
quality poetry. One interesting aspect of Old Icelandic metre is that certain forms were 
apparently deemed suitable for certain subjects, and in the case of what is considered to 
be the oldest Old Icelandic poetic metre, fornyrrYislag, that function is contained within 
the name. Literally translated, fornyrnis-lag means `lay of old words/sayings' or, as 
Turville-Petre has translated it, `Old Story Measure'. The earliest use of the term occurs 
in Hättatäl, otherwise the word or word-element fore is usually used to refer to the 
ancient heathen times and to old mythical lore, e. g. hio forn-kveöna is a set phrase for an 
`old saw', `proverb'. In the Poetic Edda it was used to refer to days of yore in poems such 
as VQluipä. The problem with categorising fornyrt islag as an Eddic metre is that it was 
also used in some poetry that is considered to be skaldic. Many of the verses spoken by 
personages in the fornaldarsQgur are in this format and it was also employed by the author 
of Merlinusrpä, Gunnlaugr Leifsson. This form is more often associated with insults and 
niövisur than with praise-poetry. As Russell Poole observes, this may be because it was 
`considered beneath the dignity of magnates, since its comparatively simple format 
would not have greatly tried the poet. i30 
Fornyr5is1ag, as it is used in the Poetic Edda, is a relatively free measure. In poems 
composed in such a measure, syllables and line endings are not counted strictly, nor, 
according to Turville-Petre, are the earliest Eddic poems really strophic, i. e. the poems 
are not broken up into stanzas of eight half-lines, a feature which is considered to be 
essential in skaldic poetry. He attributes syllable counting and strophes in the later Eddic 
poems to skaldic influence. Eddic poetry has neither internal nor end rhyme. A 
forny islag line breaks up into two half lines which are linked by alliteration and broken 
by a metrical caesura. The single initial consonant in a stressed syllable suffices for the 
10 Russell Poole, `Metre and Metrics', in A Companion to Oll. \orse-Icelan dic LlrnguaTe and Culture, ed. by Rork 
McTurk (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), pp. 265-84 (p. 264). 
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purposes of alliteration, except in the case of st, sp and sk, where the entire consonant 
cluster is required to participate in the alliteration. Initial vowels in stressed syllables 
alliterate with each other and with j. Unstressed syllables do not enter into the schema. 
The first half-line of each line can have either one alliterating sellable or two. If the 
primary stresses are both on nouns or adjectives, it is the first primary stress that must 
carry alliteration. The second half-line is always limited to a single alliteration which 
must coincide with the first strongly stressed syllable. Broadly speaking, we can say that 
fornyröislag has usually no fewer than four syllables in a line, whereas mälahättr, another 
Eddic metre which has practically the same rules of alliteration as forny islag and is often 
used in poems where fornyriislag also occurs, has no fewer than five. A third type of 
metre used in Eddic poetry is jööahättr. It occurs along with fornyn is/ag in, among other 
poems, Grimnismäl and Hävamäl. LjdJabdttr differs from all other Old Icelandic metres in 
that it has a three-part rather than a two-part structure. 
Kviöuhättr is the metre of what was long regarded as one of the oldest skaldic 
poems extant, the Ynglingatal attributed to I)jöcölfr of Hvin, and, according to Jonas 
Kristjänsson, `since it is so close to the common Germanic form one might be tempted 
to conclude that it was the earliest of scaldic verse-forms, but the syllable counting and 
the use of kennings relate it to verse in dröttkviceör bättr, and it is just as likely that it is a 
subsequent development'. 31 Other poems composed in kviöuhättr include Egill Skalla- 
Grimsson's Sonatorrek and Arinbjarnarkviöa. Syllable counting is much stricter in 
kvidubättr than in fornyraislag. Syllables may be weighed as long or short, and in cases of 
what is called resolution, two syllables of which at least the first is short count as one 
long syllable, e. g. sonar (gen. sing. of sonr, `son') in stanza 6 of Sonatorrek. In chapter 5, I 
provide a more detailed treatment of the kviöuhättr metre. However, the metre most 
closely associated with skaldic poetry is dröttkva'ti 
With dröttkvatt we arrive at the most distinctive, prestigious, and arguably splendid 
of all Old Icelandic metres. Regularly used in both extended poems and lausavisur, 
the loose, random verses of the kind scattered throughout the sagas, it forms the 
metre of some five-sixths of the skaldic corpus. The metre derives its name from 
drött, `the following of the king or warlord' and kveöa, `to recite', indicating a style 
appropriate for compositions recited in the presence of a comitatus. It seems to 
have been practised and appreciated to some extent among all the Scandinavians 
of the Viking Age, but the evidence for it comes almost exclusively from Norway, 
Orkney and Iceland. Around 21,000 lines of drzttkvatt verse survive, attributed to 
poets who lived between about 850 and 1400.32 
31 Jonas Itristjänsson, Eddar and Sagas, p. 85. 
32 Russell Poole, `Metre and Metrics', p. 269. 
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The lausavisur quoted below are examples of drrttkva'tt verses from Egils saga. The first is 
one of a pair of stanzas in which Egill calls down the wrath of the gods on his enemies 
King Eirar bl6 x (`blood-axe') and Queen Gunnhildr, and asks for them to be 
banished from Norway. The second strophe describes a storm at sea. 
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Stanza 28 
Svä skydi goÖ 91- 
gram reki bgnd of l um, 
reffe se rQgn ok Oc inn, 
r rains fear hLum; 
folkmýgi 1ät flea, 
Freyr ok Nj r, of j um, 
leicÖisk lofÖa stricÖi 
1andQss kanns ve grandar. jj 
Manuscript variantS34 
2 gram] so WI, gramr M, grQm K; reki] reka K; bond] baund K, lynd indistinct M, 12ndum] 
hondum WI 
3 reich] reid K (AM = W/, M); se] so K (AM = M, W), se Skj.; rggn] so K, reginn W 
4 r'n] räns w; rains] minniz K 
5 folkmygi] fiolkyngi U7 K, folkmygi] fiolkyngi W, K; lät] lattu U7 flyja] fylgia W 
6 Freyr... Njgrcýr] frei... nigrä K (AM = M, W); jgräum] iorcÖv 11«, AM in K 
7 leiÖisk] 1eiäis W; striäi] so W, styri M 
Prose word order 
Svä skyldi goo gjalda hQnum rQn fear mins. Bond reki gram of 1Qndum. RQgn ok Ölinn 
se reiö. Freyr ok NjQrÖr, Mt folkmygi, kann's Brandar ve, flyja of j9rÖum. LandQss leis isk 
stricöi loföa. 
Translation 
Thus should the gods repay him for the robbery of my property. May the gods drive the 
king from his lands. May the gods and Ölinn be angry. 0 Frevr and NjQrc r, make the 
oppressor of men who destroys sanctuaries flee from the estates, may the landgod/spirit 
be (make himself) hateful to the enemy of the people. 
33 IF 2, p. 163. 
;4 According to Skj. AI, and IF 2. 
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Stanza 32 
Iel hoggr stört fyr stäli 
stafnkvigs a veg jafnan 
üt meck ela meitli 
andxrr jQtunn vandar, 
en svalbüinn selju 
sverfr eirar vanr kein 
Gestils Qlpt meck gustum 
gandr of stäl fyr brandi. 35 
Manuscript variants 
1 stäli] stalinn K, (nn deleted AM); 2 kvigs] kn'gz K, (keys AM. 
3 ela] Iola K; meitli] meili W, meite AM in K. 
4 andxrr] aunduR I-YI, K; j9tunn vandar] fiotuR grundar W; iotun ok andar K 
5 sval] sealf W; büinn] buin W; selju] selia AM in K. 
6 sverfr] sue ft W, AM i K; ýeiri] peirar W1, AM in K. 
7 gestils] gellis W; gistils K (gestis AM); Qlpt] alfr W, gialfr K (gi deleted AM); meck 
gustum] ac )r gusto M, giste K (AM = M, WI); 8 gandr] grand W1, K; of] so W, ok K (from 
AM 
Prose word order 
Anderr jQtunn vandar hoggr stört Pel meck meitli ela a jafnan veg stafnkvigs fyr stäli, en 
svalbuinn gandr selju - vanr eirar - sverfr kein Qlpt Gestils fyr brandi of stäl meck 
gustum. 
Translation 
The adverse giant of the tree [giant = enemy, the enemy of the tree = wind, which is adverse 
= STORM] massively carves a file with the chisel of snowstorms onto the smooth path of the 
pmw-bull [prow-bull = ship, whose smooth path = SEA] in front of the prow, and the 
coldly clad enemy of the willow [STORM], lacking in mercy, files with it (i. e. with the file) the 
swan of Gestill [Gestill = name of a sea-god, whose swan = SHIP] in front of the ornament 
around the prow with gusts. 
15iF2, p. 1; 2. 
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The most obvious feature of these verses is that like all skaldic poetry they consist of 
stanzas of eight lines or, more correctly, half-lines. The stanzas are divided into two 
half-stanzas which are metrically independent and often syntactically so, and which in 
the sagas are sometimes preserved as separate entities called helmingar. As we have 
mentioned above, another fundamental requirement of skaldic poetry is that it is 
syllable-counting. In dröttkvatt poetry this syllable-counting is very strict and the number 
of syllables is usually limited to six per line. In the above examples we can see that apart 
from the second line of the first verse the number of syllables in each half-line adds up 
to six. However, as is the case in kviöuhättr, two syllables, of which the first is short, may 
`resolve', i. e. count as one long one, the word reki here constituting one syllable for 
metrical purposes. 
As in fornyröislag and the other measures described above, in drrittkvcrtt lines are 
linked in pairs by alliteration. There are two alliterating sounds (studlar) in each odd line 
and one (the hQfuöstafr, `chief stave/post') in the first stressed syllable of each even line. 
Any vowel or diphthong alliterates with any other (or with `j' and a following vowel), 
though preferably an unlike one. In the verses above the alliterating letters are indicated 
in bold font. Thus, for example, in the first two lines of st. 28, the alliterating sound is g, 
in the following pair of lines it is r, and then f and 1. In lines 3-4 of the second example 
we can see an instance of the (unlike) vowels ü and e, and also a and jo alliterating. 
Individual lines also contain pairs of internal rhymes, or hendingar, which link the 
sounds in stressed syllables. The second stress is always on the penultimate syllable. 
There are two types of internal rhyme: odd lines normally have skothending (half-rhyme) 
in which the vowels /diphthongs are different but the postvocalic consonants or 
consonant groups are identical. 36 Even-numbered lines (and sometimes also odd lines) 
have aöalhending ('full' or `chief rhyme) in which vowels /diphthongs and the postvocalic 
consonant(s) are identical. In the above examples internal rhyme is indicated by 
underlining. In st. 28, for instance, the penultimate syllable in line 1 is gjald-, which 
therefore carries a primary stress (in this case it is also the alliterating syllable). The 
postvocalic consonants are Id, which rhyme with those in another stressed syllable in the 
line: sky/d. The following line has full internal rhyme in that the , -ox-, -el and consonant 
group pnd in the penultimate syllable, rhymes with bend. In line 3 it is simply the sound d 
which rhymes; in line 4 on provides aöalhending, but in line 5, although skothending would 
36 Howw"ever, it is not quite clear how many of the postvocalic consonants must participate in the internal 
rhyme. See Kan Ellen Gade, The Structure of Old \-orre Court Poetry, Islandica, 41) (Ithaca, Cornell University 
Press, 1905), p. 5. 
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be expected assonance is present instead. It is the adherence to these strict constraints in 
the composition of a skaldic stanza which results in an unnatural word order and clause- 
arrangement, or at least a word order very unlike that of prose. 
We have seen in the examples of the two verses above that the different 
manuscripts show many variant forms, and the editor's choice will depend on the 
interpretation he/she finds appropriate. In some cases this choice will be motivated by 
metre and in others by meaning. For example, in the first of the two examples above, 
line 7, Eirikr is described as being lofda striöi(r) (enemy of men/people). 
Both 1V and K have strioi, whereas M has s'jri, which is the alternative Finnur 
Jönsson opts for in Skj. AT. Lofßa stj"ri (steerer/leader of men) makes equally good sense 
in the context and does not change the number of syllables in the half-line. However, 
whereas striöi fulfills the rhyme-scheme (skothendinýg) required by the odd line, sori does 
not. There is no other r in the line with which the r in sty'ri can rhyme. Furthermore, as 
Eirikr has been referred to as folkmygi(r) (oppressor of men) in line 5 perhaps lofda stridi(r) 
is also preferable semantically. In order to achieve the requisite six syllables in line 8, 
Sigurc ur Nordal emends bann er to banns (an abbreviated form of /ann es), which, as it 
happens, has no effect on the meaning. In general, however, the tendency to emend 
texts in such a way as to fit the requirement of the metrical form is declining and 
increasingly frowned upon. These are some, although by no means all, of the problems 
that editors of medieval manuscripts must address before arriving at a fixed text (even 
though no such fixed text is stable for very long as multi-interpretations continually 
suggest themselves). 
We have so far mostly looked at the form and structure of the dröttkva'tt stanza, 
but the poetic diction of the stanzas quoted above is another distinguishing factor. In 
Old Icelandic poetry the most prominent devices for achieving artistic effect, and which 
are found in abundance, are heiti and kennings. Heiti are the less unique of the two; they 
can be found in poetry all over the world and in Old Norse the word refers to the 
practice of replacing common nouns with unusual or `poetic' appellations. Typical 
examples in English are `steed' or `mount' for `horse'. Heiti appear frequently in skaldic 
poetry, but relatively rarely in the Poetic Edda, and virtually never in prose. `Particularly 
rich sources of heiti, ' as Tun-ille-Petre points out, `are the so-called Ju/ur, lists of 
synonyms or near-synonyms for objects, people, or mythological beings such as man, 
woman, battle, beasts, sun, moon, as well as gods, goddesses, giants and many more'. 37 
37 E. O. Gabriel Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poet, } (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976), p. xli. 
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These anonymous poetic texts are preserved in manuscripts of Snorra Edda and form 
two main groups, one dating from before 1200 and the other from the thirteenth 
century. 38 The main purpose of such synonyms was to avoid monotonous repetition. In 
our first example, for instance, Egill uses four different terms to refer to the gods or to a 
god apart from using proper names: &J, bond, rQgn and - Qss. The word bQnd (nom. sing. 
band) in line 2 of st. 28 has the meaning `bonds', `fetters' or `confederacy' in everyday 
speech, but when it is used in poetry it is endowed with a special meaning `gods'. 
Similarly gram(r), also in line 2, which normally denotes a `fiend' or `demon', when used 
in a poetic context can mean `warrior', `prince', or even `king'. As Turville-Petre notes, 
`A king or prince may be designated by many different words. He leads the army, and so 
he is called fylkir (cf. olk, `army'); he is generous to his men and is, therefore mildingr, he 
is vQrrYr, for he is the protector'. " In this stanza Egill in fact uses kennings (see below) to 
reverse these stock terms of praise; he calls Eirikr folkmyýir (oppressor of men), and lojda 
striöir (enemy of men). Another type of heiti occurs when a part of the object designated 
may be used metonymically for the whole, e. g. kjQlr (keel) may mean `a ship', as may rä 
(sail-yard). 
The kenning is an even more striking feature of skaldic diction. It consists in its 
simplest forms either of two nouns, one of them in the genitive case, or of two nouns 
combined to form a compound word. These two elements are called the `base-word' 
(German Grundwort, Mod. Icelandic stofnord) and the `determinant' (Bestimmung, kennioro). 
In the case of a two-noun kenning it is the noun in its genitive case that constitutes the 
determinant; in the case of a compound-word kenning, it is the first element in the 
compound that does so. In stanza 32, for example, jQtunn vandar, a kenning for `storm', 
consists of two substantives: jQtunn means `giant', and by extension, as the giants were 
traditionally enemies of the gods, it can mean `enemy' in general; vQndr, or vandar as it 
appears here in its genitive form, means a `wand' or `post'. JQtunn, as the base-word of 
the kenning, takes the place of the sense-word (in this case `storm') in the sentence, and 
consequently the case as required by the clause (in this example, nominative). Vandar (of 
wand/ pole), as the determinant, qualifies what type of `enemy' is being referred to. The 
enemy of an upright post, possibly a mast in this context, is the wind or storm because 
the wind could cause a mast or tree to be knocked down or uprooted. In line 7 in Gestils 
;S For a discussion of puler see Rory McTurk, Studies in Ragnars saga Lodbmkar' and its Major Scandinavian 
Analogues, Medium 'E-, -um monographs, ne«- series, 15 (Oxford: Society for the Study of Mediaeval 
Languages and Literature, 1991), pp. 23-24. 
19 Scaldic Poetry, p. xliii. 
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Q pt, a kenning for `ship', the word Q pt (swan) is the base-word. Gestill is a mythological 
king of the sea, and the `swan of Gestill' is the ship. As for compound word kennings, 
folkmjgir (st. 28, line 5) may be taken as an example. There mygir (oppressor) is the base- 
word and folk- (people) is the determinant, specifying what kind of `oppressor' the king 
was. 
As we have noted above, skaldic poetry was oral in character. It was composed 
to be uttered aloud and, bearing in mind the complexity- of the language, it is fair to ask, 
before we begin to appreciate it ourselves, what the expectations of the medieval 
audience were and how they understood it. We can assume that a contemporary 
audience expected, and was used to, the skewed word order and clause-arrangement. 
Many kennings, although not exactly cliches, would have been known and immediately 
recognizable to the listeners of the day, everyone would have understood, for instance, 
that `Gestill's swan' was a ship. The fact that these strophes have been remembered and 
recorded means that they must have been learned and repeated by others. The medieval 
audience would have understood, then, the message or content of the verse, adorned as 
it is with kennings and complicated word order. What is more uncertain is whether the 
skalds deliberately selected specific kennings to create particular images or moods, or 
how conscious their choice of vocabulary was. 
In their respective Norwegian and Spanish translations, both Lie and Bernärdez 
manage to retain the formal features of skaldic poetry to a surprising extent, as we shall 
see in the central chapters of this thesis. Looking briefly at Hallvard Lie's translation of 
stanza 28, for example, we can see that he has linked the lines in pairs by alliteration 
(alliterative letters are indicated in bold), and has managed to do so without greatly 
affecting the overall significance of the stanza. ` He has also achieved skothending in lines 
1 and 8, partial internal rhyme in lines 5 and 7, and adalhending in lines 4 and 6. 
Driv dädrike makter Drive, glorious [divine] powers, 
drotten fra land og rike! the king from land and realm 
Hevn, Odin og hoye aser, Avenge, Ooinn and exalted gods 
i harme, at hau meg raute! in anger, [the fact] that he robbed me! 
La folkplageren flykte, Make the people-plaguer flee, 
Froy og Njord, fra Norge! Freyr and NjQror, from Norway! 
Tungt, Tor, du tukte Severely, Dörr, may you punish 
Tin hel s usle krenker! 4' the miserable violator of the thing- s anc tuary! 
40 For a more detailed discussion of this translation see chapter 4. 
1 I.. landrke attesagaer, vol. 1, p. 133. 
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While the Spanish translator has not been able to achieve quite the same effect, it is 
clear that he has also tried to produce some internal rhyme and alliteration in his 
version, and even accomplishes skothending in line 5 and adalhending in line 8 of the 
stanza, despite his claim that the form of the dröttkva'tt stanza is `casi imposible de 
reflejar en una traducciön' (almost impossible to reflect in a translation). 42 
Que los dioses castiguen May the gods punish 
a Eirilk, del pals le arrojen, EiriIkr, may they drive him out of the country, 
que tambien Odin se irrite, may Quinn also be angry, 
pues mis riquezas robo; for he stole my property; 
que hair hagan de sus tierras May Nj9rÖr and Freyr make the tyrant 
al tirano, Njörd y Frey, flee from his lands 
de Thor la espalda al abyecto Dorr, turn your back on the abject 
violador del thing sa 0.43 violator of the sacred 'thing'. 
Specific problems for the translation of Icelandic poetry into `Castilian verse', which 
Bernärdez identifies, are the non-existence of alliteration, and the difficultyy, of applying 
the Germanic metrical stresses to Castilian, which has a totally different stress-pattern. 
Bernärdez compares this difficulty on the one hand, with the facility on the other, of 
languages such as German and Faroese to accommodate this feature. He concludes, that 
the only permissible option for a Spanish translator of skaldic poetry is the reproduction 
of the content without trying to achieve `an unattainable fidelity' (Una inalcanzable 
idelidad) to the original forms. At the same time, however, Bernärdez feels it is essential 
to preserve something of the poetic character of the original verse in order to maintain 
the contrast between the prose text of the saga, and the poetic strophes intercalated 
throughout it. He suggests that skaldic poetry should be reproduced as free verse which 
is `mas o menos ritmico segün las possibilidades y la intenciön del traductor' (relatively 
rhythmic according to the translator's ability and purpose). 44 
Of course translating any Old Icelandic text into Spanish presents far greater 
challenges than translating into Norwegian. Norwegian and Old Norse-Icelandic both 
belong to the Germanic language family, indeed bokmäl (and to a greater degree, nynorrk) 
is a descendant of Old Norse, and therefore it is logical that the two languages share 
many features. The vast majority of Norwegian vocabulary, for example, is derived from 
42 Enrique Bernärdez, trans., Snorri Stur/uson: Saba de Egi/Skallagrimsson (Madrid: Mfiraguano, 1988), p. xiii. 
Henceforth I will refer to this volume as Saga de E(gi/Skallagnmrson. 
+3 ibid., pp. 201-02. 
 Enrique Bernärdez, `Acerca de la traducciön de los kenningar y otros aspectos de la poesia escäldica', 
Filologia modern, 68-70 (1980), 223-40 (p. 226). 
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Old Norse, 45 while Spanish terms derive from Latin, and whereas in Norwegian these 
words tend to be short and monosyllabic, words with a Latin derivation are far more 
likely to be polysyllabic and hence more difficult to fit into the six-syllable line of the 
dröttkvatt stanza. This difficulty is compounded by the fact that as a primordially 
analytical language, Spanish cannot be as concise as more synthetic languages like 
Icelandic and Norwegian, which sometimes results in clumsy, lengthy clauses such as la 
fiera que las heridas causa (the wild beast who causes the wounds) to translate a kenning 
like undvargr (wound-wolf > AXE), or el que alimenta a los cuervos (he who feeds the ravens) 
for gunnvala brcröir (prey-feeder of battle-hawks > WARRIOR). ' There are, however, some 
features of the Spanish language which are advantageous for the translation of skaldic 
verse, such as the versatility of its syntax, or its complex verbal system which can 
occasionally reproduce an Icelandic verbal ending more precisely than Norwegian which 
has a simpler morphology. We can also see in the above examples how the Spanish 
translation better accommodates the subjunctive mood of the verbs in the original 
(skyldi, reki, se, etc. ) than the Norwegian translation, which mostly employs the 
imperative, transforming Egill's curses into commands. 
Overview of Recent Research on Skaldic Poetry' 
Until the 1970s, research on skaldic poetry was relatively scarce, and of the books and 
articles which were published, the vast majority were written in Scandinavian languages. 
Major publications in the first half of the twentieth century include Finnur Jönsson's 
monumental Danish edition of skaldic poetry, Den norsk-islandske skjaldedigtning (1912- 
15), which we have already referred to above, Ernst Albin Kock's revised Swedish 
edition of that work, Den norsk-isländska Skaldediktningen (1946-49), and Finnur Jönsson's 
reworking of Sveinbjörn Egilsson's Lexicon Poeticum. 47 Between the years 1923-44, Kock 
also produced his Notationes Norrrene: Anteckningar till Edda och Skaldediktning, which 
consisted in a series of twenty-eight volumes of detailed notes and commentary on 
45 In the Norwegian stanza above, for example, almost every word presents an Old Norse etymology, e. g. 
`driv' (dr#f ), `d'ad' (dä3), `rike' (rikr), `makter' (mak/), `drotten' (dnittinn), `fra' (fra), `land' (land), `hev-n' (hefnd), 
`og' (ok), `a: ser' (a'sir), `harme' (h. armr), `han' (harn), `meg' (mik), `rante' (ran), and so on. 
16 See stanzas 6 and 19 in chapter 4. 
47 Ernst Albin Kock, ed., Den norsk-irläad.; ka Ska/dedlktningen, 2 viols (Lund: Gleerup, 1946-49); Finnur 
jönsson, Lez-iron Poeticism Antiquae Linguae Septentrronalis. " Ordboq over det Norrk Islandrke Skjalderpmg n^nndelig 
FoiOttet of Sveinnbjörn Egilron, 22nd edn 
(Copenhagen: 'Moller, 1931; repr. 1966). 
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skaldic and Eddic poetry-48 In 1921, Rudolph Meissner published Die Kenningar der 
Skalden: Ein Beitrag Zur skaldischen Poetik, one of the standard works on kennings. 49 
Meissner's influential study is particularly useful for his categorisations of kennings 
based on their sense-words. In a later monograph in Dutch, De skaldenkenningen met 
mythologischen inhoud (1934), Jan de Vries examines the mythological content of 
kennings. '" Other significant publications from around this period include Hallvard Lie's 
extended articles, `Jorvikferden: Et vendepunkt i Egil Skallagrimsson's liv' (1946), 
`Skaldestil-studier' (1952), and `Natur og unatur i skaldekunsten' (1957), 51 and Odd 
Nordland's monograph, TIQfuölausn' i Bgils saga- Ein tradi jonskritisk studie (1956). In the 
first fifty years of the twentieth century, however, only one publication on the subject of 
skaldic poetry was published in English. This was Lee M. Hollander's The Skalds. A 
Selection of Their Poems, With Introductions and Notes (1945), which, as the title suggests, 
comprises a selection of skaldic poetry (including a rendering of Egill's Sonatorrek) 
translated and with a commentary. 
From the late 1960s onwards, however, there was a considerable increase in the 
number of English-language publications on skaldic poetry, of which the two most 
important are Gabriel Turville-Petre's Scaldic Poetry (1976) and Roberta Frank's study, 
Old Norse Court Poetry: The Dr6ttkvicett Stanza (1978). 52 Like Hollander's book, Scaldic Poetry 
provides a selection of skaldic verse translated by the author, but Turville-Petre also 
supplies the original text, as well as detailed explanatory notes and full, stanza-by-stanza 
commentary. Frank's work, like Klaus von See's Skaldendichtung. " Eine Einführung (1980), s3 
provides a detailed introduction to the genre, but also includes detailed interpretations 
of selected lausavisur. Bjarne Fidjestr l's dissertation on skaldic praise-poetry, Det norrone 
brstediktet (1982) was also a landmark publication in the field, as was Hans Kuhn's major 
work Das Drrittkva'tt (1983). 5a 
By the time Roberta Frank surveyed the history of skaldic research in 1985, 
therefore, considerable progress had been made in the field, although she also identified 
48 Ernst Albin Kock, Notationen noffaw. - Anteckningar till eddy och skaldedikting (Lund: Gleerup, 1923-41). 
49 Rudolf Meissner, Die Kenningar der Skalden: Ein Beitrag Zur Skaldirchen Poetik (Bonn/Leipzig: Schroeder, 
1921). 
50 Jan de Vries, De skaldenkenningen met mythologischen inhoud (Haarlem: Tjeenk Willink, 1934). 
5' These articles were later published in a collection by Hallvard Lie entitled Om Sagakunrt og Skaldrkap: 
Utvalgte avhandlinger (Ovre Ervik: Alvheim and Eide, 1982). For individual references see bibliography. 
52 E. O. Gabriel Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976); Roberta Frank, Old Norse 
Court Poetry: The Drrittkwrztt Stanza (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1978). 
53 Klaus von See, Ska/dendiebtung. Eine Einfrihrung (Munich : Artemis, 1980). 
14Bjarne Fidjestol, Det nomnefintediktet (Ovre Ervik, Bergen: Alvheim and Eide, 1982); Hans Kuhn, Das 
Drdttkv tt (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1983). 
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several areas which had been neglected or where new investigation was needed. 55 For 
example, in her survey she challenges the traditional rigid lines of demarcation between 
Eddic and skaldic poetry which results in the former being viewed as that `simple-yet- 
passionate, rude-but-grand, close-to-nature poetry of the old Germanic folk', whereas 
skaldic poetry is considered `recondite', `unnatural', `other'. 56 For Frank this `crude and 
imprecise' categorisation is partly responsible for the relative shortage of research into 
skaldic verse. 
One area of skaldic studies that has generated much scholarship both before and 
after 1985, as we have seen, is the unique nature of verse in the drrittkva'tt metre. 57 Like 
Kuhn's study, Kari Ellen Gade's book focuses on the formal aspects of drottkva'tt, while 
others have looked for parallels in Old Irish syllabic poetry, but always with inconclusive 
results. 58 The enigmatic kenning so intrinsic to the style of skaldic poetry has also kept 
scholars such as Bjarne Fidjestol and Elena Gurevich busy looking for systems, patterns, 
and explanations. 59 A vast amount of skaldic scholarship has been devoted to 
deciphering and reconstructing corrupt verses. As regards the poetry of Egils saga this is 
particularly true of attempts to interpret the more difficult passages of Sonatorrrk, whose 
extreme ambiguity allows for a myriad of different readings. " 
The `raw material' also makes the study of skaldic poetry difficult. As we have 
pointed out above, skaldic poetry, unlike Eddic, is not collected neatly in any one 
manuscript, but is scattered throughout the sagas, Snorri Sturluson's Edda, and Icelandic 
medieval grammatical treatises; a few verses have even survived as runic inscriptions on 
stones and sticks. The one comprehensive edition of skaldic poetry today is still Finnur 
Jönsson's Skjaldedigtning. As we have noted above, the other main edition, that of Ernst 
55 Roberta Frank, `Skaldic Poetry' in Old Norse-Icelandic Literature: A Critical Guide, ed. by Carol J. Clover 
and John Lindow, Islandica 45 (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1985), pp. 157-96. Reprinted 
with a new preface by Theodore M. Andersson, Medieval Academy Reprints for Teaching 42 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 2005). 
56 ibid., p. 159. 
57 Roberta Frank, Old Norse Court Poetry: The Drrittkwett Stanza (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1978). 
58 Kati Ellen Gade, The Structure of Old None Drrittkvicett Poetry, Islandica, 49 (Cornell University Press, 
1995); E. O. Gabriel Turville-Petre, `On the Poetry of the Scalds and of the Filid', Eniu, 22 (1971), 1-22; 
Bridget Gordon Mackenzie, `On the Relation of Norse Skaldic Verse to Irish Syllabic Poetry', in Speculum 
Nornrnum: Norse Studies in Memory of Gabriel Turv lle-Pete, ed. by Ursula Dronke and others (Odense: 
Odense University Press, 1981), pp. 337-56. 
59 Bjarne Fidjestel, `The Kenning System: An Attempt at a Linguistic Analysis', in Selected Papers (see 
Haugen, 1997), pp. 16-67; Elena Gurevich, `Skaldic Variation and the Evolution of Kenning Patterns', 
Skandinaairtisk, 32 (2002), 31-37. 
60 See for example, Richard North, `The Pagan Inheritance of Egill's Sonatorrek', in Atli del 12. Congresso 
IntanraZionale di Studi sull'Alto Medioevo/Poetry in the Scandinavian Middle Ages: Seventh International Saga 
Conference, Spoleto 4-10 September 1988, ed. by Teresa Paroli (Spoleto: Centro italiano di studi sull'Alto 
Medioevo, 1990), pp. 147-67, and Jon Hnefill ABalsteinsson, `Religious Ideas in Sonatomk', Saga-Book of the 
Viking Society, 25 (1999), 159-77. 
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Albin Kock, follows Finnur's edition in form, and the other two main reference tools 
available to scholars of skaldic poetry, Finnur Jönsson's Lexicon Poeticum and Rudolph 
Meissner's Die Kenningar der Skalden, are also based on Finnur's editions, so that one 
scholar dominates the field. It has long been felt that these books are outdated and in 
need of emendation. Jon Helgason, Bjarne Fidjestol, and Roberta Frank, among others, 
have called for a new edition to further the progress of skaldic studies. 6' As Clover and 
Lindow have noted, `new editions, new reference tools, perhaps even a computer 
concordance to the corpus: these are some of our consumer needs in the years to 
come '. G2 
Of major significance, then, is the new project `Skaldic Poetry of the Middle 
Ages -A New Edition', which is being published online as an ongoing process and is 
expected be completed by 2008. This project was first conceived in 1994 by the current 
five editors-in-chief, who, when they realised that they would not be able to edit the 
entire corpus themselves, agreed to invite other researchers to participate as 
contributors to the edition. G3 At the moment approximately fifty scholars from 
Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Iceland, New Zealand, Russia, Sweden, the 
U. K., and the U. S. have responded and agreed to contribute to the project. A new 
`Lexicon Poeticum' and a collection of kenningar and heiti (poetic words) will be prepared 
in conjunction with the new edition, which will appear both in hard copy and in 
electronic form. " 
One of the interesting features of the new edition will be the way in which the 
huge skaldic corpus is divided into eight categories. The second of these, `Poetological 
works', includes poetry from the Snorra Edda and the grammatical and poetological 
treatises. This is an area in which interest has increased sharply in recent years. In 1988 
Bjarne Fidjestol noted a `buzz of activity' on the `Snorri front'. " Scholars are taking a 
new look at the intellectual background of Snorri's thirteenth-century works and are 
searching for answers in contemporary European literature. According to Fidjestol, The 
main tendency in recent work has been to the effect that Snorri, as the enlightened 
61 Jon Helgason, `Planer om en Ny Udgave of Skjaldedigtningen', Acta Philologica Scandinavia, 19 (1950), 
130-32; Bjame Fidjestol, `On a New Edition of Skaldic Poetry', in The Sixth International Saga Conference 
V orkrhop Papers (Copenhagen: n. pub, 1985), pp. 313-35. 
62 Old Norse-Icelandic literature: A Critical Guide, ed. by Clover and Lindow, p. 184. 
63 The five editors-in chief are: Kan Ellen Gade, University of Indiana; Diana Whaley, University of 
Newcastle; Edith Marold, University of Kiel; GuÖrün Nordal, University of Iceland; Margaret Clunies 
Ross, University of Sydney. See htU2: //skaldic. arts. usy-d. edu. au/db. php [accessed 15 May, 200]. 
64 Iran Ellen Gade, `Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian : diddle Ages', Skandinavistik, 32 (2002), 3-16. 
65 Bjame Fidjestol, `Snorri Sturluson, Humanist and Rhetorician', in Selected Papers (see Haugen, 1997), p. 
343. 
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humanist he was, took a rather positive view of the heathen mythology', and that he was 
able to see the past in a historical perspective. ` In her book, Skäldskaparmäl. " Snorri 
Sturluson s ars poetica and Medieval Theories of Language (1987), 67 Margaret Clunies Ross 
shows how closely the various sections of the Edda are interrelated, and demonstrates 
the kind of arspoetica Snorri intended Skäldsskaparmdl to be. She also demonstrates a 
unity in Snorri's religious theory and his views of language. 
`Snorri fever' was not just confined to the English-speaking world. In 1993, to 
commemorate the 750th anniversary of Snorri Sturluson's death, a collection of essays, 
edited by Alois Wolf, was published. These included an examination of the relationship 
between verse and prose in Snorri's Heimskringla by Bjarne Fidjestol, 68 a discussion of 
the sources of Skäldskaparmäl and Snorri's intellectual background by Anthony 
Faulkes, 69 and a treatment of Hättatal (the third section of Snorra Edda) by Stephen 
Tranter. 7° Also greatly increasing the prospects for research in skaldic studies has been 
the publication of Anthony Faulkes's edition of Skäldskaparmäl in two volumes (text and 
glossary). " This work completes Faulkes's edition of the Snorra Edda and is of crucial 
importance to skaldic scholars as the unique repository of a great amount of skaldic 
verse. Snorri Sturluson also provided modern skaldic scholarship with most of its 
terminology and principles of analysis and interpretation, and, as Clover and Lindow 
note, `it is because of him and his Icelandic disciples that the study of skaldic verse kept 
an impressive lead over that of other European vernacular poetries down to at least 
1850'. 72 
In his latest article, Klaus von See refutes Clunies Ross's `theologising' of the 
Snorra Edda and rejects the Prologue as the work of Snorri at all. He believes that 
Gyfaginning and Skäldskaparmäl, as well as Heimskringla, are written with a completely 
different aim in view: `they attempt to integrate genuine pagan tradition into the high- 
medieval world picture in as unprovocative a way as possible, and to exploit it in terms 
66 ibid., p. 349. 
67 Margaret Clunies Ross, Skäldskaparmdl: Snorri Sturluson s ars poetica and Medieval Theories of La nguage 
(Odense: Odense University Press, 1987). 
68 Bjarne Fidjestol, `Skaldic Stanzas in Saga-Prose: Observations on the Relationship between Prose and 
Verse in Snorri's Heimskringla', in Snorri Sturluson, Kolloquium Anläßlich der 750. IU iederkehr seines Todestages, 
ed. by Alois Wolf (Tübingen: Narr, 1993), pp. 7 7-98. 
69 Anthony Faulkes, `The sources of Skäldskaparmäl: Snorri's Intellectual Background', in Snorri Sturluson 
(see Wolf, 1993), pp. 59-76. 
70 Stephen Tranter, `Das Hättatal von Snorri Sturluson', in Snorn Sturluson (see Wolf, 1993), pp. 179-92. 
Anthony Faulkes, ed., Snorrr Sturluson: Edda. Skýildrkaparmdl, 2 vols (London: Viking Society for 
Northern Research, 1998). 
72 Old Norre-Icelandic Literature: . -l 
Cntic. il Guide, p. 165. 
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of a specifically "Norse" cultural identity-'. r3 Taking a step sideways, the very latest 
investigation into Old Norse medieval poetics has not focused exclusively on the works 
of Snorri Sturluson. In Old Icelandic Literature and Society, no fewer than seven essays deal 
with medieval Icelandic poetics. In the fourth of these, for example, Gish Sigurosson 
tries to glean what information he can from Öläfur D rÖarson's The Third Grammatical 
Treatise, as regards the extent of the knowledge of skaldic poetry among thirteenth- 
century literary enthusiasts in Iceland. 74 A new edition of this treatise, edited by Tarrin 
Wills, is now available online. 75 Guc)rün Nordal in her study Tools of Literacy (2001), 
shows us how the composition and citation of skaldic poetry in the thirteenth century 
was a political act and how its study was incorporated into the schoolroom study of 
`grammatica' and, in parts three and four of her book, examines changes in the theory 
and practice of skaldic poetry under the influence of the Christian tradition. " An 
interesting article by William Sayers describes his theory of how the form and structure 
of a skaldic verse can be compared to that of a ship. 7 
Prompted by the interest in the impact of medieval literary theory upon 
Icelandic treatises on poetics and an increased interest in literary theory in general, a 
number of Old Norse scholars met in Copenhagen in 1989 to discuss the possibility of 
starting a new international research project on the reception and interpretation of Old 
Norse poetics in the Western literary tradition (see chapter 2 for a more detailed 
discussion of this trend). The `Norse Muse Project', as it was called, gave rise to a 
number of publications on the subject. Northern Antiquity: The Post-Medieval Reception of 
Edda and Saga, a collection of essays edited by Andrew Wawn, was published in 1994.78 
It was followed two years later by another collection, this time edited by Lars Lönnroth, 
which comprises nine essays on Old Icelandic poetry and the way that this poetry was 
73 Klaus von See, `Snorri Sturluson and the Creation of a Norse Cultural Ideology', Saga-Book of the Viking 
Society, 25 (2001), 367-93 (p. 368). 
71 Gish SigurÖsson, `Oläfr 1'6rc)arson hvitaskäld and Oral Poetry in the West of Iceland c. 1250: The 
Evidence of References to Poetry in The Third Grammatical Treatise', in Old Icelandic Literature and Society, 
ed. by Margaret Clunies Ross, Cambridge Studies in Medieval Literature, 42 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), pp. 96-139. 
75 The Third Grammatical Treatise in the Codex U"ormianuc: Oläfr hördarson hvitaskdld, edition, commentary, and 
annotated translation by Tarrin Wills, http: //www-personal. arts. usyd. edu. au/tarwiUs/thesis/ [accessed 
May 2007]. Wills will also be responsible for the electronic editing of the skaldic corpus in the project 
mentioned above. 
76 GuBrün Nordal, Tools o/'Literacy: The Role of Skaldic I "erne in Icelandic Textual Culture of the Tweffth and 
Thirteenth Centuries (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001). 
77 William Sawyers, `Scarfing the Yard with Words (Fortbncdra saga): Shipbuilding Imager- in Old Norse 
Poetics', Scandinavian Studies, 74 (2002), 1-18. 
78 . Postbern Antiquitt: 
The Port-Medieval Reception of Edda and Saga, ed. by Andrew Wawn (Enfield Lock, 
Middlesex: Hisarlik, 1994). 
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later used and interpreted in the Scandinavian tradition. -' In 1998 Margaret Clunies Ross 
published an article which treats of the reception of Old Norse poetry and poetics in 
eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Britain. "' This was followed by Andrew 
Wawn's The Vikings and the Victorians: Inventing the North in Nineteenth-Century Britain, and 
the latest title on the same theme is an edition (with commentary) of translations of Old 
Norse poetry by the eighteenth-century scholar Thomas Percy. ' 
Interest in the skald's world and role in society is also reflected in several recent 
publications. Bjarne Fidjestol provides a fascinating and wide-ranging discussion on the 
financial affairs of court skalds and their patrons. 82 Margaret Clunies Ross describes the 
transformation from simple rural boy to urbane court poet in her discussion of the 
Icelandic poet Sighvatr D ri5arson. Her article also examines Norwegian-Icelandic 
relations and the status of Icelandic poets abroad. S3 Other studies on individual skalds 
include Diana Whaley's 1998 edition, The Poetry ofArnörrJarlaskäld, a book which is 
almost unique in skaldic studies in its presentation of the oeuvre of a single skald. 84 The 
poetry and poetic techniques of Egill Skalla-Grimsson have also lately come under the 
scrutiny of Laurence de Looze, and Russell Poole has attempted to shed some light on 
compositional, transmissional, and performance processes in his close readings of the 
first ten lausavisur of Kormäks saga. 85 
Who the skalds and their patrons were obviously influenced the content of their 
poetry. Most often they wrote praise-poetry about princes for princes, and as we have 
seen in Fidjestol (1984), skalds could be economically dependent on the kings or earls, 
with whom they could also have had close emotional ties. This male bonding is 
examined by jenny Jochens, who also pursues the evidence for heterosexual love 
especially in the lausaväsur of the skald-sagas (i. e. those of Kormäkr Qgmundarson, 
HallfreOr vandrx6ask0d, Bjorn Hitdoelakappi, and Gunnlaugr ormstunga). In these 
sagas the narratives' focus is not on the poets' allegiance to the king, but on their 
" Skaldemiddet i Berget: Esrayer om Fonisländsk Ordkonst och dens Ateranvändning i 
(Stockholm: Atlantis, 1996). 
IVutiden, ed. by Lars Lönnroth 
80 Margaret Clunies Ross, `The Norse Muse in Britain, 1750-1820', Hesperides, Letterature e Culture 
Occidentali, 9 (Trieste: Parnasso, 1998). 
81 Margaret Clunies Ross, The Old Norse Poetic Translations of Thomas Percy: A New Edition and Commentary, 
Making the Middle Ages, 4 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2001). 
82 Bjarne Fidjestol, "`Have you Heard a Poem Worth More? ": A Note on the Economic Background of 
Early Skaldic Praise-Poetry', in Selected Papers (see Haugen, 1997), pp. 117-32. 
83 Margaret Clunies Ross, `From Iceland to Norway: Essential Rites of Passage for an Early Icelandic 
Skald', alvIssmdl, 9 (1999), 55-72. 
8+ Diana \\1ialev, The Poetry of. -1rnörrjarlarkäld. " An Edition and Stud, (Turnhout: Brepols, 1998). 
85 Laurence de Looze, `Poet, Poem and Poetic Process in Egils . raga 
Skalla-Grimssona?, A\'F, 104 (1989), 
123-42; Russell Poole, `Composition Transmission Performance: The First Ten law-ar/surin Kormäks 
saga', alvIssmdl, 7 (1997), 737-60. 
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relationships with their Icelandic mistresses. 8G On the topic of heterosexual love, `\Vby 
skalds address women' was the subject of Roberta Frank's paper at the seventh saga 
conference in Spoleto, Italy, and in chapter 5 of his book on `finding the right one', 
Bjorn Bandlien argues that it was in skaldic poetry that medieval Norsemen begin to 
voice their feelings of grief and love. 87 
According to the Old Icelandic law-compilation Grdgäs, to compose love poetry 
(mansQngr) was punishable by outlawry or even death. Little wonder then that the poet 
Bjorn Hitdcelakappi encoded his mistress's name in puns in verses addressed to her. 
These puns in fact incorporated elements with overt sexual references, explored by Kan 
Ellen Gade in her paper, `Penile Puns: Personal Names and Phallic Symbols in Skaldic 
Poetry'. Gade shows how the skalds `in their composition of injurious poetry, drew on a 
stereotyped inventory of sexual puns and that this erotic meta-language may enable us 
to shed new light on hitherto unexplained stanzas'. "' As most critical editions and 
translations of skaldic poetry are based on nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 
research, it is only recently that scholars have become aware that apparently innocuous 
stanzas contain sexual innuendoes that were unheard of in earlier scholarship. Judith 
Jesch's study of runic inscriptions also opens up new perspectives on texts which were 
formerly only available in Skj. and is a mine of information on material which was 
previously difficult to access. 89 
In the field of skaldic studies it is the early, pagan poetry which has traditionally 
drawn more attention, but that has been changing, in that more and more scholars are 
now paying attention to post-conversion poetry. In 1994 Judy Quinn wrote about the 
transformation of skaldic poetry from an oral into a literary arspoetica and the difficulty 
of incorporating `pagan' kennings into new verse-forms influenced by Latin poetics. " 
Bjarne Fidjestol offers a discussion based on skaldic poetry of the hypothetical part 
played by Haraldr härfagri in the major change in the religious dispensation of tenth- 
86 Jenny Jochens, `From Libel to Lament: Male Manifestations of Love in Old Norse', in From Sagas to 
Society: Comparative Approaches to Early Iceland, ed. by Gish Pälsson (Enfield Lock, Middlesex: Hisarlik, 
1992), pp. 247-64. 
87 Bjorn Bandlien, Afinne den rotte: Kia'rlighet, individ og samfunn i norron middelalder (Oslo: Norske Historiske 
Forening, 2001). 
88 hari Ellen Gade, `Penile Puns: Personal Names and Phallic Symbols in Skaldic Poetry', in Essays in 
1llledeeval Studier Proceedings of the Illinois MedievalAssociation (Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 1989), pp. 
57-67 (p. 58). 
89 Judith Jesch, Ships and. \ien in the Late I . king Age: The L ocabular)' of Runic Inscriptions and Sk, i/L- Verse 
(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2001). 
90 Judy Quinn, `Eddu list; The Emergence of Skaldic Pedagogy in : Medieval Iceland', alvIssm d, 4 k1994), 
69-72. 
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century Norway, 91 and Russell Poole discusses the `conversion verses' of Hallfreör 
vandreÖaskäld and how they `explore the situation of a catechumen at baptism, where 
the liturgy demands that an affirmation of belief in Christianity be complemented with a 
renunciation of the heathen gods'. 92 
Another area of skaldic studies which has seen an upsurge in interest is a re- 
examination of skaldic verse in the prose context in which it has mostly been preserved. 
This was the subject of a chapter by Joseph Harris in 1997, for example, and of Heather 
O'Donoghue's book Skaldic Verse and the Poetics of Saga Narrative, which explores the 
interplay between verse and prose in a number of Icelandic sagas. 93 
In 2002 John Lindow made the following complaint regarding the scarcity of 
available material on the interpretation of skaldic poetry: 
The case is all but hopeless for skaldic poetry. There are, to be sure, the 
commentaries accompanying Turville-Petre's and Hollander's translations, but the 
texts presented are very limited. There are also, of course, monographic treatments 
of various important skaldic poems, but these texts are so difficult that such 
treatments tend generally to limit themselves to comment on language and 
grammar rather than on content. 94 
As we have noted above with regards to the Norse Muse project, scholars are 
increasingly interested in the contemporaneous and post-medieval reception of 
Old Norse literature, which, as we shall see in the following chapter, has given rise 
to a number of studies on translations of Icelandic sagas. Unfortunately, 
comparable research on translations of skaldic poetry is practically non-existent. 
Considering the lack of interpretative commentary on skaldic verses, it seems 
somewhat strange that such detailed readings as translations provide have been so 
entirely neglected. As I hope the central chapters of this thesis will show, 
comparative analyses of translations (which in themselves are the most detailed 
commentary on their sources) and their source texts can provide new insights into 
the beauty and complexity of skaldic poetry, as well as revealing a wealth of 
information on Old Norse culture and society. 
91 Bjarne Fidjestol, `Skaldic Poetry and the Conversion: With Some Reflections on Literary Form as a 
Source of Historical Information', in Selected Papers (see Haugen, 1997), pp. 133-50. 
92 Russell Poole, `The "Conversion Verses" of HallfreÖr vandrxÖaskäld', Allaal og Minne, 1 (2002), 15-37 (p. 
15). 
93 Joseph Hams, `The Prosimetrum of Icelandic Saga and some Relatives', in Prosimetrum: Crosrcultural 
Perspectives on Na, ratii'e in Prose and I 'erne, ed. by Joseph Harris and Karl Reichs (Woodbridge: Brewer, 
1997), pp. 131-64; Heather O'Donoghue, Skaldic I 'erre and the Poetics of Saga Narrative (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, _2005). 
94 john Lindo,, x , 
Norse 11}thology: A Guide to Gods, Heroes, Rituals, and Beliefs (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2002), p. 335. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
READING TRANSLATIONS OF SKALDIC POETRY IN A 
POSTCOLONIAL CONTEXT 
In this chapter I aim to position my research at a point where the disciplines of 
Medieval Studies/Old Norse Studies, Translation Studies and Postcolonial Studies 
converge, showing how my work contributes to the small but growing number of 
studies that encompass these fields. At first glance these three areas may not seem to 
share much common ground, but it was in fact the same developments in contemporary 
literary theory (particularly structuralist and post-structuralist theory) that had led to the 
emergence of translation theory and postcolonial theory in the 1980s, which also laid the 
basis for the theoretical `turn' Medieval Studies took in the form of the `New Philology' 
as we shall see below. A new-found interest in the reception of medieval texts, not only 
in the age in which they were produced, but also in a post-medieval context, 
consequently led scholars to query and explore the role translations of medieval 
literature played in its reception, and it was at this point that Medieval Studies and 
Translation Studies began to overlap. At around the same time (i. e. in the early 1990s), 
Translation Studies and Postcolonial Studies were both gradually moving towards the 
realisation (albeit from quite different perspectives) that `translation stands as one of the 
most significant means by which one culture represents another' and can therefore be 
`particularly instructive for an understanding of the relations between colonial powers 
and their colonies'. ' 
As Maria Tymoczko demonstrates in her study of modem translations of 
medieval Irish texts (which we shall discuss further below), the scope of postcolonial 
literature does not have to be restricted to writings from Africa, the Indian sub- 
continent or South America, but can be expanded to include European ex-colonies such 
as Ireland. By examining Norwegian and Spanish translations, I analyse the less obvious 
but equally complex relationships between the target cultures and the source culture as 
I Maria Tyinoczko, Translation in a Po icolonial, 'Context: Early Irish Literature in English Translation 
(Manchester: St Jerome, 1999), pp. 17-18. 
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reflected in the poetry, with the aim of evaluating the extent to which, through a process 
of translation (or rewriting), skaldic poetry has been appropriated and manipulated in 
such a way as to help construct ideas of national identity. I argue that one strategy 
employed by ex-colonial powers to accommodate the notion that another culture or 
literary tradition is equal or superior to their own is by appropriating it through what I 
call `retrospective colonization'. 
The cultural and historical context in which the Norwegian and Spanish 
translations were produced will be examined in more depth in chapter 3. In the pages 
that follow, I will provide a comprehensive overview of the theories that frame my 
discussion, incorporating a review of translation studies on Icelandic and medieval 
literature comparable to my own. While the number of case-studies on translations of 
Icelandic sagas is relatively plentiful, my study forms part of what is, as yet, a very 
limited number of works which analyse translations of skaldic poetry in any way, and is 
the only one (to my knowledge) which employs a framework of investigation based on 
postcolonial translation theory. 
The New Philology and the Post-medieval Reception of Old Norse Literature 
In his epistle on the art of printing, father Holberg also touches upon, with his 
vivid mind, the profession of the philologist. "If this science - he writes - (i. e. the 
art of printing) had been older, we would have had old texts in correct form, and 
learned men would have been spared the slavish task of unravelling copyist errors, 
and of collating all written exemplars, in order to find a tolerably correct text; I say 
tolerably, since despite all the effort applied and all variant readings no absolute 
certainty can be acquired" (Epistola III). 2 
Hallvard Lie cites Ludvig Holberg's remarks in the introduction to his 1946 article on 
the editing of Sonatorrek. He is sympathetic to the dismay these comments might evoke 
on the part of `den hederlige fagfilolog' (the honest professional philologist). What 
philologist would not feel some discomfort at hearing his life's work referred to 
dismissively as `Trxldoms Arbeyde' (slave labour)? Especially one who has relished the 
2 Hallvard Lie, `Sonatorrek str. 1-4', ANF, 61 (1946), 182-207 (p. 182): `I sin epistel om 
boktrykkerkunsten streifer fader Holberg med sin friske tanke ogsä det filologiske vrke. "Hvis dette 
Videnskab - skriver han - (sc. Bogtrykkerkonsten) havde veret a'1dere, havde vi haft gamle skrifter correcte, 
og herde Aland havde vxret forskaanede for det Trxldoms Arbevde at udleede Copiist-Fejl, og at conferere 
alle skrevne Exemplarier sammen, for nogenleedes at finde den rette Text: Jeg siger nogenleedes, saasom 
efter all anvendet Umage og alle Variantes Lectiones ingen ret Fished kand erhverves"'. Usually referred 
to as a `Dano-Norwegian' writer, Ludvig Holberg was born in Bergen but like many of his compatriots, 
attended university in Copenhagen, the city where he spent most of his adult He. 
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quiet, pleasant hours spent poring over corrupt texts `while the intellect, happily 
stretched, busied itself in a flock of variants' and who has felt a thrill of victory when 
suddenly `the penny dropped [lit. the spark caught] and the copyist mistake became 
clear'. ' To wish the copyist errors away, Lie acknowledges, would be to remove the basis 
for the philologist's very existence, although it is a sacrifice he would gladly make, it 
seems, if the reward were an error-free, authentic text of Sonatorrek. However, although 
Lie and Holberg might have disagreed on the delights of philological detective work, 
they certainly both saw the painstaking labour of the philologist as a means to an end 
and not as an end in itself. 
This positivistic approach, which had characterised philological activity on 
European medieval literature since the nineteenth century, remained unchallenged until 
the emergence in the late 1980s of what became known as the `New Philology'. ' In what 
was to become one of the most emblematic publications of this movement, Eloge de la 
variante, Bernard Cerquiglini avowed that the variability of manuscripts was a cause for 
celebration, not exasperation: 
Now, medieval writing does not produce variants; it is variance. The endless 
rewriting to which medieval textuality is subjected, the joyful appropriation of 
which it is the object, invites us to make a powerful hypothesis: the variant is never 
punctual [i. e. precise]. 5 
Influenced by developments in contemporary literary theory, the New Philologists 
suggested new lines of investigation for the discipline of Medieval Studies, including an 
interrogation of the framework of enquiry itself. Scholars began to question the 
premises for the establishment of Medieval Studies and the extent to which that was 
determined by the socio-political context from which it emerged. 
The way in which medieval writings function/ed in their receiving cultures has 
also come under increasing scrutiny lately, and research into the post-medieval reception 
of Old Norse-Icelandic literature has resulted in a considerable number of publications 
and research projects on the topic. `The Norse Muse', for example, was an international 
research project instituted in 1989 and mostly funded by the joint Committee of the 
ibid., p. 182: `mens tanken, lykkelig spent, syslet omkring i variantenes flokk'; `gnisten tentes [lit. the 
spark caught] og gjorde Copiist-Fejlen klar'. 
a In 1990, Speculum, a journal for Medieval Studies, devoted a special issue to `The New Philology'. 
5 Bernard Cerquiglini, In Praise of the Variant: A Critical History of Philology, trans. by Betsy \t'ing (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), pp. 77-78. Bernard Cerquiglini, Eloge de !ar aR. mte (Paris: Seuil, 
1989), p. 111: `Or 1'ecriture medievale ne produit pas de variantes, eile est variance. La reecnture 
incessante ä laquelle est soumise la textualite medievale, l'appropriation joveuse dont eile est Fob* let, nous 
invitent ä faire une hypothese forte: la variante n'est jamais ponctuelle'. 
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Nordic Research Councils for the Humanities. G The principal aim of the project, starting 
with the idea of the `Nordic renaissance' introduced by the Swedish literary historian 
Anton Blanck in 1911, was to conduct an investigation into the reception of Old Norse 
poetics from the Middle Ages to the present day. In their report on the results of `The 
Norse Muse' project, ' Margaret Clunies Ross and Lars Lönnroth broadly outline some 
general conclusions the collective research has produced, and provide a brief stage-by- 
stage summary of the reception history. They reject the idea that Old Norse poetics was 
`rediscovered' by the Nordic renaissance movement of the eighteenth century; in 
Iceland, and later Scandinavia, they argue, Old Norse literature `remained an active 
force' from the Middle Ages on. The second major observation highlighted by the 
project is that the reception of Old Norse poetics, or `Eddas', depended on the function 
of this literature as determined by the various writers who made it available in editions 
or translations, or `rewritings', as the translation scholar Andre Lefevere might call them. 
As we will see in the next section of this chapter, the analysis of the function of 
`rewritings' in their target cultures is a key concern in modern translation theory, but the 
fact that Ole Worm's Literatura runica, for example, was a translation, and that the revival 
of interest in this literature which began in the Nordic countries in the late sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, and rapidly spread throughout the rest of northern Europe in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, was largely facilitated by translations of Icelandic 
sagas and the `Eddas' (both in Latin and the vernacular) is not over-emphasized in `The 
Norse Muse' project. While it is fair to say that a criticism and appreciation of Old 
6 Nordiska samarbetsnämnden för humanistisk forskning. 
7 Margaret Clunies Ross and Lars Lönnroth, `The Norse Muse: Report from an International Research 
Project', alvissmdl, 9 (1999) 3-28. The project resulted in numerous books, articles and conference papers, 
many of which are detailed in this report. See for example: Northern Antiquity: The Post-Medieval Reception of 
Edda and Saga, ed. by Andrew Wawn (Enfield Lock, Middlesex: Hisarlik Press, 1994) -a collection of 
essays, partly based on papers read at the Eighth International Saga Conference in Gothenburg; Lars 
Lönnroth, Skaldemjödet i berget: Essayer om fornisländrk ordkonst och dens äteranvändning i nutiden (Stockholm: 
Atlantis, 1996) -a collection of nine essays about Old Icelandic poetry and the way this poetry was later 
used and interpreted in the Scandinavian tradition. The last five essays in particular were produced within 
the project or are related to its main theme; Mats Malm, Minervar äpple: Om diktqn, tolkning och bildrßrak 
inom nordiskgöticism, Ph. D. diss., Göteborgs universitet (Stockholm: Symposion, 1996) -a dissertation, 
closely related to the project, about central problems of poetics within the Nordic Gothicist movement of 
the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries; Gudamjödur q arnarleir Safn ritge a um eddulirt, 
ed. by Sverrir Tömasson (Reykjavik: Häskölaütgäfan, 1996) -a collection of essays, produced within the 
project, about the reception and literary use of Snorra Edda in Iceland from the thirteenth to the 
nineteenth century, including contributions by Sverrir Tömasson, Margret Eggertsdöttir, \'ioar Hreinsson, 
Bergljöt hristjänsdöttir, Svanhildur Oskarsdöttir, and Sveinn Yngvi Egilsson; Margaret Clunies Ross, The 
Norse Muse in Britain, 1750-1820, Hesperides, Letterature e culture occidentali, vol. 9 (Trieste: Edizioni 
Parnasso, 1998) - produced as part of the project, this book treats the reception of Old Norse poetry and 
poetics in eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Britain; Gerd Wolfgang Weber Mythos und Gesc/ hte: 
Sechs E saýstiur Gejchich. t. rm}thologie Skandinaviens in Mittelalter und., eu! Zeit, Hesperides, Letterature e culture 
occidentali, vol. 10 (Trieste: Edizioni Parnasso, 2001) - this book is based partly on work done for the 
project. 
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Norse literature continued in an unbroken tradition in Iceland, this could not have been 
the case in other countries except through the medium of translation. Indeed, the ven- 
act of translating literature into modern Swedish, Danish and later Norwegian 
paradoxically marked the difference between these languages and their ancient literary 
heritage even as the translators sought to disavow it. Even in a pre-nationalistic era, 
Worm's work was a response to the Swedish `cultural colonialism' of the runic 
monuments, and the principal agenda behind his translation was `to demonstrate to the 
learned world that the runes and the Old Norse poetic language were of Danish rather 
than Swedish origin, thus bearing witness to the ancient literary culture of Denmark'. ' 
Clunies Ross and Lönnroth divide the reception history of Old Norse poetics, as 
researched in the project, into five stages, summarizing the developments that have 
taken place under the following headings: 
1. From Snorra Edda to Laufas Edda (ca. 1230-1600) 
2. The Era of Scandinavian Gothicism and Baroque (ca. 1600-1750) 
3. The Nordic Renaissance and Preromanticism (ca. 1750-1800) 
4. National Romanticism (ca. 1800-1870) 
5. The Decline of National Romanticism (ca. 1870 onwards) 
The role of Snorra Edda in the tradition of skaldic scholarship is particularly pertinent to 
this study, as we have seen in the preceding chapter. However, as I have already 
stressed, as the Icelandic language became more and more distinct from its Scandinavian 
relatives, scholarship in Old Norse literature was increasingly only possible outside 
Iceland through translation. In chapter 3 we shall see how even by the sixteenth century, 
texts such as Heimskringla had become unintelligible to the average Norwegian and had 
to be translated. As the movement of Nationalist Romanticism in Europe grew, Swedes, 
Danes, Norwegians, Germans, and the English in particular, eagerly seized on the texts 
that they believed contained the treasures of their ancient Germanic heritage and 
translated them for the masses. The role these translations played in the cultural 
nationalism of the aforementioned cultures has been well researched in `The Norse 
Muse' project and elsewhere, although the focus so far has mostly been on eighteenth- 
and nineteenth-century texts. An obvious omission in the list above, and one the `Norse 
bluse' scholars readily acknowledge, is the relative neglect of the twentieth century in 
s Margaret Clunies Ross and Lars Lönnroth, `The Norse Muse: Report from an International Research 
Project', p. 11. 
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their history of reception. Their description of the fate of Old Norse literature in the 
twentieth century charts its fall from `high' to `low' or popular culture (again through 
translations and rewritings); its appropriation by the `nationalistic mass movements of 
northern Europe'; and its exploitation by National Socialists of German-, with the result 
that `the Norse myths and the poetic heritage of the skalds became tainted with racist 
ideas that made them virtually impossible to use in the leading intellectual and literary 
circles of Europe after the fall of the Third Reich'. 9 Clunies Ross and Lönnroth also 
comment on (but perhaps underestimate) the popularity of Old Norse mythology today 
in the genre of fantasy literature, '() among New Age sects and various sub-cultures 
`hostile to modern civilization' (p. 24). Therefore, while Old Icelandic literature may 
have ceased to be an influential force in contemporary belles-lettres, it has continued to be 
an inspiration for more popular art forms. In the past twenty years, for example, 
variants of the musical genre `Black Metal' such as `Viking Metal' and `Troll Metal', 
whose ideological and lyrical base is greatly influenced by Old Norse lore, have 
emerged. " The popularity of this music (particularly in the Nordic countries, Germany, 
Britain, the United States and Canada) has in turn led to an increase in interest in Old 
Norse language and literature amongst its fans. Other activities which have been 
similarly influenced include role-playing games and computer games. 
Popular culture and academia, are the two areas where Old Norse literature has 
received the most attention in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, a development 
that is certainly mirrored in the fluctuating fashions of saga translation. Political 
concerns, literary fashions and tastes change, and as the translation of sagas went from 
being (generally speaking) an amateur enterprise to becoming a professional one, early 
translations were deemed unsatisfactory and were replaced, a process which could be 
repeated several times. Egils saga, for instance, has been translated into English a total of 
9 ibid., pp. 23-24. 
10 In chapter 3 we shall see how some Spanish translations of Icelandic sagas have been marketed by their 
publishers as fantasy literature. 
11 The Norwegian band `Einherjer' is a typical example. The song `Einherjer' on their 1996 Album 
`Aurora Borealis' includes the lyrics: `Fra sin sjels side han vandret / Over heden han gikk / Med 
valkyriene ved sin side/ Til Walhall der han x re fikk/ Inn i haller av sten han entret / Her inne bak livets 
speil / Tyr trädte frem og tok ham med / For A lire ham opp og en einherjer han ble... ' (From his soul's 
side he went / He departed from this life / With valkvries by his side/ To Valhalla where he was 
honoured/ Into halls of stone he entered / Inside here behind the mirror of life / Tyr stepped forth and 
took him away / to train him and an `einherjer' he became... ). Einheger, a Norwegian translation of 
Icelandic einheyar, is actually the plural form of the noun. The einhe jar were the dead , arriors who were 
chosen from the battlefield by the valkyries and brought to reside with 
Oainn in Valhöll. 
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six times between 1893 and 1997; 121'ßä1s saga, a total of four times between 1861 and 
1997; 13 Laxdrela saga, five times between 1899 and 1997; 14 and Völsunga saga, as we shall 
see, has been rendered into English five times between 1870 and 1990. The vast 
majority of Norwegian translations of sagas were also carried out within this time frame, 
and the translation of Old Norse literature into Spanish began only twenty-five years 
ago. The period of the `The Decline of National Romanticism (ca. 18-0 onwards)' as 
delineated by Clunies Ross and Lönnroth clearly coincides with `The Rise of the 
Translation', and the study of translations therefore, as part of the reception process of 
the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, is one of the areas where (as the authors of 
the report themselves acknowledge) `much research remains to be done'. 15 
This process had, in fact, already begun as part of the research of' The Norse 
Muse' project. " In 1994, a comparative case study of translations of an Icelandic saga 
appeared in the form of a chapter in Northern Antiquity edited by Andrew Wawn. This 
chapter, `The English Translations of Völsunga Saga', by John Kennedy, compares five 
English-language translations of Völsunga saga, from William Morris and Eirikur 
Magnüsson's version in 1870 to the most recent by Jesse Byock published in 1990. 
Identifying four types of passage (narrative, descriptive, direct speech, and skaldic 
verse), Kennedy contrasts examples from each of the five translations, evaluating them 
according to accuracy, style (archaic/modem, free/literal) and scholarly qualities. He 
clearly favours Byock's translation over the others as the one which has most 
successfully `captured the spirit' of the Icelandic text but does not elaborate on what this 
version tells us about the receiving culture - or not as much as his own statement might 
lead us to expect: `if a text is significant enough to have been translated several times 
12 The first complete translation available to English speakers was in that of W. C. Green in 1893, followed 
by E. R. Eddison's version of 1930, and those of Gwyn Jones in 1960, Christine Fell in 1975, Pälsson and 
Edwards in 1976 (William Morris's partial translation was published in 1936), and Bernard Scudder in 
1997. For a descriptive analysis of these translations see S. V. P. Capildeo, `Reading Egils saga 
SkallaSrimssonar. Saga, Paratext, Translations' (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Oxford, 2000) 
and Judith Jesch's entry on Egils saga in Encyclopedia of Literary Translation into English, Vol. 1, ed. by Olive 
Classe (London: Fitzroy Dearborn, 2000), pp. 398-99. 
1; See Robert Cook, `On Translating Sagas', Grrpla, 13 (2002), 107-45. 
11 For a discussion of the first four translations see Keneva Kunz, Retellerr of Tale. r An Evaluation of English 
Translations of ýxäa'la saga', Studia Islandica, 51 (Reykjax Ik: Bökmenntafra'ýistofnun Häsköla Islands, 
1994). 
IS `The Norse Muse: Report from an International Research Project', p. 24. 
16 See, however, Egil Eiken Johnsen's comparative case study of three early Norwegian saga-translations, 
Sagarprdk op g stile 
En underrekeIre av iprdk og stil i de Irr eldste norske sagaoverrettelrer (Oslo: G} ldendahl, 1942). 
MIN, research has been mostly limited to English, Norwegian and Spanish language publications, but as far 
as I am aware, this is the earliest work of its kind. Johnsen's aim is to prove by a detailed comparative 
analysis that these sixteenth-century renderings are in Norwegian and not Danish. This text is dealt with 
more thoroughly in the next chapter. 
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into a certain language over an extended time span, comparison of the translations may 
reveal something of the varying reception of the text in the cultural history of the users 
of that target language'. " Kennedy's partiality to Byock's translation is predictable 
according to Andre Lefevere's theory of the role the dominant poetics of a receiving 
culture play in determining the appearance of a translation. 18 Lefevere claims that the 
success of a translation is largely dependent on the extent to which the poetics of that 
translation is compatible with the literary system of the receiving culture. Thus while it is 
perfectly natural that Kennedy should have a preference among the five translations he 
surveys, we should be aware that the basis for his decision is not objective, but rather 
reflects his personal bias about how a saga should read within the literary norms of the 
day. Despite locating his work in `the study of translations', Kennedy makes no direct 
reference to Translation Studies or modern translation theory, although his 
methodology does correspond to some extent with the models of Descriptive 
Translation Studies, which we shall examine below. 
Keneva Kunz, on the other hand, in her book-length analysis of four English 
language translations of Laxda'la saga, published in the same year as Northern Antiquity, is 
quite explicit about her use of `criteria derived from modern translation theory'. ' Like 
Kennedy, Kunz contrasts the translations with the source text, and although she too 
wishes to attempt to evaluate the translations' respective quality, her purpose is 
prescriptive rather than descriptive. She is not concerned with what comparisons of the 
translations can reveal about the source-cultures but rather with ascertaining `the 
functional similarities of specific language features presented by the two texts' (p. 198). 
Her `guiding principle for assessment is a functionalist one' because she believes that the 
demand for functional adequacy is more modest and less likely to disappoint than a 
demand for equivalence, 20 and her overall aim is to suggest ways of improving saga 
translation: `one of the claims made in support of translation criticism is that it can be 
17 John Kennedy, `The English Translations of Völsunga Saga', in Northern Antiquity (see Wawn, 1994), pp. 
284-303 (p. 285). See also John Kennedy, Translating the Sagas: Two Hundred Years of Challenge and Response, 
Making the Middle Ages 5, (Turnhout: Brepols, 2007). 
18 Andre Lefevere, Translation, Reuriting and the Manipulation of Literary Fame (London: Routledge, 1992). 
19 Keneva Kunz, Retellers of Tales: An Evaluation of English Translations of 1-da'la saga, Studia Islandica, 51 
(Reykjavik: Bökmenntaf xc)istofnun Häsköla Islands, 1994), p. 9. 
This approach is in line with the `skopos' theory of Reiss and Vermeer which is defined by Ian Mason 
as follows: `the function of the translated text, including the institutional factors surrounding the initiation 
of the translation, is a crucial determinant of translator's decisions. In this 
functional view of translation, 
any notion of equivalence between a source text and a target text is subordinate to the skopos, or purpose 
which the target text is intended to fulfill. Adequacy with regard to skopos then replaces equivalence as 
the standard for judging translations'. Ian Mason, 'Communicative 
/functional approaches', Encyclopaedia o 
Translation Studies, ed. by 'Mona Baker (London: Routledge, 1998), pp. 29-33 (p. 32). 
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used to justify demands for higher quality in translation. It is hoped that the 
investigation here has indicated numerous areas of saga translation where improvement 
is both possible and necessary, and others where it would be at least desirable' (p. 205). 
S. V. P. Capildeo's unpublished doctoral thesis `Reading Egils saga Skallagrmssonar. 
Saga, Paratext, Translations' (2000) also consists of a comparative analysis of six English 
language translations. Her general concern, as she states in her abstract, is with `ho«- a 
set of different texts, all titled with various English or Icelandic versions of Egils saga, 
exists, can be interrelated, and may be read, ' and the theoretical basis for her 
comparisons principally lies in two areas of theory. 21 Firstly, she analyses the six English 
translations of Egils saga together with their Icelandic source texts, in terms of paratevt, a 
concept developed by Gerard Genette; 22 the second part of her analysis uses both 
traditional translation criticism, as well as methods established by Translation Studies 
scholars such as Susan Bassnett. Part of Capildeo's argument involves challenging the 
traditional `direction of the vector' between source text and target text, pointing out that 
the target texts operate `in some senses' as source texts for the source texts. In other 
words, the interest inspired in the reader by the target text may direct him or her back to 
the source text, which in this case would entail learning Old Icelandic. However, while it 
is certainly true that the target text can be the source of inspiration or activity for a 
reader, it would only become a `source text' according to the terminology of Literary 
Translation Studies (see below) if it were the source upon which a `rewriting', such as a 
poem, play, song, or painting, were based. As we shall see below, the premise of target- 
oriented investigations is that the target text is neither more nor less than `the text' as it 
functions in the receptor culture, independently of the source text. Translation Studies 
scholars consciously eschew the terms `original text' and `translated text' which they feel 
emphasise the interdependency and the symbiotic nature of their relationship to the 
disadvantage of translations. While of course it is true that a translation is what 
engenders an original, in the sense that a text is never seen as an original until it is 
translated or rewritten, and that a translation cannot come into existence (except as a 
pseudo-translation) unless there is a text to translate, the terms `original' and `translation' 
are avoided because they imply a hierarchical relationship in which the original text is 
privileged, and translation is seen as a derivative, second-class activity. EN-en so, 
, grimrmnar. 
Saga, Paratext, Translations' (unpublished doctoral 21 S. V. P Capildeo, `Reading Egi/s raga Skalla 
thesis, University of Oxford, 2000). 
22 See Gerard Genette, Parate-is: Thresholds o/-Interprelation, trans. byJane E. Lewin (Cambridge Universir; 
Press, 1997). 
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Capildeo's point perhaps identifies a flaw in the conventional usage of the terms `source 
text' and `target text' in Translation Studies -a pair of terms that can be more easily 
misread than `original text' and `translated text'. 
While Kunz, Kennedy and Capildeo adopt a strategy of evaluating saga 
translations from a diachronic, monolingual point of view, Jon Karl Helgason's 
publication The Rewriting of Njdls Saga. Translation Politics and the Icelandic Sagas (1999), like 
my own study, takes a synchronic, cross-cultural approach. 23 Written in response to the 
Belgian theorist Andre Lefevere's challenge that the study of `rewriting' ought not to be 
neglected, in a series of six case studies, Helgason focuses on the variable constraints 
and influences under which the medieval text of Njdls saga was translated or edited and 
hence `rewritten' in Britain, the United States, Denmark, Norway and Iceland in the 
period between 1861 and 1945. Unlike Kunz, Kennedy, Capildeo, and myself, Helgason 
does not provide close textual comparisons, focusing instead on the role the translations 
played in the cultural nationalism of the above-named countries. He builds on the 
scholarship not only of Translation Studies but also takes into account the work of 
postcolonial scholars such as Edward Said. Of particular relevance to this thesis is 
Helgason's fifth chapter, `Norwegian Liberation: Language and Nationality', which 
describes the way in which translations of Njäls saga have reflected the linguistic politics 
of a new nation trying to shake off its Danish colonial heritage. 
Although all belong within the field of Literary Translation Studies, the case- 
studies discussed above display a variety of quite different approaches in their 
examinations of saga translations, but what is striking is that in all cases the emphasis is 
almost exclusively on translations of prose texts, largely ignoring the skaldic stanzas 
embedded in them (apart from Kennedy's examination of one skaldic stanza). Kunz, for 
example, focuses entirely on the prose text of Laxda'la saga, summarily dismissing the 
significance of the skaldic poetry: `the saga text contains only four single verses of the 
simplest sort, thus all but eliminating problems roused by the presence of such elements and their 
significance for the narrative [my emphasis]; in this case they do not affect to any 
significant degree the modem reader's comprehension of the story' . 
21 On the other 
hand, she does not hesitate (somewhat contradictorily) later to condemn translators for 
their neglect of other `key features' of saga-narrative, such as style and syntax, a neglect 
which she attributes to `a lack of appreciation on the part of the translators as to the 
23 
, 
Jon Karl Helgason, The Rewriting of 1\IdLc Saga :" Translation, Politier and Icelandic Sagas, Topics in 
Translation, 16 (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 1999). 
24 Retellers of Tales, p. 6-5. 
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expressive potential and significance of syntax'. 25 This stance is not unusual: despite J 
widespread recognition of prosimetrum as the genre in which the majority of the sagas 
are written, skaldic poetry is not (or was not until recently) generally seen as an integral 
or `key' constituent in the saga-narrative and it is unproblematic, it seems, to separate 
the lausavisur from the prose in otherwise comprehensive analyses. 26 In the case of 
Laxda1a saga, in which there are only four complete stanzas, this is perhaps 
comprehensible, but in Egils saga which has a total 132 stanzas, the poetry is crucial to an 
understanding of the saga as a whole. 
Although skaldic verse forms part of the prosimetrum of the Icelandic sagas it 
does of course constitute a genre in itself, the nature of which I described in the 
previous chapter and, admittedly, an analysis of translations of skaldic poetry requires a 
different set of criteria to one of prose. The reason why analyses of translations of 
skaldic poetry have been neglected is to a large extent the traditional lack of interest in 
this genre in general, which we have discussed at length in chapter 1. In his article `The 
Translation of Skaldic Poetry', one of a very small number of tracts which deal 
exclusively with this subject, Lee M. Hollander readily acknowledges his disengagement 
from skaldic poetry which he viewed as an annoying hindrance to his reading of the 
sagas. 
My first acquaintance with Icelandic literature began with an absorbed reading of 
the sagas translated by William Morris and Magnusson in their Saga Library; and I 
can very well remember and understand, why I consistently skipped the skaldic 
verses, which so often and annoyingly broke the smooth flow of those 
unsurpassed narratives with words that made little sense and added nothing to the 
story. Now, I have not the least doubt that this impression is shared by most 
readers of the sagas - the amazing Icelanders excepted. What is more, alas! this 
unconscious verdict is likely to stand: skaldic poetry is perhaps the most artificial 
verse ever composed by man, and also the most time-bound. In its more typical 
efforts it is so obscure that justifiable doubts may be entertained whether at the 
very time it was composed it was readily grasped by persons who did not 
themselves have a high degree of training in the art; though we may concede as 
likely that in those simpler times - so infinitely less pulled hither and yon by the 
insistent distractions and seductions of modern times - that in those times a 
considerable proportion were so trained. 27 
25 ibid., p. 205. 
26 See for example Andrea van Arkel-de Leeuw van Weenen, Mödruvallabök A111 132 Fol. Volume 1: Index 
and Concordance (Leiden: Brill, 1987), p. xli: `The text covered in the index is the whole of the original 
Mödruvallabök with the exception of the chapter headings, verses [my emphasis] and dittographs'. In volume 
2 of the transcribed text, however, she does include the text of the verses and the chapter headings. 
27 Lee M. Hollander, `The Translation of Skaldic Poetry', Scandinavian Studier, 18 (1945), 233-40 (p. 234). 
Hollander does not consider that the problem might have been Morris's esoteric translations of the 
poetry. 
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Hollander also raises an obvious but important issue here on the issue of reading and 
understanding skaldic poetry, namely that it requires a certain level of proficiency and 
special training. This is a point upon which there is a great deal of consensus among 
scholars of Old Norse prose and poetry. Kunz, for example, states that `comparisons of 
translations with the original text reveal the absolute necessity of a very high level of 
expertise on the behalf of the translator if he is to come any where near to representing 
the features of the original'; 28 similarly, Einar Haugen claims that `it requires true 
scholarship and deep devotion to produce good English versions of the Eddas and the 
sagas, not to speak of the tortured skaldic verse'. 29 While these comments refer 
specifically to the task of the translator, they could be equally well applied to the task of 
analysing translations. A comparison of a translation of a skaldic stanza with its source 
text necessitates a thorough understanding of the workings of skaldic poetry in order to 
appreciate fully the translator's treatment of it. 
Prefaces to translations, reviews, and the occasional article make up a reasonably 
substantial body of work on the subject of how to translate Old Icelandic literature. 
Specific references to the translation of skaldic poetry are somewhat more rare, 
however, and tend to be of the prescriptive variety. One exception is Margaret Clunies 
Ross's edition and commentary on Thomas Percy's eighteenth-century anthology of Old 
Icelandic verse, . 
Five Pieces of Runic Poetry. " Like John Kennedy's chapter on Völsunga saga, 
Clunies Ross's study grew out of reception theory rather than translation theory, 
although again her work fits the pattern of a typical descriptive translation study. For 
instance, she evaluates the effect Percy's volume had on British culture and society 
when it first appeared in 1763 and (along with Thomas Gray's translations) `triggered a 
fashion in British literary circles for Old Norse poetry' (p. 2). 31 This `new edition' not 
only provides a fascinating account of the reception of Percy's translations, it also details 
the process which shaped its outcome, such as the negotiation of the publishing 
contract, other economical, familial and social pressures Percy was under, and the 
translation procedure itself, which is particularly apparent in some draft translations of 
other poems preserved in a scrapbook of his notes. Clunies Ross believes that `there is 
considerable value in publishing the translations in his notebook at the present time, 
28 Rete! lerr of'Tales, p. 198. 
29 Einar Haugen, `On Translating from the Scandinavian', in Old . 
Norse literature and ßl1}, thology: A 
Symposium, ed. by Edgar C. Polome (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1969), pp. 3-18 (p. 6). 
30 Margaret Clunies Ross, The Old Norse Poetic Translations of Thomas Pen): A New Edition and Commentary, 
Making the Middle Ages, 4 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2001). 
31 Clunies Ross discusses the intellectual and literary background to all these works in The \'orse ,1 fuse in 
Britain, 1750-1820, Hesperides, letterature e culture occidentali, vol. 9 (Trieste: Parnasso, 1998). 
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when scholars are preparing a new edition of the corpus of skaldic poetry- and there is so 
much interest in the reception of Old Norse literature in Britain and other parts of 
Europe' (p. 5). 
In her `Note on the Translation of Skaldic Verse' (pp. xi-xiii), Clunies Ross 
briefly mentions some of the problems encountered by Percy, such as, in the first place, 
being able to understand a kenning, and in the second, the oft-cited dilemma of being 
able `to translate the poetry so that the non-specialist reader who lacked a knowledge of 
Norse mythology and early Scandinavian culture, could understand what was meant 
without being overwhelmed with notes' (p. xii). Percy acknowledged that he had to 
compromise between providing too much additional information and at the same time 
preserving some of its more authentic features. In a letter to his friend William 
Shenstone he wrote: "`you will be disgusted to see it so encumbered with Notes; Yet 
some are unavoidable, as the Piece would be unintelligible without them"' (p. 7). 
In the section `Annotated facsimile of the 1763 edition of Five Pieces of Runic 
Poety', Clunies Ross's detailed notes contrast Percy's translations with his main (Latin) 
sources and with the original Icelandic text, although she does not supply either source 
in full, preferring only to quote the relevant words or phrases. 32 The discrepancies 
between these sources and Percy's text reveal his authorial presence, but Clunies Ross 
refrains from extensive analysis of Percy's choices, limiting her observations to brief 
comments such as `this curious expression' (p. 149). By not exploiting the palimpsestic 
quality of Percy's translation, Clunies Ross has missed an opportunity to gain increased 
insight into the dynamics of the translation process. As I have previously stated, this is 
an area which I prioritise in my own comparative analysis. 
Another publication worth mentioning in this context is Karsten Friis Jensen's 
account of Saxo Grammaticus as Latin Poet. Friis Jensen's work describes the way in which 
this thirteenth-century Danish historian used material from Scandinavian, Medieval 
Latin and classical sources to create a `powerful and convincing synthesis'. " This work 
is, of necessity, almost entirely target-oriented. Indeed, the scarcity of original sources 
for Saxo's translations, especially the vernacular sources, has led many scholars to 
32 Percy's principal sources for this selection of Old Norse Poetry were: Olaus Verelius's 1672 edition of 
Hervarar Saga pä Gamma! Götska; Thomas Bartholin's Antiquitates Danicae, published in Copenhagen in 
1689; George Hickes's Thesaurus (1-03-05); Ole W'orm's L teratura Runica (1636), his source for The 
Ransome of Egi! l the S. ý. 1/F and Johan Peringskiöld's edition of Snorri Sturluson's Heimskringla (169-). 
33 Karsten Friis Jensen, Sato Grammaticws as Latin Poet (Rome: L'erma di bretschneider, 198-), p. 176. 
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question the existence of these sources at all . 
34 However, in a few cases, fragments of 
the originals do exist, and in the final chapter of his work, `Saxo the Translator, Stylist, 
and Metrician', Friis Jensen provides a comparative analysis between Saxo's Latin 
translation and extant vernacular source-texts, as in the following example: 
Biarkamäl en fornu 2,4-8 
Vekka yor at vini 
ne at vifs rünum, 
heldr vekk yc r at hQro um 
Hildar leiki 
I do not wakeyou to wine nor to dalliance with women, I wakeyou, on the contrary, to Hild .r 
hard game. 
Saxo 53,18-23 (Bj. Vv. 7-12) 
Non ego uirgineos cognoscere ludos 
Nec teneras tractare genas auf dulcia nuptis 
Oscula conferre et tenues astringere mammas, 
Non liquidum captare merum tenerumue fricare 
Femen et in niueos oculum iactare lacertos. 
Euoco uos ad amara magis certamina Martis. 
I do not askyou to learn to sport withyounggirls and stroke their tender cheeks, orgive a bride sweet kisses and 
squeeze her delicate breasts, drinking bright wine aryou rub your hand on her smooth thigh and castyourglance 
at her snow-white shoulders. I rouseyou, on the contrary, to Marrs bitter contests. 35 
Friis Jensen provides a detailed analysis of Saxo's translation technique, which he feels 
responds to the spirit if not the letter of the original. Saxo's elaborate expansion of the 
first two lines followed by his close rendering of the second pair, serves to emphasise 
the contrast between love-making and war. In his Latin version Saxo retains some of the 
original features of the Icelandic text such as the kenning for war (hQrJum Hildar leiki, 
`Hildr's hard game'), although he replaces the valkyrie Hildr with the Roman god Mars, 
and succeeds in representing the alliteration of the Norse text as `a free but pervasive 
recurrence of the sounds a and m' (p. 153); the metres Saxo uses, however, are classical 
ones which bear no resemblance to Germanic alliterative verse. The way in which Saxo 
uses `parallelism' (as in this example), his use of poetic vocabulary and his metrical 
technique are the three aspects Friis Jensen chooses to focus on in this chapter. Having 
analysed the verse corpus in the Gesta Danorum, he concludes that we `can speak of a 
poetical language of Saxo's own, showing strong links with the traditional poetical 
34 Axel Olrik, on the other hand, felt that it was possible to use Saxo's translation to reconstruct the 
`original' text of Bjarkamd/, which he published in his Danmark. r heltedigtniag: En oldtidsrtudre (Copenhagen: 
Gad, 1903-10). 
35 Saxo Grammaticus as Latin Poet, p. 152. 
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language of antiquity, and with clearly marked differences from his prose language' (p. 
169). 36 Although it does not refer explicitly to either translation theory or reception 
theory, this final chapter of Saxo Grammaticus as Latin Poet clearly echoes many of their 
concerns. The fact that, according to Friis Jensen, `Saxo was the official literan- 
spokesman of an expanding nation on the periphery of a Europe dominated by a 
common literary culture' (p. 176), for instance, and was translating his native literary 
tradition into a relatively high-status language and culture, echoes the dilemma that 
postcolonial writers sometimes find themselves in when they are forced to write in a 
modern koine such as English, Spanish or French in order to reach a wider audience. 
It will be clear to the reader by now that comparative analyses of translations of 
Old Norse literature by no means constitute a new or a rare phenomenon. Indeed, long 
before the emergence of `Translation Studies', scholars of Old Norse were realising the 
potential of translations to provide valuable information about the context in which 
they were produced. Egil Eiken Johnsen's study, for instance, used early translations of 
Heimskringla as evidence in his attempt to prove that there had existed a written form of 
Norwegian that was distinct from Danish as early as the sixteenth century.; ' And 
Karsten Friis Jensen's study reveals the attitude of one thirteenth-century Danish 
scholar to his native literature and Latin tradition. As Old Norse scholars increasingly 
turn to translation as a locus of cultural enquiry, many, such as Kunz and Helgason, are 
using recent theories of translation to inform their investigations. In the section that 
follows I will chart the development of the discipline of Translation Studies, especially 
with regard to the descriptive approach to literary translation, from its inception in the 
1970s to the point in the late 1990s where it begins to converge with Postcolonial 
Studies and Medieval Studies. 
Translation Studies: An Evolving Discipline 
Most scholars would agree that Translation Studies was, in effect, founded at the 
Louvain Colloquium on Literature and Translation in Belgium in 1976. That is not to 
say that there had previously been no translation scholarship. On the contrary, the 
methods of translation and the ways of evaluating the quality of translations have been 
36 This reflects a similar situation in Old Norse prosimetrum. 
37 Egil Eiken Johnsen, Sagaiprdk og rtrk En underrekelf e at' rprdk o! g still de t eldrte norske raga verrettelser (Oslo: 
Gvldendahl, 1942). See chapter 3. 
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discussed since classical times, " but it was not until this conference that scholars began 
to recognize Translation Studies, not as a mere offshoot or branch of another subject 
such as linguistics, literary theory or comparative literature, but as an independent 
discipline which deserved to be studied for its own sake. The papers presented at the 
Louvain conference were collected and published in 1978 under the title Literature and 
Translation and included contributions by scholars now recognized as key specialists in 
the field. 39 In a brief appendix to this volume, Andre Lefevere proposed that the name 
`Translation Studies' (first suggested by James Holmes in 1972 in his seminal paper `The 
Name and Nature of Translation Studies') should be adopted for the discipline `that 
concerns itself with the problems raised by the production and description of 
translations' and that the goal of this new discipline should be to `produce a 
comprehensive theory which can also be used as a guideline for the production of 
translations'. 40 
Two years later, Susan Bassnett-McGuire, one of the original contributors to the 
Louvain conference and widely seen as a founder of Translation Studies along with 
Andre Lefevere, went on to publish Translation Studies, a work which is still widely 
viewed as one of the definitive texts in the field. " The aim of this book was to outline 
the scope of the newly established discipline, to give some indication of the kind of 
research that had been done up until then, to suggest directions in which further 
investigation might proceed, and to attempt to formulate a theory of literary translation. 
In this work, Bassnett laments the slowness with which a theory of translation has 
emerged in Western Europe and the English-speaking world, a situation she attributes 
to two factors: the low status traditionally accorded to both translators and translations, 
and the `Anglo-Saxon anti-theoretical tradition', although this is a situation which she 
acknowledges is beginning to change: 
Since the early 1960s significant changes have taken place in the field of 
Translation Studies, with the growing acceptance of the study of linguistics and 
38 For an account of the history of translation theorý" see for example, chapter 2: `History of Translation 
Theory' in Susan Bassnett-Maguire, Translation Studies, rev. edn (London: Routledge, 1988), and lE "estern 
Translation Theory: From Herodotus to Niettische, ed. by Douglas Robinson, 2nd edn (. Manchester: St Jerome, 
2002). 
39 Literature and Translation: New Perspectives in literary Studies, ed. by James S. Holmes, Jose Lambert & 
Raymond van den Broeck (Leuven: Acco, 1978). Contributors included Itamar Even-Zohar and Gideon 
Tour-. 
40 Andre Lefevere, `Translation Studies: The Goal of the Discipline', in Literature and Translation, ed. by 
James S. Holmes, Jose Lambertand Raymond van den Broeck (Louvain: ACCO, 1978), pp. 234-35 (p. 
234); James Holmes `The Name and Nature of Translation Studies', in Translated- Papers on Literary 
Translation and Translation Studies, ed. by James Holmes, 2nd edn (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1988), pp. 6--80. 
41 Bassnett-McGuire, Susan, Translation Studies (London: 'Methuen, 1980). 
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stylistics within literary criticism that has led to developments in critical 
methodology and also with the rediscovery of the work of the Russian Formalist 
Circle. The most important advances in Translation Studies in the twentieth 
century derive from the groundwork done by groups in Russia in the 1920s and 
subsequently by the Prague Linguistic Circle and its disciples. Volosinov's work on 
Marxism and philosophy, Nlukaiovsky's on the semiotics of art, Jakobson, 
Prochchazka and Levy on translation have all established new criteria for the 
founding of a theory of translation and have shown that, far from being a 
dilettante pursuit accessible to anyone with a minimal knowledge of another 
language, translation is, as Randolph Quirk puts it, `one of the most difficult tasks 
that a writer can take upon himself. 42 
The recognition that translation is a high- rather than low-status activity, and that a 
translation is an original text with its own intrinsic value, has resulted in a shift in 
interest from evaluating the quality, or fidelity, of translations to analysing and 
understanding the process or processes undertaken in the act of translation. 
Furthermore, the growing acceptance of the theory that language is culturally bound (as 
argued by the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis), and therefore incapable of perfectly 
representing the world, or in this case the original text, clearly carries implications for a 
translator. A `very high level of expertise' in a language is not enough; a translator must 
also be aware of the cultural context of the text s/he is translating, and of the cultural 
context of the language into which s/he is translating. While this might be relatively 
unproblematic for the translation of a modern French novel into another European 
language, it poses a real challenge to the translator of a medieval text because the 
translator can only ever have a partial knowledge of the source culture. 
Translation and Linguistics is one of four categories into which Bassnett divides 
the field, the others being: History of Translation; Translation in the Target Language 
(TL) culture; and Translation and Poetics. The first two categories examine the historical 
and cultural context in which a translated text is situated and how it operates in the TL 
system. In the last-named category, which is dealt with in the third section of her book, 
`Specific Problems of Literary Translation', Bassnett shows by the examination of a 
number of poetic, prose, and dramatic texts in translation how comparative analysis can 
be instructive for the practice of translation. 
Several of the ideas discussed in this ground-breaking work were developed in a 
number of essays published in The Manipulation of Literature in 1985. Like Bassnett's 
4' Translation Studies, p. 5. Bassnett-: McGuire later stresses that `it would be wrong to see the first half of 
the twentieth century as the Waste Land of English translation theory' and names Ezra Pound and Hilaire 
Beloc as exceptions. Curiously enough, she only makes a passing mention to Walter Benjamin, whose 
influential essay 'The Task of the Translator' is still inspiring translation theorists. 
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Translation Studies, this collection aimed to `establish a new paradigm for the study of 
literary translation, on the basis of a comprehensive theory and ongoing practical 
research', 43 and its contributors include many of the same scholars who gave papers at 
Louvain, such as Susan Bassnett herself, Andre Lefevere, Raymond van den Broeck, 
Hendrik van Gorp and Jose Lambert. This group of scholars, which later came to be 
known as the `Manipulation School', had been meeting and publishing for nearly a 
decade, and although their individual interests remained diverse, the book shows a 
fundamental coherence of perspective and goal-orientation. 
At the time The Manipulation of Literature was published, it was felt that 
Translation Studies still occupied a marginal position in the study of literature. The 
editor of the collection, Theo Hermans, claims that the reason for this marginalization is 
rooted in naive romantic concepts such as `artistic genius' and `originality' which can 
lead to the work of an author being viewed as `hallowed' or `exalted'. 44 If the works of 
such an author happen to form part of the literary canon of a nation this literature can 
even assume can aura of sacred untouchability'. Herman's points out that `in such 
circumstances, any attempt to tamper with a literary text by rendering it into another 
language must be condemned as a foolhardy and barely permissible undertaking, 
doomed from the start and to be judged, at best, in terms of relative fidelity, and at 
worst as outright sacrilege'. 45 Herman's use of the words `hallowed' and `sacred' can to 
mind the most translated text of all in Western culture: the Bible. The first translators of 
the Bible, such as St Jerome, established a model by which the text should be translated 
with the utmost fidelity, ideally word for word, but as this was obviously not always 
possible, they constantly strove for equivalence. Equivalence remained the ideal, not just 
for Biblical translation, but also for translations of other texts. 
The approaches and principles of this group of scholars were quite distinct, but 
there is broad agreement among them on certain basic tenets that could be used to 
establish a new paradigm for the study of translations. These are: 
1. A view of literature as a complex and dynamic system. 
2. A conviction that there should be a continual interplay between theoretical 
models and practical case studies. 
The , Manipulation of Literature: Studies in Literary Translation, ed. by Theo Hermans (London: Groom Helm, 
1985), p. 10. 
'-' This line of thinking is clearly influenced by Barthes's and Foucault's theories of authorship. 
4' The Manipulation of literature, p. 11. 
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3. An approach to literary translation that is descriptive, target-oriented, functional 
and systemic. 
4. An interest in the norms and constraints that govern the production and 
reception of translations. 
The first point grew out of the work of `The Tel Aviv group', whose principle 
exponents were Itamar Even-Zohar and Gideon Toury. In a series of essays between 
1978 and 1979, Even-Zohar developed the notion of literature as a `polysystem' that is 
dynamic in the sense that its constituent elements are in a constant state of flux. He saw 
literary translation itself as a system, one element among many in the constant struggle 
for domination among the polysystem's various layers and subdivisions. According to 
Even-Zohar's model, literary translations may occupy a central or a peripheral position 
within the polysystem, and may be either conservative or innovative depending on the 
polysystem in question. For example, some translations might bolster certain traditional 
values in the target culture and would thus be (in terms of that culture) conservative, but 
translations are often the source for transferring ideas from one culture to another and 
can thus be innovative. Even-Zohar's suggestion that a marginal, new, insecure or 
weakened culture tends to translate more texts than a culture in a state of relative 
centrality and strength may be one explanation for the genesis of the two translations 
under examination in this study. At the time Bernärdez's translation of Egils saga was 
published, Spain, formerly one of the great imperial powers of Europe, was a weakened 
nation just beginning to emerge from a long period of censorship, cultural oppression 
and isolation into an era of optimism but of great uncertainty. Even before the end of 
the Franco dictatorship, the statistics regarding book publications indicate a fairly 
constant growth in translations from the 1960s onwards, but in post-1975 Spain the 
stream began a flood: `If the statistics can be believed, high levels of translation had for 
some time been preparing the Spain that, from 1985, would become one of the 
European Union's most enthusiastic members'. 4" Lie's translation was published in 
Norway in the 1950s, at a time when that country was also trying to recover after the 
Nazi occupation and resume its programme of establishing itself as a nation on equal 
footing with the rest of the world. Hallvard Lie's translation was not only published 
16 Anthony 1'vvm, `Spanish Tradition', in The Routledge Earyclopedla of Translation Studies, ed. by Mona Baker 
(London: Roudedge, 1997), pp. 552-63 (p. 558). 
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against a background of foreign occupation, however, but also verb- much in the context 
of a linguistic `civil war', which I will examine in the following chapter. 
The second point of the descriptive model of this `Manipulation School' 
emphasizes the need for translation theory not to be merely conceptual but to be a 
practical framework for collecting, ordering and explaining data. Ideally, the process 
should work both ways, with the theory providing the schema for practical applications 
and the results of the research informing the theory. Thirdly, the approach based on the 
systems concept of literature is descriptive rather than prescriptive, which entails 
accepting the translated text for what it is and trying to determine the various factors 
that may account for its particular nature. A researcher following the descriptive method 
should work without preconceptions of what a translation comprises and the 
investigation of translational phenomena should start from the empirical fact of the 
book itself. It tries to account in functional terms for the textual strategies that 
determine the way a given translation looks, focusing primarily on translational norms 
and on the various constraints and assumptions that may have influenced the methods 
of translating that produced the final result. The descriptive approach also examines the 
way translations function in the receptor (or target) literature, and explanations are 
sought for the impact the translation has on its new environment. From the point of 
view of the target literature, all translation implies a degree of manipulation of the 
source text for a certain purpose. An analysis of a translation can reveal the prejudices 
and ideologies of the translator, or any agenda s/he might have. Once we have 
acknowledged this, we can begin to analyze the manipulative effect a translation may 
have on its target culture. 
In order to provide a broad contextual framework for individual phenomena, 
the descriptive model advocates going beyond isolated occurrences or texts and taking 
into consideration larger wholes (collective norms, audience expectations, period codes, 
synchronic and diachronic cross-sections of the literary system or parts of it, 
interrelations with surrounding literary or non-literary systems, etc. ). At the same time 
the goal of the descriptive model is to widen the scope of findings bearing on particular 
instances in such a way as to include relatively substantial corpora, and thus be able to 
discover large-scale and long-term patterns and trends. ' 
Over the last twenty years, interest in translation theory has grown rapidly. A 
number of new books on the subject were published, journals such as Target and 
47 The . llciml5ulatlon 
OJ iteralurr, pp. 13-14 
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Translation and literature were started, conference activity- has increased and several 
universities have established new programmes and departments of Translation Studies. 
Since 1985, the scope of Literary Translation Studies may have expanded and developed 
in many different directions, but it is clear that the theoretical framework of these 
studies is rooted in the conceptual model for case-studies of translation outlined in The 
Manipulation of Literature. Herman's observation, for instance, that translation represents 
an instance of what happens at the interfaces between different linguistic, literary and 
cultural codes, is one aspect which was taken and developed by Bassnett and Lefevere, 
who announced a `cultural turn' in Translation Studies with the publication of 
Translation, History and Culture in 1990.48 
In this collection Bassnett and Lefevere redefined the object of study `as a verbal 
text within the network of literary and extra-literary signs in both the source and target 
cultures', believing that such a redefinition of the field could offer a way of 
understanding how the complex manipulative textual practices first identified by the 
`Manipulation School' operated. Processes they thought should be addressed and 
analyzed in any study of literary translations were: the methods behind the selection of 
texts for translation; what role the translator plays in that selection; what role an editor, 
publisher, or patron plays; what criteria determine the strategies that will be employed 
for the translators; and how the translated texts are received in the target system. This 
move away from Even-Zohar's polysystem hypothesis and polysystem terminology 
reflects a tendency in Translation Studies to put increased focus on the `external politics' 
of translated literature; it was becoming clear that the development of a polysystem 
model was hampered by confining itself to the literary/linguistic system and by 
neglecting socio-cultural factors. 
In Translation, Rewriting and the Manipulation of Literary Fame, Andre Lefevere again 
redefined the object of study, viewing translation as one of the many types of rewriting 
which are crucial in shaping our understanding of other cultures: 
Translation is, of course, the rewriting of an original text. All rewritings, whatever 
their intention, reflect a certain ideology and a poetics and as such manipulate 
literature to function in a given society in a given way. Rewriting is manipulation, 
undertaken in the service of power, and in its positive aspect can help in the 
evolution of a literature and a society. Rewritings can introduce new concepts, new 
genres, new devices and the history of translation is the history also of literary 
innovation, of the shaping power of one culture upon another. But rewriting can 
also repress innovation, distort and contain, and in an age of ever increasing 
48 Translation, History anal Culture, ed. by Susan Bassnett and Andre Lefevere (London: Pinter, 1990). 
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manipulation of all kinds, the study of the manipulation processes of literature as 
exemplified by translation can help us towards a greater awareness of the world in 
which we live. 49 
One of the most significant issues Lefevere pursues here is the role played by the 
dominant poetics of a receiving culture in determining the image of literature as 
projected by a translation. He argues that the literary system in question acts as a series 
of `constraints' on the reader, writer, and rewriter who can either adapt to it or try to 
operate outside it. In some cases, however, literature produced by one literary system 
proves highly incompatible with the poetics of the receiving culture, as Lefevere 
demonstrates in his discussion of translating gasidahs. 5° This verse form, which 
originated in pre-Islamic Arabia, presented the translator with problems that are 
remarkably similar to those occasioned by skaldic poetry. The gasidah is highly allusive 
and yet its stylistic force is in its economy and compactness, `a concise, dynamic quality, 
[which] enabled the listener to perceive the image quickly and easily' (p. 86). The 
translator is then faced with the dilemma we so often hear repeated by translators of 
skaldic poetry: how to translate this poetry in a way that will be attractive to a reader 
unacquainted with the original tongue and civilization associated with it. 
According to Lefevere, in the case of the qasidab the translator usually deals with 
the problem in a number of ways: by smuggling wordy explanations into the text; by 
relying on footnotes; or by offering the reader a scholarly introduction, a literal 
translation, notes, and in one case, photographs that `attempt to capture the mood 
presented in each verse' (p. 56). 
On the whole, most translators do not try to convey the literary allusions, except in 
an `explanatory note'. Maybe because allusions point to the final, real aporia of 
translation, the real untranslatable, which does not reside in syntactic transfers or 
semantic constructions, but rather in the peculiar way in which all cultures develop 
their own "shorthand", which is what allusions really are. A word or phrase can 
evoke a situation that is symbolic for an emotion or a state of affairs. The 
translator can render the word or phrase and the corresponding state of affairs 
without much trouble. The link between the two, which is so intricately bound up 
with the foreign culture in itself, is much harder to translate. 51 
The other types of rewriting Lefevere discusses in the final four chapters are 
historiography, anthologising, criticism, and editing, showing how these too are types of 
49 Andre Lefevere, Translation, Rewriting and the Manipulation of Literary, Fame (London: Routledge, 1992), p. 
'-ii. 
50 See Lefevere's chapter 4, `Translation: Poetics, the Case of the Missing Qasidah', in Translation, Rewriting 
and the Afanipulation of I.. terary Fame, pp. 73-86. 
51 ibid., pp. 56-57. 
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manipulative practice. We have already looked at some of the issues underlying Sigurc ur 
Nordal's edition of Egils saga in chapter 1; and in the following chapter we will examine 
Hallvard Lie's Norwegian translation in the context of historiography, Norwegian 
literary history, and anthologies of Norwegian literature. 
One omission from Lefevere's book, which seems so obvious as to make one 
wonder whether he was deliberately avoiding the issue, is any mention of 
postcolonialism. Despite references to Edward Fitzgerald's cavalier attitude to `these 
Persians' in his rewriting of the Rubayyat in chapter 1, for instance; a description of the 
acculturation of the qasidab by Western poetics in chapter 4; and explicit references to 
the colonial context in his discussion of the politics and problems of compiling 
anthologies of African poetry in chapter 10,52 Lefevere does not refer to Postcolonial 
Studies at all. It is not until 1998, with the publication of Constructing Cultures: Essays in 
Literary Translation, that Bassnett and Lefevere make explicit reference to Postcolonial 
Translation Studies, even though they had certainly been aware earlier of work being 
done in the field. 
For example, Rethinking Translation: Discourse, Subjectivity, Ideology, a collection of 
essays edited by Lawrence Venuti and published in 1992, was enthusiastically endorsed 
by Bassnett. In the `blurb' on the back cover of the book she is quoted as saying 
`... quite simply superb. It is a marvellous achievement, a first-class piece of editing'. 53 
Two of the essays included in Rethinking Translation deal directly with translation as part 
of the colonial experience. Sarnia Mehrez's essay uses as a starting point the 
autobiographical statement George Steiner makes in After Babel about his plurilingual 
experience, contrasting it with a similar statement by the Moroccan poet Abdelkebir 
Khatibi in order to highlight the limitations of translation theory that developed only 
within a European humanist tradition. Mehrez points out that in his account Steiner 
fails to address the `political context and power relations within which language 
acquisition takes place', a factor which postcolonial plurilingual writers cannot ignore. 
She argues that recent so-called `hybrid' literature produced by ex-colonies, because of 
the `culturo-linguistic layering' that exists within it, `defies the very notion of a "foreign" 
52 Translation, Rewriting and the Manipulation of Literary Fame, p. 126: `Translations from African literature 
written in French , teere usually available for inclusion in anthologies of 
African poetry published in 
English, but the same cannot be said for translations from the Portuguese. These began to surface on a 
larger scale only when the anti-colonial [my emphasis] struggle in Angola and Mozambique began to be 
mentioned in W iite liberal newspapers and on the evening news with some regularity'. 
53 Rethinking Translation: Di5trourre, Subjectivitj-, Ideology', ed. by Lawrence Venuti (London: Routledge, 1992). 
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text' which can be translated into another language. 54 Richard Jacquemond also focuses 
on the Maghreb countries (particularly on French-Arabic translation) in his investigation 
of translation in a context of cultural and economic hegemony-dependency. 
55 Like 
Mehrez, he maintains that, 
because translation theory (as well as literary theory in general) has developed on 
the almost exclusive basis of the European linguistic and cultural experience, it 
relies on the implicit postulate of an egalitarian relationship between different 
linguistic and cultural areas and has yet to integrate the recent results of the 
sociology of interculturality in the colonial and postcolonial contexts. (p. 140) 
Mehrez and Jacquemond thus identify a new direction for Translation Studies and the 
challenge articulated by Jacquemond above is one that Andre Lefevere and Susan 
Bassnett take up in Constructing Cultures, as we shall see. However, it is worth mentioning 
at this point that while Mehrez and Jacquemond might be correct in their assertion that 
translation theory (at the time they were writing) assumed an egalitarian relationship 
between cultures, this is not reflected in European history. European nations did not 
only conquer and colonize the Americas, India, and Africa; they also colonised each 
other. Indeed many European nations have had experience both as coloniser and 
colonised at different points in their history. For Spain, the year 1492 not only signified 
the beginning of its colonisation of the Americas, but also signalled the end of the 
reconquista: the struggle to recover Spanish territory from the Moors which had gone on 
for more than 800 years. Similarly, Norway, which had been an empire of sorts in the 
Middle Ages, was subsequently to experience a four century long period of cultural and 
political dominance under Danish rule that some called the `400-year night'. It goes 
without saying that these colonial situations had linguistic implications for both cultures, 
whether viewed in terms of hegemonic language-culture or of dominated language- 
culture, concepts which we will explore in the following chapter. 
As I have observed above, Bassnett and Lefevere's recognition of the 
contribution of Postcolonial Studies to Translation Studies was first broached in 
Constructing Cultures as part of a wider project to promote Translation Studies as a site of 
interdisciplinary research: 
54 Sarnia Mehrez, `Translation and the Postcolonial Experience: The Francophone North African Text', in 
Rethinking Translation, pp. 120-38 (p. 121). 
ss Richard Jacquemond, `Translation and Cultural Hegemony: The Case of French-Arabic Translation', in 
Rethinking Translation, pp. 139-58. 
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In the 1970s, translation was seen as it undoubtedly is, as `vital to the interaction 
between cultures'. \Vhat we have done is to take this statement and stand it on its 
head: if translation is, indeed, as everybody believes, vital to the interaction 
between cultures, then why not take the next step and study translation, not just to 
train translators, but precisely to study cultural interaction? 56 
With this statement they move Translation Studies definitively from its traditional place 
on the margins of literary studies or applied linguistics to centre stage, illustrating how 
far they had come since the time when scholars in the field were asking `preposterous' 
questions such as `is translation possible? ' or `is equivalence possible? ' In this book 
Bassnett and Lefevere propose a whole series of new questions and elaborate on new 
tools and models for the investigation of translations. One such development is the 
recognition that different types of texts require different types of strategies. 57 
The authors identify four main types of texts, which may overlap but can be 
generally defined as: texts that are designed to convey information, texts that are 
designed to entertain, texts that are designed to persuade, and finally those texts which 
are considered to belong to the `cultural capital' of `world' or national culture, for 
example the works of Shakespeare or Cervantes's DonQu#ote de la Mancha, or the plays 
of Henrik Ibsen. The term `cultural capital' was coined by the French sociologist and 
philosopher Pierre Bourdieu, who maintained that `culture' could be acquired and 
transmitted in the same manner as economic capital, for instance, through inheritance, 
education, the acquisition of actual works of art, etc. As a result, our society encourages 
us to believe that the more cultural capital we acquire, the more prestige we can expect. 
However, Bourdieu argued that our cultural tastes are not `natural', but are social 
constructs located in the context of a class-oriented habitus, and that the distinction 
between `high' and `low' culture is deliberately engineered and maintained in favour of a 
privileged elite. In terms of literature, the texts that signal cultural capital are those texts 
which have been `canonized' by a national or world culture. These are the books of 
which a knowledge is deemed necessary in order to succeed in certain circles or systems, 
but which, to continue the economic metaphor, have little or no value as currency in 
others. 
56 Susan Bassnett and andre Lefevere, constructing Cultures: Essays on Literary Translation, Topics in 
Translation, 11 (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 1998), p. 6. 
57 The theories concerning text type and translation are mostly based on the work done by Karl Bühler in 
the 1930s who defined texts according to their function, categorising them into three types: conative, 
expressive and representative. Bühler's work was later developed by Katharina Reiss. See Katharina Reiss, 
`Text types, Translation Types and Translation Assessment', in Readiagr in Translation Theory, ed. by 
Andrew Chesterman (Helsinki: O), Finn Lectura Ab, 1989), pp. 105-15. 
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That Egils saga or any Icelandic saga falls within the category of `cultural capital', 
for Icelanders at least, seems clear from Björn Bjarnason's (Icelandic Minister of 
Education, Science and Culture) statement in his foreword to The Complete Sagas of 
Icelanders (CSI): `The Sagas of the Icelanders are monumental works, an important pillar 
in the huge edifice which we call European culture'. 58 In fact, this publication is 
endorsed by no fewer than three forewords: one by the President of Iceland, another by 
the Icelandic Minister of Education, as already indicated, and the third by the former 
Director of the Manuscript Institute of Iceland, all of whom stress the necessity of 
making the sagas of Icelanders accessible to the wide readership that they rightly deserve 
and applaud the achievement of this publication in doing so. The prestigious nature of 
this literature is also suggested by the physical characteristics of this collection: 
everything about it implies that it belongs in the European, or indeed the international, 
canon. The five beautifully (and no doubt expensively) produced volumes in hardback, 
the extensive apparatus of reference materials in the final volume, including such useful 
aids as a glossary of recurrent key concepts, maps, diagrams of Viking ships, the layout 
of the typical farm, chronological lists of kings and so on, 59 all suggest that this is a 
substantial chunk of culture which would lend prestige to any bookshelf. Unlike the 
CSI, the saga translations for Hallvard Lie's Islandske Tttesagaer were not specially 
commissioned, and it cannot therefore be claimed for them, as the editors of CSI claim 
for theirs, that they are `new', `standardised', or free from the inconsistencies and 
archaisms that have `rendered some earlier translations inaccessible to modern readers'. `" 
Nevertheless, the publication of these translations in a four-volume collection alone 
implies that it is the standard, `definitive' collection and gives it authority. The 
Norwegian translation, obviously, is not aimed at a worldwide readership, but the 
implication is that every household in Norway which values its national heritage should 
possess a copy. The Spanish translation of Egils saga, as we shall see in chapter 3, is 
marketed as `world literature', and forms part of a numbered series of other examples of 
world `classics'. 
Bassnett and Lefevere claim that it is in the domain of cultural capital that 
translation can most clearly be seen to construct cultures, and it is translations of such 
texts which form the basis for the case studies in Constructing Cultures, which themselves 
51 See Björn Bjarnason's foreword in The Complete Sagas of Icelanders, ed. by Vioar Hreinsson and others 5 
vols (Reykjavik: Leifur EirIksson, 1997), 1, p. ix. 
''' Genette refers to these features as the `peritexr' of a book. 
60 The Complete Sagas of Icelanders, vol. 1, p. xv. 
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include translations of the Aeneid, the Finnish epic poem Kalevala and Bertolt Brecht's 
Mutter Courage. Bassnett and Lefevere advance in addition the concept of `textual grids', 
also based on the work of Bourdieu and his ideas of cultural capital, and involving the 
`collection of acceptable literary forms and genres in which texts can be expressed' (p. 
xiii). 
In the introductory chapter to Constructing Cultures Bassnett reviews the latest 
work in the field and sums up `where we are now' in Translation Studies: she confirms 
approaches which were relatively tentative ten years before and tracks the progress that 
has been made on these. She announces, `we have discovered the history of translation' 
(p. 1), having come to realise that `translations are never produced in a vacuum, and that 
they are also never received in a vacuum', that is, we have come to acknowledge the 
importance of historical and cultural context in matters of translation (p. 3). Studying 
the history of translation, she believes, is key to understanding the attitudes we have 
today. 
Bassnett outlines two models which have been critical in influencing translators 
over the years. The first, which she calls `The Jerome Model', is based on an idea of 
translation which prioritises faithfulness to the source text above all else, as St Jerome 
advocated when translating the Bible. When translating the word of God, St Jerome 
considered it imperative to remain as true as possible to the source text, even at the 
expense of sense or style. Of course, absolute fidelity in translation is an impossible (and 
we might now say an undesirable) goal, but that did not prevent it from being accepted 
as an ideal or translators from striving to achieve it. Their inevitable `failures' resulted in 
their translations being seen to a greater or lesser extent as betrayals, which in turn 
contributed to a perception of translating as a second-class activity, `a necessary evil'. 
The second traditional model for translators (although it pre-dates St Jerome) 
has been `The Horace Model'. Bassnett reminds us that the poet's famous phrase fides 
interpres referred not to being faithful to a text, as it is often understood, but to the 
translator's customers. Accordingly, the translator is a sort of go-between who is faithful 
to his client, that is, the one who holds the purse strings. Bassnett points out that in the 
Horatian model, while there is no sacred text, there is definitely a privileged language 
(i. e. Latin), which implies that negotiation will always be biased toward that privileged 
language and that the negotiation does not take place on absolutely equal terms. This 
last comment raises the question of the power relations between languages and the way- 
that they might be reflected in a translation. The more `dominant' the language, the 
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more likely it is, according to Bassnett, that everything foreign and exotic in the source 
text will be standardised in translation, especially with regard to `texts that can be 
considered to build the "cultural capital" of a civilization' (p. 4). This can be seen in the 
CSI, where, in order to give an idea of the uniqueness of the saga world, certain 
concepts and the vocabulary belonging to specialised fields have been rendered in a 
consistent way throughout and names have been standardized. With a small number of 
exceptions, the translations were especially commissioned for this edition and were 
made to conform to this editorial policy of standardization. 
The third model Bassnett introduces as an alternative to the other two is `The 
Schleiermacher Model'. In his famous lecture `On the Different Ways of Translating', 
the German theologian and philosopher Friedrich Schleiermacher demands, among 
other things, that translations from different languages into German should read and 
sound different from each other as well as from standard German; for example, the 
reader should be able to guess the Spanish behind a translation from Spanish and the 
Greek behind a translation from Greek. If all translations read and sound alike (as they 
were soon to do in Victorian translations of the classics), the identity of the source text 
has been lost, levelled in the target text. `The Schleiermacher Model' emphasises the 
importance of `foreignising' translation. 61 The privileged position of the receiving 
language or culture is denied, and the alterity of the source text needs to be preserved. 
The authors of Constructing Cultures do not advocate any one of these models but 
rather suggest that all three may be useful frameworks for the study of translations. The 
influence of these models, and of relatively new concepts like `cultural capital', is evident 
throughout the book, as are recent poststructuralist and postcolonial theories, along 
with well-known translation theories. In his chapter `Chinese and Western Thinking on 
Translation', for example, Lefevere says `translational practice is one of the strategies a 
culture devises for dealing with what we have learned to call "the Other"' (p. 13). In 
`Translation Practice(s) and the Circulation of Cultural Capital: Some Aeneids in 
English', the influence of Walter Benjamin is clear: `Poetics also includes the use of 
diction, a diction that should, ideally, match both that of the original and that of the 
audience the translator is writing for'. 62 
61 The most prominent translator , -, -ho advocates this method today is Lawrence Venuti; see for example 
Lawrence Venuti, The Translator', - Iaviýrbilitj: A History of Translation (London: Routledge, 1995). 
62 Constructing Cultures, p. 50. Walter Benjamin, `The Task of the Translator', in Illumination., pp. 70-82, p. 
70: `The task of the translator consists in finding that intended effect [Intention] upon the language into 
which he is translating which produces in it the echo of the original'. 
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Bassnett's chapter, `Transplanting the Seed: Poetry and Translation' also reflects 
the influence of Benjamin: `as Benjamin points out, translation secures the survi, %-al of a 
text, and it often continues to exist only because it has been translated' (p. 59). She goes 
on to discuss various strategies for translating poetry, including those of James Holmes's 
set of categories for verse translation: 
1. Mimetic form: the translator reproduces the form of the original in the target 
language. 
2. Analogical form: the translator determines what the function of the original 
form is and then seeks an equivalent in the target language. 
3. Content derivative/ Organic form: the translator starts with the semantic 
material of the source text and allows it to shape itself. `In this kind of 
translation, the form is seen as distinct from the content, rather than as an 
integral whole' (p. 63). 
4. Deviant or extraneous form: the translator utilises a new form that is not 
signalled in any way in the source text, either in form or content. 
By conflating Holmes's organic and extraneous forms Bassnett suggests an alternative 
model for the translation of poetry, citing two primary conditions. The first, based on 
the theories of Ezra Pound and Octavio Paz, is that the translator must first be a reader, 
because `the translation of poetry requires skill in reading every bit as much as skill in 
writing'. The second is `that a poem is a text in which content and form are inseparable. 
Because they are inseparable, it ill behoves any translator to try and argue that one or the 
other is less significant' (p. 69). In order to recreate a poem in another language Bassnett 
advocates breaking free from the source text and `reliving' the act that gave rise to it. As 
the title of her chapter suggests, her metaphor for this process is taking the `seed' of a 
poem and replanting it in another soil where it will flower again. What is patently 
obvious here, although not explicitly stated by Bassnett, is that if a translation of a poem 
is to be a work of art in its own right as `time and again Pound reminds us' (p. 64) the 
translating can be undertaken only by another poet. 
This is an experiment which has been repeatedly advocated for translations of 
skaldic poetry and carried out with varying degrees of success. For instance, the 
Japanese translator and scholar Kunishiro Sugawara writes, 
68 
it goes without saying that every translator should be well versed in Old Icelandic 
and have a tolerable knowledge of Old Scandinavia as a whole. For the future it is 
to be desired translations of the so-called "great" sagas, and an improvement of 
the [Japanese] translations already existing. In this connection the first desideratum 
is a happy combination of poet and translator in one person. For the moment, 
however, a co-operation between poet and a linguistic specialist is more realistic 
and secure in order to produce translations passable [sic]. 63 
Eiriikur Magnusson and William Morris are probably the best-known example of a poet 
and linguist collaborating to translate Icelandic poetry, but poets have also tried their 
hands at translating the verse of Egils saga. In Christine Fell's 1975 translati on, for 
instance, the skaldic verse is translated by the poet John Lucas, although Fell provides 
literal translations in the textual notes at the end of the book. In his prefatory note `The 
Translations of Egil's Poems', Lucas does not mention that he has any acquaintance 
with the Old Norse language, but his approach is in line with Bassnett's suggestions 
above: `it is a fact that a poet comes much nearer to making a poem worthy of the 
original if he writes in a manner that feels natural to himself . 
6' The poems Lucas 
produces are original but, to my mind at least, do not succeed as works of art in their 
own right, although they perhaps do so more than those of translator and poet Bernard 
Scudder. 65 It is not the purpose of this thesis to analyse English language translations of 
the poetry of Egils saga, but for illustrative purposes I shall quote an example of one 
stanza here as translated by Lucas, Fell and Scudder. 
Hrammtangar 1 tr hanga 
hrynvirgil mer brynju 
HQc rä hauki trop num 
heiÖis vingameic)i; 
ritmoec)is knäk reiÖa, 
rx$r gunnvala broeÖir, 
gelgju seil ä galga 
geirveärs, loft at meira. GG 
It was the warrior's 
work, to hang this gold band 
round an arm where hawks ride 
ready to do my will. 
And see how I make my sword 
summon the ring to its 
arm. There's skill in this. But 
the prince claims greater praise. 67 
The god of the armour hangs 
a jangling snare upon my clutch, 
the gibbet of hunting birds, 
the stamping-ground of hawks. 
I raise the ring, the clasp that is 
worn 
on the shield-splitting arm, 
on to my rod of the battle storm, 
in praise of the feeder of ravens. 68 
63 Kunishiro Sugawara, 'A Report on Japanese Translations of Old Icelandic Literature', Scripta Islandsca, 
27 (1976), 24-37 (p. 29). 
6+ Egils Saga, trans. and ed. by Christine Fell (London: Dent, 1975), p. xxix. 
65 Personally, of all the English translations of the poetry of Egilr saga, I prefer Gwyn Jones's. 
66 IF 2, p. 144. IN1}y own translation of this stanza is: HQÖr (god) of mailcoat > WARRIOR has a clinking- 
noose of a gripping-tong (hand) > RING hung on m} hawk-trodden swinging-tree of hawk > . \R. [; I do 
put the band of the pole of the shield-wearier (sword) > [arm] > RING onto the gallows of the spear- 
storm (battle) > `WORLD; the prey-feeder of battle-hawks (ravens/eagles) > \VARRIOR does not have more 
praise. For a discussion of the stanza see chapter 4. 
67 Eg! %J 
saga (see Fell, 1975), pp. 84-85. 
68 Bernard Scudder's translation is from, The Sagas of Icelanders: A Selection, ed. by Ürnölfur Thorsson 
(London and New York: Viking Penguin, 2000), p. 90. 
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which Fell translates as: 
Hod of the mailcoat lets the halter of the arm hang on my hawk-trodden hawk- 
gallows. I know how to make the pin-string of the shield-tormentor ride the 
gallows of the spear-storm. The feeder of the battle-hawk enjoys the greater praise 
(p. xxiv). 
In the final essay of Constructing Cultures, `The Translational Turn in Cultural Studies', 
Bassnett announces a new era of interdisciplinary research. She traces the history of 
Translation Studies from the 1970s, when scholars were still talking about `definitive' 
translations, `faithfulness' and `equivalence'; through the turning point of the Louvain 
seminar in 1976; the subsequent adoption of the descriptive/polysystems approach in 
the 1980s; and finally the `cultural turn' in the early 1990s. Bassnett maintains that these 
stages in the development of Translation Studies mirror the Culturalist, Structuralist and 
Post-Structuralist phases in Cultural Studies as identified by Anthony Easthope. 69 In its 
new internationalist phase, Cultural Studies is turning toward sociology, ethnography 
and to history, which are precisely the directions Translation Studies is taking `to deepen 
the methods of analysing what happens to texts in the process of what we might call 
"intercultural transfer"' (p. 132). Bassnett feels that Cultural Studies and Translation 
Studies are fields which have much to offer each other, but while the `translation studies 
world has been slow to use methods developed within cultural studies, the cultural 
studies world has been even slower in recognising the value of research in the field of 
translation' (p. 136). Translation Studies has taken the cultural turn; now Cultural 
Studies, Bassnett argues, needs to take the translation turn. 
The next turn Bassnett's own research was to take emerged in the following year 
(1999), with the publication of a collection of essays edited by herself and Harish 
Trivedi, entitled Post-colonial Translation: Theory and Practice. The aim of this book was to 
redress the balance of Translation Studies which had previously been almost exclusively 
Eurocentric (as noted by Mehrez, Jacquemond and Niranjana) and to explore new 
perspectives on translation in relation to postcolonial societies. Essays by Maria 
Ty-moczko and Vinay Dharwadker included a response to Niranjana's work (see below), 
challenging her notion of translation as a metaphor for colonisation and her vehement 
criticism of A. K. Ramanhujan's translation practices. 
69 See Anthony Easthope, `But What is Cultural Studies? ', in Studying British Cultures: An Introduction, ed. by 
Susan Bassnett (London: Routledge, 1997), pp. 3-18. 
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The Translation Turn in Postcolonial Studies: Translation as `Contact Zone' 
In the previous section we looked briefly at the ways in which scholars have used the 
postcolonial context to read translations. In the following discussion we will examine 
the work of a number of scholars who made the journey from the opposite direction - 
from Postcolonial Studies to Translation Studies. 
Mary Louse Pratt's study Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation, which 
investigates the role of travel writing as part of a colonial discourse, uses the term 
`contact zone' to refer to, 
the space of colonial encounters, the space in which peoples geographically and 
historically separated come into contact with each other and establish ongoing 
relations, usually involving conditions of coercion, radical inequality, and 
intractable conflict. 70 
`A "contact" perspective', she argues, `emphasizes how subjects are constituted in and 
by their relations to each other' (p. 7). Pratt explains that she has derived the term 
`contact' from its use in linguistics: `where the term contact language refers to improvised 
languages that develop among speakers of different native languages who need to 
communicate with each other consistently, usually in the context of trade' (p. 6). 
An activity that Pratt does not mention here, but which also takes place in the 
`contact zone' and has a strong affinity with travel writing, is translation. In both cases, 
initially at least, the writing is being done by the dominant culture who `interprets' or 
even constructs the colonized or `native' culture for a domestic audience in terms that 
they can comprehend. An analogous practice occurs when translations of Icelandic 
sagas function as a type of travel guide for the target audience; in the nineteenth- 
century, and indeed today, they are instrumental in attracting tourists to Iceland who 
wish to see at first hand the sites described in the sagas. In order to explain elements 
from the medieval `saga world' which might be unfamiliar to the target audiences, Lie 
and Bernärdez often resort in their translations of the skaldic poetry, to strategies such 
as importing a term from the source text (explained in a footnote) or using an archaic 
term from the target language or even creating a hybrid word, practices which 
sometimes results in a very- particular idiom or idiolect in a way that is reminiscent of 
Pratt's notion of a `contact language'. 
70 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eier: Travel lrritrn(g and Transculturation (London and New York: Routledge, 
1992), p. 6. 
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However, while the travel writer usually records a first-hand account of what he 
believes to be of interest in the actual, i. e. the daily observable, phenomena of a foreign 
society, culture or landscape, a procedure which Roman Jakobson calls `intersemiotic 
transposition', the translator takes writings which have been produced by the source 
culture which she then attempts to `bring across' to the target language and culture; 
Jakobson refers to this process as `interlingual transposition'. However, in a colonial 
context the process of translation is rarely that simple, as Tejaswini Niranjana points 
out: `Revealing the constructed nature of cultural translations shows how translation is 
always producing rather than merely reflecting or imitating an "original"'. " While Pratt's 
book provides a critique of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century European imperialist 
ideology through the genre of travel writing, Niranjana's work, Siting Translation: History, 
Post-Structuralism and the Colonial Context, centres on translation as the contact zone or, as 
she puts it, `a significant site for raising questions of representation, power and 
historicity in a post-colonial context'. 72 
At the same time as translation scholars were gradually realising the implications 
of postcolonial theories for their research, postcolonial scholars such as Niranjana, with 
their concern for culture and cultural difference, were also becoming aware that: 
Culture is mediated by language, and that one of the most significant intercultural 
phenomena they should have been studying all along has been translation. One of 
the most influential articles in this process is Talal Asad's `The Concept of Cultural 
Translation in British Social Anthropology', which traces the evolution of 
anthropological thinking about `the translation of cultures', which increasingly 
since the 1950s has become an almost banal description of the distinctive task of 
social anthropology. 73 
Niranjana employs post-structuralist theory, in particular Jacques Derrida and Paul de 
Man's readings of Walter Benjamin's influential essay `The Task of the Translator', to 
deconstruct colonial texts and help us to see how `translation brings into being notions 
of representation and reality that endorse the founding concepts of Western philosophy 
as well as the discourse of literary criticism'. She maintains that `the drive to study, to 
codify, and to "know" the Orient employs the classical notions of representation and 
reality criticized by poststructuralists like Derrida and de flan. Their work offers a 
related critique of traditional historicism that is of great relevance in a post-colonial 
71 Tejaswini Niranjana, Siting Translation: History, Post-structuralism, and the Colonial Context (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1992), p. 87. 
72 Siting Translation, p. 1. 
73 Douglas Robinson, Translation and Empire: Postxlonial Theories Explained (Manchester: St Jerome, 199-), p. 
3. 
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context'. 74 For Niranjana, translation can be read as a metaphor for the unequal power 
relationship which defines the condition of the colonized. She argues that the native 
Indians were represented as poor copies of Europeans, always doomed as they could 
never be `the original'. She sees translation as problematic in a colonial context because 
of the `asymmetrical relations of power that operate under colonialism'; arguing that a 
representation of the native by the colonizer will always be biased as long as translation 
uses /perpetuates classical Western concepts such as editing texts into "`standard 
versions" based on classical Western notions of unity and coherence' (p. 19). 75 
Following Derrida, Niranjana challenges the notion of a `transcendental 
signified' or an `original' to be represented. She wants to formulate a complex notion of 
historicity which would include the `effective history' of the text, addressing the 
questions such as: who uses/interprets the text? How is it used, and for what? Why the 
text was/is translated, and who did/does the translating? (p. 37). These mirror some of 
the questions posed by Bassnett and Lefevere in Constructing Cultures, but for Niranjana, 
the problem is that throughout the history of translation theory the debate rarely 
addresses issues other than those of faithfulness /betrayal and presumes the existence of 
a transcendental signified, an unproblematic `meaning' which can be transferred. 
Although she acknowledges Bassnett-McGuire's book Translation Studies (1980), citing, 
for instance, Bassnett's remark that it is `pointless [... ] to argue for a definitive 
translation, since translation is intimately tied up with the context in which it is made' (p. 
35), she laments the fact that this is not taken further and especially criticizes the lack of 
writing on the political aspects of translation: `A search for references to "politics" by 
writers on translation would yield a poor haul' (p. 60). She provides a brief overview of 
such studies as she has been able to locate and blames `Translation theory's obsession 
with the humanistic nature of translation' for `blind[ing] writers to their own insights 
into the complicitous relationship of translation and the imperialistic vision' (p. 61). 
For another postcolonial translation scholar, Eric Cheyfitz, the languages of the 
coloniser and colonised `are organized into a hierarchy according to which the 
colonizer's language is somehow inherently superior (richer, more civilized, etc. ) and the 
74 Siting Translation, p. 35. 
75 This Western idea of a `standard' text was a direct result of the invention of the printing press. Before 
this, as we have seen in the previous chapter, the medieval literature of Western Europe characteristically 
had many different variants whether preserved in hand-written manuscripts or in oral versions. Niranjana 
does not provide any information here on native book production in India, although it is interesting to 
note that printing as a technology was introduced in India by Portuguese missionaries in 1556, no doubt 
in order to print and circulate religious Christian texts. 
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colonized language is thus inherently inferior'. '`' In the translations under investigation 
in this thesis, the situation is slightly more complex. While it may be true that the editor 
might want to `civilise' the unruly mess of original manuscripts, it is doubtful whether 
Lie or Bernärdez see their languages as superior to Icelandic - on the contrary, I suspect 
Icelandic figures as the prestige language in this equation. However, according to 
Cheyfitz's reading of the story of translation, the coloniser sees the savages and the 
civilised as standing at opposite ends of an evolutionary history, and the `primitive' 
people must be brought up to date to eradicate these differences. In the next section we 
will see how anthologies of Norwegian literature place Icelandic literature at the 
beginning of a teleological continuum which ends in the present, and it is clear that 
Hallvard Lie wishes to explain Egill as a character to his audience and perhaps emphasize 
the similarities between the saga people and contemporary Norwegian society rather 
than the differences. 
If we think of an Icelandic medieval text in the terms Cheyfitz uses in his 
discussion of property and possession, we might make an analogy about the `ownership' 
of that text, and who has the right to lay claim to it. It can be claimed to be part of 
Icelandic and Norwegian literary history simultaneously, for although it was written in 
Iceland, the language used is the same (or practically the same) as that used in Norway at 
the time. This is ironic given that many scholars read Egils saga in the context of the 
native reaction to the annexation of Iceland to the Kingdom of Norway at the time of 
writing, and see it as a tale of New World versus Old, republican against monarch. Egils 
saga cannot be claimed as part of Spanish cultural heritage, except perhaps in the sense 
that Icelandic literature and Spanish literature belong to a wider framework of 
`European Culture', a notion which is encouraged by European institutions today, 
notably the European Union. " There seems to have been a proliferation of projects that 
focus on Europe as a cultural entity of late, although these may be within or without the 
political boundaries of the EU. The Centre for Medieval Studies at the University of 
Bergen, a research institution funded by the Norwegian Research Council, is one such 
example. The `CMS vision', according to its website, is to `enhance our understanding of 
76 Translation and Empire, p. 64. See also Eric Cheyfitz, The Poetics of Imperialism Translation and Colonization 
from The Tempest'to Tartian' (N'ew York: Oxford University Press, 1991). 
» `An area without frontiers' is how the Single Europe Act of 1987 describes its aim for a pan-European 
identity. The European Commission asserts that the strength of Europe is its cultural wealth and diversity, 
promoting a cultural policy that aims `to help the wide variety of national and regional cultural traditions 
flourish, whilst reinforcing the sense that despite their differences European citizens share a common 
cultural heritage and common values'. See Our Cultural and Architectural 
Heritage (London: European 
Commission, 1997), p. 1. 
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Europe as a whole, in the Middle Ages as well as today, from a peripheral point of 
view'. 78 A great deal of the research produced by the CMS is designed to show how 
much the `peripheral' countries (such as Scandinavian states, Britain, Ireland, the Baltic 
states) formed an integral part of medieval European culture and were crucial in the 
formation of the modern entity of Europe. As we have mentioned above, at the time 
the Spanish translation of Egils saga was first published (1984), Spain was emerging from 
a period of isolation and marginalization and was anxious to forge stronger links with 
the rest of Europe (it joined the EEC in 1986). This aspiration was reflected in an 
increase in the importation and translation of works from Europe and the rest of the 
outside world. As we will see in the next chapter, the publication of Bernärdez's 
translation was one of the first of its kind in Spain, but the trend has increased steadily 
since. 
The desire to belong to a common European culture implies a form of 
`supranationalism' in itself. It implies a belief that the European nations possess a 
certain common heritage in terms of genetic or ethnic background, history, ideology, 
culture, language, etc., especially as defined by current or historical geopolitical 
boundaries. This is a view perpetrated from `inside' as well as from `outside', from 
postcolonial writers who often overlook the cultural plurality of Europe portraying it 
instead as a monolithic whole, a fact that has been noted by the Irish translation scholar 
Michael Cronin: 
One of the shortcomings of certain contemporary writings on translation and 
post-colonialism such as those by Cheyfitz and Tejaswini Niranjana is the simple 
opposition of Europe and the New World or Europe and the Colony. The 
translation experience of Europe is not homogenous, and the intense pressures on 
language resulting from internal colonialism in Europe itself are ignored in analyses 
which posit a common European historical experience and attitude to language. 
79 
It is true that most European languages belong to the various branches of the Indo- 
European language family, Celtic, Germanic, Romance and so on, but we do not 
generally consider Hungarians, Finns or Basques to be any less European on the 
grounds that their languages do not belong to this family. Similarly, it is unlikely that 
Iran will ever form part of the European Union despite its linguistic heritage. 
. uib. no/cros/research/documents/C\ 
IS_Annual_Report_2006. pdf, p. 1, [accessed October, 2007]. 78 
79 Michael Cronin, Traiu/ating Ireland. - Translation, Langua, ger, cultures (Cork: Cork University Press, 1996), p. 
3. 
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The number of conflicts in Europe, both past and present, which are justified 
on ethnic or religious grounds also belies the notion of an unproblematic common 
ethnic identity. The `troubles' in the six counties of the North of Ireland, for instance, 
had its roots in a colonial legacy, and grew out of a situation where one white, Christian 
group was discriminated against and dominated by another on ethnic and ideological 
grounds. In the first half of the twentieth century, the language and culture of the Sami 
people suffered dramatically as a result of forced assimilation at the hands of the 
Norwegian government. In Spain, Basque and, to a lesser extent, Catalan separatists 
campaign for independence mainly on the basis of their languages, which were 
repressed under the Franco regime. It would be hard to find a nation or people in 
Europe who have not at some stage been either victims or perpetrators of 
colonialisation, be that cultural or political; Spain and Norway have experience of both 
roles. 
Medieval Studies, Postcolonial Studies, Translation Studies Converge 
It is the postcolonial experience in a European context that forms the basis of Maria 
Tymoczko's study of translations of medieval Irish literature. She echoes Michael 
Cronin's statement above in alleging that `as an approach [postcolonial theory] is still in 
its infancy, inclined to subsume difference between postcolonial peoples under broad 
generalizations about cultural oppression that do not necessarily hold for all nations that 
have been colonized or even all types of colonization', 80 however, she fully recognises 
the fact that it has opened up useful perspectives on the literatures of postcolonial 
nations. 
Tymoczko's approach is obviously heavily influenced by the ideas elaborated on 
in Constructing Cultures. For instance, she articulates the view that `the investigations of 
translations is an essential aspect of the investigation of culture' (p. 18), that a 
comparison between a source text and its translation will reveal valuable information 
about both the source culture and the receiving culture, and that an investigation of the 
choices and decision procedures used by translators to make decisions reveal a 
translator's strategy, the cultural pressures exerted on the translator, and the functions of 
0 Maria Tvrnoczko, Translation in a Po. itcolonial Context: Earl- Irish Literature in English Translation 
('Manchester: St Jerome, 1999), p. 15. 
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the translation in the receiving culture. `From that understanding', Tymoczko argues, `it 
is a short step to using translations as a tool for deconstructing cultural representations' 
(pp. 24-25). 
Her (diachronic) analysis of translations of early Irish literature into English 
focuses mostly on the ancient Irish `epic' Täin Bö Caiinge (Cattle-raid of Cooley), a 
choice of text which falls firmly into the `cultural capital' category, and her study shows 
the ways in which this text was manipulated to suit various nationalist agendas, 
particularly in the nineteenth century. She identifies three strategies used by the 
translators - an assimilationist strategy, a dialectical strategy, and an ostensive strategy - 
which she believes reflect three stages in the process of decolonization. Translation in a 
Postcolonial Context does not focus solely on the context in which these translations were 
produced, however, but also examines the translations at microlevel, unveiling the 
strategies used by the translators to deal with specific literary elements of genre and style 
in the Täin. As Tymoczko observes, the differences between modern English literature 
and early Irish literature are profound, and the lack of correspondence in styles presents 
the translator with a particular challenge. 
Tymoczko therefore employs many of the tools and concepts from the latest 
developments in Literary Translation Studies with which we are by now familiar, but in 
this study she introduces the idea of the `metonymic', as it was developed by Roman 
Jakobson, David Lodge and others, as a framework for the discussion of translations. 
She contends that metonymy is a basic feature of rewritings and retellings, particularly in 
the case of oral or mythic literature, arguing that for an audience to appreciate a retelling 
of a traditional story they must have knowledge of the `whole' that the tale is part of, i. e. 
the tradition the tale belongs to, the mythology, the genre, the metre, the formulas and 
so on. The cultural elements within a literary work, such as references to its material 
culture, history, economy, law, customs, values and so on, also function as meton}vmic 
evocations of the culture as a whole, but present serious problems for the translator as 
Tymoczko points out: `The way in which a literary text represents metonymically 
features of its literary system and ultimately features of its whole culture is what makes 
translating a text of a marginalized culture so difficult' (p. 47), and the political 
implications of so-doing can be highly charged in a postcolonial context. Tymoczko 
then proceeds to evaluate the usual strategies the translators use, and the extent to 
which they preserve the metonymic aspects of the source text. She believes that, faced 
with an `excessive' amount of literary information to be conveyed, the translator has two 
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choices: either to be selective about which `facets' of the text to translate, or to `seek a 
format that allows dense information transfer through a variety of commentaries on the 
translation'. 81 These `epitextual' devices, as Genette would call them, are what serve to 
explain many of the metonymies of the source text and are present in both the Spanish 
and Norwegian translations in the form of prefaces, footnotes, endnotes and so on. 
However, it would be impossible to convey all the metonymic aspects of the text in 
textual notes and translators often employ a strategy of `assimilat(ing) the unknown to 
the closest known pattern', for example by choosing `metonymies to evoke other than 
those of the source text, specifically the metonymies of the receptor literary system and 
language' (p. 50). We have seen an example of this above with Saxo replacing the Norse 
valkyrie Hildr with the Roman god of war Mars in his Latin translation of Bjarkamdl, but 
there are also instances in the Spanish translation of, for example translating Hel (the 
realm of the dead in Old Norse mythology) with infierno (`Hell' in the Christian sense), 
and hidromiel (with its classical connotations) for mjQö (`mead'). Tymoczko's use of the 
metonymic framework may not be as far removed from the old binary oppositions 
debated in Literary Translation Studies (literal/free; foreignizing/domesticating; 
dynamic equivalence/ functional equivalence) as she claims, but it is certainly useful. 
As far as I am aware, Translation in a Postcolonial Context: Early Irish Literature in 
English Translation is unique in the sense that it is the only published translation study 
which examines a medieval text in the context of Postcolonial Studies, and in that 
respect has been a most useful model for this thesis. However, there are some areas 
which Tymoczko has left unexamined. For example, while she skilfully navigates the 
various ways in which translations were used to resist the colonial legacy, and obviously 
treats of the power relations between the two cultures, Tymoczko does not examine in 
much detail power relations between the two languages, nor does she analyse how the 
very fact of translating into such a dominant, prestige language as English affected the 
translations. The sort of translation activity that was happening in Ireland occurred all 
over Europe; in the next chapter we will see how translations of medieval literature in 
Norway became part of a discourse whose aim was to forge a national identity for 
Norway which was clearly distinct from Denmark. Writing the nation in the coloniser's 
language is a process which is most familiar in the literatures commonly thought of as 
postcolonial, but, as I have noted, mining the past for a cultural heritage was not 
particular to Ireland and it has strong links with the European colonial era. 
Al Translation in a Postco/onial Conte. \t, p. 48. 
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`The Past is Another Country. They Do Things D ferently There': Retrospective Colonisation 
Almost one hundred years before the emergence of reception theory or Literary 
Translation Studies, Friedrich Nietzsche had observed that `the degree of the historical 
sense of any age may be inferred from the manner in which this age makes translations 
and tries to absorb former ages and books'. 82 He cites a number of examples but focuses 
particularly on the manner in which the Roman poets (such as Horace or Propertius) 
translated Greek antiquities into the `Roman present', disregarding the metonymic 
aspects of the original texts without compunction: 
They seem to ask us: `Should we not make new for ourselves what is old and find 
ourselves in it? Should we not have the right to breathe our own soul into this 
dead body? For it is dead after all: how ugly is everything dead! '. They did not 
know the delights of the historical sense: what was past and alien was an 
embarrassment for them: and being Romans, they saw it as an incentive for a 
Roman conquest. Indeed translation was a form of conquest. Not only did one 
omit what was historical: one also added allusions to the present and, above all, 
struck out the name of the poet and replaced it with one's own - not with any 
sense of theft but with the very best conscience of the imperium Romanum. 83 
This prescient paragraph has a number of echoes in later works on translation, including 
some of the theories under discussion here. The idea that the Greek texts were dead, 
and could only be revived or given new life, recalls to Walter Benjamni's theory that, 
thanks to translations, ancient texts had an afterlife. In addition, it reminds us of Susan 
Bassnett's recommendation for poetic translation, that a translator should take the `seed' 
from the original poem and transplant it to grow a new poem. Furthermore, it evokes 
Bassnett's comments on linguistic power relations in her discussion of the `Horace 
Model', which she felt was always in favour of Latin. However, we should not forget 
Horace's famous phrase: Graecia capta ferum victorem cepit, 84 which provides an interesting 
case of the colonised culturally conquering their political conqueror. The Romans were 
eager to import Greek culture, but even while acknowledging the superiority of Greek 
culture, Horace was romanising it, and I argue that this is one instance of what I have 
referred to at the beginning of this chapter as `retrospective colonization'. 85 
82 Friedrich Nietzsche, `Translation as Conquest' (from Die frrohk'che I E'isseii s, tja/t, 1882), trans. by Walter 
Kaufman in Douglas Robinson ed. 11 'entern Translation Theory: From Herodotus to \: iet1cche (Manchester: St 
Jerome, 1997,2002), p. 262. 
83 ibid. 
8+ `Captive Greece took captive her savage conqueror', Epistulae, Book 2, epistle i, line 156. 
85 The title of this section is the opening sentence of the prologue to L. P. Hartley's, The Go-Between 
(London: Hamilton, 1953). 
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By `retrospective', I refer to the practice of retrieving and appropriating `cultural 
capital' from the past, and `colonising' it through a process of rewriting. To continue the 
metaphor, in this model the medieval manuscript (or other cultural artefact) is 
comparable to virgin territory that is discovered or rediscovered by the (usually 
nineteenth-century) philologist-explorer. Depending on his knowledge of the source 
culture and language, he will spend many hours deciphering the text before he can make 
it available in printed form. Once the text has been edited/colonised, the process of 
translation can begin in order to make this discovery available to a wider audience, and 
the translation will quickly become part of a larger discourse or the narrative that is `our 
story', or that explains `us', whether at a national or European level. For this reason, a 
Spanish translator of an Icelandic medieval text, for example, might be tempted to 
include semiotic markers that call up modes of Spanish medieval literature. By so doing 
he would not only make the text more acceptable than otherwise to members of the 
receptor culture, who in general will respond more positively to a system they recognise 
than to an alien one, but he would also give the impression that medieval Icelandic and 
medieval Spanish literature share more common ground than they actually do, hence 
exaggerating the extent to which they both represent a larger European system of 
medieval poetics/culture. 
In Decoloni<ing the Viking Age: Volume 1, Fredrik Svanberg traces a similar process 
in Sweden from an archaeological point of view. 86 Like Tymoczko, Svanberg shows 
how postcolonial theory can be usefully applied to analyse cases of European nations 
that do not fall into the more traditional categories. He views the `The Viking Age' as a 
construct which was created `under heavy influence of the doctrines of nationalism' and 
as a `specific discourse, or world of representations, that can be understood as a 
colonialism of the past' (p. 11). His aim is to deconstruct the idea of the `Viking Age' 
through a process of decolonisation. 
The use of postcolonial theories in Medieval Studies is gaining ground and has 
resulted in a growing number of publications on the subject such as Ananv-a Kabir's and 
Deanne Williams's edited collection of essays Postcolonial Approaches to the European Middle 
Ages: Translating Cultures. In the introduction, the editors also describe the phenomenon 
by which `the medieval past can be colonized, like a distant continent, to further the 
86 Fredrik Sv-anberg, De, vloni ng the i ikingAge: 1 (Stockholm: Almgv-ist & \V-iksell, 20()3). 
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interests of modernity'. '-' Kabir notes that it was as a direct result of colonial expansion 
that European colonial powers began to rediscover their medieval culture and the 
origins of their languages. At the very time that `Orientalists' were translating exotic 
texts from India for the domestic market, philologists were rediscovering (or sometimes 
inventing) and translating lost treasures of native culture, as exemplified by the craze for 
national epics. The medieval past that had been viewed as `the dark ages' during the 
period of the Enlightenment was now seen as an exotic territory that could be 
colonized, exploited and moulded in a way very similar to the `dark continent' of Africa. 
It was in the Middle Ages that most European nation-states as we know them began to 
emerge, and it is no coincidence that so many of the modern sciences and subjects were 
born at the height of European colonial expansion. Modern Archaeology, 
Ethnography/Anthropology, Philology, Geography, History were all by-products of 
nationalism and colonialism. 
Taking one of the most famous examples of medieval manuscript illumination, 
the Tres riches Neures of jean, duc de Berry, illuminated by the Limbourg brothers, as a 
starting point, Kabir and Williams show how `the history of the manuscript's reception 
highlights the extent to which modernity casts the medieval past as a "foreign country, " 
aligning it with the binaries of East and West, Europe and abroad'. 
As postcolonial scholars have sought to dismantle the notions of modernity upon 
which colonialism was predicated, medievalists have, in turn, challenged the 
binaries of medieval and modern (or early modern) that bracket off the Middle 
Ages, and keep it as exotic and foreign - and also as domitable - as any orientalist 
fantasy. As critiques of colonialism work in tandem with critiques of modernity, 
medieval studies and postcolonial studies have sought to undermine a series of 
western myths of origin, history, identity, and temporality. 88 
87 Postcolonial Approacher to the European :l fiddle , -lges: 
Translating Cultures, ed. by Ananva Jahanara Kabir and 
Deanne \Villiams (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), p. 1. 
88 ibid. pp. 1-2. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
NORWEGIAN AND SPANISH TRANSLATIONS OF EGILS SAGA IN 
CONTEXT 
In this chapter I aim to give an idea of the historical and cultural contexts in which the 
Norwegian and Spanish translations of Egils saga were produced, assess the approach of 
the translators based on the prefaces to the translations and other work they have 
published, and to a lesser extent assess the impact these translations have or may have 
had on the target cultures. As I have argued in the previous chapter, I believe that the 
postcolonial legacy in both Norway and Spain is an influential factor in their relations 
with other cultures, and in their representations of other cultures -a fact which I believe 
is manifest in the translations. Postcolonial theory can be used to illuminate the 
strategies of the translators in this context and to show that the act of translating a 
medieval text can itself be an act of colonisation (although a retrospective one) 
comparable to the colonising process of countries. 
NORWEGIAN CONTEXT 
Writing the Nation: In the beginning was the word. .. 
Anyone who undertakes to write a history or compile an anthology of Norwegian 
literature necessarily presupposes the existence of such a phenomenon, but on closer 
inspection the term `Norwegian' proves to be infinitely problematic. What does 
`Norwegian' refer to exactly? Can it be used to designate all the peoples who ever lived 
within the boundaries of the modern state of Norway? Is it an appropriate term to use 
about the language(s) of these peoples? Should a study of Norwegian literature be 
restricted to literature produced in Norway? Is literature written in the Norwegian 
language but produced in another state properly Norwegian? Is literature produced in 
Norway or by Norwegians but written in another language Norwegian? Trying to arrive 
at a definition of `literature' for this purpose is similarly complicated. If we take a broad 
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definition such as the `body of writings produced in a particular country or period' 
(OED), then should we incorporate al/writings? If we restrict this definition to `writing 
which has claim to consideration on the ground of beauty of form or emotional effect' 
(OED), is it appropriate to include in a survey of national literature, `writings' such as an 
isolated word scratched on a weapon? While these questions are not always explicitly 
posed by the editors/ compilers of such histories, they are certainly either explicitly or 
implicitly addressed. 
In one anthology, The Oxford Book of Scandinavian Verse (1925), the section devoted 
to Norwegian poetry begins squarely in the nineteenth century with Johan S. C. 
Welhaven (1807-73), because although the editor, Sir Edmund Gosse, does 
acknowledge that some of the best eighteenth-century poets in Denmark were 
`Norsemen' by birth `it was not, indeed, until after nearly a generation of independence 
[from Denmark] that Norway began to produce a poetry which can still be said to have 
national importance'. ' For Gosse, evidently, Norwegian literature only comes into 
existence after the political separation of Norway from Denmark and the establishment 
of the Norwegian constitution in 1814. The express aim of this collection was to 
provide an English reader with `a rapid outline of the progress of modern poetry [my 
emphasis] in the Scandinavian countries' which would also justify Gosse's starting point 
in the nineteenth century. 2 Despite this `modern' approach, W. A. Craigie begins his 
section on `The Poetry of Iceland' much earlier, that is, with the poet Stefan Olafsson 
(c. 1620-88), and indeed in the introduction to that section traces the evolution of 
Icelandic poetry from the medieval period. ' In this collection skaldic, Eddaic, and all 
other Old Icelandic medieval poetry is considered to belong exclusively to an Icelandic 
tradition and is not viewed as the shared heritage of the Scandinavian countries. 
Histories and anthologies produced by Norwegians adopt a decidedly different 
approach. In A History of Norwegian Literature Harald Beyer claims that `the history of 
Norwegian literature begins with the history of Norway and encompasses a thousand 
years of her national growth', a logical place to start, since the late Viking Age has been 
traditionally viewed as the time when the states of Norway, Sweden and Denmark 
emerged. ' However, by the first chapter, `From Antiquity to the Vikings', Beyer has 
I The Oxford Book of Scandinavian I Verse: xvi? Century - vY' Century, ed. by Sir Edmund Gosse and W. A. 
Craigie (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925), p. 141. 
2 The Oxford Book of Scandinavian I 'erne, p. v. 
ibid., p. 333. 
Harald Beyer, A Hirtog ojNorwegian Literature, trans. and ed. by Einar Haugen (New York: New York 
University Press, 1956) originally published as Norsk /itteraturhi. rtorie, (Oslo: Aschehoug, 1952), p. 1. 
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considerably extended the chronological parameters of his survey. The chapter opens 
with the sentence: `The beginnings of Norwegian literature are veiled in the mists of 
time', 5 and goes on to explain that `although we know that people were living in Norway 
in the Paleolithic age, at least 10,000 years before the birth of Christ, we have no 
recorded word from them until 200 AD'. 
As this book was first published (in Norwegian) within a year of the first volume 
of Islandske cttesagaer, it is of particular interest to this study, if it may be assumed that it 
is fairly representative of contemporary attitudes to Norwegian literature. ' It was 
certainly granted a sort of canonical status when it was chosen by the American- 
Scandinavian Foundation to represent Norway in its series of Scandinavian histories of 
literature and was translated by Einar Haugen into English for this purpose. Haugen's 
English translation is a `rewriting' if ever there was one. In the preface to his translation 
Haugen claims that he was given `carte blanche to adapt, rearrange, or even rewrite [my 
emphasis] the book in order to produce a volume that might be most useful for 
introducing Norwegian letters to an American public'. ' It is indeed a rewriting of a 
rewriting, according to Lefevere's definition: 
Whether they produce translations, literary histories or their more compact spin-offs, 
reference works, anthologies, criticism, or editions, rewriters adapt, manipulate the 
originals they work with to some extent, usually to make them fit in with the dominant, 
or one of the dominant ideological and poetological currents of their time. 8 
Where Beyer has tried to construct one idea of Norway for a domestic audience, 
Haugen has supplemented and omitted information, `in the conviction that an 
international point of view requires a re-evaluation of the contributions of some, if not 
all, writers'. ' The translation was well received, and as late as 1983 John Hoberman 
claimed that it remained `by far the best survey available in English' to date. 'O Four 
decades later it was superseded by a new version (issued by the University of Nebraska 
5 ibid., p. 6. 
6 It was later expanded (in 1963) by Harald's son Edvard into Nor, es litteraturhistorie, a work of six volumes, 
despite the fact that Bull and Paasche's monumental 1\Torsk litteraturehistorie was already widely viewed as 
the standard. Fredrik Paasche, l\Torger og Islands litteratur indtil utgangen au middelalderen, vol. 1 of \rorrk 
k'tteraturhistorre ed. by Francis Bull and others (Oslo: Aschehoug 1924-37 (1924)). 
7 Harald Beyer, A Hi rto9, of, \ onveg'an Literature, p. vii. 
8 andre Lefevere, Translation, Rewriting and the Manipulation of Literary F nie, p. 8. 
9 Harald Beyer, A History of Norwegian Literature, p. viii. 
10 See John Hoberman, Bibliographical Spectrum', in Review of \ational Literatures. " Norway, ed. by Sverre 
Lvngstad (New York, Griffon House: 1983), pp. 185-207 (p. 189). 
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Press in cooperation with The American-Scandinavian Foundation) in the form of a 
collection of variously-authored articles edited by Harald Nxss. " 
In the opening section of this latter version, `Old Norwegian Literature', written 
by James Knirk, the starting-point for a history of Norwegian literature is also situated 
in the remote past: 
When the giant glacier of the most recent Ice Age melted and contracted, the coastal 
areas of Norway gradually became fit for habitation by plants and animals, and in their 
wake came humans, ca. 10,000 BC. It is not known who these first Norwegians [my 
emphasis] were or what their language was like... 12 
For Knirk it is possible to view these people as `Norwegians' (even though we know 
nothing about their ethnic or linguistic origins), purely because they inhabited the area 
of land which now constitutes the modern political state of Norway. Thus Knirk is 
doing the reverse of what he appears to be doing. While it seems as though he is starting 
from the very beginning, in fact he is starting from the modern state and working 
backwards to construct a `Norway' which has existed from time immemorial. By calling 
these aboriginal inhabitants `Norwegians' he identifies them with the modern population 
of Norway, creating a line of ancestry which continues up until the present day. As 
Knirk points out, people began to inhabit the Scandinavian peninsula about 10,000 years 
ago (or 10,000 BC according to Beyer), but we have to wait until 3000 BC before we see 
any signs of self-expression: `The thoughts and intellectual endeavors of these [same? ] 
early Norwegians are best revealed in their rock carvings, which date largely to 3000-400 
BC'. 13 Knirk does not venture quite so far as to suggest that these rock carvings 
constitute the first Norwegian literature: like Beyer, he accords that privilege to the first 
recorded word in a recognizably Scandinavian (or Proto-Scandinavian) language. 
The word in question, `raunijaR', is inscribed in runes on a spearhead found in a 
man's grave on the Ovre Stabu farm in Eastern Toten, Oppland, and dated to c. 200 AD. 
It is commonly interpreted as reynir, i. e. `one who tries' or `tester', and is probably the 
name of the spear, although it is also likely that the runes had a magical function (to 
increase the power of the weapon, for example). This and other contemporary 
". I Histo! ), of Norwegian Literature, ed. by Harald S. Ness (Lincoln, NE, and London: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1993). 
12 James E. Knirk, `Old Norwegian Literature', in A Historp' of \orwegian Literature (see Naess, 1993), pp. 1- 
38 (p. 1). 
13 ibid., p. 1. According to Einar Haugen, The Scandinavian Language : An Introduction to their Hirtoqy 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1976), p. 97: 'Not until the Neolithic Age, from about 3000 B. C., can we be 
reasonably sure that Indo-European was spoken in 'Scandinavia'. 
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inscriptions may be the earliest `writings' in a Scandinavian language, but whether it is 
appropriate to include them in a history of Norwegian literature is questionable. " Ivar 
Havnevik, author of Dikt i Norge: Lyrikkhistorie 200-2000 has no doubt, however, that 
this early inscription forms part of the Norwegian poetic canon. When questioned in an 
interview about the cut-off dates for his book (200-2000) he replied: 
From the beginning I wanted to write an account which covered all poetry on Norwegian 
soil, and therefore it was interesting to discover that the oldest word which is to be found 
in Proto-Scandinavian is written in runes on a spearhead from the 3rd century. This is not 
a complete poem, but that single word, this oldest of all words, is an example of lyrical 
word usage, neither scientific nor `ordinary'. And from the 3rd century on we have a 
continuous poetic tradition in Norway, i. e. either in what is today a Norwegian 
environment, or in a Norwegian state or nation, or in Norwegian language. 15 
The attempt to trace the history of Norwegian literary expression as a teleologically 
determined historical narrative, ordered chronologically from the first recorded 
utterance in the 3rd century to their respective present days, is one which Beyer, Knirk 
and most recently Havnevik all subscribe to, and indeed present as an approach which is 
natural if not inevitable. In recent years this type of historiography has come to be seen 
as a major contributor in the process of nation building by those who view the nation as 
the product or invention of nationalism. ' 
Like so many other emergent European nation-states in the nineteenth century, 
Norway was anxious to create an image of national homogeneity and a common 
national heritage. This is not to say that before this time there was no sense of national 
identity, but that, as the modem state emerged, culture and politics were bound together 
as they had never been before. It was crucial to the establishment of a national identity 
for an advanced, civilized and modem nation to have a past which showed a process of 
cultural evolution, and a key element in the writing of such a past is continuity. " As 
14 Of course certain more lengthy runic inscriptions are quite rightly viewed as literary documents. See 
Judith Jesch, Ships and Men in the Late Viking Age: The Vocabulary of Runic Inscriptions and Skaldic Verse 
(Woodbridge: Boydell, 2001) and Patrick Larsson, `Runes', in A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature 
and Culture, ed. by Rory McTurk (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), pp. 403-26 (p. 404). 
15 `I utgangspunktet ensket jeg A skrive en framstilling som dekket all diktning pi norsk grunn, og da var 
det artig A oppdage at det eldste ordet som forekommer pä urnordisk spräk, er skrevet med Tuner p3 en 
spydspiss fra 200-tallet. Dette er ikke et helt dikt, men det ene ordet, dette aller eldste ordet, er et 
eksempel pä lyrisk sprikbruk, hverken vitenskapelig eller "hverdagslig". Og fra 200-tallet av har vi en 
sammenhengende dikttradisjon i Norge, dvs. enten pä det som i dag er norsk omräde, eller i en norsk stat 
eller nasjon, eller pi norsk sprak'. In an interview with Marit Borkenahagen, 
www. bokklubben. no/SamboWeb/side. do? dokId=52420 
16 Ernest Geiner, Thought and Change (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1964), p. 169: `Nationalism is 
not the awakening of nations to self-consciousness: it invents nations where they do not exist'. 
17 The writing of the history of a nation along the lines of an evolutionary model which described the 
progress of a people from a primitive to an advanced society, also helped these nations to view 
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Fredrik Svanberg observes: `Nationalistic narrative conveys an illusion of continuity (the 
people, invested with an unchanging essence, may change in technological means, even 
politically, but not in collective identity), and expands us in time as well as morally'. '' 
Starting earlier, but particularly in the nineteenth century, historians, anthologists, 
folklorists, linguists, lexicographers, archaeologists, authors, poets and of course 
translators all worked hard to fill in the gaps in the story of Norwegian language and 
literature and produced a discourse which to this day informs notions of Norwegian 
cultural identity. Works like Harald Beyer's tried to shape the story of Norwegian 
literature (and by extension the history of Norway) into a seamless linear narrative 
which begins, as we have seen above, in the `mists of time'. 
A passage from the introduction to this work ('Norway and her Literature') 
illustrates the extent to which it conforms to the pattern described above: 
One of the many paradoxes about Norway is that it is at once a young and an old nation. 
In point of fact Norway has been a modem nation with all organs of government only 
since 1905. But there are dates behind this one which represent stages in the long 
progress of a people. There is a constitution that has been in force since 1814, inspired in 
form and content by the American and French which preceded it. The present King 
Haakon bears the number VII [the current king (2007) is Harald V] to emphasize that he 
belongs to a line of kings which had been interrupted [my emphasis] since 1387. The most 
famous of his preceding namesakes claimed dominion in the thirteenth century over parts 
of present-day Sweden, over several island groups off the coast of Scotland, over Iceland 
and Greenland. There were suggestions of an imperial air about Norway in those days, 
and even earlier, when viking chieftains had hopped from island to island and even 
reached the American coast. For three centuries Norwegian vikings maintained a solid 
dominion in Ireland, and a slender but flourishing Christian colony in Greenland, with a 
bishop and a dozen churches. The kings of Norway tried to follow the fashions of the 
French court since King Olaf, their first Christian saint, named his son Magnus after the 
great Charlemagne. They had just sworn off a paganism which had remained in these 
parts long after the Anglo-Saxons and the Franks had forgotten that they had ever bent 
knees to Odin and Thor. In the colony of Iceland a peculiarly tough breed of Norwegians 
preserved these traditions until the world was ready to rediscover them once more. 
Modem literature in Norway is deeply marked by this combination of the old and the 
new. There is a freshness and vigor which only youth can give, but also the mature 
perspective of a thousand years of background. If one compared the literature of modem 
times to a tree whose roots are to be explored, one would find that like the Yggdrasil of 
ancient Norse myth it has three principal roots. There is that oldest one which reaches 
back into the pagan and early Christian past. This has meant much to Norwegian writers 
even though they perforce must share it with Iceland. The poems of the Edda and the 
prose of the sagas are the threshold of Norwegian literature, though one cannot say that 
they are everyday reading among the people of today. But one of the books from this 
period is so important, though it was written in Iceland, that a modem Norwegian nation 
is almost unthinkable without it - Snorri Sturluson's History of the Kings of lNonvay, written 
some centuries ago. 
themselves as superior to cultures which were `less evolved' and justified the imposition of their culture 
on inferior ones. 
18 Fredrik Svanberg, Deg /oniring the I "rkingzge: 1 (Stockholm: Almgv-ist & Wiksell, 2003';, pp. 19-20. 
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The second root arose in a friendlier but less lofty soil than that of the first; this is the 
world of the ballad and the folk tale. From the thirteenth century- to the seventeenth 
century folk literature was almost the only form of literary composition open to the 
Norwegians. The international themes and forms of folk literature were here elaborated 
into a world of fantasy full of grotesque shapes and bizarre adventures. Somehow these 
came to mean far more in the modern literature of Norway than the sagas and the Eddas, 
for they came closer home to men's bosoms and liberated the forces of fancy. There was 
a special warmth in these plaintive songs and homely tales which endeared them to lay 
and learned. 
But throughout all the rejoicing over the treasures of folk and faeirie, the third root 
provided the hard core of day-to-day support in Norwegian cultural life. This was the 
root that extended from Norwegian urban culture back into the centuries of union with 
Denmark. The transition from medieval to early modern life took place under the gis of 
Denmark, with all the revolutionary changes suggested by such words as Reformation, 
Renaissance, and Rationalism, the three R's which are as fundamental in Norway as in 
most other western nations. The Danish root has been much neglected in recent years, 
but it has not withered away even though some Norwegians would ignore it or even 
amputate it. At least from 1660 to 1814 the capital of Norway was Copenhagen, where 
her citizens went to complain of mistreatment, her sons to gain their higher learning, and 
her ambitious men to win preferment. 19 
What is interesting about this passage is how it so clearly reveals the instability of the 
premise of a Norwegian nation. For Beyer, Norway is simultaneously the `modern 
nation' which emerged in 1905, but also the Norway of 1814 which had its own 
constitution, and lastly the `empire' of Norway in the Middle Ages. In this version he 
fondly recalls a golden era where he implies that the Norwegian `empire' extended from 
parts of Sweden to America. In Norway (note: not Scandinavia) Germanic culture was 
preserved until the introduction of Christianity and the importation of foreign culture; 
happily the ancient pagan traditions had by then been transported to `the colony of 
Iceland', where they were not forgotten but carefully guarded by `a particularly tough 
19 Harald Beyer, A History of Norwegian Literature, pp. 2-3. With regard to Beyer's observation that King 
Haakon VII belonged to a line of kings which had been interrupted since 1387, it is interesting to find a 
similar sentiment expressed on the official website of the Royal House of Norway: `The tradition of 
Norwegian kingship in various forms [my emphasis] stretches back more than a thousand years', see 
www. kongehuset. no. `In various forms' is one way of putting it. In the 14th century the old royal lines in 
all three Scandinavian kingdoms ended with the death of Olav IV. His mother, Margrete Valdemarsdatter, 
the only queen-regnant Norway has ever had, succeeded in forging the Kalmar Union, with her nephew 
as king of Norway, Sweden and Denmark. The current Norwegian Royal House is a branch of the 
princely family of Glücksburg, originally from Schleswig-Holstein in Germany. The Danish King Frederik 
VII (1808-63) was childless. By as early as the 1840s it was clear, that the Oldenburg royal families in 
Denmark were going to die out, but a careful study of the family trees revealed an heir to the throne: 
Prince Christian of Glücksburg (1818-1906). He was descended from King Christian III's son, Hans the 
Younger (1545-1622). Therefore to emphasise the genealogical links between Haakon VII and Olav IV is 
quite misleading. It is also worth pointing out here that the website of the Royal House of Norway 
features several `viking' emblems. On the `monarchy page', for example, the Oseberg ship is depicted 
twice, in a large photo beside a painting of the Royal family. 
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breed of Norwegians' and kept `until the world was ready to discover them once 
more 20 
He hints that the attempt by the Norwegian court to imitate the French was 
unsuccessful (and perhaps unworthy? ), ignoring as he does, the innovative influence 
foreign texts had in generating new writing in medieval Norwegian literature such as 
saints lives, strengleikar or riddarasQgur. Beyer circumvents the problem of a lack of 
continuous tradition from the `poems of the Edda and the prose of the sagas' to 
modern literature by explaining that it temporarily went to Iceland for safe-keeping until 
the world was ready for it again. In the meantime the only truly Norwegian literature, 
which was certainly not as `lofty' as the ancient pagan literature, was that of the ballad 
and folk tale. These were popular because of their homeliness and `special warmth'. But 
lest we get the impression that the Norwegian cultural expression during the period 
1400-1800 was reduced to peasant songs, Beyer acknowledges some positive aspects 
from Danish domination. Norwegians had access to European thought through the 
cultural life in Copenhagen, where Norway's `sons' could find all the advantages of a 
`typical West European capital'. Beyer admits that for some of these men the distinction 
between being Danish or Norwegian was pretty meaningless (Holberg would be a good 
example), but struggles to maintain these distinctions nevertheless. 
The metaphor of the tree used by Beyer to emphasise his reading of the 
development of Norwegian literature as some kind of organic process which evolved 
naturally from three roots, is in fact vitiated by his own admission that the Old Norse 
literature which preserved the pagan Germanic tradition survived only in Iceland until it 
was `rediscovered' in the sixteenth century. No doubt early Danish and Dano- 
Norwegian translations of Heimskringla, Snorra Edda, and the Poetic Edda helped to 
inspire the Norwegian national romantic movement, but the main stimulus came from 
`outside'. As the interest in Old Norse-Icelandic literature increased in the course of the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, more and more of these texts were translated 
and grafted onto the tree of Norwegian literary history. 
20 Beyer does not allude to the fact that it was due to the introduction of writing which came with 
Christianity that these old traditions (principally in the form of the Poetic Edda) were recorded and that the 
very fact of writing this literature down was due to a `renaissance' in the north in the mid-twelfth century. 
According to Gro Steinsland, with the arrival of learning in the North, the need was felt to write 
themselves into a common European history-, which led to a renewed interest in the pagan past. See 
`I `ohijPd'og andrr nom9ne he/bgtekster, selected and introduced by Gro Steinsland (Oslo: De norske 
Bokklubbene, 2003), p. ix. From this perspective, historical texts such as Heimskringla could be considered 
to have been inspired by foreign rather than native influences. 
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A certain nationalistic bias is revealed in Beyer's subsequent treatment of Old 
Norse literature, which is illustrated by repeated reaffirmations of the connections 
between the ancient Norsemen and modern Norway/Norwegians. In The Lay of ßrg, for 
example, he sees `a direct reflection of Norwegian social structure'; 2' regarding the Edda 
he feels that `it seems wisest to conclude that poems describing a clearly Norwegian 
background are of Norwegian origin, even though it is strange that none of the poems 
generally assumed to be Icelandic have any peculiarly Icelandic allusions'. ' The quite 
detailed discussions of Eddic and skaldic poetry provided in this history imply an 
audience which is already at least partly familiar with those genres and the mentioning 
of certain poems presumably reflects a general interest in them, or even their popularity. 
In the chapter on the `Poetry of the Skalds', Beyer represents skaldic poetry with lines 
from Einarr Helgason's Vellekla, IorbjQrn hornklofi's Haraldskva'öi, Oyvind 
Skaldespiller's Häkonarmäl, 23 and Egill Skalla-Grimsson's Sonatorrek, poems which he no 
doubt feels have a special resonance for a Norwegian audience. Häkonarmäl is 
repeatedly included in selections of Old Norse poetry. It is even enshrined in the 
national anthem ('dette landet Häkon verget / medens Oyvind kvad', `Häkon defended 
this land while Oyvind recited') and seems to be perceived as Norway's answer to the 
Chanson de Roland. 
Throughout the first chapter of the book Beyer stresses time and again the role 
the Eddas and sagas have played in the development of Norwegian literature and the 
formation of the state ('a modern Norwegian nation is almost unthinkable without [... ] 
Snorri Sturluson's History of the Kings of Norwaf) but not surprisingly he barely registers 
the fact that this literature was available to Norwegians only in translation. Not only 
were these translations instrumental in shaping Norwegian literature and society (and 
also language, as we shall see below), as part of the discursive apparatus we have 
outlined above, but they also reflect the dominant poetics and politics of the society in 
which they were produced. 
During all that time [the last three hundred years during which sagas have been read in 
Scandinavia] translations of Old Norse works have played an important role in the 
21 Harald Beyer, A History of Norwegian Literature, p. 9. 
22 ibid, p. 13. 
23 The second verse of the Norwegian national anthem, `Ja vvi elsker dette landet', written by Bjornstjerne 
Bjornson in the 1860s, contains a reference to Ov-vind's recital of Hdkonarmcif. Dette landet Harald 
berget/ med sin kjemperad/ dette landet HAkon verget/ medens O«-Mid kvad' (This country Harald 
saved with his rows of champions, this country Häkon protected while O)-%vind sang). Translations of 
Hdkonarmä/ [Hdkonarmd/] and Sennetapet [Sonatorrek] are also two of the three poems Gro Steinsland 
chooses to represent skaldic poetry in `1'o/uJpd'og andre nonvne he/ligtekster. 
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development of a modern Nordic literature and in the formation of a Nordic 
consciousness - occasionally also with consequences far across Europe. If one wants to 
paint a correct picture of the true literary development, this literature must therefore be 
taken into account. 24 
As might be expected, the Old Norse texts which were first translated by Norwegians 
were predominantly those which were most closely related to Norwegian history, such 
as Heimskringla and Sverrzs saga. Despite the fact that this epoch is often characterized as 
a particularly dull period in Norwegian history ('In the sixteenth century Norway was at 
her lowest point, not only politically and economically, but also culturally'), " thanks 
partly to the fact that Danish replaced Norwegian as the written language and partly to 
the Reformation, which resulted in the loss of valuable manuscripts and other cultural 
artefacts, it was not entirely untouched by the currents of humanism prevailing in the 
rest of Europe. The revival of interest in classical literature and history generated by the 
arrival of humanism contributed to an increase in the study of local historical writings 
which for sixteenth-century Norwegians meant the old sagas of the kings. As Jon 
Gunnar Jorgensen points out, it was the combination of the new philosophy and the 
availability of manuscripts of the kings' sagas in Bergen which led to the translation 
activities and historical work of the so-called `Bergen humanists' or `Bergen circle'. 26 
The chief products of this circle were: `Christiern Pedersen's Excerpts', a selection from 
various sources translated into Danish for the Danish priest Christiern Pedersen by a 
Norwegian c. 1516-26; 27 Mattis Storsson's translation Norske Kongers Kronicke (1594), 
which extends from Yglgasa , 
28 Laurents Hansson's ga to Häkonssaga Häkonarsonar 
translation of Heimskringla written c. 1550; 29 Absolon Pedersen Beyer's Om Norgis age 
(1567); a history of Norway chiefly based on Snorri;; " and Peder Clausson Friis's 
translation written around 1599 but not appearing in print until 1633, under the title 
'a Bjarne Fidjestol, ed. Saga-litteraturen: Eit utval ved Bjarne Fidjestel (Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget, 1984), p. 7: 
`Gjennom heile denne tida [last 300 years] har omsetjingar av norrone verk spela ei stor rolle i 
framvoksteren av ein moderne nordisk litteratur og i utforminga av eit nordisk medvit - til sine Lider ogsA 
med verkned langt utover i Europa. Dersom ein vil teikne eit rett bilete av den roynlege litterxre 
vokstergangen, mA denne litteraturen derfor takast med'. 
25 Harald Beyer, A History of Norwegian Literature, p. 77. 
26 Jon Gunnar Jorgensen, `Sagaoversettelser i Norge pä 1500-tallet', in Collegium Medievale, 6 (1992-93) 169- 
97. 
27 ibid., p. 170. 
28 Mattis Storsson, l\ orrke Kongerr Krenicke oc bedri t, indtil engc, ID e 
Kong Haagenr lid, som delle: Anno Domini 
1263: 1'dset afjgammel Norrkc' paa Danske (Copenhagen, 1594). 
29 According to Jorgensen, it was Laurents Hansson who identified Snorri Sturluson as the author of 
Heimrknngla. See Jon Gunnar Jorgensen, `Sagaoversettelser i Norge pä 1500-tallet', p. 173. 
i" 
_-kbsalon 
Pedersson Beyer, Om corgis nge, edited by Harald Beyer (Bergen: F. Beyer, 1928). 
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Norske Kongers Chronica. 31 According to Harald Beyer, `in a revised edition of 1i 5ý [this 
last translation] came to be the favorite reading of the Norwegian people. More than 
any other single work it prepared Norway for the resumption of national existence 
which was thrust upon it in 1814'. 32 
While most of these texts were prepared in Norway by Norwegians, it is 
stretching the truth slightly to call them the oldest Norwegian saga translations. 33 As the 
titles of Peder Clausson and Laurents Hansson's works clearly indicate, the language of 
translation was `Dansk', the written language of learning for all Norwegians and Danes. 
In his study of 1942, however, Egil Eiken Johnsen argues that the language used in 
these translations contains a sufficient number of Norwegianisms to support that 
claim. 34 Johnsen's study is remarkable for its pioneering nature, a situation that the 
author himself is very much aware of. 35 This book, which precedes Descriptive 
Translation Studies by four decades, consists in a detailed comparative analysis of the 
language and style of `the three oldest Norwegian saga translations we have preserved', " 
although, unlike modern models of Descriptive Translation Studies, Johnsen's begins 
with a very clear and prescriptive idea of what a saga-translation should be (pp. 16-18). 
It is the only study of its kind that I have been able to uncover (related to Norwegian 
literature) although there has been more research recently on Norwegian saga- 
translations, particularly by Jon Gunnar Jorgensen. Like my own study, Johnsen's seeks 
to establish the extent of Norwegianness in his chosen examples, through a detailed 
analysis of language and style and by comparison with contemporary Danish texts. He 
concludes that these early translators wrote in `their own language' which differed 
significantly from the Danish of their time (p. 240). Even though Laurentz Hansson 
claims to write Danish, for Johnsen, `the Norwegian tradition shines through' his 
translation (p. 240). Johnsen feels that the native tradition is particularly obvious in 
cases where the translator is not sure how to write a word and has resort to his own 
dialect. It also emerges clearly in the translators' use of paratactic sentences, which 
31 Snore' Sturlerenr Norske Kosgers Chronica udrat paa Danske aýfeder Clausren, edited by Ole Worm 
(Copenhagen: Martzan, 1633). 
32 Harald Beyer, A Hi. rroq of Norwegian I ierature, p. 83. 
33 Of course the earliest Norwegian translations, if we can include Old Norwegian, were those 
commissioned by Häkon Häkonarson in the thirteenth century. 
" Egil Eiken Johnsen, Sagarprdk o« . rtik 
En undersokelse av ., prdk og Stil I 
'de tre eldrte norske sagaoversettelcer (Oslo: 
Gvldendahl, 1942). 
`' ibid., p. 7: `SA vidt meg bekjent er det ikke tidligere foretatt undersokelser av den art som leg her legger 
fram resultatet av'. 
36 ibid: `I denne avhandlingen undersoker leg spräk og stil i de tre eldste norske sagaoverscrtelsene vi nä 
har bevart'. 
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Johnsen feels ignore classical writing traditions, harking back instead to an indigenous 
`saga-style' (unlike the Danish writers which he refers to for comparative purposes): 
One might perhaps have expected, with regard to style in that time, that Latin style and 
religious style would have made a strong impression; that is something we have not been 
able to establish. It is neither the style of the Latin authors nor that of the religious 
authors which plays the greatest role (for style) in the works under discussion. It is the 
Old Norse style, the saga-style, which determines style in the translations. It is the stylistic 
tradition from the saga period which continues in more recent times; the language and 
style of the saga are still alive. This provides a solid basis to build on for those who in the 
subsequent centuries will lead Norwegian language and Norwegian style to victory. 37 
Johnsen's attitude is unmistakable. Anticipating Bjarne Fidjestol's words (see footnote 
25), he quite rightly acknowledges the role that these translations have played in the 
development of Norwegian culture and their right to a place in the Norwegian canon, 
but before that can happen he needs to ascertain that they have been written in 
Norwegian. As Johnsen says, some of these translators were aware of a difference 
between the way people spoke in Denmark and Norway, but at this stage, although 
there was obviously national pride involved in some cases in the rewriting of their 
glorious past, this did not seem to be connected with language. 
It was not until the nineteenth century that Norwegians began to feel the lack of a 
national language acutely. Until then Danish (or Dano-Norwegian as it was sometimes 
known) had been the common written language for educated Norwegians and Danes 
alike. However, with the dissolution of the Dano-Norwegian union and the spread of 
romantic nationalism, many Norwegians felt that the time had come for them to 
reassert themselves linguistically. With the end of the Napoleonic campaigns across 
Europe, Norway was handed over from Denmark to Sweden in 1814, at the Treaty of 
Kiel. Norwegians took advantage of the confusing period that followed to write their 
own constitution, which was signed by the constitutional assembly at Eidsvoll on May 
17,1814.38 The new government selected the Danish Crown Prince Christian Fredrik to 
be king, but his rule was short-lived once the Swedish government asserted its right to 
Norway. However the Swedes elected to accept the Norwegian constitution and thus 
37 ibid., p. 243: `Det som man kanskje skulle vente i denne tiden när det gjelder stilen, at latinsk stil og 
religios stil hadde satt sterke spor etter seg, det har v-i ikke kunnet konstatere. Det er hverken de latinske 
forfatteres stil eller de religiose forfatteres stil som spiller den storste rollen for stilen i de foreliggende 
arbeider. Det er den norrone stilen, sagastilen, som bestemmer stilen i oversettelsene. Det er 
stiltradisjonen fra sagatiden som fortsetter i den nyere tid. - Sagaens spräk og sagaens stil er ennä levende. 
Det gir et fast grunnlag ä bygge pä for dem som i de kommende hundreär skal fore norsk spräk og norsk 
stil fram til seier'. 
;s This date (normally referred to by Norwegians simply as `svttende mai') is now the national day of 
Norway. 
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began Norway's new era as a state with its own democratically elected government but 
without the right to decide foreign policy. Jon Gunnar Jorgensen argues that this turn of 
events took most Norwegians by surprise: 
Apart from a few [politically]-conscious, prominent citizens, people were quite 
unprepared for the newly-won democracy. For the democracy to work and 
become consolidated, the people had to be educated. An important means of 
achieving this was to develop national feeling, which had to be built up and 
strengthened. The notion of Norway as an independent state had to be established, 
and the kings' sagas made it possible to build this idea on a solid, historical basis. 
Therefore it became a political policy, both nationally and democratically 
motivated, to make the kings' sagas, and especially Heimskringla, known to the 
people. They had to be translated and made available to all. The many translation 
projects in the nineteenth century bear witness to great eagerness for the 
implementation of this policy. 39 
N. F. S. Grundtvig published in Denmark in 1818-22 a popular translation of 
Heimskringla, which was well received there but not in Norway. " This was not because 
of any difficulty in understanding the language; Danish was the written form used by 
both Danes and Norwegians alike. Jorgensen maintains that the problem was not that it 
was in Danish but that it was Danish. It was difficult to accept that a text which 
contained such national meaning for Norwegians was presented in a Danish 
publication. This situation prompted the appearance of two `Norwegian' translations: 
the first by Jacob Aall in 1838; 41 and the second by P. A. Munch (1859-71). 42 Both Aall 
and Munch felt that Grundtvig's translation was `neppe [... ] passende for menig Mand i 
Norge' ('hardly suitable for the average man in Norway'), and was `unorsk' 
(unnorwegian), but as Jorgensen points out, they found it hard to justify these claims. 43 
Exception was taken on reasonable grounds to Grundtvig's abandonment of the skaldic 
39 Jon Gunnar Jorgensen, `Reisningsmagten i vort folk. Om norske Heimskringla-oversettelser pä 1800- 
tallet', in Artrkler udgivet i anledning of Proben Meuleqracht Sorensens 60 ärr fedre/sdag 1. marts 2000, ed. by 
Pernille Hermann and Trine Buhl (Arhus: Norront Forum, Arhus Universitet, 2000), pp. 64-77 (p. 65): 
Bortsett fra noen is bevisste, fremstäende borgere, var folk altsä ganske uforberedt pä det nyvunne 
demokrati. For at demokratiet sä skulle fungere og konsolideres, matte folket oppdras. Et viktig 
virkemiddel for ä oppnä dette var ä utvikle nasjonalfolelsen. Den matte bygges opp og styrkes. 
Forestillingen om Norge som en selvstandig stat matte etableres, og kongesagaene gjorde det mulig A tufte 
denne pä fast, historisk grunn. Derfor ble det et politisk program, bade nasjonalt og demokratisk motiviert, 
A gjore kongesagaene, og spesielt Heimskringla, kjent for folket. De matte oversettes og Mores tilgiengelig 
for alle. De mange oversettelsesprosjektene pä 1800-tallet vitner om stor iver etter ä gjennomfore dette 
programmet'. 
No er Konge-Kronike a'Snorro Sturleson, trans. by [fordansket ved] N. F. S. Grundteig, 3 vols 
(Copenhagen: Schultziske Officin, 1818-22). 
41 Snorre Sturle ons norske Kosgers Sagaer, trans. by Jacob : All, 3 vols (Oslo: Guldberg & Dzwonkowski, 
1838-39). 
42 Norges Konge-Sagaer trans. by P. A. Munch, 2 vols (Oslo: Fabritius 1859-7 1). The first section was issued 
in 1833, but the rest was delayed until 1859 for financial reasons. 
43 Jon Gunnar Jorgensen, `Reisningsmagten 1 wort folk', p. 66. 
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style in favour of a ballad-style in his translation of the stanzas, but his prose style was 
also criticised for leaning too much towards the `dansk Folkesprog'. ' Another reason 
for Grundtvig's poor reception in Norway probably has its basis in a number of cutting 
remarks he made about the Norwegian Gerhard Schoning's Danish-Latin translation 
(1777-83), and also in the fact that he criticised Norwegians for calling their language 
`Norsk' when in fact it was `Dansk' as `Snorro himself admitted ('som Snorro sely 
indslutter baade Norsk og Engelsk under Navnet of den Danske Tunge! ', Jorgensen: 
2000, p. 67; Grundtvig: 1818, p. lvi). He thus put his finger on what was a sore point for 
Norwegians, i. e. the fact that they had not, as yet, a language they could call their own: 
It was embarrassing to some Norwegians that their written language should be the 
same as Danish. Ideas from German Romantics like Herder were spread into 
Norway: language should be an expression of the national character, or soul. 45 
By this time the idea of a separate national language had been written into the 
new constitution. After the attempt at complete Norwegian independence failed, the 
May constitution was revised. Among the number of amendments was the addition of 
three new references to `det Norske Sprog' (the Norwegian Language), whereas the 
previous document had only mentioned `Landets Sprog' (the National Language). The 
articles amended were 47, regarding the king's education, which should be through 
Norwegian, and 81, that all laws should be prepared in Norwegian. Article 33, which 
had previously dealt with foreign policy, was now rendered redundant by the 
reinstatement of the union with Sweden and was replaced with the following wording: 
`Alle Forestillinger om Norske Sager, saavelsom de Expeditioner, som i Anledning deraf 
skee, forfattes i det Norske Sprog' (All representations of Norwegian matters, as well as 
the documents which result there from, are to be composed in the Norwegian 
language). As a result, translators were constitutionally obliged, quite literally, to give 
their renderings of ancient works relating to Norwegian history in the Norwegian 
language. These amendments were obviously made in a slightly rebellious spirit, to 
prevent a recurrence of what had happened four hundred )-ears before. Having just 
recently been released from the yoke of Danish rule, Norwegians did not want Swedish 
replacing Danish as the new language of administration or of culture. The only problem 
was, as we have mentioned above, that in 1814 no one was exactly sure what the 
44 ibid., p. 66. Jorgensen observes that for a Norwegian reading Grundtvig's translation today, the style is 
actually reminiscent of Asbjomsen and Moe's Aorske Folkeetvnlyr, 2 vols (Oslo: Dahl, 1843-44). 
4'1 arald Beyer, A History of \orwegian Literature, p. 115. 
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Norwegian language was or if it even existed. The written language of administration 
and culture was unarguably Danish or Dano-Norwegian, and when Norwegians began 
to refer to this language as `Norsk', the Danes (such as Grundtvig above) protested 
vociferously. Linguists like Molbech and Rask pointed out that the only truly 
Norwegian language was that which the country people spoke in their dialects. ' And 
indeed one approach used by early saga translators, such as Jacob lall, was to make 
their translations more Norwegian-sounding by interspersing them with Norwegian 
dialect words. 
Norwegian intellectuals were divided as to how to approach the language 
problem. Some, most famously Ivar Aasen, advocated a language based on the rural 
dialects, but as most of the Norwegian intelligentsia had been educated in Denmark, 
they were not so willing to dispose of the only language which was equipped to express 
culture and science. These conflicting attitudes were also reflected in literary circles 
(which experienced a dramatic burst of literary activity around this time), most 
notoriously characterised by the Welhaven-Wergeland feud. " As Beyer puts it, `This 
was the first struggle in the history of Norway in which poetry became a spiritual force 
in social life'. 48 But it was certainly not the last. By the time Hallvard Lie's first volume 
of Islandske a'ttesager appeared in 1951, both landsmaal ('country language', based on the 
rural dialects) and riksmaal (`official language', the form of Danish spoken in Norwegian 
cities, and used for official purposes) had strongly established themselves and Norway 
was in the grip of a linguistic civil war that was to continue throughout the twentieth 
century; indeed the issue is still capable of generating heated argument to this day. 
Landsmaal, or nynorsk as it later became known, saw its roots not only in the folk 
dialects of rural Norway, but also as a spoken descendant of Old Norwegian and the 
norm Aasen established in his Norsk Grammatik (1864) and Norsk Ordbog (1873) `may 
be regarded as a reconstruction of an ideal form for the dialects, one which Old 
Norwegian might have attained if it had not died out'. 9 In 1868 a publishing company 
called Det Norske Samlaget was set up with the purpose of promoting and developing 
46 ibid. 
47 Sverre Lyngstad, `lodern Norwegian Literature: An Overview, ', in Review of . \Tational Literatures: Norway, 
ed. by Sverre Lyngstad (New York, Griffon House: 1983), pp. 29-51 (p. 32): These two 
leading poets, 
debated at length, in prose and verse, the direction Norwegian literature and culture were to take: whether 
to build on the Danish tradition (\Velhaven's position) or to eschew the four hundred years of obeisance 
to alien modes and, reconnecting Norwegian cultural aspirations to the traditions of the great Norse past, 
bring forth a new literature on native grounds'. 
4R Harald Beyer, A History of \"orwegian Literature, p. 119. 
49 Einar Haugen, Language Conflict and Language Plannra(g (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1966), 
p. 35. 
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the nynorsk language. Considering the strong cultural links which nynorsk speakers felt 
towards the Old Norwegian language, it is not surprising that they quickly set about 
translating the great works of Old Norse literature into nynorsk. Laksdola, elder Soga um 
laksdolerne, translated by Stefan Frich, was published in 1899, and this was quickly 
succeeded by others issued in a series of translations called `Norrone bokverk'. At least 
forty titles were issued in this series between 1907 and 1962, including the first 
Norwegian translation of Egils saga in 1914 by Leiv Heggstad. Heggstad was the son of 
Marius Hegstad, the first professor of landsmaal at the University of Oslo, and the 
person responsible for establishing the official written standard for landsmaal. Leiv 
Heggstad himself was a schoolteacher, Old Norse scholar, and an active campaigner for 
the promotion of landsmaal. His publications include Norsk grammatik (1914) and a 
Gamalnorsk ordbok (with interpretations in nynorsk, 1931). 
As an evitable reaction against the establishment of Det Norske Samlaget, an 
opposing group, Riksmälsforbundet, for the supporters of the riksmäl cause was 
instituted in 1907 on the initiative of Bjornstjerne Bjornson. A similar organisation, 
Riksmälsvernet, set up twelve years later, sponsored the publication over the period 
1922-28 of a six-volume edition of translations of eleven Icelandic family sagas. 50 This 
collection did not include Egils saga, however, and until Lie's translation was published 
in 1951, the only versions available to Norwegian-speaking readers were Heggstad's 
nynorsk translation and N. M Petersen's old Danish one (1862). 
The Riksmälsvernet's edition was replaced in 1951-54 by the collection in four 
volumes, edited by Hallvard Lie. This edition, also termed Islandske aettesagaer, includes 
the sagas of the R. iksmälsvernet's edition as well as another eight sagas and fourfiaettir. 
Egils saga is the very first saga in volume 1, followed by Sagaen om Gunnlaug Ormstunge, 
Sagaen om Hallfred vandrädeskald and Sagaen om Bjorn hitdolakjempe (all trans. by Charles 
Kent); Sagaen om fostbrodrene (trans. by Sigrid Unset); and Kormaks saga (trans. by Anne 
Holtsmark). Apart from Egils saga, the other translations in this volume are identical 
with the versions in the 1922-28 edition. 
50 Islandske a'ttesagaer, sponsored by RiksmI'll svernet. 
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Hallvard Lie's Egil Skallagrimssons saga' 
In the introduction to his Norwegian translation of Egils saga, Lie states: 
In a series of Icelandic Family Sagas translated into Norwegian it was almost a 
matter of course that Egils saga should come first. By virtue of both its content and 
its form, it should seem more immediately familiar to Norwegian readers than 
some of the other Family Sagas and on these grounds it is the natural starting- 
point for readers new to the sagas [... ] The content of Egils saga is linked to 
Norwegian soil like no other saga. 51 
This echoes the views of Leiv Heggstad who, in 1914, claimed that: `For us Norwegians 
this saga is especially interesting and valuable because it mostly portrays events that took 
place in this country, in the western, eastern and northern districts'. 52 That Egils saga has 
a particular resonance for a Norwegian audience is clear from these statements, and the 
popularity of these translations is evident from the numerous editions and reprints of 
them (the latest edition of Lie's translation was published in 2003; the tenth edition of 
Heggstad's translation came out in 2004). What is intriguing about Lie's statement is the 
way in which he represents Egils saga as quasi-indigenous literature whose domestic 
qualities speak `directly' (umiddelbarl) to the contemporary Norwegian reader, completely 
bypassing the reality that this text is removed from the reader not only chronologically, 
but also linguistically, and therefore can only be accessed through the medium of 
translation. 
Lie goes on to explain how many of the scenes and events in Egils saga take place 
in Norway and how the plot involves the Norwegian royal family; " then he takes it a 
step further by claiming that due to its setting and `manner' Egils saga is a sort of hybrid 
between a king's and family saga and that because of this, those readers who are `at 
home' with Heimskringla will find it easier to adapt to Egils saga. He finds the similarities 
between the two impossible to ignore and goes on to suggest, as many others have 
done, that the author was one and the same: Snorri Sturluson. 
51 Is/andrke a'ttesager, vol. 1, p. 22: `I en oversettelsesserie av islandske xttesager til norsk var det nxrsagt en 
selvfolge ä la Egils saga komme forst. Den skulle nemlig bade gjennom sitt innhold og sin form kunne 
wirke mer umiddelbart "hjemlig" pä norske lesere enn noen av de andre xttesagaene, og av den grunn 
vxre det naturlige utgangspunkt for alle begynnende sagalesere her i landet', and 'Som ingen annen 
xttesaga er Egils saga innholdsmessig knvttet til norsk ford'. 
52 Leis- Heggstad, trans., EgiLcsoga (Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget, 1965), p. 5: `for oss nordmenn er dehne 
soga sirs forvitneleg og gild, med di ho for det meste skildrar hendingar som har ga*tt for seg her i landet, 
pA Vestlandet, Austlandet og i Nordland'. 
53 The links between Egils saga and Nor-way are further emphasised by chapter headings such as `I 
gamelandet' (in the old country). See fig. 1. As we can see in fig. 2, the artist has drawn his inspiration for 
the illustration from the lid of the Frank's Casket. 
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Fig. 1 `In the Old Country'. Illustration on the first page of Hallvard Lie's translation. See 
Fail Skallagrimssons saga, trans. by Hallvard Lie, in Islandske crttesagaer, ed. by Hallvard Lie, 5 
vols (Oslo: Aschehoug, 1951-54), 1 (1951), pp. 25-211 (p. 29). 
j 
Fig. 2 The Franks Casket, Lid, London, British Museum. A whalebone box, covered in 
carvings and runes, this casket is considered to have been made in the North of England in 
the seventh century. The scene on the lid depicts an archer (commonly identified as Egill, 
brother of VQlundr/Wey land) defending his home with a bow. 
I : GAMLELANDET 
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Snorri's `dramatic dialogue' was the subject of Lie's first academic publication, a theme 
which he later expanded for his master's dissertation `Studier i Heimskringlas Stil, ' 
printed in 1937. Lie's approach in these studies, was to attempt to develop an 
understanding of Snorri's thought processes through an analysis of his style; this 
`psychological approach' was one he subsequently applied to much of his research. For 
instance, Lie believed that Egill's poetry provided an excellent opportunity to gain 
access to the mindset of the poet, and to explain his actions. In his 1948 article on the 
subject of Egill's journey to York, he says: 
I can only make sense of the central event in Egill's life [i. e. the journey to York] 
by viewing it in relation to a range of greater and lesser episodes in which he is 
involved, and by using Egill's own poetry as a psychological commentary, as far as 
that is possible. 54 
It is very likely that Lie's psychological approach was influenced by the work of Hans E. 
Kinck (1865-1926), 55 one of a group of neoromantic writers who in the search for a 
specific Norwegian identity after the end of Danish rule, looked to find it in the `folk 
soul'. 
In his novels, plays and essays, Kinck carried out a kind of `psychohistory' of the 
country, probing into the layers of the national unconsciousness for the residues of 
the unresolved conflicts of history. He showed them to be layered in strata, from 
pagan to Christian, according to group and locality. Though profoundly patriotic, 
Kinck was not interested in delivering a conventionally idealistic or sentimental 
picture of Norway. Indeed what he saw as particularly Norwegian was the bizarre, 
the idiosyncratic, the tough and gnarled viking root that neither Christianity nor 
modern times had succeeded in extirpating. 56 
Similarly, in his introduction to the first volume of Islandske 'Tttesager, Lie makes a lengthy 
analogy between the Icelandic character and its landscape. Focusing particularly on the 
phenomenon of the glacier-covered volcano, Lie explains that just as the `cold, 
immutable calm' of the glacier-surface can belie the existence of the seething volcano 
underneath, so the apparent coldness in Icelandic saga character conceals a smouldering 
interior, which, under a certain amount of pressure will explode with the same force as 
the volcano: `And the sagas themselves are the most logical artistic expression for a 
Hallvard Lie, `Jorvikferden. Et vendepunkt i Egil Skallagrimsson's liv', in Hallvard Lie, Om sagakunrt o(g 
, rkaldrkap: 
UtvaO avhandlinger (Oslo: Alvheim and Eide, 1982), pp. 5-108 (p. 56): `Jeg iar mening i dehne 
sentrale tildragelsen i Egils live bare ved ä se den i sammenheng med en rekke stone og mindre opptrinn 
sorn Egil er innblandet i, og ved A bruke Egils egen diktning som ps}"kologisk kommentar sä langt räd er'. 
ss Lie cites a long quotation from Kinck on the inside flap of the dust jacket of I /andrke rrttera, ger, vol. 1. 
56 William Mishler, `Norwegian Literature 1910-50', in A History of Norwegian Literature, ed. by Harald Nxss 
(Lincoln, NE, and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1993), pp. 200-77 (p. 227). 
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human form of life [/iviform] which contained the same antagonism between a 
smouldering interior and a chilly exterior'. 57 Lie sees the saga as the perfect vehicle for 
the expression of this conflict between the interior and exterior, but cautions the reader 
who for the first time sets out in the world of the Icelandic family sagas that this is a 
genre which can be as harsh and forbidding as the Icelandic landscape and climate; he 
predicts that many will recoil from the first cold blast of this genre and redirect their 
course of reading toward `milder shores' [blidere egne] or towards `worlds of 
literature/literatures' [bokheimer] where one is more likely to be met with emotional and 
warm-hearted characters. 58 
SPANISH CONTEXT 
Spanish: The Language of Empire 
In 1492, Antonio de Nebrija (1441-1552), one of the `great humanists' of the Spanish 
Renaissance, published his Gramätica de la lengua castellana. In this pioneering work 
Nebrija established the grammatical rules of Spanish (or Castilian) language for the first 
time and is generally credited with the introduction of grammatical terminology in the 
vernacular. 59 In the opening sentences of the prologue to his grammar, which is 
addressed to Queen Isabella of Spain, Nebrija makes the observation that `language has 
always been the companion of Empire [... ], that together they began, grew and 
57 Islandske &-ttesager, vol. 1, p. 8: `Ingensteds pä jorden finnes sä megen varme under sä kald en overflate 
som pä "sagaenes oy". Og sagene sely er det mest konsekvente kunstneriske uttrykk for en menneskelig 
livsform some innbefattet det samme motsettningsforhold mellom ulmende indre og kjolig ytre'. 
58 Harald Beyer characterises the Norwegian landscape in a similar way and also suggests it has a direct 
influence on Norwegian literature: `In no European country are the contrasts of nature so overwhelming 
as in Norway. It rises steeply from the sea, surrounded only by naked reefs and skerries, is cracked into 
narrow fjords and channels, which lead gradually into the "dark, church-still valleys, " the desolate 
mountain wastes, the endless forests, and the open smiling country. It is a country, in Bjornson's words, 
"toward the eternal snows, " lacking often in surface warmth, with a sharp blowing wind over it. Rarely 
have the poets been able to cultivate the blue flower of beauty, the art for art's sake'. See Harald Beyer, A 
History of Norwegian Literature, p. 5. 
59 According to Emilio Ridruejo there is evidence for this which precedes Nebrija. See his `Notas 
romances en gramäticas latino espanolas del siglo 1V, Reriista de FrlologIa, 59 (1997), 4'1-50. The earliest 
grammar in a non-classical European language is most likely the Auraicept na n-Eces (see Calder, 191 ), an 
Irish text which treats primarily of the Ogham alphabet and grammar but also of poetry; it is claimed to 
have been composed in the seventh century, although the only surviving manuscript was written in 1390. 
Other early vernacular grammars include the twelfth-century First Grammatical Treatise on the Icelandic 
language. 
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flourished, and afterwards the downfall of both was together'. 60 Nebrija goes on to 
compare the evolution of Castilian with that of the classical languages of learning, 
particularly Hebrew, Greek and Latin, and comes to the conclusion that the language 
which was born at the decline of the Roman Empire and grew out of the ashes of Latin, 
is now, like the nation itself, enjoying a period of unprecedented power and prosperity. 
In 1469, the crowns of the Christian kingdoms of Castile and Aragon had been 
united by the marriage of Isabella and Ferdinand, bringing almost the whole peninsula 
under their control, and by 1492 the armies of the Catholic Monarchs had captured the 
city of Granada thus bringing the Reconquista, and almost 800 years of Moorish rule in 
the Iberian peninsula, to an end. In the same year Queen Isabella expelled from Spain all 
the Jews who refused to convert to Christianity (the Moors were expelled ten years 
later). This period of peace and affluence, according to Nebrija is the moment when the 
arts should flourish and to that end he has written his grammar, so that `our Castilian 
language' which has hitherto been allowed to wander `unhampered' (suelta) and 
`undisciplined' (fuera de regla) can be standardised and elevated into an art form worthy of 
immortalising the memory of Spain's `praiseworthy deeds', its learning and culture. 
The ennobling and `artificialization', or standardization, of the Castilian language 
was the first of Nebrija's purposes. The second was that the grammar might serve as an 
aid to those who wished to learn Latin, but it is the third purpose which is perhaps the 
most striking, at least to the modern ear: 
The third use of this my work is that which, when in Salamanca I gave the sample 
of this work to your royal majesty, and you asked me what it could be used for, the 
very reverend father, Bishop of Avila, took the answer from me, and answering for 
me said that after your Highness had put under your yoke many barbarous peoples 
and nations of foreign languages, and who because of those victories would have 
the necessity of receiving the laws which the conquerer imposes on the conquered, 
and with those our language, then, because of this my work/art, they could get 
knowledge of it, as we now learn from the art of the Latin grammar in order to 
learn Latin. And it is certainly so that not only the enemies of our faith will need to 
learn the Castilian language, but also the Basques, Navarrese, Italians, and all those 
others who have some dealings or business in Spain. 61 
60 Antonio de Nebrija, Gramätica de la kn ua castellana, ed. by Ignacio Gonzalez-Llubera (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1926), p. 5: `siempre la lengua fue companera del imperio; y de tal manera lo siguiö, que 
junta mente comencaron, crecieron y florecieron, v despues junta fue la caida de entrambos'. 
61 ibid., p. 8: El tercero provecho deste mi trabajo puede ser aquel que, cuando en Salamanca di la 
muestra de aquesta obra a vuestra real majestad, y me preguntö que para que podia aprovechar, el mui 
reverendo padre Obispo de Avila me arrebat6 la respuesta; y respondiendo por mi dixo que despues que 
vuestra Alteza metiesse debaxo de su iugo muchos pueblos bärbaros v naciones de peregrinas lenguas, 
conel vencimiento aquellos ternian necessidad de recebir las leies quel vencedor pone al vencido, y con 
ellas nuestra lengua: entonces por esta mi Arte, podnan venir enel conocimiento della, como agora nos 
otros deprendemos el arte de la gramätica latina para deprender el latin. I cierto assi es que no sola mente 
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When Nebrija published his grammar on August 17 1492, Christopher Columbus was 
still at sea. Therefore, although Nebrija may have been aware of the possibility that 
Columbus would conquer new lands for the Spanish crown, the barbarous peoples he 
refers to here are most likely the recently vanquished Moors - the so-called `enemies of 
our faith'. At the time of publication Nebrija could hardly have imagined the extent to 
which Spanish territory would expand in the succeeding years; nevertheless, as Thomas 
Harrington observes: 
That Nebrija and the Castilian elite for whom he spoke had stumbled on a winning 
geopolitical formula was made abundantly clear over the ensuing two centuries. 
The bundled combination of linguistic fundamentalism, religious fervour and 
hegemonic ambition, fuelled the creation of the largest empire that the world had 
ever seen. There can be no doubt that the Castilian emphasis on linguistic 
standardization and explicit cultural hierarchies greatly facilitated the task of 
extending and managing the vast and far-flung empire. 62 
The year in which Nebrija's grammar was published saw the beginning of the most 
prosperous era Spain had ever, and would ever, experience. The period that became 
known as the `Golden Age', which incorporated the Spanish Renaissance and later the 
Baroque, was the age of Cervantes, Velazquez, Lope de Vega and Quevedo; the age in 
which plastic arts, literary arts, science, mathematics and philosophy flourished; the time 
at which Spain was at its highest point culturally and politically. One consequence of the 
heightened cultural activity was the emergence of a number of literary innovations and 
developments in Spain during this time, such as the picaresque novel, the entremes, and 
the modem novel. Masterly as these genres became, they had grown out of popular and 
anti-classical tradition and their language was in stark contrast to the literary language as 
employed by the baroque poets. 
Luis de Göngora y Argote (1561-1627) is widely acknowledged as being the 
exponent par excellence of the Spanish literary baroque style. A master of culteranismo and 
conceptismo, the two most important stylistic devices of baroque literature, Göngora was 
the first to developing a style fusing both, a technique which became known as 
`Gongorismo'. His intention was, in part, to confer on Spanish poetry the perfection 
and prestige that Latin possessed for sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe. He did 
los enemigos de nuestra fe, que tienen is necessidad de saber el lenguaje castellano, mas los v-izcainos, 
navarros, franceses, italianos, v todos los otros que tienen algün trato } conversacion en Espana'. 
62 Thomas Harrington, `Rapping on the Cast(i)le Gates: Nationalism and Culture-Planning in 
Contemporary Spain', in Ideologies of Hirpanirm, ed. by Mabel Morava (Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt University 
Press, 2005), pp. 107-37 (p. 113). 
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this by pushing the limits of the culto tradition, approximating Spanish to Latin in 
vocabulary and syntax far beyond the limits permissible in normal literary- sn-le, and 
infusing his verse with a profusion of Latinisms and classical allusions. 
Another important aspect of Göngora's style is its use of conceptismo (i. e. the use 
of conceits, roughly corresponding to Elizabethan Wit'). While conceptos were seen as 
distinct from ordinary metaphors and similes, conceptismo proved notoriously difficult to 
define; Graciän, in his manual of wit, Agude. Zay arte de ingenio (1648), wrote that it 
consisted in an `exquisite concordance, in a harmonious correlation between two or 
three perceptible extremes, expressed by an act of understanding' or `an act of 
understanding which extracts the correspondence which is to be found between 
6' For the Spanish conceptistas the greater the dissimilarity between the objects, the 
better the conceit. 
The resonances between the styles of Gongorismo and skaldic poetry will be 
clear even from the brief description given above. Both are composed in a highly ornate 
style, laden with obscure language, mythological allusions, complex metaphors and 
conceits. Graciän's definition of conceptismo could quite accurately be applied to Egill's 
conceit of the gallows and the arm in stanza 19 for instance (see chapter 4), and as we 
shall see in the example below, Las soledades, the poem generally considered to be the 
quintessence of Gongora, abounds in poetic circumlocutions which could just as well be 
called kennings. 
Era del ano la estaciön florida It was of the year the flowery season 
en que el mentido robador de Europa in which the deceitful robber of Europa 
- media luna las armas de su frente, -a half moon the weapons of his 
y el Sol todos los rayos de su pelo - forehead, 
luciente honor del cielo, and the sun all the sunbeams of his hair - 
en campos de zafiro pace estrellas; G4 brilliant honour of the sky, 
in fields of sapphire grazes on stars; 
`The deceitful robber of Europa' here refers to Jupiter who (belying his true form), took 
the form of a bull in order to abduct Europa. The bull alluded to here, however, is 
Taurus, because it is the time of the year when the sun is in Taurus (which it enters 
63 Baltasar Graciän v'Morales, A&udetiaj' arte de iqenio, ed. by Evaristo Correa Calderon, 2 vols (: Madrid: 
Editorial Castalia, 1969), I, p. 55: `Consiste, pues, este artificio conceptuoso, en una pnmorosa 
concordancia, en una armonica correlac16n entre dos o tres cognoscibles extremos, expresada por un acto 
del entendimiento'; Es un acto del entendimiento, que exprime la correspondencia que se halla entre los 
objectos'. 
64 Soledad Pnmera (The First Solitude), U. 1-6, in Poems of Gngora, ed. bfr R. 0. Jones (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1966), p. 40. 
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around April 21). In this flowery season of the year, this celestial bull, his forehead 
armed with the horns of the half (or crescent) moon, sunbeams streaming from his hide, 
appears to graze on stars in fields of sapphire (i. e. the sky). 
The similarities to skaldic poetry are remarkable. Particularly striking are the 
periphrases so reminiscent of kennings: el mentido robador de Europa (the deceitful robber 
of Europa > JUPITER); las armas de sufrente (the weapons of his forehead > HORNS); and 
en campos de <afiro pace estrellas, where the sky is envisioned as a blue meadow in which 
Taurus grazes upon stellar corn. Another characteristic feature of Gongora's verse, is 
the constant use of hyperbaton; the word order of his poetry is frequently inverted, 
sometimes so much so as to obscure meaning, as is often the case with Egill Skalla- 
Grimsson's verse. Indeed, Göngora's poetry is so complex that many editions provide 
the reader with comprehension aids in the form of notes, prose paraphrases of his 
poems, or, reconstruct the syntax of the verses into more `normal' word order (which 
parallels Sigurc)ur Nordal's treatment of the skaldic verses in IF 2). In the endnotes to 
his edition, R. 0. Jones, for example, rewrites lines 15-17, 
Del siempre en la montana opuesto pino 
al enemigo Noto, 
piadoso miembro Toto 
- breve tabla [... ] 
Of the forever on the mountain opposed 
pine 
to the enemy Notus, 
pitiful broken limb 
- short plank {... I 
as: `breve tabla - piadoso miembro roto del pino siempre opuesto en la montana al 
enemigo Noto (the South wind)', i. e. `short plank - pitiful broken limb of the pine 
forever opposed on the mountain to the enemy Notus'. 65 The idea of the wind as enemy 
of the tree is a common kenning in skaldic poetry and indeed is echoed in one of the 
examples of Egill's stanzas (st. 32) which we examined in chapter 1, where he refers to 
wind asjQtunn vandar, `giant of the tree' (giant = enemy). 
It is not hard to imagine how Jorge Luis Borges (and later Bernärdez) was quick 
to draw analogies between the aesthetics of skaldic poetry and that of the baroque poets 
of the `Golden Age', such as Gongora and Graciän, who he greatly admired. 
" Borges's 
appreciation for the culteranismo style might even be partly responsible for his fascination 
with skaldic poetry and kennings; it certainly provided Bernärdez with a model for his 
translations of skaldic verses within the tradition of Spanish poetics. 
65 Poems of Gönnora, p. 132. The plank referred to in the poem is a board to which a shipwrecked youth is 
forced to entrust his life. 
66 See f orge Luis Borges, in collaboration ývith Delia Ingenieros, Antiguas kiteratNrargermdnrcar (Mexico City: 
Fondo de Cultura Econömica, 1951). 
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I he Reception of Old Norse literature in Spain 
In 1983, while his translation of Egils saga was still in the press, Enrique Bernärdez 
published an article reviewing the position of the Icelandic sagas and Old Norse 
literature in Spain. In this essay he laments the almost total ignorance of Icelandic 
literature which prevailed at the time of writing, and is fiercely critical of the `scandalous' 
inaccuracies of the handful of references to be found in Spanish encyclopedias and 
literary histories. He cites, for example, the Diccionario Enciclopedico E. rpasa, which defines 
`saga' as: 
Each of the poetic legends mostly contained in the two collections of early heroic 
and mythological traditions of ancient Scandinavia. One of these is the Eddas [... ], 
which deals with gods and heroes; and the other, that of the [pl. ] Skald. 67 
The two texts alluded to here are most likely the Poetic or Elder Edda and the Prose or 
Younger Edda (in Spanish Edda Mayor and Edda Menor), although this entry rather 
confusingly goes to say that these `sagas of the Skald' include Sturlunga saga. Such 
misleading information, according to Bernärdez, is due to the widespread ignorance 
regarding the sagas in Spain, an ignorance he attributes to various factors such as: the 
lack of Castilian (or Spanish) translations of medieval Icelandic texts; the non-existence 
of any studies on the subject (with the notable exception of Jorge Luis Borges's); and 
the `disdain' with which literatures, which have no tradition of being studied in Spain, 
are regarded. Bernärdez points out that this neglect of Icelandic literature is not 
paralleled among neighbouring European countries, such as England, Germany, Italy 
and France, all of which have a relatively strong tradition in Icelandic studies. We can 
deduce from Bernärdez's tone that he feels Spain is somewhat behind in this respect 
and, although he does not allude to it directly, it would appear that he blames the 
attitude of indifference traditionally shown to those literatures `which we do not know' 
in Spain, as opposed to the aforementioned countries, on the atmosphere of cultural 
conservatism, anti-intellectualism, and distrust of foreign culture which was fostered 
under the Francoist regime. The language in which this statement is made is cautious 
and rather vague ('various causes of a sociological nature, which I would prefer to 
67 Enrique Bernärdez, `Las sagas islandesas: Ensayo de sintesis', Revista de !a Universidad Complutense (1983), 
1-11 (p. 1): `Cads una de las leyendas poeticas contenidas en su mayor parte en las dos colecciones de 
primitivas tradiciones heroicas y mitolögicas de la antigua Escandinavia. Una de ellas es los Edelar [... ], 
que trata de los dioses y de los heroes; a la otra, la de los Skald. ' The first sentence of this quotation is the 
definition the dictionary of the Royal Spanish Academy gig es for `saga' in its latest edition (2001). 
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refrain from commenting on'), however, making it difficult to know for certain. 
`' While 
Bernärdez does not elaborate further on these `sociological causes', it is obvious that he 
feels that they have now been removed, at least to the extent that the Spanish readership 
of the journal will be receptive to his essay and will be interested in his comprehensive 
and informative description of the meaning of the term `saga', the origin of the sagas 
and the saga as a literary genre. 
Although it is true that Spanish scholarship specifically on the Icelandic sagas 
prior to this article was limited, it is not entirely accurate to say that they were absolutely 
unknown in Spain in 1983, as Bernärdez implies. 69 He refers to Jorge Luis Borges and 
Delia Ingenieros's Antiguas literaturasgermdnicas (1951) here as a unique exception to the 
dearth of critical literature in Spanish on the sagas, and in a later article claims that 
neither this book, nor Borges's earlier article `Las Kenningar', 70 served to palliate the 
utter lack of knowledge of Old Norse literature as exhibited by Spanish literary 
historians in particular. " Bernärdez felt that Borges himself doubted anyone shared his 
interest in this culture, citing his comment from the prologue to Historia de la Eternidad in 
the 1989 edition of his complete works as evidence: `the unlikely or practically inexistent 
reader of `Las Kenningar' can investigate the handbook Literaturasgermänicas medievales 
which I wrote with Maria Esther Vasquez'. 72 By the time Borges made this comment, 
however, Antiguas literaturasgermänicas had been reprinted at least three times (1965, 
1975) 1982), and his later reworking of this text in collaboration with Maria Esther 
Vasquez, Literaturasgermänicas medievales, had been reprinted three times in Argentina 
(1966,1978,1986) and issued in Spain in 1978 where it had been reprinted twice (and 
later also in 1998 and 1999), which signifies at least some interest in the topic among 
Spanish speakers. Borges's passion for Old Norse and Scandinavian culture was also 
apparent in a multitude of references scattered throughout his writings and in entire 
poems dedicated to the theme, such as: `Snorri Sturluson' (El Otro, el mismo, 1964), `En 
Islandia el alba', `Einar Tambarskelver' (La Moneda de hierro, 1976) and `A Islandia' (El 
Oro de los tigres, 1972), from which the following lines are taken: 
68 ibid., p. 3: `En cuanto al desden hacia las literaturas "que no conocemos", se debe probablemente a 
causas varias, de tipo sociolögico, que prefiero abstenerme de comentar'. 
69 ibid., p. 1: `En nuestro pals, el desconocimiento de las sagas puede considerarse absoluto'. 
70 Jorge Luis Borges, `Las kenningar', in Historia de !a eternidad (Buenos Aires: Vieu y Zona, 1936), pp. 35- 
36. 
71 Enrique Bernärdez , 
`Jorge Luis Borges y el N fundo Escandinavo', Cuadernos hispanoamericanos, 505-07 
(1992), 361-70 (p. 361). 
72jorge Luis Borges, Obras compktas, ed. by Carlos V. Friäs, 3 vols (Barcelona: Emece, 1989), I, p. 351: `El 
improbable o acaso inexistente lector de Lau kenningar puede interrogar el manual J teraturasgermänicas 
medievales, que escribi con Maria Esther V' isquez'. 
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Islandia, to he sonado largamente 
Desde aquella manana en que mi padre 
Le dio al nino que he sido y que no ha 
muerto 
Iceland, I have dreamt of you for a long 
time 
Since that morning when my father 
Gave the child who I have been and who 
Una version de la Völsunga Saga has not died 
Que ahora estä descifrando mi penumbra A version of the VQlsunga Saga 
Con la ayuda del lento diccionario. Which my shadow is now deciphering 
Cuando el cuerpo se cansa de su hombre, With the help of the slow dictionan-. 
Cuando el fuego declina y ya es ceniza, When the body gets tired of its man, 
Bien estä el resignado aprendizaje When the fire dies down and is ash, 
De una empresa infinita; yo he elegido Befitting is the resigned learning of an 
El de tu lengua, ese latin del Norte infinite undertaking; I have chosen 
Que abarcö las estepas y los mares That of your language, this Latin of the 
De un hemisferio y resono en Bizancio North 
Y en las märgenes virgenes de America. Which took on the Steppes and the seas 
Of one hemisphere and resounded in 
Byzantium 
And on the virgin margins of America. 
As Borges attests in this poem, he first came into contact with the Icelandic sagas 
through a translation of VQlsunga Saga, William Morris's English translation to be 
precise, but he did not publish any translations of sagas himself. After Literaturas 
germänicas medievales, his only other direct contribution to Old Norse studies in Spanish 
was his 1984 translation, Snorri Sturluson: La Alucinaciön de Gylfi, with Maria Kodama. 
However, his interest in Old Norse culture had a direct effect not only on his subject 
matter but also in his poetic style, often directly quoting kennings or imitating them; for 
example, in the lines quoted above, he refers to the Icelandic language as ese Latin del 
Norte (this Latin of the North). 73 It is difficult to believe that any serious admirer of 
Borges could not have been aware of the influence of medieval literature of Scandinavia 
(or indeed England and Germany) on his work, and it is therefore reasonable to assume 
that in at least some cases his enthusiasm for the culture of the North generated a 
similar interest among his readers. 
Enrique Bernärdez does not state whether or not this was his own case, nor 
does he explain how he himself became interested in Old Norse literature. In 1976 he 
completed his doctoral thesis Las conjunciones coordinativas en islandes moderno (Coordinate 
Conjunctions in Modern Icelandic) at the University Complutense in Madrid, under the 
supervision of Professor Emilio Lorenzo who held the chair in Germanic and English. 
73 For a more detailed discussion on the influence of Icelandic culture on 
Borges's poetry see Sigrün A. 
Eiriksdöttir, "`El verso incorruptible": Jorge Luis Borges and the Poetic Art of the Icelandic Skalds', 
l äriac7oner Borger, 2 (1996), 37-53. 
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In 1978 Bernärdez published his first article on the Icelandic language, 4 followed in 
1980 by an article on the difficulty of translating kennings into Spanish. '' In `Las sagas 
islandesas: Ensayo de sintesis' he mentions no fewer than three translations of his own 
in the press at the time of writing: Snom Sturluson: Textos mitologicos de las Eddas (pub. 
1983), Snorri Sturluson: Saga de Egil Skallagrimsson (pub. 1983), Sagas islandesas (comprising 
Saga de Gunnlaug, Saga de Hrafnkel and thaettir, pub. 1984), and one, Textos hemicos 
escandinavos `in preparation', which does not appear to have ever been published. This 
fact also suggests that there was some interest in Icelandic literature in Spain; the 
publishers would hardly have undertaken to invest in these translations unless they felt 
there was a market for them. 
Bernärdez was not the only Spanish scholar publishing on Icelandic literature at 
this time. In 1982 Jose Antonio Fernandez Romero (now Professor Emeritus of the 
Universidad de Vigo) who had spent several years in Iceland in the 1950s and early 
1960s both as a student and lecturer, brought out his Lendas islandesas, a Galician 
translation of Sagnakver Sküla Gislasonar (a collection of Icelandic sagas and folktales), 'G 
and in the same year printed an article (also in Galician) whose subject was the Iberian 
peninsula `in sagas and skalds'. " Vicente Almazän and Luis Lerate were two other 
Spanish scholars working in the field. Bernärdez was certainly a pioneer in that his 
translation of Egils saga Skalla-Grimssonarwas the first ever complete translation of an 
Icelandic saga into Spanish, and this text (along with Bernärdez's later translations) 
certainly became a model for those who followed his lead. In the introduction to his 
translation of VQlsunga saga, for example, Javier Diaz Vera acknowledges the role 
Bernärdez's translations have played as models for other translators and in the 
dissemination of medieval Icelandic literature in Spain: 
The consultation of Spanish translations of other medieval Icelandic works has 
been extremely useful, both with regard to the arrangement of the notes and to the 
style used in my own translation. Among these translations I would like to 
74 Enrique Bernärdez, `Sobre el use del articulo pospuesto en antiguo islandes', Frlologla moderna, 63 (1978), 
13-37. 
75 Enrique Bernärdez, `Acerca de la traducciön de los kenningar y otros aspectos de la poesia escäldica', 
Filologia moderna, 68-70 (1980), 223-40. 
76 Sagnakver Skrila Gislasonar, ed. by SigurÖÖur Nordal (Reykjavik: Helgafell, 1947, ; 2nd edn, 1984); Sküli 
Glslason, Lindas is/anderar, trans. by Jose Antonio Femändez Romero, Montes e fontes (Vigo: Edic16ns 
Xerais de Galicia). Fernandez Romero's first translation from Icelandic to Spanish was of two Halldor 
Laxness novels, see Halldor K. Laxness, Novelar ercogidar, trans. by Jose Antonio Fernandez Romero y- 
1 1iguel Chamorro (Madrid: Aguilar, 1959).. number of Laxness's novels, namely Själfrtatt folk, Heimsjös, 
Islandrklukkan, Atömstödin, and Paradirarheimt, were translated into Spanish after he won the nobel prize for 
literature in 1951, see bibliography for details. 
77 Jose Antonio Fernandez Romero, `A Peninsula Iberica en sagas e escaldas', Grial, , 
76 (1982) 129-45. 
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particularly emphasise those carried out by Professor Enrique Bernärdez whose 
important and pioneering work in the field and whose translating of Old Norse, 
begun around the year 1980, has ensured that the Spanish-speaking reader today 
can have access to a relatively high number of Icelandic works, which continue to 
increase thanks to the work of, among others, Luis Lerate and Santiago Ibanez. 78 
As Diaz Vera points out, from the early 1980s on the number of translations grew 
steadily. While this was certainly due in part to the pioneering work of Enrique 
Bernärdez, the change in the political climate in Spain also played an important role. 
After the transition to democracy, and especially after becoming a member of the EC, 
Spain was eager to imprint and enhance a sense of Europeanness onto its cultural fabric 
in an attempt to overcome the feeling of `lagging behind' that accompanied the 
Francoist period. As Parvati Nair notes: 
An emphasis on Europeanisation has been a key feature of the cultural climate of 
post-Franco Spain. Although this was to some extent part of the spirit of apertura 
(openness) in the latter part of Francoist rule, the accelerated liberalisation that 
took place during and after the transition to democracy aimed to construct a strong 
sense of identification with the neighbouring, more advanced, nations of western 
Europe. 79 
Part of this process included a wholesale importation of European literature usually 
through the medium of translation, and is it certainly within the framework of 
`European' or even `World Culture' that Spanish translations of Icelandic literature were 
published, as we shall see in the following section. 
Saga Translation in Spanish o 
That the Icelandic sagas are and were considered `cultural capital' in Spain was 
immediately apparent from the outset. Of the 24 translations of Old Norse literature 
into Spanish which have been published (this number includes partial translations of 
78 Saba de los l ölsungos, trans. by Javier Diaz Vera, Cläsicos medievales, 12 (Madrid: Editorial Gredos, 
1998), p. 22, note 36: `Finalmente ha sido extremadamente valiosa la consulta de las traducciones de otras 
obras medievales islandesas al espanol, tanto en lo referente a la redacc16n de las notas como al estilo 
utilizado en mi propia traducc16n. Destaco entre estas las realizadas por el profesor Enrique Bernärdez, 
cuya importante y pionera labor docente v traductora de antiguo nördico, iniciada hacia el ano 1980, ha 
permitido que el lector hispanohablante pueda hoy acceder a un nümero de obras islandesas relativamente 
elevado, que sigue aumentando gracias a los trabajos de, entre otros, Luis Lerate y Santiago Ibanez'. 
Santiago Ibanez also acknowledges his indebtedness to Bernärdez's translations in his article 
`Consideraciones generales sobre algunos problemas de traducc16n del antiguo islandes al espanol', 
Termrnolo1e et traduction, 1 (2002), 185-205 (p. 187). 
79 Parvati Nair, `Homing the Other: The Immigrant as New European in David Planell's Bazar', in Beyond 
Boundaries: Tevtual Repro entations of European Identity, ed. by Andy Hollis, Yearbook of European Studies, 15 
(Amsterdam and Atlanta: Rodopi, 2000), p. 29. 
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sagas, translations of poetry, and anthologies), practically all have been issued in 
collections whose titles emphasise the `cultural capital' aspect to a greater or lesser 
extent, and whose purpose is generally stated as being to put classics of world literature 
within the reach of the general reader. "" The collections in which translations of 
Icelandic sagas are published range from the extremely wide-ranging, `Biblioteca 
Universal' and `Biblioteca de la literatura y el pensamiento universal' to the more specific 
`Cläsicos Medievales' and `Biblioteca Medieval'. By their names, such as `Colecciön 
Pegasus' or `Colecciön Gorgona', some of the titles imply a classical theme, although the 
former example is little misleading in that most of the titles in this collection seem to 
belong to the genres of fantasy, science fiction or adventure. 8' To summarise, the 
Icelandic sagas and Old Norse literature are perceived, by Spanish publishers at least, to 
belong to an one of a number of categories, from `world literature or culture', `medieval 
literature' and `classics', to `folklore', `fantasy' or even `nature', and the stated purpose of 
publishing these translations is to make these gems of world literature accessible to a 
general audience. 
The website `blurb' on these collections often emphasises their 
comprehensiveness, some assuring the reader that with such a collection they will have 
an example of every genre and style of world literature: `en la [colecciön austral] no falta 
ninguna de las figuras destacadas de la literatura universal' (in the Austral Collection 
none of the distinguished figures of world literature is absent). The fact that the 
Icelandic sagas are included in series alongside celebrated works such as Aristotle's 
Poetics, or `Tristan and Iseult', lends them authority in a context where they are not so 
widely known and, marketed as they are, that is as `cultural capital', ensures moderate 
but reliable sales (approximately 100 copies in the first year of publication, and 
thereafter about 30 copies per year), 82 which are presumably profitable enough for the 
publishers to keep them in print. Apart from one or two examples, all of the translations 
80 For example, Gredos, the publishers of Javier Diaz G'era's Saba de los i>o/sungor, explains on its website 
that a fundamental purpose of its Medieval Classics collection, is to put the works of the Middle Ages 
which can be considered essential for Literary History, within the reach of a wide audience, (`Cläsicos 
Medievales tiene como propösito fundamental poner al alcance de un publico amplio las obras de la Edad 
Media que se pueden considerar esenciales para la Historia de la Literatura'). 
<http: //www. editonalgredos. com/cmedievales. asp> [accessed 1 October 20071. 
81 `Pegasus: Mundos fantästicos, nacidos del magisterio de J. R. R. Tolkien, poblados de seres extranos, 
misterios insondables y aventuras sin fin. Sumergete en las historias mäs trepidantes de los mejores 
maestros de la literatura fantästica de todos los tiempos' (Pegasus: Worlds of fantasy, created by the 
mastery of J. R. R. Tolkien, populated with strange beings, unfathomable mysteries and adventures without 
end. Immerse yourself in the most exciting stones of the greatest masters of fantastic literature of all 
times). See `Coleciön Pegasus' on the Ediciones Miinotauro website: http: //\v w. edicionesminotauro. coin 
[accessed 1 October 2007] 
82 Thanks to Javier Diaz Vera, Teodoro Manrique Anton, and Santiago Ibanez Lluch for this information. 
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of Old Norse literature into Spanish appear to be still in print and some have been 
reprinted more than once (e. g. Saga de Egil Skallagrimson in 1983,1984,1987,1988; and 
Saga de Nial in 1986,1996,2003). 83 It is worthy of note that the only Spanish translation 
of an Icelandic saga which seems to be out of print is the one containing Saga de los 
Gmenlandeses and Saga de Eirik el Iýojo. 84 This could possibly due to a lack of interest in 
Spain regarding accounts which attribute the discovery of America to the Vikings rather 
than to Christopher Columbus. 
Over the last twenty-five years almost all Old Norse literature translated into 
Spanish has been published in this format, i. e. a paperback edition in a collection of 
`classics' by commercial publishers. The only exceptions are Antologia de la literatura 
nördica antigua: Ediciön bilingüe (2002) and Las L eyes del Gulathing (2005) by Maria Pilar 
Fernandez Alvarez y Teodoro Manrique Anton, which were published by the University 
of Salamanca Press. This reflects a growing trend in Spain towards viewing Old 
Icelandic literature as a serious subject of study but Icelandic is still not offered at 
undergraduate level in Spain and the experts in this country remain few and far 
between. 85 
Although Spanish translations do not top the best-seller lists in Spain, the steady 
stream of translations of sagas and other Icelandic literature appearing in print reveals 
an interest which is perhaps surprising in a country which has traditionally few historical 
or cultural links with Scandinavia and almost no tradition of teaching Icelandic as a 
subject. One reason as we have noted above, is a general increase in interest in 
European culture, but there are other cultural-historical links between Spain and 
Scandinavia in the Middle Ages which have been the subject of historical and cultural 
research since the nineteenth century. 86 Reinhart Dozy relates that the first relations 
between the Arabs of Spain and the `Normans' were friendly, at least the poet Yahyä 
Ibn-Hacäm, sent on a diplomatic mission to the Norse king at Constantinople in 821 by 
Abderraman I, recounts how he won the favour of the empress with his flattering verses 
grimron (2004), the publishers have 83 In the latest reprint of Bernärdez's translation of La raga de Egil Skalla 
changed the cover to the seventeenth-century image of Egill from the manuscript ABI 426, which was 
used on Pälsson and Edwards 1976 Penguin translation and later on Bernard Scudder's Penguin Classics 
translation (2004). 
84 La saga de losgroenlanderes, trans. by Anton and Pedro Casariego Cordoba (Madrid: Siruela, 1983). 
85 The study of Old Icelandic by Spanish students has become more accessible since Maria Pilar 
Fernandez Alvarez, lecturer in Indo-European languages at the University of Salamanca, published her 
grammar (including a short Old Icelandic-Spanish dictionary) in 1999. See Maria Pilar Fernandez 
Alvarez, 
-lntigxo islander- Historra)j 
knTua (Madrid: Ediciones cläsicas, 1999). 
86 For a comprehensive bibliography see Mariano Gonzalez Campo, Bibliographia Normanno- 
Hispanica', Saga-Book of the Viking Society, 26 (2002) 104-13. 
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as well as the sympathy of the wife of the Norman king. 87 By 844 however, the Arabic 
sources record a number of attacks by Vikings on the Spanish coast. When the first 
attack was repelled (844), they continued south, stopping at Lisbon, Seville, Cadiz and 
Algeciras. The result of a second attempt in Galicia was the removal of the diocesan 
seat, along with the remains of the Apostle, to Santiago de Compostela. Forty years later 
Olafr Haraldsson (later King Olafr of Norway, 995-1030) sacked Tui (a town on the 
Galician border of Portugal), burning the town and taking the bishop and a good part of 
his chapter captive. This story forms the basis of a `historical novel' Olav II Rey de 
Noruega: El Vikingo que asolö Galicia y supopasar delpillaje a la santidad, `Olaf 11 King of 
Norway: The Viking who Ravaged Galicia and Knew How to Change from Pillaging to 
Sanctity'. 88 The novel, written in a quasi-saga style, complete with dreams, verses etc., is 
a hotch-potch of Old Norse mythology, literature and a few historical facts, but 
although it does not have any great literary value it is worth mentioning in the context 
of the reception of Enrique Bernärdez's translation of Egils saga. Sierra appropriates 
various stanzas from Bernärdez's translation (as well as other Old Norse and Old 
English sources), and modifies them in order to put them into the mouths of the 
characters in his novel, presumably intending that his technique will lend his `saga' an 
authentic air, for example, `that night I did not have nightmares. I only dreamt that a 
woman came close to me intoning a song which she repeated without cease. I still 
remember her refrain': 89 
Fui Como la hoja ensangrentada, I went like the bloodied blade, 
el cuervo me acompanaba the raven accompanied me 
y fui con Lanza muy larga and I went with a very long spear; 
a luchar en una armada to fight in an 'armada' 
irritados combatimos angry we fought 
y les quemamos las casas, and we burned their houses 
sangre en los cuerpos, caian blood on the bodies, they fell 
ante nuestra empalizada. in front of our palisade. 
This is actually a reworking of st. 14 in Egils saga; it is Egill's response to Earl Arnfinnr's 
daughter's scornful accusation that he has not seen battle (see chapter 5). The words 
Sierra has changed are indicated by italics, for example a luchar en una armada (to fight in 
an armada) for Bernärdez's bien luchaban los vikingos (the vikings fought well). 
R7 See Reinhart Dozy, Les normands en Espagne (1860), trans. by Antonio Machado N- 
Alvarez as Los vikingor 
in Espana (l\fadrid: Ediciones Polifemo, 1987), p. 14. 
88 Vicente Sierra Ponce de Leon, Olay II RL de \"orue'ga: E! ikr'nTo que arolö Galicia }y supo pasar del pi! laje a !a 
santidad (Pontevedra, Galicia: Diputaciön Provincial de Pontevedra, Servicio de Publicaciones, 2000). 
89 ibid., p. 57: `Aquella noche no tuve pesadillas. Solo sore que una mujer se acercaba a mi entonando una 
canciön que repetia sin cesar. Todavia recuerdo su estribillo, que decia [... ]'. 
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Enrique Berniirde. 's Saga de Egil Skallagrzm rron: The Paratexts 
Like Hallvard Lie, Bernärdez has based his translation, Saga de Egil Skallagrimsson, on 
Sigur$ur Nordal's edition of Egils saga in the Islensk fornrit collection, vol. II. This 
translation was first published in Madrid in 1983 by Editora nacional, but later reprinted 
in 1988 in a series called Libros de los Malos Tiempos by Miraguano Ediciones. It is the 
twenty-seventh volume in the series which now boasts seventy-eight titles and purports 
to `recuperate books which have been forgotten or condemned, whose origins are to be 
found in the popular wisdom of all the continents'. These are books containing legends 
or stories by indigenous peoples, romances, oriental traditions, accounts of travel, 
Spanish classics and works by `condemned' authors. It is unclear what the title of the 
series, `Books of the Bad Times', refers to exactly, though something like `hard times' 
seems to be meant. The nature of the literature included in this series means that most 
of it will be in translation. This is not actually mentioned on the Miraguano Ediciones 
website although books such as Bajo la jaima: Cuentos populares del Sahara and Haiku de las 
Cuatro Estaciones obviously had their beginnings in languages other than Spanish. 
Egils saga Skalla-Grimssonar, or Saga de Egil Skallagrimsson as it is entitled in 
Spanish, is presented as being written by Snorri Sturluson both on the front cover of the 
book and in the list of tides in the series, while the first mention of the translator's name 
is on the tide page. Thus by merely looking at the front cover, and without even 
opening the book, we can establish three things. The first is that the translator/editor 
and/or publisher subscribe(s) to the theory that Egils saga was written by Snorri 
Sturluson, a view that is shared by many scholars but still cannot be stated with absolute 
certainty. The second is that the translator has chosen not to translate the title literally, 
an absolutely faithful translation would be `Saga de Egil, hijo de Grim (Grimy) el calvo', 
i. e. The Saga of Egil, son of Bald-Grim. As it is, `Skallagrimsson' is presented as a 
surname and for a reader who understands only Spanish, gives no hint that Grirnr is 
Egil's father or that his nickname is Bald Grim. The third item on the front cover, apart 
from the tide and the name of the author, is an image of a Viking, presumably Egill, 
holding a shield in one hand, a sword aloft in the other and wearing a helmet with 
horns. " The picture is drawn in comic-book style. If we examine the picture more 
closely we can see features that are clearly reminiscent of Celtic art. Egill is standing in 
9t' There is no archeological evidence to suggest that Vikings ever -wore homed helmets although in 
modem times it has become part of the stereotypical image of a 
Viking. 
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front of a large circle which seems to contain the sky and on more careful inspection we 
see that the border of the circle is decorated with Celtic knotwork patterns and is 
inscribed with words that look suspiciously like Irish. As if that were not enough, to the 
right of `Egill' there is a standing stone carved, not with runes, but rather with ogham! 
The picture is actually by the Irish artist Jim Fitzpatrick and represents the mythological 
figure, Nuada, king of the Tuatha De Danann, although the authorship is not credited 
by the publisher. " While this image may seem an odd choice for the cover of a 
translation of an Icelandic saga, King Nuada, as he is depicted here, looks much more 
like a stereotypical Viking than a Celtic king from ancient times and it was obviously 
assumed by the publisher that a Spanish audience would not spot this anatopism. 
The choosing of such a comic-book hero as an image is surely calculated to have 
a popular appeal and is consistent with the mission of Miraguano Ediciones to 
recuperate or recover forgotten or condemned texts, although as Egils saga has not been 
published in Spanish before it is being not so much rescued from obscurity as presented 
to a Spanish readership for the first time. The back cover of the book simply has the 
same picture (as described above), below which are the names of the publisher and of 
the series, and there is also a vaguely Nordic-looking design. There is no blurb anywhere 
on the cover, not even on the inside flaps, so although we can guess from the front 
illustration that Egill is a Viking warrior of some type, the reader is obliged to open the 
book before he/she can get any more information. The publisher/bookseller makes 
virtually no attempt to encourage a potential buyer who is unfamiliar with the book's 
subject-matter to purchase it. 
This translation, like all of the books in the `Libros de los Malos Tiempos' series 
is published with an introduction which takes the form of a separate pamphlet inserted 
inside the front flap. In his introduction Bernärdez begins by qualifying the statement 
on the cover by now saying that Snorri probably wrote Egilr raga. He explains the genre 
`saga' and the type of saga to which Egils saga belongs, i. e. The Icelandic Family Sagas. I 
will not provide a detailed discussion of this introduction here, but I think it is 
important to point out that Bernärdez stresses the differences between this genre and 
contemporary medieval literature and also implies that a cultured Spanish reader 
expecting a great work of literature may be taken aback by what Bernärdez presents as 
the humble nature of the rhetorical devices in the text. 
91 Jim Fitzpatrick, `Nuada The High King', 1978. http: //w%w-, "-. iimfitzl2atrick. ie/gilleE5-/Iiigliking. html 
[accessed 1 October 2007]. According to tradition, the Tuatha De Danann were an ancient people of 
Ireland. 
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Fig. 3 Jim Fitzpatrick, `Nuada The High King', 1978. 
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Detailed descriptions of the characters are not given in this introduction except 
for a short character sketch of the protagonist, Egill, and a mention of those attributes 
of his that are most relevant to his status as a great poet. Bernärdez points out that not 
all of the verses in Egils saga were in fact composed by Egill but that the most notable 
poems Sonatorrek, Arinbjarnarkviha, and HQfuölausn, most definitely were. 92 He, like many 
others including Snorri Sturluson, believes that skaldic verses were the sources for much 
of the saga narrative but, as well as having this functional aspect, are great works of 
literature in themselves. 
Other paratextual devices in Bernärdez's edition include: footnotes, maps, an 
appendix (`Skallagrim [sic] en el Landnämabök', p. 343), an index of names and a 
chronological table. The footnotes are crucial to the understanding of the poetry. In 
particular they explain the kennings, and provide information on the mythological and 
historical background. There are 270 in all, and while the vast majority relate to the 
verses, a number also supply historical and cultural information and occasionally reveal 
aspects of the translator's approach. 
Bernärdez's chronological table (pp. 357-58) is a modification of SigurÖur 
Nordal's table (IF 2, pp. Iii-liü) but includes some additions, as Bernärdez explains: `I 
have added some facts regarding non-Scandinavian events, particularly Spanish ones, 
which may serve to better locate the events of the saga, in a historical framework'. 93 
These additions are presented in square brackets. 
C. 863 nace Skallagrim Kveld-Ulfsson Skalla r Kveld-Olfsson is born) 
[866 Alfonso III, rey de Leon] (Alfonso III, King of Leon 
c. 910 nace Egil Skalla sson (Egill Skalla-Grimsson is born 
Björn Brynjölfsson llega a Islandia; nace Asgerd (Bjorn Brynjölfsson arrives in Iceland; 
As er, 5r is born) 
[911 los vikingos daneses se establecen en lo que sera el Ducado de Normandia (the 
Danish Vikings establish themselves in what will be the Duchy of Normandy) 
c. 927 Egil arte de viaje con Thörolf (Egill departs on a voyage with I)örölfr 
[929-1031 Califato de C6rdobaj (Caliphate of Cordoba) 
[943 rebeliön del conde Fernän Gonzalez contra Ramiro III] (rebellion of Count Fernän 
Gonzalez against Ramiro III) 
948 com osiciön del Rescate de !a Cabe^a (composition of Ransome of the Hea 
C. 960 Thor erd se casa con Olaf Ni or erd marries Olaf Päi 
[960 Femän Gonzalez consigue la independencia de Castilla] (Fernän Gonzalez secures the 
independence of Castile 
c. 961 composiciön de la Perdida irrreparable de los hýos (Bödvar naciö hacia 943) (composition 
of the I arable Loss of Sons, BQcvarr is born around 943 
962 composiciön del poema en honor a Arinbjöm (composition of the poem in honour of 
Arinbj9m 
92 Saba de Egi! Ska! laýgrimsson, p. in: `con toda seguridad' («ith absolute certainty). 
93 ibid., p. 357: `Anado algunos datos referentes a sucesos no escandinavos, especialmente espanoles, que 
pueden servir para ubicar mejor en el marco histörico los sucesos de la saga'. 
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966 ata ue vikingo a Galicia (Viking attack in Galicia) 
C. 975-978 pleitos de Thorstein y Steinar awsuit of ikorsteinn and Steinarr) 
[977 Almanzor derrota a los cristianos en Rueda (Almanzor defeats the Christians in 
Rueda) 
985 sa ueo de Barcelona or Almanzor ootin of Barcelona by Almanzor) 
990 muerte de Egil (death of EgiU) 
It is interesting to note that of the Spanish historical references which are not related to 
Viking attacks in Spain, many refer to the Moorish occupancy. By locating the action of 
Egils saga within a Spanish historical framework Bernärdez makes a connection between 
the two cultures. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
POEMS OF PRAISE AND SLANDER 
The present chapter provides a selection of poetry that represents two of the strongest 
motivations for skaldic composition, the impulse to praise and to slander. ' Like all skalds 
Egill was adept at the composition of praise-poems, indeed as we have seen in chapter 1, 
this was the means by which professional court poets earned their living. A skald would 
compose a poem in honour of a lord, chief or king and in return would expect to be 
rewarded handsomely in gold or costly gifts. The lord would then have his reputation 
secured forever as an honourable, brave and generous man, and the skald would have his 
pay. This transaction occurs frequently throughout Egils saga in different permutations and 
variations, from occasional eight-line stanzas to a full-length dräpa with refrains. An 
interesting aspect of skaldic praise-poetry, as we shall see in the examples that follow, is 
that it often contains self-conscious references to the act of poetic composition; indeed this 
feature occurs in the very first stanzas attributed to Egill which he (supposedly) composed 
at the tender age of three (see stanzas 4 and 5). Many critics have argued that the reader 
cannot be expected to believe that a three-year-old child would be capable of composing 
such verses, but if we take them at face value, we must concede that Egill has begun his 
poetic career by reciting a very respectable pair of dröttkvicett stanzas that adequately fulfill 
the requirements of metre and poetic diction. In these lines the young poet Egill praises his 
grandfather's generosity in traditional skaldic epithets, referring to him as `pess's gefr 
drengjum lyngva fränpvengjar bec'k' (He who gives men the bed of the shining thong of 
heather (snake) > GOLD-GIVER) and `Pxgir ljösundinna linns landa' (oppressor of brightly- 
twisted lands of serpent > GOLD-GIVER) and, in the following strophe, recounts how his 
grandfather rewards him for this `praise' (hnJör) by giving him three conch shells and a 
duck-egg. The scene provides us with a fairly accurate, albeit childish, depiction of the 
The discussion of stanzas 6,8 and 28 in relation to nid and ergi, originally took the form of a paper presented 
at University College London, 6 May 2005. See Edel Porter, `The Skald's Mead Can Leave a Bitter Taste in 
the Mouth: Vilifying Verses in the Poetry of E(gils saga Ska!! a-Grim sona?, in `Skd1damjödurrnn :" Proceedings of the 
UCL Graduate Symposium in Medieval Srandinauian Studies, 2005-06, ed. by Ana Zanchi (forthcoming 2008). 
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custom mentioned above; it also prefigures the most famous instance of this convention in 
Egils saga when Egill uses his poetic talent to save his own life. 
The aforesaid episode occurs in chapters 59-61 of Egils saga where, according to the 
prose text, Egill has been blown off course on a journey from Iceland to Norway and his 
ship has run aground in the mouth of the river Humber. 2 Upon learning that the kingdom 
was being ruled by his deadliest enemies King EirIkr blOOox ('blood-axe') and Queen 
Gunnhildr, Egill decides that he has no option but to march to York and place himself at 
the King's mercy. When Egill arrives at the royal court to present his case, accompanied by 
his loyal friend ArinbjQrn, Queen Gunnhildr advises that he be executed at once. She 
reminds her husband that not only has Egill killed many of their kinsmen, including their 
own son, but that he has `nitt själfan pik' (slandered you yourself). ' In medieval 
Scandinavian society to slander or defame the character of a person (verb aö niöa; noun nid) 
was a practice which was considered to be an extremely serious crime, a fact that is 
reflected in the numerous prohibitions against it in contemporary lawcodes and in the 
severity of the penalties it incurred. According to the medieval Norwegian law-code 
Gulaj5ingslög, 4 for example, in the subdivision entitled `Ef maÖr niÖir annan' (If a man 
slanders another) we are told: `Engi maar scal gera tungu nic'S um annan. ne treniÖ. En of 
hann verÖr at kvi kunnr oc sannr. at hann gerir pat. Pa liggr hanom utlegÖ vic)' (No man 
shall make verbal nid nor timber-niö about another. And if he is accused of this and is 
found guilty, the penalty is outlawry). ' 
There are many occasions in the saga where Egill expresses his criticism of the 
King and Queen in libellous language, and Gunnhildr could be referring to some or all of 
these, but the most famous and most unambiguous instance of niö in Egils saga occurs in 
chapter 57. At this point in the narrative relations between Egill and the royal couple have 
deteriorated to such an extent that Eirlkr has declared Egill an outlaw in Norway, forcing 
him to flee the country. Just before he boards his ship to depart, however, Egill takes a 
hazel pole and fixes a horse's head to the top and, as the saga goes on to say: 
Then he performed a formula and said: `I set up here a nid-pole and direct this nie 
towards King Eirikr and Queen Gunnhildr'. He turned the mare's head in towards 
land, `and I direct this nie towards the land-spirits who inhabit this land, so that they 
2 Egilr 
. raga 
Ska!! a-Gr, mssonar, ed. by SigurBur Nordal, Islenzk fornrit, 2 (Reyk)avik: Hi8 islenzka fornritafelag, 
1933), p. 177. 
3IF2, p. 180. 
Laws (or law) of the Gula-'thing' or assembly. Hereafter referred to as the Gulaping L awr. 
Norgesgamle love indti! 1387, ed. by Rudolph Keyser and others, 5 vols (Oslo: Gröndahl, 1846-95), 1:. \or, ges 
love rudre end kong Magnus Haakon . 6ns ngierings-tiltrýrdelse 
11263, ed. by R. Keyser and P. A. Munch (1846), p. 57. 
love indti! 1387, vol. 1. Throughout the rest of this chapter I will refer to this volume as Nor 
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all go astray, and neither recognise home nor the way to it, until they drive King Eirikr 
and Queen Gunnhildr out of the country'. He then thrust the pole into a cleft in the 
rock and let it stand there. He turned the head towards the land and carved runes on 
the pole which declared all of the formula. 6 
The gesture described above is an example of treniö (timber-6d), one of the two 
forms of niö referred to above in the passage quoted from the Gulaj5ing Laws. Timber-6J, as 
the name suggests, involved the use of a wooden structure to slander a person, such as the 
nM-pole here, 7 but there are also examples in the sagas of carved figures being employed to 
defame a person, by representing him engaged in a sexual act with another man. ' To 
suggest that a man had allowed himself to be treated in this way was probably the most 
slanderous allegation that one man could possibly make about another in the Old Norse 
world; although it does not go into any details about the nature of such symbolic wooden 
structures, the Gulaj5ing Laws are very explicit regarding verbal insults which called into 
question a man's masculinity: 
There are words that are called fullrettisord [verbal offences for which full 
compensation must be paid]. One is if a man says to another man that he has borne a 
child. A second is if a man says he is sannsoroinn. The third is if he compares him with 
a mare, or calls him a bitch, or a harlot, or compares him with any kind of female 
animal. 9 
The term solenn (in sannsoröenn) referred to in the above clause is a participle form 
of the verb sertöa `to have sexual intercourse with' or, more crudely, `to mount' (the prefix 
sann-, from sannr, means `demonstratively' or `proven'). To say that a man had been sorJinn 
(or stroöinn) was equivalent to the insult implied by the carved figures i. e. it was to claim 
that he had taken a humiliatingly passive or `female' role in an act of sexual intercourse. As 
this passage plainly states, it was equally bad to compare a man with a female animal (such 
6 IF 2, p. 171: `Sloan veitti hann formäla ok mxlti svä: `Her set ek upp nic)stgng, ok sny ek pessu niOi ä h4nd 
Eirilki konungi ok Gunnhildi dröttningu, ' - hann sneri hrosshgfoinu inn ä land, - `sny ek pessu nIOi ä 
landvaettir karr, er land petta byggva, svä at allar fari k er villar vega, engi hendi ne hitti sitt inni, fyrr en pa: r 
reka Eirlk konung ok Gunnhildi or landi. ' Sloan skytr hann stQnginni nior i bjargrifu ok let Par standa; hann 
sneri ok h2fcOinu inn ä land, en hann reist rünar ä stgnginni, ok segja ka'r formäla penna allan'. 
7 For another scene detailing the raising up of a nIöst n<g see Vatnsdala saga, ed. by Einar 
01. Sveinsson, Islenzk 
fornnt, 8 (Reykjavl: Hic' islenzka fornntafelag, 1939), pp. 1-131 (pp. 88-91). 
8 As illustrated in Bjarnar saga Hitdalakappa, ed. by Sigurour Nordal and Guoni Jönsson, Islenzk fornrit, 7 
(Reykjavlk: Hid islenzka fornritafelag, 1936), pp. 109-211 (pp. 154-55), and chapter 2 of G:. rla . raga 
Sürrronar, 
ed. by Björn K. l)örölfsson and GuÖni Jönsson, Islenzk fornrit, 6 (Reykjavik: Hi8 islenzka fornritafelag, 
1943), pp. 1-118 (p. 10). 
Norgesgamle love indtr! 1387, vol. 1, p. 70: `OrO ero Pau er fullrettis orb heita. Pat er eitt of madr kvedr at 
karlmanne odrom. at hann have barn boret. Pat er annat. of inaor kveor hann vxra sannsoroenn. Pat er hit 
pridia of hann iamnar hanom v-id men. a: da kallar hann grey. x0a portkono. a: Oa iamnar hanom vio berende 
eitthvert'. 
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as a mare), or to suggest that he possessed female attributes such as the ability- to bear 
children. 
In a similar clause, the thirteenth-century Icelandic law-code Grägäs states that a 
man thus insulted was not only entitled to full compensation, but even had the right to kill 
in retaliation: 
There are three words, if men's speech worsens so much, which all warrant outlawry: 
if a man calls a man ragan or stroöinn or sordinn, and they shall be prosecuted like other 
fullrettisora. Moreover, a man has the right to kill on account of these three words. 10 
Alongside sorainn and stroöinn, Grägäs lists the term ragr, an insult so powerful that its 
use could be avenged by killing. In his commentary on this passage Preben Meulengracht 
Sorensen gives a comprehensive definition of ragr. 
ßagr (a metathesis of argr) is the most frequently used of the three abusive terms, and 
the one of the widest meaning. Related to the adjectives argr and ragr are the nouns ergi 
and regi, and the passive verb eq ask `to become arg?. All these words are highly 
disparaging. Their basic meaning is sexual; but whereas the participles sordinn and 
stroeinn merely signify that a person (or animal) has been sexually used by a man - 
willingly or not - the adjective ragr and the words related to it signify a quality or 
tendency. The man who is argr is willing or inclined to play or interested in [sic] playing 
the female part in sexual relations. It is characteristic of the idea that in this sense it 
can only be applied to a man. When the feminine form of argr, Qrg, is applied to a 
woman, it does not mean that she is inclined to have sexual intercourse with a man in 
a normal sense, but that she is generally immodest, perverted or lecherous. " 
He goes on to say that the most important meaning of the words argr and ragr is `cowardly, 
unmanly, effeminate', based on the assumption that `a man who subjects himself to another 
in sexual affairs will do the same in other respects'. 12 
By fixing a mare's head to the top of the nid-pole, Egill is probably implying that 
Eirikr is, or is comparable to, a mare and, by extension, that he is argr i. e. sexually deviant 
or has a tendency to behave in a way proper only to a female nature. 13 The nib-pole not 
10 Grägd E fter det Arnamagnceanske haandskrift nr. 334 fol., Stadarhölsbök, udgivet of Kommissionen for Det 
Arnamagna'anske Legat, ed. by Vilhjälmur Finsen (Copenhagen: Gyldendal, 1879), p. 392: `kav ero orb kriu of 
sva mioc versna mils endar manna. er scog gang varÖa avll. of ma, 5r kallar man ragan eoa stroÖinn eÖa 
sordinn. oc scal sva sokia sem avnot full rettis orc). enda a maÖr vigt igegn keim oröum krimr'. See also 
Theodore M1. Andersson's and William Ian Miller's translation in, Law and Literature in \ledievalIceland 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1989), p. 166 (n. 76): `There are three words, if discourse so degenerates, 
which are all punishable with full outlawry: when a man is called effeminate, screwed, or fucked [... ] these 
three words give a man the right to kill'. 
II Preben Meulengracht Sorensen, The Unmanly. \Ian: Concepts of Sexual Defamation in Ear Northern Societ3-, 
trans. by Joan Turville-Petre, The Viking Collection, 1 (Odense: Odense University Press, 1983), p. 18. 
12 The Unman! 5 Van, pp. 19-20. 
13 As the nrd is also directed at Gunnhildr, the contumely towards her could consist of the accusation of her 
being sexually voracious as reflected in her `unnatural' desire to rule over her husband cf. stanza 29, IF 2, p. 
165. 
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only contains an affront to EirIkr's manhood which he would be legally entitled to avenge 
by killing, but as Gunnhildr is very well aware, it also represents a challenge to which EirIkr 
must respond if he does not wish to become a figure of public ridicule and scorn. 14 As we 
shall see in the discussion of the poem HQfuölausn below, Egill manages to avoid losing his 
head thanks to his talent as a poet, but also due to the skilfull diplomacy of his faithful 
friend ArinbjQrn. 
`Verbal' nid, as opposed to treniö, commonly took the form of a lampoon or 
slanderous verse called a niövisa. Once composed, such verses could be learned and 
repeated and, like the example of trend above, were capable of doing great damage to a 
person's reputation. In this sense it is the antithesis to praise poetry. Despite the fact that 
medieval laws tried to restrict the practice of niö by imposing rigorous penalties, the skalds 
do not seem to have been much deterred by this and the composition of nidvisur was 
widespread. This could be due in some part to the fact that, as Margaret Clunies Ross 
points out: 
The potential and often the actual obscurity of skaldic diction, with its complex 
kennings and fragmented word order gave a poet the advantage in the composition of 
nio verses in that he was able to veil his true meaning in seemingly innocent-sounding 
words, or to use a word or phrase with double meaning or to express himself in such a 
convoluted way that only a select few were able to understand the meaning of the 
15 
verse. 
The first section of this chapter begins with an examination of two stanzas which are 
unequivocal praise-poems. This is followed by a detailed analysis of stanzas 6,8 and 19, 
showing how, to a greater or lesser degree, these poems can contain veiled insults in the 
manner described by Clunies Ross above. In the discussion of stanza 28, I will show how it 
is a clear example of a niövisa, whose peformative powers perhaps even extended to 
expelling Gunnhildr and Eirikr from Norway. The analyses of the translations will address 
the extent to which they reproduce the defamatory aspect of these verses, but also in 
general examine their treatment of other aspects of the dr ttkvicett stanza. The second 
section of the chapter focuses on HQfuölausn as an extended praise poem, or drdpa; the 
analysis of the translations will mostly focus on the manner in which they reproduce the 
metre of the original and the use of specialised vocabulary to maintain the rhyme patterns. 
14 Surviving manuscripts of Grdgds and the Gu/aping Laws are roughly contemporary with the earliest 
manuscripts of Egilr saga, but we do not know how representative they are of laws current in tenth-centur<- 
Iceland and Norway. 
15 Margaret Clunies Ross, A Hirto9- of Old Torre Poets' and Poetics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2005), pp. 62-63. 
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PART ONE: LAUSAVISUR 
Stanza 4 
This is the first stanza in the saga which is recited by Egill Skalla-Grimsson and the context 
is as follows: Skalla-Grimr has refused to allow Egill to accompany him on a visit to 
Yngvarr, Egill's maternal grandfather, because of Egill's increasingly difficult behaviour: 
`you don't know how to behave in company where there's heavy drinking, you're difficult 
enough to deal with even when you're sober', he tells him. 16 Nothing daunted, the three- 
year-old Egill mounts a horse and follows his father's company to Yngvarr's farm, where 
he is warmly welcomed and seated beside his host. `The men were in high spirits, drinking 
ale and reciting verses. Then Egill spoke his verse'. " If we accept this statement at face 
value, we are being provided with a relatively rare example of information about the 
composition and recitation of skaldic poetry, i. e. that poetry could be composed on the 
spur of the moment as a form of entertainment by non-professional poets or those not 
especially skilled in the art. Previously in the chapter we have been told that Egill `became 
talkative at an early age and had a gift for words' and certainly on this occasion the 
precocious poet loses no time in joining the game with some verses of his own. 
Kominn emk enn til arna 
Yngvars, tress's beck lyngva, 
hann vask fuss at fmna, 
fränývengjar gefr drengjum; 
mun eigi PU, Pxgir, 
krevetran met betra, 
ljösundinna landa 
linns, ooar smic finna. '8 
Prose word order 
Emk kominn enn til arna Yngvars, pess's gefr drengjum lyngva fränpvengjar beck; vask fuss 
at finna hann; Pu' mun eigi, pegir ljösundinna linns landa, finna krevetran boar smiÖ betra 
mer. 
Translation 
I am come again (moreover) to the hearths (i. e. homestead) of Yngvarr, of him who gives 
men the bed of the shining thong of heather (snake) > GOLD; I was eager to meet/visit 
him; you shall not, oppressor of brightly-twisted lands of serpent > RINGS-GIVER, find a 
three-year-old smith of poetry better than me. 
16 IF 2, p. 81: `pü kannt ekki ývrir per at vera i fjglmenni, par er drykkjur eru miklar, er kü pykkir ekki gödr 
vioskiptis, at pü ser ödrukkinn'. 
17 ibid: `hat var Par Q1teiti, at menn k-, -ä8u visur; pä kvad Egill -, isu'. 
18 ibid. 
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Commentar, y& Analysis 
The stanza Egill recites is in praise of his host and kinsman Yngvarr, whom he describes 
principally in terms of his generosity. In the first of these epithets Egill calls him J ess'sg fr 
drengjum lyngva fränfivengjar bed (he who gives men the bed of the shining thong of heather). 
Lyngva fränpvengja, the `shining thong of heather' refers to a serpent here. Because of the 
physical similarity between a thong and a snake, Jvengr, `thong' or `cord', with such words as 
reyrr (reed) and eitr (poison) as determinants, or qualified by the adjective fränn (flashing, 
shining), is often used in kennings to denote `snake'. This elaborate phrase thus evokes the 
image of a real snake, slim and elastic, its supple body glistening in the summer sun as it 
glides through, or lies coiled in, the heather. The bedr (bed/pillow) of a snake, or place 
where a snake rests, is a kenning for gold because of the story of Fafnir who, after killing 
his father, `for upp ä GnitaheiÖi ok geröi set par böl ok bräsk i orms liki ok lagoisk a gullit' 
(went up on to Gnita-heath and made himself a lair there and turned himself into the form 
of a serpent and lay down on the gold). " The entire phrase therefore means `he who gives 
gold to noble men' i. e. a generous man. The second kenning of the stanza uses similar 
elements to create the same sentiment. This time Yngvarr is addressed as Jbcegir jösundinna 
linns landa (oppressor of the brightly twisted lands of the serpent). The `lands of the 
serpent', like the serpent's bed or lair, refers to gold which, when it is twisted, becomes a 
bright ring. He who oppresses rings does so by breaking them up in order to give them 
away and is therefore liberal. 
The two main kennings of this strophe generate the concept that Yngvarr is a 
generous man by subtly different means. Both use the image of the snake's bed to refer to 
gold, but while in the first phrase the kenning for snake, lyngva fränbvengja, is elaborate and 
the snake's bed is referred to simply as bea, in the second just one word, the heiti linnr, is 
used for `snake' and the focus is on its `brightly-twisted' or `-coiled' lands i. e. gold rings. In 
the first example the action of giving is simply expressed by the verb gefa (to give) and 
Yngvarr is one who gives men gold. In the second the meaning `giver' is generated more 
poetically: he is a giver of rings. 
Praising his host's liberality in this way is a ploy Egill also uses again in the saga to 
get what he wants in one case his life as we shall see later) and, sure enough, the next day 
Yngvarr rewards Egill for his poem with presents. Egill also uses this occasion to boast of 
19 Snorri Sturluson: Edda Skäldrkaparmdl, ed. by Anthony Faulkes, 2 vols (London: Viking Society for Northern 
Research, 1998), 1, p. 46. Translation from Edda: Snom* Stur&uon, trans. by Anthony Faulk-es, (London: 
Everyman, 1987), p. 101. 
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his precocious poetical prowess although he does not refer to himself yet as a skald, but as 
a `smith of poetry'. 
Stanza 4: Norwegian Translation 
Her er jeg kommen, star staut I am come here, standing strapping 
i stuen hos Yngvarr, min frende, in the living-room of Yngvarr, my kinsman, 
som gull gir til gjeve karer; who gives gold to noble men 
gjerne ville ham jeg gjeste. I eagerly wanted to visit him. 
Lenge og langt ma du lete, Long and far must you seek, 
du likesxle gulloder! you indifferent gold-destroyer! 
for tungekjappere skald du before you meet a more quick-tongued skald 
blant treäringer treffer! 20 among three-year-olds! 
Commentary & Analysis 
The rendering of the opening words of the Icelandic text Ek em kominn into Norwegian as 
(her) erjeg kommen exemplifies the proximity of the two languages, and the ease with which 
Icelandic can sometimes be translated word for word into Norwegian. Lie's translation 
quickly departs from this initial literalness, however. For example, he chooses not to 
translate (Yngvars) area directly, as he might do with a word such as peiser (hearths) or 
eldsteder (fireplaces); instead he tries to convey the concept of `home and hearth' with the 
phrase hos Yngvarr (lit. `at Yngvarr's') and sets the scene firmly in Yngvarr's slue or living- 
room, thus creating a cosy, intimate atmosphere. 
In the edition on which this translation is based, the Siguröur Nordal suggests that 
although all extant manuscripts read kominn emk enn til area Yngvars (I have come again to 
Yngvarr's hearths), the line should be amended to kominn emk ern til area Yngvars (I have 
come full of energy to Yngvarr's hearths'), on metrical grounds, although in his Modern 
Icelandic paraphrasing of the stanza he provides both options. 21 Lie chooses the latter, 
rendering ern as stär staut `standing strapping' or `stoutly' which evokes the image of a 
confident young Egill, fully conscious of his audacity, but nevertheless comfortably 
ensconced in the middle of the living room. Of course stär staut also provides the two 
alliterating sounds in the odd-numbered line requisite in dröttkva'tt poetry, which `catch' the 
first stressed syllable of the next even line i. e. stuen. 
20 Hallvard Lie, trans. Egil Ska//agrimsso is saga, in Islandrke attesagaer, vol. 1, ed. by Hallvard Lie (Oslo: 
Aschehoug, 1951), pp. 25-211 (p. 79). 
21 IF 2, p. 82: `Eg er enn (eda: fvrir dugnao min) kominn td arna (heimkynna) Yngvarrs, sem gefur mönnum 
gull; örläti miour, pü munt eigi firma prevetran hagyrÖing betra en mig' (I have again (or. because of mvpluck/energy) 
come to Yngv-arr's hearths (homestead), he who gives men gold; generous man, you shall not 
find a three-year-old (skilled) verse-crafter better than me). 
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As in the Spanish translation below both of the `snake's bed' kennings are simply 
rendered gull (gold). However, in the second of these, the kenning is partially preserved as 
j5a, gir is glossed -oder `destroyer', a gold-destroyer being a kenning in its own right 
for a 
generous man. The idea of Yngvarr as a man so generous as to be completely indifferent to 
money is further conveyed by the adjective likesa'le. 
In general the second helming is quite a free translation. Longe og langt mä du lete is 
much more elaborate than the Icelandic fiü mun eigi and in the final two lines Lie opts to 
translate ödar smite (smith of poetry) as skald instead of the more common dikter or versmaker. 
In the Icelandic strophe Egill boasts that Yngvarr will not be able to find a better (betra) 
three-year-old poet than him, but in the Norwegian text this becomes tungekjappere skald (a 
more quick-tongued skald), putting the emphasis on the speed of his composition and also 
alliterating with treäringer and treffer in the next line. As we have seen in chapter 1, skald is 
the Icelandic term used to denote professional poets, and although skald does exist as a 
Modern Norwegian word, one which Lie assumes will be understood by his audience, it 
has, of course, strong associations with ancient times and with norront spräk (Old Norse 
language). However, it is clear from Lie's endnote to this and the following stanza that he 
has a vested interest in convincing the reader that these stanzas are authentic and his 
reference to Egill already as a skald is calculated with this agenda in mind: 
These verses, which Egill is supposed to have composed as a three-year-old, are in the 
original - despite their childish subject-matter - artistically complete and constructed 
in the correct skaldic form. It is therefore highly unlikely that Egill managed to 
compose them as a three-year-old. The most logical way of explaining them is to 
suppose that Egill, in his latter days when he amused himself by telling the deeds of 
his youth, also wanted to give an impression of his precocity as a skald, and so made 
these verses as `evidence'. 97 
This note is a response to a general tradition of rejecting these stanzas as spurious by 
scholars such as Finnur Jönsson who classifies them in Skj. as anonymous poetry from the 
12th century under the heading `Uegte vers i sagaer' (inauthentic verse in sagas). 
23 Lie 
acknowledges the unlikeliness of a three-year-old composing such complex verse, but his 
`logical' explanation is purely speculative and quite as unlikely. 
u Islandske a'ttesagaer, vol. 1, p. 486: `Disse versene, som Egil skald ha diktet i 3-ärsalderen, er i originalen - 
tross sift bamslige innhold -i formen kunstferdig of skaldisk korrekt oppbygde. Det er derfor honst 
usanns`"nlig at Egil har klart ä lage dem som 3-äring. Den rimeligste mäten ä forklare dem pä, er ä anta at Egil 
pi sine eldre dager, da han moret seg med ä fortelle om sin ungdoms bragder, ogsä har villet gi inntrýykk av sin 
brimodenhet som skald, og da har laget disse versene for ä "dokumentere" seg. ' 
z; Skj. AI, p. 603. 
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Stanza 4: Spanish Translation 
He llegado al hogar I have come to the home 
de Yngvar que a la gente da of Yngvarr who to the people gives 
valerosa rojo oro, valiant red gold* 
yo ansiaba encontrarle; I was eager to meet him; 
nunca hallarä, senor, You will never encounter, sir, 
prödigo, mejor que yo generous [as you are], better than me, 
un poeta de tres anos a three-year-old poet 
en sierras de poetas. 24 in lands of poets. 
*Who gives the `valiant people' (i. e. people of quality) red gold. Valiant (valerosa) here 
describes the people (lagente) rather than the gold (oro), as is clear from the feminine ending 
of the adjective. 
Commentary &Analysis 
The Spanish translation of this stanza runs in a continuous prose style apart from lines 2-3 
where the normal word-order is disrupted. Instead of putting the adjective valerosa after the 
noun it qualifies (lagente), Bernärdez places it after the verb (da) and on the next line, 
alongside rojo oro (it is unusual in Spanish for the noun to precede the adjective). As this 
does not reflect the word order of the Icelandic version, it is not immediately apparent why 
the translator has elected to arrange the words thus. Perhaps it is because the strangeness 
of the word order recreates, to an extent, the distorted syntax of a typical skaldic stanza and 
to give the reader a taste of the difficulty of the Icelandic text without rendering it utterly 
incomprehensible. However, as we have seen in chapter 3, Bernärdez also has a model for 
such disordered syntax in the Baroque poetry of the sixteenth century. 
The above stanza relays the same basic messages as the Icelandic, i. e. that Egill has 
arrived at Yngvarr's home, that Yngvarr is generous, and that Egill is the best three-year- 
old poet around, but this version is devoid of the rich imagery of the Icelandic text. Neither 
of the kennings has been preserved. The phrase lyngva fränJveng/ar beö, for example, becomes 
simply rojo oro (red gold) and ýýgir jösundinna Linn Landa is rendered senor, pr digo (sir, 
generous). Prridigo means `generous' or `munificent' often in the sense of `excessively', or 
gir, but like `red gold' it even recklessly so, which is in keeping with the spirit of the term 4ba 
is reductive and neither word does justice to the beautifully intricate images of shining 
snakes and bright bracelets in the Icelandic text. By removing the image of the snake's bed, 
24 Enrique Bernärdez, trans., Snorri Sturluson: Saga de Egil Ska! lagr msson (Madrid: Miraguano, 1988), p. 106, 
footnote 89: `Estos primeros poemas de Egil, de complejisima estructura formal, son evidentamente falsos. 
Vease la Introducciön' (these first poems of Egill, of a most complex formal structure, are obviously false. 
See the introduction). 
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the allusion to the legend of Fafnir is also lost, although the translator may have had the 
story in mind when he translated the stanza. 25 
The word hogar, in the phrase hogar de Yngvar is an example of how occasionally (and 
coincidentally) the target language can accommodate multiple meanings contained in the 
Icelandic term. The Icelandic til arna Yngvars is literally `to Yngvarr's hearths' but of course 
that is a poetic way of referring to his homestead. Hogar is frequently used in the sense of 
`home', but can also mean hearth, fireplace or family (specifically a group of people related 
by marriage who live together). 
Some more subtle changes introduced by the translator serve to alter the tone of 
the stanza. For example, the second person form Jn in the sentence f>ü mun eigi, bmgir 
jösundinna Linn Landa, finna brevetran ööar smiö betra mer, in the Spanish version is rendered 
(ustea) hallarä, rather than the more informal tü hallaräs. This, along with the addressing of 
Yngvarr as senor (sir/lord), has the effect of making the relationship between the two 
kinsmen seem more formal than in the Icelandic text, as well as confirming Yngvarr's 
status as a wealthy and powerful man. Bernärdez is also careful to preserve the idea that 
dreng/um refers specifically to people of high standing. 26 However, the most original addition 
to this version is the phrase en tierras depoetas, a phrase which has no basis in the Icelandic 
text. The only mention of lands in stanza 4 is in the kenning fiagir jösundinna linns landa 
where it clearly refers to the serpent's bed i. e. gold. 
Stanza 5 
SibQgla gaf sQglum 
särgagls kria Agli 
hercimeic)r vic hröc ri 
hagr brirnrötar gagra, 
ok bekkpiOurs blakka 
borÖvallar gaf fjoröa 
kennimeic)r, säs kunni, 
korbecý, Egil gle6ja. 27 
Prose word order 
Hagr her8imeior särgagls gaf sQglum Agil Aria sipQgla brimrotar gagra , -ich hr6ori, ok 
borovallar blakka kennimeiÖr, säs kunni gleÖja Egil, gaf fjoroa, bekkkiÖurs korbeÖ. 
25 HreiOmarr asks ÖÖinn to fill his son's skin with red gold (af raudugulk) in compensation for his death. 
26 Hallvard Lie does the same, translating the word as sieve karrr (noble men). 
27 IF 2, p. 82. 
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Translation 
The skilful hardening-tree of the wound-gosling > \1'ARRIOR/Wt`EAPONSMITH gave eloquent 
Egill three perpetually silent dogs of the seabed > SHELLS for the praise-poem and the 
knowing-tree of the horses of the gunwale (ship)-field > SAILOR, he who knows how to 
make Egill happy, gave a fourth, a brook-grouse's choice-bed/bolster > DUCK-EGG. 
Commentary & Analysis 
Manuscript variations, as well as semantic ambiguity in the language of this stanza, have 
given rise to a number of different readings and interpretations among editors and 
translators, particularly with regard to the kennings herdimeidr särgagls (hardening-tree of the 
wound-gosling > WARRIOR/WEAPONSMITH) and 1bria sibpgla brimrotargagra (three perpetually 
silent dogs of the seabed > SHELLS). In the first of these the debate mostly centres on the 
first element of the compound herdimeiör, or hiröimeiör, as it appears in some manuscripts. 28 
The base-word in this kenning, -meidr (tree/post/pole), qualified by a determinant such as 
sword, very often appears in poetic circumlocutions for `man' or `warrior' in skaldic 
poetry. 29 If we read the compound as he imeiör it could be translated as `hardened-tree' or 
`strengthened-tree' in the sense of a warrior who is battle-hardened or strengthened. Of 
course, `hardened' here might also refer to tempered steel or, more specifically, a weapon, 
such as a sword, with the resulting interpretation `sword-tree', also signifying warrior. A 
third explanation could be `hardening tree' i. e. one who hardens or tempers weapons, such 
as a blacksmith or weaponsmith. In his Modern Icelandic paraphrase of the stanza, 
Sigur6ur Nordal renders the phrase hagr herdimeiör sdrgagls as `pinn hagi vopnasmiour' (the 
skilful weaponsmith), based on his reading of herdimeiör as `hardening-tree' of the särgagl 
(wound-gosling), which could refer either to a carrion-bird, such as a raven, or a skotvopn 
(`missile', such as a arrow).; " 
Jonas Kristjänsson agrees with the latter of these interpretations that `en särgagl er 
sä fugl sem veitir sär, p. e. sverc) eca spjöt' (a wound-gosling is that bird which causes 
wounds, i. e. sword or spear), but chooses hiraimeiör over herdimeiör. `HircmeiÖr [sic] särgagls 
er sä vicýur sem hiroir vopn, p. e. hermaöur' (hir(i)meiar särgagls is that tree which 
herds/keeps weapons, i. e. warrior). " Bjarni Einarsson also renders hiröimeiör as `herding- 
tree', but differs from Jonas Kristjänsson by interpreting sdrgagl as `raven' rather than 
`weapon'. For Bjarni Einarsson, therefore, the hirdimeidr sdqagls is `the man who takes care 
28 heröimeidr in AI, b and e, but 1tß and K have hi imeidr. 
29 For example, hmtta-meidr (sword-tree) > WARRIOR; meidr malmpingr (tree of metal-assembly [battle]) > 
wA1RRIOR; meidr boga (tree of bow) > WARRIOR. 
;" IF 2, p. 82. 
31 Kua'dakverEgils Skallagrimsronar, ed. and trans. by Jonas Kristjänsson (Reykja-, -i1:: Almenna bökafelagio, 
1964), p. 12. 
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of or feeds the wound-gosling (raven)', i. e. `a warrior, a man'. 32 In their 1992 edition of the 
saga, Bergljöt S. Kristjänsdöttir and Svanhildur Oskarsdottir interpret hiröimeidr säi ag/s as 
`tre sem hin5ir hrafn, k. e. elur hann' (a tree which herds/keeps ravens, i. e. he feeds them). 33 
To sum up, scholars agree that in this phrase Yngvarr's skill as either a warrior or 
weaponsmith is being lauded; it is clear, however, that they reach these conclusions by very 
different routes. 
Egill's second poetic circumlocution for Yngvarr, borhvallar blakka kennimeidr, is 
much more straightforward. This kenning refers to Yngvarr's knowledge of seafaring. The 
first element of the first word borh, refers to the gunwale of a ship, and is an example of the 
type of heiti that occurs when a part of the object designated may be used metonymically 
for the whole, in this case `ship'. According to this metaphor, the plain (rpllr) of this `ship' 
is the sea; the horse (blakkr) of the sea (borövallar) is a ship, and the `knowing-tree' 
(kennimeiör) of the ship (borövallar blakka) is a sailor or seafarer. 
The third kenning in the stanza is another one which presents problems of 
interpretation. It refers to one of the gifts that Egill receives from his grandfather Yngvarr: 
fi ria siýQgla brimrötargagra. In this kenning `sea' may be read for brim (lit. `surf), the rot (root) 
of which seems to be the sea's `deep' or `bottom'. Gagarr is generally accepted to be a rare 
word for `dog' and sibpgull means `perpetually mute' or `ever-silent', but what are the `ever- 
silent dogs of the bottom of the sea'? The prose context tells us that the presents Egill 
received from his grandfather in recompense for his verses were three conch shells and a 
duck-egg (`küfunga prjä og andaregg'), 34 but again scholars differ as to how this meaning 
can be deduced from the verse. According to the Lexicon poeticum, the sense-word for sibQgla 
brimrotargagra, `konkylie' (conch shell), is produced by `en dristig sammenligning der mulig 
beror pa' den snoende "hale"' (a daring comparison which possibly rests on the curling 
`tail'). In other words, that the spiral form of a conch shell can be compared to a dog's 
curly tail. SigurÖur Nordal, on the other hand, makes a comparison between a dog 
stretching out his neck and a kuöungur (sea-snail) thrusting up through the surf Bjarni 
Einarsson simply states: `the dogs of the bottom of the sea, are sea-snails'. 36 Neither does 
Jonas Kristjänsson offer an explanation as to how `hundur brimrotsins' (dog of the sea- 
bed) is a kenning for kudungur, but he makes the interesting point that `Egill calls the 
32 Egils . raga, ed. 
by Bjarni Einarsson (London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 2003), p. 44. 
3; Bergljöt S. Kristjänsdöttir and Svanhildur Oskarsdöttir, eds, Egils saga, 3rd edn (Reykjavik: Mal og menning, 
1992), p. 64. In other words, the warrior keeps the ravens by providing them with food in the form of 
corpses. 
ý14 IF 2, p. 82. 
3s ibid. 
36 Egi/s saga, ed. by Bjarni Einarsson, p. 44. 
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conch-shells ever-silent [srßögla] in contrast to himself, whom he calls eloquent [solan]'.; ' In 
a discussion on the etymology of the word kofa, Anatoly Liberman suggests yet another 
explanation for the relationship between `dog' and `snail': 
Although kofa was first recorded in the seventeenth century, it must be related to 
other nouns designating (young) animals, from 01 kobbi `seal' to Engl. cub, with the 
consonant frame k-b: cf. Dutch dial. kabbe `young pig', Germ. dial. Kibbe `ewe', Scottish 
keb, Engl. dial. Kebber `refuse sheep taken out of the flock', Swed. dial. kibb, kubbe `cub', 
and so forth. Most of such words have -bb- (expressive geminates are typical of 
hypocoristic names), but Magnusson 1989 is probably right in viewing kofa as part of 
this group; Icel. kufungur (or küfungur, a variant of kuöuqur) `young snail', another 
seventeenth-century word, may belong here, too. I believe that kofa(r)n was simply a 
cub, that is, a whelp. 38 
Johan Fritzner offers an alternative derivation for kuifun<gr, glossing it as `Sosnegle, 
Strandsnegle, isar dens Hus, som er küfött' (Sea-snail, beach-snail, primarily its house, 
which is convex). A conch-shell which, when it is open at the point and blown into, 
produces a trumpet-like sound, therefore making an appropriate gift for a little boy. 
However, I think the suggestion given by An Icelandic-English Dictionary, that `the ever mute 
surf-dog' probably comes `from a custom of Icelandic children, who in play make shells 
represent flocks and herds, ksi-ske jar (`cow-shells'), gymbr-ske jar ('lamb-shells'), and put one 
shell for a dog', is the most likely. 39 
The other gift that Egill receives from his grandfather is bekkjiöurs korbeör. To 
arrive at the meaning `duck-egg' we need to examine the components of the kenning 
individually. I)iöurr, `grouse', is a word which is often used in combination with ben- 
(wound) or val- (slain) to mean raven or carrion bird (in the same manner as särgagl above), 
but determined here with bekkr `brook' obviously refers to a water-bird such as a duck. The 
second part of this kenning is also a compound word. The component bear could be 
translated `bed' but the latter is more commonly connoted in Icelandic by the word sa'ng, 
bear being mostly used in the sense of `bolster' or `pillow'. If kor is the neuter noun 
meaning, `choice' or `election', the whole phrase would mean 'choice/ favourite pillow of 
37 Kvaöakver Egils Skallagrimssonar, p. 12: `Egill kallar kuoungana . ri4ögla 
i mötsetningu vio själfan sig, sem kallar 
. raglan, 
ý. e. mälgefinn eÖa oröhvatan'. 
38 Anatoly Liberman, `Ten Scandinavian and North English Etymologies', alvissmcil, 6 (1996), 63-98 (p. 90). 
39 I myself saw an example of this game `leggur og skel' (`bone and shell') in the old farmhouse at 
Arbaejarsafn, Reykjavik in March 2005. It consisted of a collection of various animal bones and shells kept in 
a wooden box. I was assured by an Icelander on the same tour that he had played with bones and shells as a 
child and that the jaw-bones were used to represent cows (which they sometimes coloured), and the kudungar 
(`conch-shells') were the dogs, because their spiral form resembled a dog's curly tail. There is also an example 
of this game on exhibition at the National Museum of Iceland. See also David Koester, `Imagination and Play 
in Children's Reflections on Cultural Life: Implications for Cultural Coninuity and Educational Practice', in 
Bicultural Edification in the i\rorth: tF'aý. r of Presenriný and Enhancing Indigenous People's LanguaTer and Traditional 
Knowledge, ed. by Erich Karsten (Münster: Waxman, 1998), pp. 29-45 (p. 34). 
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the duck', i. e. the egg on which it sits. However, kor is also a feminine noun meaning `sick- 
bed' or `couch', which would give the meaning `couch/bed-pillow of the duck', also 
referring to an egg. 
In this stanza Yngvarr has two qualities attributed to him which are expected of, 
and indeed essential for, a high-ranking man in medieval Icelandic society i. e. expertise in 
warfare (or possibly weapon-making) and knowledge of seafaring. His generosity as regards 
gift-giving is also acknowledged here, specifically his ability to please his grandson (sds kunni 
gledja Egil). Egill uses the occasion of these verses to allude once more to his own skill with 
words, by pointing out that the presents he received were a reward for the praise-poem he 
recited in Yngvarr's honour and also by describing himself as sQguii (eloquent). As Jonas 
Kristjänsson has noted (see above) there is perhaps an intentional word-play in the 
juxtaposition of the adjectives si5Qgull and sQguiiwhich contrasts the muteness of the shells 
with the volubility of the speaker. 
An aspect of this stanza which is particularly striking is the number of animals 
alluded to i. e. raven/eagle (sJrgagl), gosling (gagg), dog (gagarr), sea-snail (sr5Qgla brimrötar 
gagra), horse (blakkr), grouse (biöurr), duck (bekkbiöurr). There are also many references, 
implied and overt, to the sea or water: sea-snail/shells (sifiQgla brimrötargagra), sea-bed 
(brimröt), surf (brim), sea (borövallar), ship (borJvallar blakka), sailor (boravallar blakka 
kennimeiör), brook (bekk), and duck (bekkbiöurr). 
Stanza 5: Norwegian Translation 
Tre tause sneglehus Three silent snailshells 
fikk taleferme Egil eloquent Egill got 
av väpensmeden, venn sin, from his friend, the weapon-smith, 
for visen som han yrket; for the verse that he wrought; 
og hav-vante hovding hadde and sea-accustomed chieftain had 
i hao nden enda en gave: in (his) hand yet another gift: 
et ande-egg; alltid a duck-egg; Egill was always 
var Egil Yngvars yndling. 4" Yngvarr's darling. 
Commentary & Analysis 
In his translations of the kennings of this stanza, Lie follows Nordal's paraphrases almost 
to the letter. The original slipperiness of the kennings hagr berröimeidr särgagls and bekk1idurs 
korbedr is not preserved in the Norwegian text, where they are rendered unequivocally- as 
i'pensmeden (weapon-smith) and ande-egg (duck-egg). In Aria si gla brimrritargagra and 
borhvallar blakka kennimeiör, however, something of the enigmatic nature of the Icelandic 
40 Islandrke axtterager, vol. 1, p. 79. 
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text is conveyed. By translating the first of these as me tause sneglehus (three silent snailshells) 
Lie conforms to Nordal's interpretation, pýiä1bQgula kudunga (three silent sea-snail shells). 
What is questionable here is the extent to which sibQgla is intrinsic to the kenning. In the 
case of hagr herrlimeiJr särgagls, the adjective hagr (skilful) is not essential to the sense-word 
signified and probably should not be presented as part of the kenning at all. However, in 
this case the adjective siýQgla is crucial in differentiating between `real' dogs which bark, and 
those primitive toy-'dogs' or shells which are ever-mute. In this sense the adjective bQgula 
(nom. sing. fiQgull) in Nordal's paraphrase fiýäfiQgula kudunga is somewhat redundant on the 
grounds that snails can reasonably be assumed to be mute animals, similarly Lie's 
description of the snailshells as silent seems to be stating the obvious. However, the 
positioning of taleferme underneath tause, as well as the fact that they alliterate, gives the two 
words an emphasis in much the same way as the Icelandic phrase sä'Qýlagaf sQglum does. 
The translator has been quite innovative with the rest of this stanza. For example, 
venn sin (his friend) does not occur in the source text, indeed the relationship between 
Yngvarr and Egill is not alluded to at all, except perhaps in the clause sds kunnigleöja Egil, 
which implies a certain mutual understanding between the two kinsmen. There is evidence 
to support this in the prose context. When Egill arrives at Yngvarr's, the warm welcome he 
receives from his grandfather contrasts sharply with the harsh words of his father. Perhaps 
this special treatment of Egill by Yngvarr warrants the claim: alltid var Egil Yngvarryndling, 
but it is not a sentiment that is directly expressed in the stanza. It appears that Lie wants to 
emphasise the closeness between Yngvarr and Egill, and make their relationship sound less 
formal and more intimate than the source text. The phrase hadde i händen enda en gave also 
contributes towards creating a familiar scene of a grandfather hiding a gift in his hand and 
then revealing it to the delight of his grandson. The same scene in the Icelandic text, in 
contrast, comes across as a relatively formal act of payment to a skald by his lord. 
The natural imagery in this version is greatly diminished. Of the seven animals 
alluded to in the Icelandic text only two are retained here. The number of references to the 
sea is similarly reduced. The elimination of särgagls, for example, distances the weaponsmith 
(if that is what he is) from the wound-inflicting nature of his spears, swords and arrows, or 
the gruesome image of the raven on the battlefield feeding on the carrion provided by the 
warrior. In the same way, the decision by the translator not to include the reference to 
`horse' in his reshaping of borJvallar blakka kennimeiör ignores one of the most common 
metaphors in skaldic poetry. The comparison of a ship moving across the sea with a horse 
galloping across a plain is a conceit used so extensively- that it could almost be said to have 
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become a cliche in Icelandic poetry, except that it is constantly reinvented, and hence kept 
fresh. The idea is that a ship fulfils the same purpose on the sea as a horse does on land, i. e. 
of carrying men and their possessions from one place to another. A sailor on a ship is thus 
comparable to a rider of a horse because a ship on the sea is like a wayward animal, which 
must be steered by an knowledgeable man, a meaning which is perhaps lost in Lie's 
translation of bordvallar blakka kennimeiör as hav-vante hovding (sea-accustomed chieftain), 
although the latter phrase does imply that the sailor is experienced. The action of the waves 
makes the ship (and hence its passengers) move in a way not dissimilar to horse-riding, and 
the Viking ships' physical resemblance to animals was reflected in names such as "`The 
Long Serpent" or "The Crane" for a slender ship with a high prow, or "The Reindeer" for 
the fleetest of all ships'. 4' Lie's representation of the kenning retains one reference to the 
sea (hav-) as evoked by bordvallar (or bordvoll) but most of the other allusions to the sea have 
been omitted and with them such images the commotion of the surf breaking on the shore 
or reefs, as evoked by brim. It is not clear from Lie's translation that the sneglehus have any 
connection with the sea. 
Stanza 5: Spanish Translation 
Dio mudas caracolas He gave mute conch-shells 
tres, a Egil elocuente three, to eloquent Egill 
como pago, el armero, as a reward, the weaponsmith/armourer, 
el jinete de las olas the rider/horse of the waves 
aün un huevo de pato and further a duck's egg 
dio, fue un cuarto regalo, did he give, it was a fourth gift, 
bien sabe alegrar a Egil. 42 he knows well how to gladden E gill. 
Commentary & Analysis 
The Spanish translation is almost an exact metaphrase of SigurÖur Nordal's interpretation 
of the stanza apart from a few noteworthy exceptions. Bernardez glosses Nordal's 
interpretation of the kenning si5Qgla brimrtmtargagra, `pggula kucÖunga' (which it should be 
noted omits the prefix si-), as mudas caracolas, which emphasises the fact that they are 
incapable of uttering a sound. He also names the `shells' specifically as caracolas (conch 
shells). The contrast of mudas and elocuente, placed so closely together, creates the similar 
effect to that of sibpgull and sQgull in the Icelandic text. Bernärdez follows Nordal's 
rendering of hair hen imeiJr sd aglr (`pinn hagi vopnasmicur', the skilful weaponsmith) 
41 A. W. Brogger and Haakon Shetelig, The I eking Ships: TheirAncest0' and Revolution (Oslo: Dreyers forlag, 
1951), p. 105. 
'grimfron, 
p. 106. 42 Saba de F_gi1 Skalla 
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which he translates as el armem (the weaponsmith), although he disregards the adjective hair. 
However, where Nordal explains bor5vallar blakka kennimeiör as `farmaÖurinn' (the 
seaman/seafaring-man), the Spanish translator introduces a new kenning el jinete de las olas 
(the rider/jockey of the waves), which means `seafarer', but which also preserves the idea 
of the horse, which is implied by the word `rider'. Jinete can also mean a type of horse, 
which would give us the more common kenning `horse of the waves' for ship; it is clear 
from the context, however, that the kenning must refer Yngvarr. Bernärdez also introduces 
the adverb bien in the phrase bien sabe alegrar a Egil. Finally, where Nordal translates vid hrodr 
(for the praise-poem) as 'ac) bragarlaunum' (as poem-rewards), Bernärdez simply says Como 
pogo (as a payment/reward) without mentioning what the payment is for. 
As in the previous stanza, Bernärdez's syntax is somewhat unnatural, although in 
this instance the sense does not suffer as a consequence. Indeed of the two translations, 
this is the one which, to the inexpert reader, is the more logical. 
Stanza 6 
The subject of this stanza is an axe, which Skalla-Grimr's son P rölfr has brought him as a 
present from King Eirikr b1ö ox. In the prose text the axe is described as a large snaghyrnd 
(horn-pointed) axe, ornamented with gold, and the shaft decorated with silver. Although it 
is described as `inn viroiligsti gripr' (the most splendid possession), 43 when P rölfr first 
presents the king's gift to his father, Skalla-Grimr does not appear to be very impressed. He 
looks at it, and then, without saying anything, hangs it over his bed. In the autumn Skalla- 
Grimr takes down the axe and uses it to slaughter two oxen, but when the blade hits the 
stone, which he has placed under the necks of the beasts, it shatters. 44Without saying a 
word Skalla-Grimr takes the axe and hangs it up in the eldhüs under the rafters above the 
43 IF 2, p. 95. 
44 IF 2, pp. 95-96: `Hann tök hellustein vel mikinn ok skaut nicer undir hälsana. Sloan gekk hann til meo oxina 
konungsnaut ok hjö y, xnina bäcOa senn, svä at höfuoit tök of hvärumtveggja, en oxin hljöp niÖr i steininn, svä 
at muOrinn brast or allr ok rifnaÖi upp i gegnum herOuna'. This scene is reminiscent of a similar incident 
which occurs in chapter 11 of Eiriks saga rauda when the `skrxhngar' (i. e. the Native Americans) experiment 
with one of the Icelander's axes, a tool they have never seen before. At first they are impressed with its ability 
to cut wood but when one tries the same with a stone the axe breaks: `SiOan tök einn ok hjö i steinn, svä at 
brotnadi oxin, ok pä pötti keim engu nett, er eigi stözk grjötit ok köstuou niOr' (Then one of them took the 
axe and struck a stone with the result that the axe broke and then it seemed to them that a thing which could 
not withstand stone «was of no use and threw it down). See Eiriks saga rauda in E}rbyggja saga, GrnnlrndiagasQgur, 
ed. by Einar 
Öl. Sveinsson and Mattias höröarson, Islenzk fornrit, 4 (Reykjav : Hic) islenzka fornritafelag, 
1935), pp. 193-237 (p. 230). 
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door. 45 The next spring Iörölfr decides to go back to Norway, but before he leaves Borg, 
Skalla-Grimr takes down the axe from above the door in the eldhüs. The haft is now black 
with smoke and the blade gone rusty. Skalla-Grimr gives the axe to Iörölfr and quotes the 
following verses: 
Liggja ygs i eggju, 
äk sveigar kQr deiga 
fox es illt i Maxi, 
undvargs fl9sur margar; 
arghyrnu 1ät area 
aptr meck roknu skapti; 
PQrfgi vcri keirar, 
Pat vas Inga gjgf, hingat. 
Prose word order 
Margar flQsur liggja i eggju ygs undvargs; äk deiga sveigar kQr; illt fox es i oxi; lät arghyrnu 
meck roknu skapti arna aptr; PQrfgi veri keirar hingat; Pat vas Inga gjQf. 
Translation 
Many flaws lie/are in the blade of the fierce wound-wolf > AXE. I possess a blunt/soft 
sickbed of the switch > AXE. There is evil treachery in the axe. Let the cowardly-pointed 
thing (i. e. axe) with the sooty haft go back (i. e. to where it came from). There was no need 
of this (to be sent) hither Pit. there would be lack of need of it in this direction]. That was a 
king's gift. 
Commentary & Analysis 
While I)örolfr is on good terms with the king, Skalla-Grimr seems determined to 
antagonise him even though he has no personal quarrel with him, and indeed has never 
met him. Perhaps he is bitter about the fact that King Haraldr, the father of Eirikr, had 
killed his uncle D rolfr and driven the family from Norway. But Skalla-Grinr's actions, like 
those of his father and, later, of his second son Egill, are more often motivated by the 
trouble-making side of his personality than by any logical reasoning. 
Skalla-Grimr's initial dismissive reaction to the king's gift turns to contempt when 
the axe proves to be weak and breaks on the stone. If Skalla-Grimr's almost superhuman 
strength is borne in mind this is not astonishing, but in this stanza he insists that the blade 
of the axe is flawed and that there is illt fox (evil treachery) in it. In skaldic poetry weapons 
are frequently referred to as animals, in terms of their ability to `bite', but the kenningygr 
undvargr (fierce wound-wolf), used to describe the king's present, must surely be sarcastic. 
The axe is insulted further when it is called arghyrna. In Skdldskaparmäl this is one of the 
names Snorri lists for axe: 
45 The eldhüs ( lit. `fire-room' or `fire-hall') was a special room or building whose primary function was that of 
a kitchen, although it was often used for eating, working or sleeping. 
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Ißä er arghyrna, 
hon er cezt taliÖ 
oxar heita. 46 
Then there is arghyrna; it is counted the most glorious of names for axe. 
In the glossary to his edition of Skäldskaparmäl, Anthony Faulkes glosses aýghyrna as: 
`cowardly, useless point, (ironic? ) name for an axe with long but weak points on the 
blade'. 47 The second part of the compound, hyrna, refers to the physical aspect of the axe, 
with its two points or `horns' on the ends of the blade, but the `cowardliness' or 
`uselessness' of the weapon is denoted by arg- derived from the adjective argr. It is possible 
that the function of Eirikr's gift was purely ornamental and that it was never meant to be 
used as a weapon or tool, but Skalla-Grimr, by his actions and words, especially by his use 
of the derogatory appellation arghyrna, makes it clear that he has no time for such a present. 
The rejection of Eirikr's gift is quite offensive in itself, but it could be that this 
stanza contains an even graver insult. It is quite likely that Skalla-Grimr is drawing a 
comparison between the axe and Eirikr's character, a correspondence which is even more 
apparent when we remember that the king's sobriquet `blöÖox' contains the word `axe'. If 
this is so then it is the king, metaphorically speaking, whom he is calling soft, cowardly or 
even effeminate. It is the king who is useless, treacherous, and full of flaws and who is not 
welcome in Iceland. Even if Skalla-Grimr does not dare to utter these insults directly about 
the king, he can use the analogy of the axe to do so. Either way this is an insolent verse, 
which, were EirIkr to hear of it, would surely increase the enmity between his family and 
Skalla-Grimr's, especially if Eirikr recognised an accusation of e, i. D rölfr, who has made a 
point of cultivating the king's friendship, prudently ignores his father's command to return 
the blackened, rusty weapon to the king and throws it overboard on his journey back to 
Norway. 
46 Snorer Sturluson: Edda. AdIdskaparnral, ed. by Anthony Faulkes, 2 vols (London, 1998), 1, p. 121. All further 
references to Skäldckaparmdl are from this edition. 
47 ibid., vol. 2, p. 235. 
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Stanza 6: Norwegian translation 
Yrer i okse-eggen 
av orsmä flass og filler; 
bile-beistet b crer 
bare fusket i seg! 
La skaftsotet skrapoks 
med skam tilbake fare! 
Unodig var den her ute, 
uslere gave fikk ingen. 48 
Commentary & Analysis 
The axe-edge teems 
with tiny flakes and shreds; 
the broadaxe-beast 
carries trickery in it! 
Let the sooty 
, handled junk (scrap) axe 
go back with shame! 
It was unnecessary out here, 
nobody (ever) received a more 
contemptible Qift. 
The opening lines of Lie's translation can only be understood in the context of the 
situation, where we learn that the blade of the axe shattered into pieces. This information is 
not given in the stanza. Lie describes the shattering of the axe-blade into tiny fragments, 
but his use of the verb gyre ('to drizzle', used of rain or snow) and the wordsflass (flakes) 
and filler (shreds), conjure up the image of a snowstorm in a conceit reminiscent of the 
hailstorm as it is described in stanza 3249 and exemplifies the occasional influence of Egill's 
style on Lie's translation. 
Lie's renders one of the axe-kennings in the Icelandic text, undvargr (wound-wolf), 
as bile-beistet (the broad-axe beast), a phrase which contains the sense-word of the Icelandic 
kenning but at the same time preserves the animal reference, although beist is also a more 
general term than var. The word bile (broad-axe) acknowledges that there is a particular 
type of axe in question, although not the snaghyrnd variety referred to in the source-text. 50 
Although the word argr is not preserved per se, Lie says that the axe should be returned med 
skam is, I think, is a nod in the direction of ergi. 
The final line of this translation departs from that which is given in the IF edition 
i. e. pat vas ingag/Qf, which Nordal translates as `petta var konungsgjQf. In a footnote Nordal 
explains why this reading, though not occurring in any of the manuscripts, is preferable to 
hringa or ringa, pointing out that ringagjQf in the sense of `miserable' or `inferior gift' is hardly 
likely in such ancient language. 51 Lie appears to disagree, however, and translates the line as 
usleregave fikk ingen (nobody (ever) received a more contemptible gift), thus removing the 
reference to the king and reinforcing the idea that Skalla-Grimr believed the gift to be 
48 Islandske a'tterager, vol. 1, p. 89. 
49 See chapter 1. 
50 In the prose text of the Norwegian translation the axe is described as being `av den langeggete slaget' (of 
the long-bladed type). See Islandrke a'#esager, vol. 1, p. 88. 
51 IF 2, p. 97: `i hdrr. stendur: hrrnga M, WW', K, ringa 8, C; " in Ti er heiti ä konungi, og fer ýao her el, bx8i vegna 
merkingar og hendingar (smbr. konungi jöfrna i fräsöginni ä undan); ringagjöö vesxl gjöf (smbr. ýý. gering, dö. 
ringe), getur varla komid til greina i svo fornu mäh'. 
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worthless. Lie must have arrived at this translation by reading inga gjQf as ringa gjQf but, 
despite the high frequency of words cognate with those to which they correspond in the 
Icelandic text in this version (egg - egg; fox - fusk; ox - okse; at - la; 
flgsur - Hass; skapt - 
skaft; gj9f - gave), he chooses uslere (comparative form of ussel) to render it rather than the 
comparative of the Modern Norwegian word ringe (insignificant/trifling). One might have 
expected the resultant phrase to read something like `det var en usle gave' (that was a 
miserable gift), but Lie introduces fikk ingen, which does not follow the Icelandic text, but 
echoes the sound `in g' in inga and hingat. 
Stanza 6: Spanish translation 
Muy abollada estä el hacha, The axe is very dented, 
blanda, mala es el arma, soft, the weapon is bad, 
enganosa es la fiera treacherous is the wild beast 
que las heridas causa; who causes the wounds; 
devolvere el hacha, pues, I will return the axe, then, 
la de tan debil mango; - the one with such a weak haft; 
de nada aqui me sirve it is of no use to me here - 
del principe un regalo. 52 a present from the prince. 
Commentary & Analysis 
Bernärdez's translation makes the implications of the Icelandic stanza explicit. For 
example, in this version it is clear that the axe is seen as a weapon (arena), which is 
`treacherous', presumably because it might let the owner down in battle. Although we can 
only speculate, it is not unlikely that Eirikr's gift was an ornamental axe, and that Skalla- 
Grimr deliberately misinterpreted its function when he put the axe to use. Perhaps it is to 
be expected that a practical character like Skalla-Grimr would have no use for a `sissy' 
weapon whose purpose was purely decorative. 
In terms of the physical appearance of the axe, Bernärdez gives us very few clues in 
this stanza, which seems to contain a number of misinterpretations. While blanda (soft), one 
of the adjectives used to describe the axe, possibly corresponds to deiga here, abollada 
(dented) is less accurate. The impression given in the source text is that the blade is weak, 
due to poor materials or workmanship perhaps, which is why it breaks on contact with the 
stone. The weakest parts of this type of axe are the long thin `horns' or points, which are 
called argr, but this meaning is lost in the translation hacha. Bernärdez does include the idea 
of weakness in the phrase debil mango (weak haft/handle) but this seems to be a 
'-' Saba de Egil Skallagimsson, p. 125. 
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misinterpretation of rokinn; (there is no precise word in Spanish for `soot-' or `smoke- 
blackened', the closest approximation would be `manchado de humo', `stained with smoke). 
Bernärdez's translation of the kenningygr undva r, the phrase la fies que las heridas 
causa (the wild beast who causes the wounds), is explicatory, and in the context it is fairly 
clear that it must refer to the axe. Fiera is of course a more general term than var, r, but 
perhaps the translator felt that a literal translation such as `el lobo que las heridas causa' 
(the wolf which causes the wounds) would be too easily confused with a real wolf. Illt fox is 
rendered by the terms mala and enganosa, which manage to convey both senses implied by 
the source text, i. e. that the axe is a poor weapon and that its weakness is deliberate. 
In the second helming, the use of devolvere (I will give back/return) and de nada agrri 
me sirve (it is of no use to me here) is a departure from the more detached use of the passive 
in the original, and the latter phrase suggests a change of emphasis. The Icelandic text says 
that such a gift should never have been sent in the first place, whereas the Spanish says 
that, as it is broken, it is of no use. Unlike Lie, Bernärdez follows Nordal's interpretation 
rendering inga (ingz) as principe. 
Stanza 8 
Another stanza in Egils saga containing insults which could possibly constitute niö occurs in 
the context of Egill's first trip to Norway with his brother D rolfr. 53 When they arrive, the 
brothers stay with D rir, whose niece, Asgeror, has travelled on the ship from Iceland with 
them. D rolfr, with D rir's backing, asks Bjorn, 
AsgerÖr's father, for her hand in marriage. 
Bjorn agrees and the wedding date is set for autumn. However, when the time comes for 
D rölfr to depart for the wedding feast, Egill falls ill and has to be left behind. After a while 
he recovers from his illness and, feeling a bit bored, asks to accompany Qlvir, one of 
D rir's men, on a trip to collect rent. The weather is bad and by the time they arrive at the 
island Atley they are soaked through. They seek shelter at the farm of a man called Atleyjar- 
Bärc r, a steward of hing Eirikr who was very well thought of by both Eirikr and 
Gunnhildr. 
When Qlvir and his men arrive at BärÖr's house, he leads them into an eldhüs away 
from the other buildings where they dry their clothes in front of a large fire. BärOr feeds his 
guests with bread and butter and gives them curds and whey to drink but claims that he has 
nothing better to offer them, saying: `Hartur er pat nü mikill, er Ql er ekki inni, pat er ek 
53 IF 2, chapters 42-45. 
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mega ycr fagna sem ek vilda' ('It is a great misfortune that there is no ale in the house so 
that I could entertain you as I would have wished'), and later, `Fuss mynda ek', kvacý Bär( r, 
`at gefa yör betra drykk, of til vaeri' ('I would willingly', said Bäro r, `have given you better 
drink if there were any. '). 54 Meanwhile, in the main hall, Barar is hosting a duablöt with 
EirIkr and Gunnhildr as the guests of honour. His deceit is revealed when Eirlkr invites 
Egill and his companions to participate in the feast, and they see that there is more than 
enough to drink. However, if BärÖr has not fulfilled his duties as host, neither is Egill an 
exemplary guest. Horn after horn of ale is served and Qlvir and his men become 
increasingly drunk, so much so that many of them vomit in the hall, but they keep on 
drinking regardless. When Bärcr remarks on Egill's apparently insatiable thirst, Egill 
responds by reciting the following stanza: 
SQgc)uÖ sverri flag6a 
sumbleklu er, kumbla, 
pvi telk, brjötr, Pars bletuc), 
bragovisan Pik, disir; 
leynui5 alls til ilia 
okunna per runna, 
illt haM bragÖ of brugÖit, 
Bäro6r, hugar färi. 
Prose word-order 
Er sggÖuo sverri flagoa sumbleklu, pars bletuÖ disir; ývi telk pik, brjötr kumbla brags visan; 
leyndu6 ails til ilia runna, ökunna ýer, färi hugar; hafio of brugÖit illt bragÖ, Bäroc)r. 
Translation 
You (pl. ) told the enemy of the trollwomen about a shortage of drink (at the banquet) 
when you were sacrificing to the disir (goddesses). Therefore I consider you, breaker-into- 
graves crafty; you concealed all too evilly, from men who were unknown to you, your 
enmity/hostility of mind; you have played a bad trick, BärÖr. 
Commentary & Analysis 
In this stanza Egill openly accuses Barar of foul play. He calls him bragövuan (crafty); says 
that he leynuö ails til ilia (concealed all too badly) his färi hugar (enmity of mind) and that he 
has brugöit illt bragö (played a bad trick). He also expresses his contempt for Bär$r in the 
insulting expression b'j tr kumbla (breaker of graves/monuments) but styles himself as sverri 
flagda (enemy of trollwomen). According to SigurÖur Nordal the latter phrase is a kenning 
for `go6ur drengur' (gentleman) and simply represents `man'. However, a closer 
examination may reveal another affront to Bärör concealed 
in it. 
54 IF 2, p. 107. 
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Dictionaries, editors and translators variously define flagd as a `trollwoman', 
`giantess', `ogre', or even `witch'. 55 Of course, an enemy of something bad or evil such as a 
troll is an obvious epithet for `brave or noble man' in a general sense, the god Dörr for 
instance, is often referred to as `enemy of giants'; " but as Egill is using this stanza to 
declare his personal enmity for Bärör, it is not inconceivable that the term flagd is expressly 
directed at him. 
Bärcr's behaviour towards Qlvir, Egill and company has certainly been 
dishonourable according to contemporary etiquette. Not only has BärÖr not fulfilled his 
obligations as host by providing his guests with poor fare in an outlying building, but out of 
meanness, or cowardice, or a combination of both, he has also lied about a shortage of 
drink even as a feast was taking place in the main hall. It is not surprising then that in his 
anger Egill would equate the deceitful Bärc)r with a treacherous figure such as a troll, and 
by calling him a female troll, cast aspersions on his masculinity as well. As we have seen 
above, the comparison of a man with `any kind of female animal' was prohibited by law 
and was a verbal offence for which full compensation must be paid, as was calling a man a 
troll: `Pat er oc fullrettis orÖ of macr preler karlmann frialsan. eÖa kallar hann troll. eÖa 
fordec o' (It is also a fullrettisorý if a man calls a freed/freeman a slave, or calls him a troll, or 
`doer of (evil) magic'). 57 
The other insult that Egill levels at BärÖr in this stanza is that of b/ötr kumbla. 58 The 
term kumbl (also kuml, kubl) refers to a monument erected in memory of the dead, which 
could be a mound or stone, or indeed a burial compound including both, and the word 
occurs in many runic inscriptions throughout Scandinavia. 59 For example, the inscription 
on the Glavendrup stone in Fyn, Denmark reads: 
55 See for example Johan Fritzner's definition: `Visen som har menneskelig Skikkelse men overmenneskelig 
Storrelse og Styrke, Trold' (A being which has a human appearance but superhuman size and strength, a 
troll). Johan Fritzner, Ordbog over detgamle norrke ipmg, 4th edn, rev. by Finn Hodnebo, 4 vols (Oslo: 
Universitetsforlaget, 1973). 
56 cf, jQtna ötti (dread of giants), jQtna dogr (enemy of giants), in Rudolf Meissner, Die Kenningar der Skalden: Ein 
Beitrag +r skaldischen Poetik (Bonn: Kurt Schroeder, 1921; repr. Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1984), p. 254; 
Skäldskaparmdl, vol. 1, ed. by Anthony Faulkes (London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 1998), p. 14: 
`bani jQtna ok tr911kvinna'. 
57 Norges gamle love indti11387, vol. 1, p. 70. 
58 Finnur Jönsson interprets the phrase as herkumbla bjötr, `helmet-breaker', i. e. warrior. See Den norsk-islandske 
skjaldedigtnin B I, p. 42. 
59 Nielsen defines a kuml as a monument consisting of several erected stones, normally one or more rune 
stones in association with one or more uninscribed stones. See Karl Martin Nielsen, Jelling-Studier. - Og andre 
afhandlinger (Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1977), pp. 160-67 (first publ. in 1rbog forjyrk arka'ologir re/rkab 
(1953), 7-14); Erik I foltke maintains that while kumbl in the plural means `a monument complex which might 
consist of several items', used in the singular `as at Gorlev and Nxrä (and probably at Starup too), it must 
signify a single element, viz. the grave (grave-mound) marked by a rune stone'. See Erik ýIoltke, Runes and 
their Origin: Denmark and E/cewbere, trans. by Peter Foote (Copenhagen: National Museum of Denmark, 1985), 
pp. 215-16. 
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raknhiltr sati stainpinsi auft ala sauluakupa uial(i)kshaipuiarpanliakn 
ala suniR kar, u kubl kausi aft fapur sin auk h4ns kuna auft uar sin in suti raist 
runaR Iasi aft trutin sin pur uiki f asi runaR 
at rita sa uarki is stainpansi ailti ila aft 4n4n traki. 60 
Ragnhildr placed this stone in memory of Alle, godi of the Solver, honour-worthy 
thegn of the uia-host. Alle's sons made this kubl (monument) in memory of their 
father, and his wife in memory of her husband, and Soti carved these runes in 
memory of his lord. May Thor hallow these runes. May he become a riti who `ailti' 
(? damages) this stone or drags it (away to stand) in memory of another. 61 
The final part of the inscription which threatens: at rita sa uarpi is stainjansi ailti ija aft 
21n4n traki, has been called a `formulaic curse' or `protective formula' and is found in 
various forms on a number of Scandinavian rune stones. 62 
It is clear from these inscriptions that `riti' or `rati' must be an insulting term 
although its exact meaning has been much debated. The dictionary in Danmarks 
runeindskrifter, under the entry `? ratz', provides a comprehensive list of the many and varied 
suggestions by scholars which include: `one who moves quickly from one place to another', 
based on an identification with the Old Ice. rati, `wretch'; `troubled wandering villain'; and 
`outlawed deadman, ghost'. `3 More recently, Niels Age Nielsen has postulated tro/Imand 
(sorcerer, wizard) on the grounds of an etymological connection with Indo-European 
*(s)ker, 64 and Eric Christiansen has even offered the interpretation `passive sodomite'. 65 
All of these interpretations of rati are quite plausible in the context. A curse- 
formula involving the threat of eternal `restlessness' or `wandering', for example, could be 
considered an appropriate one for a person who destroys or disturbs the last resting-place 
of the dead. 66 Moreover, it calls to mind the curse Egill directed at the land-spirits when he 
60 DR 209, in Danmarks runeindskrifter. Text, ed. by Lis Jacobsen and Erik Moltke (Copenhagen: Ejnar 
Munksgaard, 1942), p. 251. 
61 My translation is based on Niels Age Nielsen's interpretation in Danske runeindskri ter. Et udva g med 
kommentarer (Copenhagen: Hemov, 1983), pp. 82-85. 
62 For example, the Tryggevelde stone in Sjxlland, Denmark (DR 230, Danmarks runeindskrifter. Text, p. 283), 
which seems to have been erected by the same Ragnhildr of the Glavendrup stone, has an almost identical 
formula: sauarpi at rita isailtistainpgnsi ipahipantraki (May he become a `riti' who ? damages this stone or 
drags it from here. ); and the Glemminge stone from Skäne, Sweden (DR 338, Danmarks runeindskrifter. Text, p. 
383), has a similarly phrased warning: uirpi at rata huas ub briuti (May whoever breaks [this stone] become 
a `rati'). 
63 Danmarks runeindrkrifter. Te1-t, ed. by Jacobsen and Moltke, p. 702. 
64 Niels Age Nielsen, Danske runeindskrifter, p. 87. 
65 Eric Christiansen, The Norsemen in the I 'ikin(gAge (Oxford: Blackwell, 2002), p. 32. It is also -worth 
mentioning here that `Rati' was the name of the auger 
OÖinn used to bore a hole through Hnitb14rg to gain 
access to Gunn148 and Suttung's mead. Bearing in mind OÖinn's seduction of Gunn148, it is possible that the 
word might have some phallic connotations in this context. See Sk i/drkapa ndl, vol. 1, p. 4. 
66 It should be noted that none of the stones which bear these protective formulas can be located with 
absolute certainty in the vicinity of a grave. On the contrary, some of them were 
definitely not erected in 
connection with a grave. See Klaus Düwel, `Grabraub, Totenschutz und Platzweihe nach dem Zeugnis der 
Runeinschriften', in Zum Graoýrve! in vor- und frühgeschichtlicher Zeit; Untersuchen tiu Grabraub und `haugbrot' in 
, Ifittel- und Nordeuropas vom 14. bi., - 16. Februar 1977, ed. 
by Herbert Jankuhn and others, Abhandlungen der 
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said: `sny ek kessu niÖi ä landvaettir pxr, er land petta bvggva, svä at allay fari fi&rr villar r eia, 
engi hendi ne hitti litt inni [my emphasis], fyrr en k er reka EirIk konung ok Gunnhildi or landi' 
(`and I direct this niö towards the land-spirits who inhabit this land, so that they all go 
astray, and neither recognise home nor the way to it, until they drive King EirIkr and 
Queen Gunnhildr out of the country'), 67 and may even have a parallel in two runic 
inscriptions from the Stentoften and Björketorp stones. 68 
On the Saleby stone from West Gotland in Sweden we find an actual instance of 
the word argr appearing in a formulaic curse connected with kumbl-breaking. The 
inscription reads: 
fraustin karji kubl * ýausi aftiR guru kunu sino su ...... (s) tutiR bast mip 
altum uarji at rata auk at arkRi kunu saR ias haukui krus -... of briuti69 
Freysteinn made these kubl (kuml, kumbl) in memory of D ra, his wife. She was ... daughter, the best of her generation. May he become a rati and an argri (Qt woman 
who cuts to pieces ... 
breaks 
... 
The number of stones that carry such warnings is comparatively small. Nevertheless they 
bear witness to the fact that the breaking up of kumbl or the damaging of memorial stones 
in Medieval Scandinavia (and earlier) was considered to be an extremely base act, as indeed 
would be the case in most societies today, and the mere fact that this was not always 
recorded more often in stone, does not mean it was a sentiment which was not widespread. 
If this were the case, is not inconceivable that the phrase brj tr kumbla might have emerged 
as an insult in spoken language. 7° Whether such an insult would constitute ergi or even niö 
cannot be stated with absolute certainty, but BärÖr is clearly offended by the mocking 
stanza: `Bärc r bac) hann drekka ok hxtta flimtun kein' (Bärcr bade him drink and leave off 
that lampooning). " He also tells Queen Gunnhildr that Egill was a man who `skgmm fcerÖi 
Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen Philologische-Historische Klasse 3. Folge, CXIII (1978), pp. 229- 
43. 
67 IF 2, p. 171. 
68 The Stentoften and Björketorp stones have been dated to c. 650 and they differ from the Viking Age 
stones in many respects; however, both inscriptions conclude with prohibitive warnings not unlike the ones 
quoted above. The relevant phrase on the Stentoften stone (DR 357) is: 
herAmAIAsARArAgeuwe(1)AdudsAýAt bAriuti4 (restless, eri, death by treachery, he (who) breaks this) and 
the corresponding text on the Björketorp stone (DR 360) is: ArAgeu hAerAmAlAusR utiARwelAdAude 
sARIAtbArutR (eigi, restless, ? drive away, death by treachery, he who breaks this). 
69 \'g 67, Samnord. ük runte. vtdatabas, http: //www. nordiska. uu. se/forskn/samnord. htm. 
70 The only other example of this phrase in the corpus of Old Icelandic literature occurs as kumbla býötr in a 
stanza recited by Kormäkr the skald. See Kormdks saga in l ätn rdala raga, Ha! lfredar raga, Kormdk r raga, 
Hromundarpättr halta, Hrafnr pättr Gudninarsonar, ed. by Einar 01. Sveinsson, Islenzk fomrit 8 (Reykjavik: Hid 
islenzka fornritafelag, 1939), pp. 201-302 (p. 228). 
71 IF 2, p. 108. 
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at keim' (would bring dishonour on them) and indeed they are so provoked by Egill's 
behaviour that they try to poison him. 72 
Stanza 8: Norwegian Translation 
Om olskort du ymtet, You hinted at ale-shortage 
usling! - enda odselt wretch! - although it was lavishly 
til diseblot opp var disket; served up for the disablöt, 
dumfrekk jeg deg kaller! I call you stupid-shameless! 
For ukjent folk altfor Before unknown people 
ille din ondskap du dulgte. you all too ill/badly hid your wickedness. 
Bare fusk og falskhet, Bard min! Only trickery and falsehood, my Bärc r! 
i din usle framferd fant je. 73 did I find in your miserable behaviour. 
Commentary dam' A nalysis 
Hallvard Lie's adherence to dröttkva'tt-style alliteration is one reason for the discrepancies 
that arise between the Icelandic and Norwegian texts. SQgÖuÖ becomes ymtet, for instance, 
which has the effect of making the lie that Barar told sound more trivial. Sverrz flagöa has 
not been translated at all, whereas usling, which does not appear in the Icelandic text, has 
been inserted, and the idea that beer was served lavishly for the banquet is derived from the 
prose context rather than from the stanza itself. He changes bletud disir to diseblot, which is 
explained in footnote 96 as `en hoytidsfull religios hjemmefest' (a celebration of a religious 
festival). 74 In this translation brjötr kumbla becomes the milder dumfrekk, thus losing its 
connotations with ergi. Dumfrekk is a word which Lie has coined for this occasion, 
combining the adjectives dum (stupid) and frekk (shameless/impudent). Although frekk on 
its own would probably have been more appropriate in the context, calling BärÖr `dumb' 
absolves him of some of the responsibility. 
Lines 5-6 follow the Icelandic text quite closely and the final two lines convey the 
notion of deceit and trickery, even if they are not very literally translated. In the final line of 
the Icelandic version, Egill directly accused Barar of having played a bad trick: Lbü7 hafiö 
brugöit illt brago. In the Norwegian text the focus shifts from second to first person, `only 
trickery and falsehood did I find in your miserable behaviour', which has the effect of 
72 IF 2, p. 109. 
73 Is/andrke atterager, p. 96. Lie gives a prose paraphrase of this stanza in his article of 1948, `Jorvikferden. Et 
vendepunkt i Egil Skallagrimsson's liv', in Hallvard Lie, Om saaakunst og skaldskap: Utvagte avhandlinger (C vre 
Ervik: Alvheim and Eide, 1982), pp. 5-108, p. 69: `Du [Bird] sa at du ikke hadde of [ä by pä], enda du hadde 
laget i stand til diseblot; leg stempler deg derfor, usling, som en svikfull mann. Du sk)ulte altfor därlig ditt 
fiendthge sinnelag overfor deg ukjente menn; du har begätt en slett handling, Bird! ' (You BärÖr said that you 
did not have ale to offer, although you had made some in preparation for the dirablöt, therefore I brand you, 
coward, as a deceitful man. You hid all too badly your hostile disposition towards unknown men; you have 
committed a bad act, BärÖr). 
74 Lrlandske a'ttc' rýý r, vol. 1, p. 487. 
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making the criticism more subjective. The Icelandic phrase bregaa bragd carries connotations 
of a game (either a boardgame or wrestling), which might imply that Bärcr has broken the 
rules of the `game' of hospitality. Any hint of a sexually-tinged insult has been removed in 
this version and overall the tone is less menacing than Egill's speech in the Icelandic stanza. 
Stanza 8: Spanish Translation 
Dijiste al gran guerrero You said to the great warrior 
que cerveza no habia, that there was no beer - 
miserable, de las disas wretch - of the disir 
en la fiesta, bellaco; in the festival, * scoundrel; 
de todo diste malo you gave the worst (bad) of everything 
a hombres desconocidos, to unknown men, 
buen anfitriön no fuiste, you were not a good host, 
Bard, los en anaste. 75 Bär$r, you tricked them. 
*in the festival of the disir 
Commentary & Analysis 
In the first half of this stanza this translation attempts to follow the syntax of the Icelandic 
text, which not surprisingly, results in a word order that is not typically Spanish. 
Rearranging the Spanish translation in a more natural prose word order would read thus: 
`Dijiste, miserable, al gran guerrero que no habia cerveza en la fiesta de las disas, bellaco'. 
On the whole this is quite a free translation. Sverri flagöa becomes gran guerrero and sumblekla 
is rendered no habia cerveZa. Curiously, Bernärdez, like Lie, also introduces the term miserable 
(wretch) to refer to Bär8r. Döste [... ] que cerveZa no habia (You said [... ] that there was no 
beer) is not entirely accurate in the sense that BärÖr did not say that there was no beer for 
the disablöt, only that there was no beer for them. 
The choice of the word fiesta in line 4 is interesting, as in Spanish it evokes visions 
of a national holiday, a saint's day, a party, or all three, which could be quite appropriate in 
this context. However, this neglects the implication in the word blöta that part of the 
worship of the disir would take the form of some kind of (probably animal) sacrifice. I have 
not been able to find the word disa(s) in any Spanish dictionary, but it is interesting that 
Bernärdez has chosen to preserve it when he could have substituted it with diosas 
(goddesses). 
In translating line 5, Bernärdez seems to have misunderstood the Icelandic text 
although what he does come up with is not inconsistent with the prose context. Barar did 
give Egill and his company curds and whey to drink when he could have offered them 
75 Saga dd Egil Ska! lagnrmrson, p. 14 1. 
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beer. Nor does buen anfitriön nofuiste (you were not a good host) figure in the Icelandic text 
although it is a fair summary, if understated, of Egill's accusation. The los (them) of the 
final line is also strange in that it does not seem to include Egill. Finally, in the Spanish 
version Bärcr is accused of trickery, but not of enmity or malice. 
Stan. Za 1976 
In chapter 54 of Egils saga, Egill's brother Do'rölfr is killed when fighting for King 
}Ethelstan at the battle of Wen Heath. When the battle is over, Egill washes his brother's 
body, and buries him in full armour, putting two gold rings on D rölfr's arms before 
covering him with earth. He delivers two stanzas in praise of D rölfr, then goes to see the 
king. In the scene that follows Egill expresses his anger and grief in the most extraordinary 
way. Upon entering the hall, Egill is placed in the high-seat facing the king; he refuses to 
look at him, but instead bows his head and starts to slide his sword in and out of its 
scabbard. This eccentric behaviour is complemented by a description that emphasizes 
Egill's physical oddities. He is portrayed as being uncommonly tall (taller than other men) 
and well-built. His forehead, nose, and jaws are extremely large and we are also told that 
when he was angry his face was `hart leitr ok grimmligr' (hard-looking and fierce). All of 
these features, combined with his thick, wolf-grey hair, contrive to create a picture of a 
man who is menacing and dangerous with perhaps some supernatural characteristics as 
well. " This scene is made all the more uncanny when Egill begins to scowl or wink by 
alternately raising his eyebrows up to the hairline and down onto his cheek. Egill's facial 
contortions are not explained in the prose, but although it has been suggested that, `with 
this facial expression, Egill feigns having just one eye' thus identifying himself with the 
one-eyed god Minn, " I think it is more likely that it reflects his extreme internal turmoil 
and grief, as the poet himself states in stanza 20: hvarms hnüpgnipur knättu drrspa mir of harmi 
(my eyelid's projecting crags > EYEBROWS did droop from grief). ' 
76 Some of the material related to the discussion of stanza 19 originally formed part of a paper delivered at the 
Thirteenth International Saga Conference, University of Durham on 7 August 2006. See Edel Porter, `Skaldic 
Poetry: Making the World Fantastic', in The Fantastic in Old Norre/Icelandic Literature, Sagas and the British Isles 
Preprints of the Thirteenth International Saga Conference, ed. by John McKinnell, David Ashurst and Donata Kick, 2 
vols (Durham: Centre for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2006), II, pp. 789-97. 
77 The reference to Egill's extreme size and wolf-grey hair echoes the scene in chapter 59 where he is 
described as `mikill sem troll' (as big as a troll), IF 2, p. 178. 
78 Susanne Dries and Thomas Krömmelbein, "`From the Hull of Laughter": Egill Skalla-Grim sson's 
"HQfudlausn" and its Epodium in Context', Scandinavian Studies, 74 (2002), 111-36 (p. 123). The references to 
the gallows in the stanza, particularly the term vingameidr also evoke the story of 
Guinn hanging himself. 
79 There might be a parallel for this episode in the Taro Bö Cuailnne when Cü Chulainn goes into a `warp- 
spasm' of battle-rage: `[Cü Chulainn] sucked one eve so deep into his head that a wild crane couldn't probe it 
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Finally the king responds. He removes a ring from his arm and slips it on to his 
sword, which he then holds out to Egill across the fire in the middle of the room. Egill 
takes the ring on his sword and behaves as though he is satisfied by the king's gift. We are 
told that he sits down, slips the ring onto his arm, his eyebrows resume a normal 
expression, he lays down his sword and helmet and accepts a drink. The skaldic stanza he 
then recites, however, reveals a state of mind in stark contrast to the poet's apparent 
outward calm. 
Hrammtangar 1etr hanga 
hrynvirgil mer brynju 
HQÖr ä hauki trocýnum 
heir is vingameiai; 
ritmceÖis knäk reiÖa, 
rer gunnvala breÖir, 
gelgju seil a galga 
geirvecrs, lofi at meira. 8° 
Prose word order 
Brynju Hg är 1 etr hrammtangar hrynvirgil hanga mer a hauki troÖnum heir is vingameic i; 
knäk reit a ritmceöis gelgju seil a galga geirveörs; gunnvala brxÖir rxär at meira loft. 
Translation 
HQcr (god) of mailcoat > WARRIOR has a clinking-noose of a gripping-tong (hand) > RING 
hung on my hawk-trodden swinging-tree of hawk > ARMM1; I do put the band of the pole of 
the shield-wearier (sword) > [arm] > RING onto the gallows of the spear-storm (battle) > 
SWORD; the prey-feeder of battle-hawks (ravens/eagles) > WARRIOR does not have more 
praise. 
Commentary & Analysis 
The reference to HQÖr in the warrior kenning Bynju HQdr (HQÖr of mailcoat > 
WARRIOR/MAN) is the only incontrovertible allusion to a mythological figure in this stanza. 
This type of kenning, where a god (qualified by `battle' or some other term associated with 
warfare) denotes a warrior, is extremely common in skaldic poetry, and although the 
generic terms reginn or ass are sometimes used, the base-word is much more frequently the 
name of a specific god such as NjQror, Tyr, or Freyr. While it is obvious that a skald could 
select any god from the Old Norse pantheon to create this kind of kenning and the basis 
for that selection may have been purely metrical, I believe that in this instance the choice of 
HQcr is also semantically significant. 
onto his cheek out of the depths of his skull; the other eye fell out along his cheek', in The Tain: From the Irish 
Epic Tin Bö Cuaiinge, trans. by Thomas Kinsella (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 150. 
80IF2, p. 144. 
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HQÖr was one of the zEsir, a son of OÖinn and brother of Baldr. We know very 
little of HQÖr except that he committed the most infamous fratricide in Norse mythology. 
Through the machinations of Loki, this blind god inadvertently slew his brother Baldr with 
an arrow of mistletoe setting in motion the series of events which will lead to Ragnargk and 
the demise of the }Esir. It may be that the name of Hgor is prompted by a feeling on Egill's 
part that he was in some way responsible for his brother's death. If he had not acceded to 
the king's plan to separate the brothers in battle, and allowed D rölfr to take the place 
originally assigned to him, his brother's death could possibly have been averted. At the 
time, Egill did feel that this was a decision he would live to regret: `pessa skiptis mun ek opt 
iörask', 8' and indeed his sense of foreboding was justified. Perhaps Egill is simply reminded 
of another instance in which a brother was killed in tragic circumstances; but if he 
consciously identifies himself as the one responsible for D rolfr's death, then his feelings of 
guilt, shame and dishonour must be unbearable. 
Whatever the motive, a close examination of the imagery of the stanza reveals a 
mind in turmoil and anguish that is anything but reconciled to his loss. In the kenning 
hrynvirgill brammtangar for instance, the ring which /Ethelstan presents to Egill is envisaged 
as a `clinking-noose' of a `gripping-tong', hardly the most positive response to the king's 
gift. Outside of a poetic context hrammr refers to an animal's paw, especially that of a 
predatory animal which uses its claws to clutch at or grip its prey. In this kenning, however, 
the paw is fantastically combined with the metal tool (tQnýg) to create a grotesque 
representation of a human hand. The `noose' (virgin) of that hand is a ring, which 
presumably made a clinking noise as it was passed from one sword to another. 
The theme of the gallows (suggested by the noose) is continued in the next phrase 
of the sentence as an arm is metamorphosed into a hauki troönum heiöis vingameidr, or `hawk- 
trodden swinging-tree of hawk'. The word vingameidr occurs in a number of Old Norse 
poems, probably most famously in Hdvamdl st. 138, where it is the tree upon which 
Ocinn 
hangs himself in his search for wisdom: 
Veit ec, at heccvindgameici ä 
nxtr allar nio, 
geiri undaÖr oc gefinn 
Obni, 
siälfr siälfom mer, 
a keim meidi, er mangi veit, 
hvcrs hann of rötom renn. 82 
I know that I hung on a windy tree 
nine long nights, 
wounded with a spear, dedicated to Odin, 
myself to myself, 
on that tree of which no man knows 
from where its roots run. 83 
8tIF2, p. 140. 
82 Ed J: Die Lieder des Codex Regius nebst verwandten Denkmälern, I. " Text, ed. by Gustav Neckel, 3rd edn, rev. b}' 
Hans Kuhn (Heidelberg Carl Winter, 1962), p. 40. 
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Although the manuscript reads vingameidr, in the edition cited here this has been emended 
to vindgameiör, which is glossed as `the wind-stirred or wind-exposed beam' (Kuhn, 1968). 
Indeed most editors and translators agree that vingameiör is derived from vindgameidr or 
vindugr meiör and should be glossed as `windy tree', `wind-exposed, or wind-blown tree'. "' 
SigurÖur Nordal offers an alternative explanation, however, based on a comparison with 
the Icelandic verb vingsa (swing around), and the movement the falconer makes with his 
arm to launch a bird into the air. 85 The idea that the meiör ('tree', `pole', or possibly e,, -en 
`branch') is flexible or moveable makes sense in the context of a kenning for an arm, which 
also shares these characteristics, but can only work if we remember that the earliest gallows 
were trees, as in our example from Hävamäl. A pair of stanzas from Eyvindr Finsson 
skäldaspillir's Häleyg atal, which are quoted in Ynglingasaga, give another account of a tree- 
hanging. "' In the first of the stanzas we are told that GoÖlaugr tamdi Sigarsj (tamed Sigarr's 
[i. e. OÖinn's] stallion), in other words, that he `rode' the gallows, and in the following one 
that, näreiör vingameiör drzipir ä nesi, `a corpse-laden swinging-tree droops on the peninsula'. It 
seems clear that when the men were hung on the tree, its branches `drooped' with the 
weight of the bodies. 
When vingameiör (swinging-tree) is determined by heidir (hawk), and qualified by the 
adjectival phrase hauki troöinn (hawk-trodden) it becomes the arm, of course, as we have 
seen above. The effect this produces is similar to that of a hologram. Depending on how 
we read the complete sentence we see either a ring being hung on an arm or the enactment 
of a morbid scene: the noose being hung on the gallows. Or perhaps it is more correct to 
say we see both simultaneously, for it is difficult to say where one image starts and another 
ends. The fact that the arm is not only a gallows, but is also the perch of a hawk, introduces 
a third dimension to this helming and it is worth pointing out here that Egill is the first 
Icelandic poet to use the word `hawk' in a kenning for hand. According to Björn D rÖarson 
this indicates personal experience on the part of Egill who probably first became 
acquainted with the art of falconry at the court of King IEthelstan. a' 
Two further allusions to the gallows occur in the kennings galgigeirvedrr (gallows of 
the spear-storm > sword) and ritmaJisgelgia (shield-wearier's pole > arm). In the first of 
these, galgi presumably refers to one of the upright poles of a constructed gallows; there are 
The Poetic Edda, trans. by Caroline Larrington (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 34. 
For example Finnur Jönsson, 1966; Fritzner, 1973; Evans, 1986. 
85 IF 2, p. 144. 
86 Heimskringla, 2002, p. 44. 
87 Björn Dördarson, Talkar' (Island), in Kulturhistorisk Ickrikon for nordisk middelalder, vol. 4 (Copenhagen: 
Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1959), pp. 152-54. 
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many such kennings where a long, straight piece of wood such as a `pole', `ski' or `plank', 
determined by `of battle', can represent a sword. In ritmxöisgelgja, the reference to hanging 
is a little more subtle. The primary meaning of gelgja is `pole' or `stick', but it can also 
denote the cross-beam of the gallows or a type of overhanging crane, such as the crane 
over the fire from which cooking-pots can be hung. While `the pole of the sword' 
functions as a perfectly good kenning for `arm', it seems likely, in the light of the previous 
imagery, that the poet is playing on the relationship between galgi and gelgja to re-emphasize 
his representation of the arm as a sort of gallows of flesh. In any case, he seems determined 
to work in as many references to hanging and the gallows as possible here, and it is clear 
that, by means of the kennings, the poet is trying to communicate something which is lost 
in the traditional interpretations of the stanza. 
Finnur Jönsson, for example, translates this strophe as follows: `Krigeren lader 
ringen hinge pao min hogebeträdte arm; jeg berer det rode guldbänd pa min arm; krigeren 
(kongen) räder over sä meget större ros' (The warrior has the ring hung on my hawk- 
trodden arm; I bear the red gold-band on my arm; the warrior (the king) commands so 
much greater praise). 88 He effectively removes all the poetry from the verses and crucially 
reads the line gunnvala bra'öir raar at meira loft, as unambiguously positive, as does Sigurour 
Nordal (but see my translation above and GuÖrün Nordal et al, 1992,236). 89 Siguröur 
Nordal's Modem Icelandic interpretation is even more prosaic: `HermaÖurinn (konungur) 
lxtur hring hanga a hendi mer (gefur mer hying); eg lyfti hringum ä svercinu; pack er 
konungi til soma' (The warrior (king) has a ring hung on my arm (gives me a ring), I raise 
rings on the sword, that is to the king's credit). ' Of course Sigurbur Nordal's detailed 
breakdown and explanation of the poetic elements of the stanza is there for anyone to 
read, but this heuristic approach of presenting the skaldic stanza as a puzzle to be solved, 
encourages readings and translations which not only disregard the `multiple and shifting 
associations' which Roberta Frank maintains are a `hallmark of skaldic aesthetics', 
91 but 
ignores any further message the poet might wish to convey. As Carol Clover has pointed 
out: 
88 Brvnju Höar lxtr hrammtangar hrynvirgil hanga mer ä heiöis vingameioi, hauki troonum; ek knä reiöa 
rauomeldrs gelgju ä geirvec)rs seicÖs galga; gunnvala brxÖir ne' r at meira loft' (Skj B I, 45). Finnur Jönsson 
interprets the stanza somewhat differently from Sigur, 5ur Nordal. He corrects the MS variants (r; -tmeiois, 
rvcOmeiOis, ritmeide, rydmxdis) to raudmeldr ('red meal', i. e. gold), creating a kenning `rauomeldrs gelgja' which 
he translates as `gold ring'; he also reads seid for seil. 
89 islensk b kmenntaraga, vol. 1, ed. by GuÖrün Nordal, Sverrir T6masson and Vesteinn 
Ölason (Reykjavik: MA 
og menning, 1992), p. 236. 
90 IF 2, p. 145. 
91 Roberta Frank, `Skaldic Poetry', in Old Norse-Icelandic Literature (see Clover, 1985), pp. 157-96, p. 169. 
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Of the early skalds Egill in particular is given to using an event as a starting point for 
an emotional unfolding which, by the time the strophe ends, may bear little relation to 
the original `topic' [... ] it may be said that there are in fact two `topics', an ostensible 
one and the poet's own perception of the ostensible one, and that the latter may on 
occasion so overshadow the former that it tends to become the poem's main subject. 
In such instances it is fair to say that one topic, sometimes the chief one, of the poem 
is the poet himself. 92 
In the strophe under consideration here, the `ostensible topic' is the gift of the ring; but, as 
I hope I have illustrated, even in the very words Egill uses to acknowledge the king's gift he 
is expressing his extreme dissatisfaction at the situation. The grotesque imagery Egill 
employs to describe the giving and receiving of the ring parodies, or even subverts, the 
stereotypical praise-poem. In the final phrase he clearly states that this `praise' is all the king 
deserves: `gunnvala brxc it rxc)r at meira lofi'. 
It is not incongruous that Egill is preoccupied with death in this stanza. His 
brother, after all, has just fallen in battle. However, while the gallows certainly symbolises 
death, it seems an inappropriate image to associate with D rolfr, who had fought bravely 
and died a glorious death. In medieval Iceland hanging was associated with degradation and 
dishonour, and was a death usually reserved for thieves, traitors and other criminals; it was 
`the most ignominious form of execution'. 93 Kari Ellen Gade also observes that in the 
sagas, hanging was a widespread literary motif, which was used like niövisur and niöstQng as a 
means of degradation and `to destroy a person's honor'. 94 In this stanza Egill also uses the 
gallows as a literary motif to symbolise the dishonour that has been shown to him by the 
king's miserly gift, and the shame the king has brought upon himself as a result. 
Egill's bizarre conduct and IEthelstan's response to it, demonstrates that both men 
accepted it was the king's responsibility to offer compensation for D rölfr who had, after 
all, died in the service of the king. But whether Egill would have been happy to settle for 
monetary compensation is another matter. As Carol Clover notes, `the shame attached to 
"selling one's kinsmen for money" or "carrying one's kinsmen in one's purse" was 
evidently as slow in dying out in Iceland as it was and is in bloodfeud societies elsewhere'. 95 
In a stanza in Sonatorrek (st. 15), Egill himself explicitly denounces the practice of selling a 
brother for rings: 
92 Carol Clover, `Skaldic Sensibility', x=11\TF, 93 (1978), 63-68 (p. 65). 
93 harr Ellen Gade, `Hanging in Northern Law and Literature', .l Taal og *linne 
(1985), 159-83 (p. 166). 
9+ ibid., pp. 168,176. 
95 Carol Clover, `Hildigunnr's Lament', in Cold Counsel The 11- omen of Old Norse Literature and, I b-th, ed. by Sarah 
M. Anderson and Karen Swenson (Neww- York and London: Routledge, 2002), pp. 15-54 (p. 17). 
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Mj9k es torfyndr It is ven- difficult to find 
säs trda knegum one who we can trust 
of alýjOo from people 
Elgjar galga, of gallows of Elgr, * 
pvit niflgoor because a `niflgöÖr', (? good for nothing) 
niÖja steypir caster-off of kin, 
br66ur hror sells corpse of brother 
vice bau m selr. 16 for rings. 
So Egill is now placed in a difficult predicament. His code of honour demands that he 
avenge his brother in blood, but in this situation such a form of revenge is completely 
impracticable and he must be content to accept a financial settlement instead. However, the 
payment the king initially offers, one gold ring, is very poor recompense for a man such as 
D rölfr; it is an affront to his memory and to the family honour which Egill feels keenly. At 
the same time, it would be dangerous for him to insult }Ethelstan by rejecting the gift. Egill 
finds a solution for this dilemma in the recitation of a dröttkva'tt stanza, which provides the 
perfect vehicle for him to articulate his inner conflict. He takes the objects and characters 
from the `real-life' scene which has been narrated in prose (i. e. the giving of the ring) and 
distorts and reshapes them until a warrior (the king) is transformed into a god; a ring is a 
metallic noose hanging on an arm which is a gallows of flesh and bone, or a wooden pole; a 
battle is a storm of spears, and so on. The distorted, fragmentary or even monstrous nature 
of these figures reflects the disorder and lack of harmony that Egill will feel until D rölfr's 
death has been properly compensated. The stanza achieves the desired effect, and harmony 
is restored when King IEthelstan presents Egill with two chests of silver. 
Stanza 19: Norwegian Translation 
Ring av Rhin-malm rode The generous king had a 
ringle lot milde kongen ring of red Rhine-metal 
om händen min, hard og herdet, jangle around my arm, hard and tempered, 
der hauken seg klofast klamrer. where the hawk grips on tightly (claw-fast). 
Pao sverdet skarpe jeg loftet On the sharp sword I raised 
skatten som meg raktes. the treasure which was held out to me. 
Ved slike verk enn mere With such deeds the king's 
kongens xre okes. 97 lo increases still/even more. 
Commentary 'Analysis 
In this version Lie translates most of the original kennings by their sense-words but uses a 
series of adjectives, or adjectival phrases, to recreate the richness of the Icelandic stanza. 
96 IF 2, pp. 251-52. 
, gaer, vol. 
1, p. 121. 97 I rkrndrke Witte ra 
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For example, Brynju HQdr is supplanted by kongen, which severs the link with the story of 
Baldr's death and the theme of fratricide, which the name of HQÖr metonymically evokes. 
Kongen is qualified by the adjective mild, a word which is now only rarely used to denote 
`generous'; Einar Haugen considers it to be a dialect word in this sense. " It is clear from 
the use of mild, and the final two lines of the stanza, that Lie reads this poem as an 
unambiguous expression of gratitude on Egill's part. 
He renders hrammtangar hrynvirgil as simply ring preserving the idea of the noise in 
hryn- (ringing) with the verb ringle (jangle). In order to describe the ring he adds a kenning, 
Rhin-malm rode (red Rhine-metal), explaining in the endnote to page 121 that Rhin-malm 
refers to Gull. This kenning, or a very similar version of it, Kzinar rauömdlmr (Rhine's red 
metal), is quoted by Snorri in Skäldskaparmdl in an excerpt from Bjarkamdl. 99 The term R nar 
mälmr (Rhine's metal), also obviously a kenning for gold, occurs in stanza 16 of the heroic 
poem Siguröarkviha in scamma. l"O However, for many readers the legend of the Rhine Gold 
might be more familiar from the first of four of Wagner's operas (`Das Rheingold') that 
comprise Der Ring des Nibelungen. Whether or not one is familiar with the term from 
medieval literature or from Wagner's opera, the reference to `Rhine gold', here especially in 
association with a `hard and tempered' ring, is sure to evoke associations with the heroic 
legends of the Nibelungen cycle, thus strengthening the association between this poetry 
and the ancient Germanic stories. "' 
Lie simplifies the phrase ä mir hauki troönum heiöis vingameidi to om händen min, but 
maintains the idea of the arm as a perch for the hawk in the line der Kauken seg klofast 
klamrer. The idea of the hawk clinging `claw-fast' to the arm is somewhat of a departure 
from the Icelandic participle troöinn, which rather suggests that the arm was a `well-worn' 
perch of the hawk. Klofast klamrer, does, however, in sound if not entirely in meaning, 
recreate something of the effect of hrammtangar. 
The next kenning for `ring' in the stanza, ritmTJisgelgju seil, is rendered as skatt 
(treasure), which has obviously been chosen for metrical purposes as well as for lexical 
variety, also has the effect of highlighting the high value of the ring. Galgageirvedrs is 
translated sverdet, and skarpe is added for alliterative purposes. According to Lie's 
adaptation, in this stanza Egill raises the ring `which was held out to me' (som meg raktes) on 
his sword, an idea which is not present in the Icelandic stanza and is deduced from the 
98 Einar Haugen, Norsk-Engelsk ordbok, 3rd edn (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1995). 
99 Skäldskaparmd1, vol. 1, p. 61. 
100 Edda (see Neckel, 1962), p. 209. 
101 A contemporary audience might also make an association with Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings (first 
published in 1954-55). 
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prose context. Lie inserts another explanatory phrase, ved slike verk, in line 7 because he 
realises that `enn mere kongens x re okes' would not make much sense on its own. As I 
have argued above, I think the traditional interpretations do not make sense either in the 
context of the stanza itself or within the plot of the prose narrative. The final kenning of 
the stanza, gunnvala brctir (prey-feeder of battle-hawks), is translated as kongen (the king). 
What is most striking here is that not a trace remains here of the morbid gallows or 
hanging imagery. Compared to the Icelandic text Lie's translation is one-dimensional. He 
clearly reads the stanza as a straightforward recognition of the king's generosity. This 
translation depicts the king as a generous treasure-giver, whose gift-giving redounds to his 
honour. This is exactly the opposite effect to the one for which I have argued above. As I 
see it, the imagery Egill uses to describe the king's gift shows his contempt of it, and it is 
only when he later receives a chest of silver that he is truly satisfied. 
Stanza 19: Spanish translation 
Una cinta de oro rojo 
el de la cota de malla 
dejö colgando en mi brazo 
donde el halcön descansaba; 102 
pase la banda de oro 
del que alimenta a los cuervos103 
sobre el mästil de la lucha'o4 
Para mayor gloria de el. 'os 
A band of red gold 
he of the mailcoat 
left hanging on my arm 
where the falcon rested; 
I passed the band of gold 
of he who feeds the ravens 
over the mast of the battle 
for his greater 
Commentary & Analysis 
Coincidentally (presumably) Bernärdez also uses the adjective `red' to describe the gold of 
the ring. In the Icelandic stanza there is no mention what metal the ring is made of, it could 
be of either gold or silver, although in the prose text we are told that it was a large and 
valuable gold ring, which the king took off his own arm. Gold is frequently described as 
being red in Icelandic poetry, a fact which may have influenced Bernärdez, as well as the 
fact that oro rmjo has a rhythmic sound. He uses the phrase oro rojo to determine what the 
cinta is made of, so that it becomes a kind of kenning. In Spanish a cinta is more usually 
made of cloth or thread and refers to tape, a ribbon, or string. But it corresponds well to 
1 02 Saba de Egi/ Skallagrim son, p. 184, footnote 137: `Aqui, como en otros muchos lugares de este y otros 
poemas escäidicos, se compara el brazo con el "asiento o el apoyo del halcön", imagen tomada claramente de 
la cetreri' (here, as in many other places of this and other skaldic poems, the arm is compared to the "seat or 
the perch of the falcon", an image obviously taken from falconry). 
103 ibid., footnote 138: "El que alimenta a los cuervos" es el que mata; es decir, el guerrero' ("he who feeds 
the ravens" is he who kills; namely, the warrior). 
104 ibid., footnote 139: `Mästil de la lucha: "la espada"' (mast of the battle: "the sword"). 
105 Saga de Egi1 Ska14Tim. uon, p. 184. 
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the Icelandic seil in the second ring kenning of the stanza. In this kenning, Bernärdez uses 
banda (band) again qualifying it with de oro (of gold). Whereas Lie mentions the king (kongen) 
twice in the stanza, Bernärdez does not use that word at all; in fact in the three instances 
. /Ethelstan is referred to it is with the pronoun el (he): `el de la cota de malla', `del que 
alimenta a los cuervos', `para mayor gloria de it. 
The first of these phrases, by including the mailcoat, maintains the idea of 
AEthelstan as warrior, an aspect that is missing from Lie's version. It is obvious from the 
prose context that the warrior referred to here is the king, but it is not explicit in the stanza 
itself. By not saying `HQcÖr de la malla' or even `dios (god) de la malla', Bernärdez avoids 
having to explain the kenning in a footnote (he already has three for this stanza) as he is 
forced to do for `(d)el que alimenta a los cuervos'. Del (or, de el `of him') refers to the 
ownership of the ring, which, as we know from the prose context, the king took off his 
own arm and gave to Egill. Bernärdez's description of the way Egill passes the ring, `pase la 
banda de oro [... ] sobre el mästil de la lucha', again is an interpretation that emphasizes the 
preceding scene, with the effect of linking the stanza more closely to the prose narrative. 
Perhaps the most interesting line in the Spanish translation is para mayorgloria de el 
(for his greater glory). The liine gunnvala brceöir raeör at meira loft is most often read as meaning 
`the warrior (king) commands all the more praise [for his act of generosity]', which is more 
or less what the Norwegian translation reflects. The Spanish translation takes a slightly 
different direction, suggesting that Egill's gesture of passing the ring onto the sword is an 
act of homage to the king. This is probably based on Nordal's paraphrase `kaÖ er konungi 
til soma' (see above), although it is fairly clear that jaö refers to the giving of the ring, and 
not to the act of raising the ring on the sword. The phrase para mayorgloria de i, /has a 
decidedly Christian resonance and is strongly reminiscent of the Latin phrase ad maiorem Dei 
gloriam, the famous motto of the Society of Jesus, although it is also often used in a secular 
context in Spanish. In this context it certainly adds to IEthelstan's glory. The reference to 
falconry (as explained in a footnote) reinforces the impression of an aristocratic milieu. 
Like Lie, Bernärdez also omits any reference to hanging or the gallows, thus 
depriving the reader of the ambiguous and menacing overtones which I believe are present 
in the Icelandic text; in this version there is no sense that Egill is anything but content with 
his compensation. 
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Stanza 28 
In chapter 56 of the saga Egill has summonsed Berg-Qnundr to the Gulaping in order to 
try to recover the inheritance he feels is due to him. Before the case can be settled lawfully, 
however, it is sabotaged by Queen Gunnhildr. At her summons: `Sloan hljöp AskmaOr ok 
keir sveitungar til dömsins, skäru i sundr veb9ndin ok brutu nicer stengrnar, en hleypc uä 
braut döm(2ndunum' (Askmac)r and his men ran into the court, cut the boundary-ropes, 
broke down the stakes and drove the court away). 106 In the ensuing melee Egill and 
ArinbjQrn manage to make their escape but before he departs Egill makes a speech 
forbidding anyone from working on the lands he claims are his and threatening: `en 
hverjum manni, er bat gerir, legg ek vice lQgbrot landsrettar ok griÖarof ok goöagremi' (and 
I accuse any man who does so with breaking the laws of the land, and breach of the peace 
and angering the gods). 107 The stanza quoted below, which he recites later, directs this curse 
more specifically at the king. Egill holds EirIkr responsible for the loss of his property and 
therefore calls down the wrath of the gods on him, asking them to drive the king from his 
lands as a punishment, not only for the offences against himself, but also as an act of divine 
retribution for the desecration of the sanctuary. In this context, ve, which usually denotes a 
heathen temple or sanctuary, must refer to the 1binghelgi, sanctuary of the 2bing, or assembly, 
which Eirikr and Gunnhildr's men have violated. 
Svä skyldi goo gjalda, 
gram reki bond of lQndum, 
reich se rQgn ok Ooinn, 
r¢n rains fear hQnum; 
folkmygi lät flyja, 
Freyr ok NjQror, of j9roum, 
leiÖisk loföa stria i 
landQss, kanns ve grandar. 'os 
Prose word order 
Svä skyldi goö gjalda hnum rön fear mins. Bond reki gram of 12ndum. RQgn ok 
O inn se 
rein. Freyr ok NjQrc)r, Mt folkmygi, kann's grandar ve, flyja of jgrc um. Landass leicisk strici 
lofca. 
Translation 
Thus should the gods repay him for the robbery of my property. May the gods drive the 
king from his lands. May the gods and Quinn be angry. Oh Freyr and NjgrÖr, make the 
106IF 2, p. 157. 
107 IF 2, p. 158. In chapter 33 of t'atnsdala . raga 
JQkull Ingimundarson utters a similarly-worded threat to those 
who do not accept his challenge of a 
duel. I'atnrdala raga, IF 8, pp. 88-89. 
108 Stanza 28, IF 2, p. 163. 
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oppressor of men who destroys sanctuaries flee from the estates, may the landgod/spirit be 
(make himself) hateful to the enemy of the people. 
Commentary & Analysis 
Although this stanza reflects the words Egill utters on the erection of the nidstQng in spirit, 
and the language is quite formulaic, the basis for suggesting that this stanza «-as in fact 
carved on the pole is debatable. That argument mostly centres on understanding the word 
land¢ss as synonymous with the singular form of landv-ttir, the `guardian spirits of the land' 
or `land-spirits'. However, if we examine the context in which the stanza is recited, it seems 
more likely that the `land-god' here refers to D rr. 
Of the gods he has named in his prayer, two, Freyr and NjQrÖr, are strongly 
associated with property and prosperity and have a predilection for conferring wealth; at 
least, they are portrayed as such in the works of Snorri Sturluson. In Gylfaginning, for 
instance, he says: 
Freyr is the most glorious of. Esir. He governs rain and sunshine and therefore the 
produce of the earth, and it is good to call upon him for prosperity and peace. He also 
governs the wealth of men. lo9 
And in Skäldskaparmäl, Snorri relates that in kennings NjQrÖr is referred to as gefandiguö (the 
giving god), and Freyr can be called ärguö (harvest god) and feg aft (wealth-giver). "' Snorri 
also quotes a half-stanza from Egill's poem Arinbjarnarkvida in which Egill refers to Freyr 
and NjQrcr: 
Iviat Grjötbjgrn 
of gceddan hefr 
Freyr ok NjQrcÖr 
at fjärafli. 111 
For Freyr and NjQrör have endowed GrjötbjQrn (i. e. ArinbjQrn) with 
powerful wealth. 
As Freyr and NjQrÖr seem to be the gods to apply to for the conferring of wealth, it is 
presumably not inappropriate to ask them to take it away, which is what Egill wants on this 
occasion. As he has already listed three gods by name it seems reasonable to assume that 
the landpss Egill appeals to in line 8, is a god too, most likely hörr. Dorr is arguably the most 
10`) Anthony Faulkes, ed., Snorrr Sturluson: Edda. Prologue and Gyffa 
24. 
Tinning (Oxford, 1982; repr. London, 2000), p. 
Skdkh-kaparmdl, vol. 1, p. 18. 
ibid.: `Freyr er hinn ägxtasti of 
Asum. Hann rcdr fyrir regni ok skin solar ok kar me8 ävexti jaröar, ok ä 
hann er Bott at heita til ärs ok fridar. Hann rxcOr ok fesaelu manna'. 
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important of the gods; he is the one most frequently invoked on runic inscriptions and he 
is strongly associated with fertility, the land, and with farmers, and even in his connection 
with war he seems to occupy a role of protection rather than aggression. He would 
certainly be a suitable deity to pray to in the context. 
The language used in this stanza evokes a sense of right and wrong, a balance that 
needs to be restored. A reversal needs to take place. By not supporting the rightful claim of 
Egill, Eirikr has committed a crime against the natural order of inheritance and has become 
the oppressor instead of being the protector. Egill signifies this role-reversal in the 
kennings that he uses to refer to Eirir. Whereas a typical epithet for a king or prince in 
Old Icelandic praise-poetry would be `protector of the people', Egill chooses to refer to 
Eirikr instead as `oppressor of the people' and `the enemy of the people'. Interestingly, 
Egill is not asking for his own lands to be restored; what he asks is that Eirikr be made to 
flee from his lands, a revenge that would not only deprive him of his territory but also 
bring him shame and dishonour. 
This verse is clearly neither a lament nor a complaint. It is an expression of pure 
hatred and ill-will against a man Egill considers to be his bitterest enemy. It expresses his 
loathing and resentment in the form of a curse to the effect that, just as he has been 
deprived of his property, so should Eirlkr be also deprived. Egill balances references to the 
gods against references to land and property, creating a sense of equilibrium, an equilibrium 
that is not reflected in his actual state of affairs. But if the gods become wrathful and repay 
Eirikr for robbing, and if he who destroys the property of others is made to flee from his 
own land and is made afraid, perhaps justice will have been done. Egill's wish comes true 
when King EirIkr is forced by his brother Häkon to flee to England. 
Stanza 28: Norwegian Translation 
Driv dädrike makter Drive, glorious [divine] powers, 
drotten fra land og rike! the king from land and realm! 
Hevn, Odin og hoye eser, Avenge, Odin and exalted gods 
i harme, at han meg rante! in anger, [the fact] that he robbed me! 
La folkplageren flykte, Make the people-plaguer flee, 
Froy og Njord, fra Norge! Freyr and NjQrcr, from Norway! 
Tungt, Tor, du tukte Severely, Dörr, may you punish 
Tinghelgs usle krenker! 112 the miserable violator of the thing- 
sanctuap-! 
112 Island, rke alteragaer, vol. 1, p. 133. 
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Commentary &A nalysis 
It is obvious in Lie's version of the verse that some words have been chosen because they 
alliterate with each other rather than for their semantic value, but although these words 
may not be exact literal translations, in selecting words which fit the alliterative scheme Lie 
has remained faithful to the spirit of Old Icelandic skaldic verse. In line 3, for example, the 
word hevn (avenge) does not appear in the Icelandic stanza, but it is clear from this verse 
that Egill is seeking revenge, and Lie presumably chose it because it alliterates with heye and 
harme in the following line. In this interpretation, Egill addresses all the gods directly, not 
only Freyr and NjQrÖr, which, along with the four exclamation marks in lines 1,4,6 and 8, 
make the prayer seem more urgent and emotional. 
Lie refers to the gods in the lines 1 and 3 as dädrike makter (glorious powers) and 
hege ceser (high/exalted gods) again, I suspect, for alliterative purposes. 1' However, by 
choosing the word Leser (sing. äs) to translate t gn, Lie is suggesting a meaning that is not 
implied in the Icelandic text. While rQgn alludes to all the gods in general, aser (or asir in 
Icelandic) refers to a particular race of gods, which includes Oc inn and D rr. Freyr and 
Nj9r6r, on the other hand, belong to the race of fertility gods known as the Vanir. Both 
words exist in Modern Norwegian, but while vaner is rare, a'ser (sing. äs) seems to be used as 
an unspecific term meaning `Old Norse god' and is in more common usage. It could also 
be that Lie has decided that the gods referred to in line 3 do not include the vanir, Freyr and 
NjQrÖr, who are later named in line 6. 
In the second line the word drotten is a good choice, because, like gram(r) in the 
source text, it can indicate either a king or a lord. In line 2 Lie has translated of lQndum, 
which could refer either to Eirikr's personal estates or his realm, as land o<g rike, thus 
avoiding having to choose one interpretation or the other, but in line 6 he is quite definite 
that the land referred to is the country of Norway. It could be argued that he has chosen 
Nome to achieve aMhending with `Njord', but fra Jorda (from the land) could equally well 
have been used and would have been closer etymologically to the Icelandic of jQnlum. We 
could perhaps impute to the translator a degree of Norwegian patriotism here, and it is also 
reasonable to suppose that this interpretation would appeal to a Norwegian readership. 
"' 
The last two lines of the stanza are translated quite freely. Land¢ss is rendered as 
Tor, whom Egill, in this version, asks to punish EirIkr severely. Presumably it is lojda strldi(r), 
I0 See however Gabriel Tun-Me-Petre's translation, `may the powers drive the prince from his lands'. E. O. 
Gabriel Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon, 1976), p. 22. 
114 In Leiv Heggstad's nynorsk translation the word is translated as simply `landet' (the land, country). See 
Egrlsroga, trans. by Leiv Heggstad (Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget, 1965), p. 125. 
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which is his basis for the adjective usle (miserable, wretched). Perhaps Lie is interpreting 
`enemy of the people' to mean that Eirlkr is exiled from humankind and is therefore 
miserable/wretched, although that is not the reading given by Sigurour Nordal's edition on 
which Lie's translation is based: `Iör se gramur (geri ser leiÖan) mannfjandanum, sem spi lir 
ýinghelginni' (May Dörr make himself hateful to the enemy of men who destroys the thing- 
sanctuary). "( 
Stanza 28: Spanish Translation 
Que los dioses castiguen May the gods punish 
a EirIk, del pals le arrojen, Eirlkr, may they drive him out of the 
que tambien Odin se irrite, country, 
pues mis riquezas robo; may OÖinn also be angry, 
que huir hagan de sus tierras for he stole my property; 
al tirano, Njörd y Frey, May NjQrc)r and Freyr make the tyrant 
de Thor la espalda al abyecto flee from his lands 
violador del thing sagrado. "6 Dorr, turn your back on the abject 
violator of the sacred `thing'. 
Commentary & Analysis 
Because the content of this particular verse is relatively uncomplicated, the translation can 
mostly follow the Icelandic line by line, if not word for word, causing only a slight 
unnaturalness in the Spanish word order. For example, instead of arranging the first two 
lines as: `que los dioses castiguen a EirI, que le arrojen del pals' (may the gods punish 
Eirilkr, may they drive him out of the country), which would be a more typical Spanish 
arrangement, Bernärdez chooses to put `a Eirik' in the same position as gram in the 
Icelandic version, i. e. as the first word on the second line. 
The straightforward nature of the narrative in this stanza means that it is possible 
to translate the content fairly literally; however, Bernärdez does make some significant 
departures from the Icelandic text. In line 2 the word gram(r) (king, prince) is used to refer 
to Eirlkr, and from the context in which the verse is quoted it is obvious who is being 
referred to. In the Spanish version, however, Bernärdez chooses to translate gramr as `EirIk' 
although he could equally well have used the Spanish word for king (rey), which would have 
been a more literal translation. The translator has removed any ambiguity as to the identity 
of the gramr by naming the king as EirIkr, but whether he made this decision for stylistic or 
semantic purposes is impossible to say. Similarly he translates of lQndum (lit. `from lands'), 
which could refer either to EirIkr's lands or to the country of Norway, as del pals (from/out 
115 IF 2, p. 163. 
116 Saba de EliSka! lagrrmrson, pp. 201-02. 
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of the country) thereby choosing the latter interpretation. Further on in the stanza, in line 
6, afjQröum (from lands/estates) is translated as de sus tierras (from his lands) in accordance 
with Siguröur Nordal's interpretation. "' 
One of the most characteristic devices of the poetic diction of skaldic poetry, the 
use of heiti, is exemplified in the first three lines of the Icelandic stanza where we can count 
three appellations for `gods'. In the context of the stanza at least, god, bQnd and rcgn have the 
same significance and could be exchanged without any important impact on the meaning 
but not without spoiling the alliteration in lines 1 and 3 and the aöalhending in line 2. In the 
first helmingr of the Spanish translation the gods are mentioned only once, perhaps because 
in Spanish to repeat the word dioses three times would seem clumsy and unpoetic, and in 
line 2 this is in any case unnecessary, as the plural ending of arrojen implies `they', i. e. the 
gods. In line 3, however, the omission of tQgn in the rendering que Odin tambien se irate does 
change the meaning, however slightly, and reduces the stylistic effect created by the 
repetition. In line 4a more typical syntax in Spanish, at least in prose, would be 
`pues/porque robo mis riquezas'; however, the arrangement the translator has preferred 
does not affect the meaning, except perhaps to make the sentence sound more poetic, and 
the full stress on the final syllable of robö produces the effect of a conclusion to the first 
helmingr. 
In the second half of the Icelandic stanza there is a change of tone when Egill now 
directly addresses Freyr and Nj9rÖr, asking them to make Einlr flee the country. This 
creates an effect of urgency and emotional fervour which is not reproduced in the Spanish 
translation. The kenning for Eirikr, fölkmygir (lit. `people-destroyer' or `oppressor of the 
people') is translated as tirano `tyrant', but the second reference to him as lofla stridi(r) 
(enemy of men) is narrowed down to the less powerful adjective abyecto. In fact the 
translation of the final two lines is quite free overall: leiöisk (be/make oneself hateful to), 
which implies anger as well as hatred, is translated as dar la eipalda (turn one's back) instead 
of enfadarse (get angry), for instance; landdss (god of the land) becomes Thor, and ve (temple) 
Bernärdez translates not as templo but as thing sagrado (thing-sanctuary) a phrase that makes 
no sense to a reader who doesn't know what1ing or binghelgi means. "" He changes Jann s 
Brandar (who violates) to violadar (violator), a noun he qualifies with abyecto (abject, 
miserable), an adjective which does not occur in the Icelandic text but must be a loose 
117 IF 2, p. 163: `af eignum sinum' (from his property). 
118 Bernärdez's translation agrees with Sigurdar Nordal's interpretation of i as `heilagur, helgaour staÖur; her 
er lildega alt via pinghelgina' (sanctuary, holy place; probably refers to the thing-sanctuary here). See IF 2, p. 
163. 
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translation of lofla striöi. The land¢ss referred to in line 8 may well denote Dörr, as he is the 
god most closely identified with the land and with Norway, but it could also be identified 
with the landalfr in verse 29 (which Bernärdez translates as dios de esta tierra, `god of this 
land'). Whether the terms refer to D rr or to the `spirit of the land' is open to interpretation 
but the fact that Bernärdez has denied the Spanish reader the opportunity to decide for 
him/herself, shows a somewhat manipulative tendency. 
PART TWO: HQFUDLA USN 
To return to the scene at the royal court at York, it is not surprising, perhaps, that 
Gunnhildr should want to avenge Egill's maledictory words by demanding his death. King 
EirIkr ignores the queen's protests, however, and angered though he is by Egill's 
impertinence, allows himself to be persuaded into giving Egill a chance to redeem himself. 
He indulges Arinbj9rn's request that Egill be allowed to compose and recite a dräpa (a full- 
length praise-poem with a refrain) in honour of the king, for, as Arinbj(2rn says in response 
to Gunnhildr's charge of niö, `ef Egill hefir milt illa til konungs, bä ma hann Pat bceta i 
lofsor0um beim, er allan aldr megi uppi vera' (If Egill has slandered the king, he can pay 
compensation for it in laudatory words that will last until the end of time). 19 The fact that 
Gunnhildr, in the shape of a twittering swallow, 120 tried to prevent Egill from concentrating 
during his composition of the poem shows that she feared that Egill's words would be 
powerful enough to influence the king's decision, and indeed she was right. When Egill 
recites the finished dräpa before the king the following day, Eirl r decides to let him keep 
his head, hence the name of the poem: HQfuölaurn (head-ransom). Although EirI r is keen 
to emphasise that he is letting Egill go only on Arinbj9rn's account, and that he does not 
consider himself to be reconciled with Egill, he does acknowledge that the poem was well 
delivered. 
This episode excellently illustrates the power of both slanderous and encomiastic 
poetry. By composing a dräpa in praise of EirIkr, it appears that Egill is able to reverse or 
mitigate to some extent the damage his niö has done to the king's reputation. Praise and 
slander are genres which are so closely linked that it is sometimes possible to pass one off 
as the other, as is so well demonstrated in the ingeniously ambiguous final strophe of the 
poem. 
119 IF 2, p. 180. 
120 IF 2, pp. 182-83. 
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Metre 
HQfuölausn is generally acknowledged to be the first poem in the Old Norse language to 
have end-rhyme or runhent, 12' although another case of runhent appears in a stanza spoken 
much earlier in the saga by Egill's father, Skalla-Grimr. All types of skaldic verse can qualify 
as runhent and Snorri lists several different varieties in his treatise on metre, Hättatal, in 
which he classifies metre according to the number of distinct rhymes in the stanza and 
according to the length of the lines. 1 According to Snorri, ritt (normal/full) runhenda, 
maintains the same rhyme through every line in the stanza, although no example of this is 
to be found in the Old Norse poetic corpus apart from his own example. The second type 
Snorri identifies is hin minni runhenda (the lesser runhenda), which maintains one rhyme in the 
first half of the stanza and another in the second helming (as in stanza 2 of HQfudlausn). 
Snorri calls the third type in min. ý, ta runhenda (the least runhenda), where each pair of lines has 
a separate rhyme; this is the variant which is most common in I-IQf iölausn, occurring in 
seven of the twenty stanzas. Overall, however, the rhyme-pattern varies greatly as we can 
see in the following list: 
AABBCCDD ('the least runhendd) in stanzas 1,7,8,14,16,17,18. 
AAAABBBB ('the lesser runhendd) in stanza 2. 
AABBCCCC in stanzas 3,4,20. 
AAAABBCC in stanzas 5,10,11,13,19. 
AABB in stanzas 6,15. 
AAAA in stanzas 9,12. 
As we shall see below, Enrique Bernärdez's translation follows this pattern almost exactly 
(with the exception of strophes 2 and 4). Unlike his translations of the drottkvcrtt stanzas in 
the first section of this chapter, which were only partially successful in representing the 
rhyme scheme, Bernärdez's version of HQfuölausn (Rescate de la CabeZa) demonstrates the 
extent to which the runhent metre is achievable in Spanish, particularly with regard to the 
end-rhyme. The translator has also managed to maintain the alliterative aspect to a certain 
degree, as we can observe in stanza 10, for example: 
121 For a detailed analysis of rhyme in HQfudlausn see Odd Nordland, 'HQfudlau n' i 'gils saga'- 
Ein 
tradi joi: skritisk studie (Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget, 1956), pp. 206-21. Nordland concludes that the manner in 
which rhyme has been employed in this poem, proves that Egill was working with a new concept 
in Old 
Norse poetry, but one which was heavily influenced by traditional models of rhyme such as adalhendin ý9. 
122 Snorri Stur/uson: Edda. Hdttatal, ed. by Anthony Faulkes (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991) pp. 33-37,86-87. 
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Rescate de !a Cabe. -, a 10 
Tinö el jefe la espada The chief dyed the sword 
en sangre, devorada in blood, devoured 
pot cuervos, era hallada by ravens, was found, 
la carne destrozada the flesh torn 
pot lobos, y la lanza by wolves, and the spear 
a Hel guerreros lanza, sends warriors to Hel; 
de Escocia el adversario the enemy of Scotland 
nutre asi al sanguinario; feeds in this way the bloody one. '3 
Lie endeavours to do the same, and although the rhyme scheme of his translation matches 
the Icelandic text in only nine of the twenty stanzas, in a number of instances he is able to 
mirror the end-rhyme of the Icelandic text exactly, or at least very closely, and in some 
cases is actually able to use a cognate Norwegian word (these are indicated in bold) as we 
can see below: 
Hodelosningen 2 (1-4) 
lofat visa vann, Skal rost bli han 
vist marik kann; som best jeg kan; 
hljöOs bicjum hann, for denne mann, 
bvi at hroor of fann. jeg lovord fann. 
Hodelosningen 3 (1-4) 
flestr maor of frä, Din dadskraft mao 
hvat fylkir va, hver mann forstä, 
en Vicrir sd, men Odin sd 
hvar valr of lä. hvor valen ld. 
Hodelosningen 17 (3-8) 
muna hodd-dofa; skatter som sover; 
hringbrjötr lofa; fyrsten ei lover; 
mjQk's honum f91 odselt sift gull 
haukstrandar mQl han stror som muld 
glaoar flotna fjQl av händen full 
vice Frö45a mjQl. den konge hull. 
Hodelosningen 19 (5-6) 
hrceroak munni Oste min munn 
of munar $r'unni fra hjertets grunn 
123 The `blood), one' referred to here is probably the wolf. 
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The analysis that follows departs from the procedure adopted in the first part of this 
chapter, and will examine HQfudlausn and the translations as individual units, rather than 
stanza by stanza. Only the opening and closing stanzas of the poems are quoted in full in 
this chapter, but all three translations can be found in their entirety in the appendix. 
HQfuölausn 1 
Vestr fork of ver I went westwards over sea 
en ek ViÖris ber and I bear the sea 
munstrandar mar, of the mind-coast (breast) of ViÖrir (Quinn) > POETRY, 
svä's mitt of far; Such is my situation; 
drök eik a flot I launched a ship afloat (lit. `I dragged an oak onto water') 
vic) isa brot, At the breaking of the ice-floes, 
hlöc km ercar hlut I loaded the stern of my vessel > BREAST 
mins knarrar skut. with a cargo of praise. 
In this opening stanza Egill gives the impression that he has purposefully come to York in 
order to achieve a reconciliation with King Eirlkr and to recite a praise poem in his honour. 
As we have seen above, however, this is contradicted by the prose text of the saga which 
explains Egill's visit as an accident. 124 While the phrase vestr fork of ver (I went westwards 
over sea) might suggest another inconsistency with the prose context, atfara vestr is, in fact, 
a standing phrase. Originally used to describe journeys west from Scandinavia to Ireland 
and Britain, it had become so synonymous with travelling to the British Isles that here it is 
used of a journey from Iceland to England, even though the direction Egill takes is 
obviously eastward. One final discrepancy worthy of note refers to the time of the year at 
which Egill made his voyage. According to the saga, Egill left Iceland late in the summer, 
and indeed it was due to an autumn storm that his ship was blown off course. However, 
the verse above, viö isa brat, suggests that Egill launched his ship in springtime, when the 
winter sea-ice begins to break up. 
The theme of seafaring is prominent in this stanza, particularly in the kennings 
concerning poetic composition. Viöris munstrandar marr (sea of the mind-coast of 
Vi(5rir/Ooinn) imagines the poetic mead (which the poet withdraws from his chest or mind 
in order to compose poetry) as the sea, which is located along 
ÖÖinn's 'mind'-strand or 
124 In a stanza in Arinbjaraarkvrda Egill claims his visit was deliberate. See Arinbjarnarkviöa, st. 3: Haföak 
endr/Ynglings burar, /rIks konungs, /rei8i fengna; /drök djarfh9tt/of dokkva skor, /letk hersi/heim of söttan 
(Formerly I had incurred the wrath of a powerful king, descendant of Vnglings; I put my daring hat on my 
dark head and visited the prince). According to Nordal herrir here could refer to either ArinbjQrn or EirIkr). 
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coast, i. e. his breast. 125 In the second helming, in the phrase hlöök mbar hlut corns knarrar 
skut (I loaded the stem of my vessel with a cargo of praise), Egill envisages his body as a 
cargo ship, the stem (i. e. breast or mind) of which he has filled with a load of praise (i. e. 
poetry). 
HQfuölausn 2126 
Bubumk hihrir IQÖ, The king offered hospitality to me, 
kar äk hröcÖrar kvQÖ, I have an obligation there with regard to a praise-poem, 
beck Deins mjQÖ I bear the mead of Quinn > POETRY 
a Engla bjQÖ; to the lands of the Angles; 
lofat visa vann, I succeeded in praising the king, 
vist mxrik kann; Assuredly do I praise him 
hljöös bicjum hann, We ask him for silence (i. e. a hearing) 
kvi at hro6r of fann. Because I have conceived a praise-poem 
Considering the circumstances under which this poem was composed, in this stanza Egill 
does not beg for the king's forgiveness, as one might expect, but rather reminds the king of 
his obligations as host by stating that the king offered him hospitality. When this is read in 
the context of the prose narrative, it is difficult to regard it as anything other than ironic. 
Eirikr certainly did not invite Egill to be his guest, indeed he is a very unwilling host, but 
because of the conventions of society both men have a role to play. EirIkr must be the 
generous host, the magnanimous king. Egill can expect hospitality but must submit to 
EirIkr's authority and act the part of the loyal skald dutifully reciting in honour of his lord. 
Egill, with the help of the level-headed Arinbjgrn, has cleverly manipulated the situation to 
suit himself and suggests that he must repay the king's hospitality by composing a praise 
poem for him. The motivation for this poem was to save his own head, but by speaking of 
himself as the king's guest, he subtly reminds Eirikr that it is his duty to spare the life of his 
guest. 
Hgfudlausn 3 
Hygg, visi, at Oh king, give heed to this 
vel sömir pat, - it befits well - 
hve ek pylja fet, how I do recite 
of ek PQgn of get; if I get silence 
flestr maör of frä, most men (many a man) heard 
hvat lkir vä, what the king achieved by fighting 
125 cf. St. 19 below and Sonatorrrk 1(4-8): esa nü , -xnhgt/of Viours pyfi/ne högdreegt/ör hugar fylgsni. 
(Viourr's theft > P)I. °IRY is not now to be expected, nor easily dragged out of the hiding place(s) of thought 
> BREAST). 
126 The first helming of this stanza also occurs in Snorra Edda. See Skdldskaparmä/, p. 12. 
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en Viörir sä, 
hvar valr of U. 
but Viorir (Ooinn) saw 
where the slain lav. 
In the third stanza Egill again shows some audacity, in the context, when he tells the king 
the most befitting or seemly way for a host to behave, although in the rest of the stanza 
goes on to praise EirIkr describing how he gained renown through his bravery as a warrior. 
The latter is characteristic of the main body of the poem which mostly praises EirIkr's skill 
on the battlefield and his generosity as a lord in a fairly unambiguous, formulaic manner. It 
is possible, however, to read a deeper significance into some of these statements, although 
we can only speculate as to whether or not these meanings were intended by the poet. In 
Hgfuölausn 16 for instance, Egill says: 
Enn munk vilja Moreover do I wish, 
fyr verum skilja before men, 
skapleik skata to expound the character of the noble man 
skal march hvata; I shall hasten the praise; 
verpr äbrgndum, The king scatters/throws river-brands > GOLD, 
en jQfurr l9ndum but holds his lands fast; 
heldr hornklofi; he is most worthy of praise. 
hann's nestr lofi. 
Editors are unclear as to the meaning of hornklofi, but it most likely refers to some sort of 
tongs, the implication being that Eirikr holds his lands in a vice-like grip. When we remind 
ourselves that the reason Eirlkr is in England is because has been driven out of Norway by 
his brother (who has presumably seized his former lands) this sort of praise can surely only 
be seen as mocking. Perhaps Egill also has in mind the dispute over his inheritance, the 
original cause of the ill-will between him and EirIkr, and the tenacity with which the king 
held on to Egill's property. 
And in HQfuölausn 18, Egill again refers to the generosity of the king and the 
increase of his fame: 
Verpr broddfleti 
of baugseti 
hj9rleiks hvati, 
kann es baugskati; 
kroask her sem hvar, 
hugat mxlik par, 
frett's austr of mar, 
The advancer of sword-play > WARRIOR throws 
the plain of the spear > SHIELD 
from seat of the ring > ARM, 
He is a ring-generous man; 
EirIkr's fame increases everywhere, 
I speak earnestly there, 
It is reported east across the sea. 
EirIks of far. 
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The verses in this stanza may just be purely formulaic, but if we look more closely at line 7, 
Nugat ma ik par (I speak earnestly there), it is also possible to imagine that Egill is intimating 
to his audience that he is aware of the hypocrisy of this poem and alerting his listeners to 
the ambiguity of his words. But it is the final stanza which provides the most obvious clue 
that Egill is laughing at his foe, and that his praise is tongue-in-cheek. 
HQfuölausn 20 
Bark ýengils lof I bore praise of the king 
a ýagnar rof; into the breach of silence 
kannk mäla mjQt I know how to measure speech (i. e. speak correctly) 
of manna sj9t; for an assembly of men/in the abodes of men 
or hlätra ham Out of the case/covering of laughter > BREAST 
hroor bark fyr gram; I bore praise before the king 
svä for pat fram, Thus it came to pass 
at flestr of nam. that most understood. 
Although hlätra ham (case/covering of laughter > BREAST) is not an uncommon kenning 
for `mind' or `breast', there are many equally appropriate ones that Egill could have chosen. 
Therefore it is not unreasonable to imagine that he is telling the audience that all along he 
has been laughing at Eirikr. Certainly the last line of the stanza is highly ambiguous. The 
verb nema in this context specifically means `to catch on', or `to perceive' and if he is not 
referring to his mockery of Eirikr it is difficult to see what else could they be `catching on' 
to. Egill also implies that `most' people (presumably everybody apart from the king and 
queen) got the point, i. e. that mockery was involved. The reference in line 3 to his own skill 
as a poet, kannk md1a mjQt, would also indicate that his double-meanings are very conscious 
and deliberate, for what skilled poet would make such allusions without realising? 
However, if we read HQfuÖlausn as a poem not praising Eiriikr, but in fact mocking him, we 
have to address the problem of EirIkr's response. Neither the King nor the usually shrewd 
Queen Gunnhildr appears to perceive any ambiguity nor question the sincerity of Egill's 
words. Eiri r takes the poem at face value and perhaps feels that Egill has redressed the 
balance as regards the slanderous verses he had previously directed at him. 
Hodelesningen ('The Head-Ransom') 
In his endnote to his translation of HQfuölausn, Hallvard Lie points out that it is the oldest 
poem (kr' zd) in Nordic poetry (apart from Skalla-Grimr's lausavisa, st. 2) which has end- 
I0 
rhyme. Lie also maintains that the structural qualities of the poem are superior to its 
aesthetic value: 
A praise-poem which was composed under such circumstances as `The Head- 
Ransom' cannot be expected to contain particularly `deep' poetic values; it is indeed 
hollow and bombastic to a high degree, but considered purely from a formal point of 
view, in the original language it is a masterpiece, with a truly plangent quality. '-7 
With such an approach in mind, it is not surprising that Lie's translation lays greater 
emphasis on maintaining the rhyme-scheme of the Icelandic text than on reproducing the 
content of the poem in a very literal way. It is also important to take into account Lie's 
understanding of the special `circumstances' under which he believes HQfuöIausn was 
composed, which he does not elaborate on, but which are the subject of a lengthy article 
first published in 1948, three years prior to the publication of the first volume of Islandske 
a'ttesager. In this essay, Jorvikferden: Et vendepunkt i Egil Skallagrimssons liv', Lie utterly 
rejects the `storm theory' as an adequate explanation for Egill's visit to York. 128 Instead he 
argues that Egill's journey was fatefully determined by his `magiske gemytt' (magical nature) 
and his `angst' (fear) of the magical powers of his arch-enemy Gunnhildr, which drove him 
to commit `bans livs mest halsbrekkende handling' (the most dangerous act of his life), '29 
by confronting her at Eiri is court. According to this theory, Egill realises that Gunnhildr 
has put a spell on him in retaliation for the curse he invoked on the king and queen with 
the erection of the niöstQng (which resulted in their flight from Norway), and although his 
faith in his own magic powers is now increased, so too is his fear of Gunnhildr. Rather 
than endure the gnawing feeling of insecurity (nagende utrygghetsfolelsen), Egill takes a wild 
`leap', preferring to face the danger out in the open in order to try to rid himself of his fear. 
Lie argues that under such circumstances is it not surprising that there is not a hint of this 
in Hpfuölausn itself, as it was vital to give the impression that he had come to EirIkr's court 
voluntarily. 
Lie reads this poem, therefore, as a purely formulaic dräpa, important as an example 
of its genre, and with regard to its tonal quality, but as `hollow' and without "`deep" poetic 
values'. Unlike Sonatorrek, Arinbjarnarkvida or many of the lausavisur, HQfudlausn does not 
give the reader an insight into the poet's state of mind, and therefore is of little value for 
127 Islandske atterager, vol. 1, p. 147: `Et lovkvad som er blitt til under slike omstendigheter som 
"Hodelosningen", kan man selvsagt ikke vente ä finne noen sxrlige "indre" poetiske verdier i; det er da ogsa i 
hoy grad hult og bombastisk, men i originalspräket, rent formelt sett, et mesterverk, med en veldig 
klangvirking'. 
128 Hallvard Lie, `Jon-ikferden: Et vendepunkt i Egil Skallagrimsson's lip-', in Om sagakunst o, g rka/drkap. Utvaýte 
avhand4nger (Ovre Ervik: Ah-heim & Eide, 1982), pp. 5-108. 
129 ibid., p. 84. 
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the sort of psychoanalytic approach which underlies Lie's theories about Egill's character. 
As Lie feels that the content of this poem is hollow and insincere, he has in theory all the 
more freedom as regards his choice of vocabulary, although in actual fact his translation 
follows the Icelandic text quite closely. 
Lie credits Egill with the introduction of the runhent form into Old Norse poetry, 
and forms a rather elaborate theory about the inspiration behind it. Very briefly, Lie 
believes that this first appearance of runhent in Old Norse poetry was not the result of the 
influence of continental poetics, but that the source of Egill's inspiration to compose 
rhyming poetry was rhetorical Latin prose, to which he had been exposed ten years before 
during the ceremony of his `primsigning' (although he would not have understood a word 
of it). 13° Lie is obviously anxious to attribute the innovation of end-rhyme in Old Norse 
poetry to a native poet, although his inspiration may have been foreign. 
Hodelosningen 1 
Mot vest jeg for, I travelled westwards, 
tok meg ombord I took on board 
den dyre mjod, the precious mead (i. e. poetry) 
meg Odin bead; [that] Quinn offered me; 
da is vat gätt, when ice was gone 
dro bat jeg flott, I launched a boat, 
og la bak mast and laid behind the mast 
min diktnings last. my cargo of poetry. 
The rhyme scheme in this strophe is clearly AABBCCDD, the same as in the first stanza of 
the source text. While this translation follows the content and even the language of the 
original stanza quite closely in places (Mot vest jeg for = Vestr fork; dro bät jeg flott = drök eik ä 
flot), Lie has obviously prioritised the rhyme scheme with regard to his choice of 
vocabulary, most noticeably in locating the `cargo of poetry' bak mast (behind the mast) as 
opposed to in skutr knarrar mins (the stern of my vessel), with the result that it is now 
impossible to read this phrase as a kenning for chest/breast. In the first helming, Lie 
replaces the kenning, Vidris munstrandar marr (sea of the mind-coast (breast) of ViÖrir), with 
a different one, den dyre mjod meg Odin bed (the precious mead that 
ÖÖinn offered me), 
perhaps anticipating 
Wins mjQör in line three of the following stanza. The phrase met Odin 
bed has the effect of emphasising the personal nature of the poet's relationship with the god 
Quinn, but by removing the reference to the sea in this kenning, the theme of sea-faring, so 
foregrounded in the Icelandic text, is further diminished. 
130 Hallvard Lie, `Skaldestil-studier' in Om Sagakunst og Skaldskap: Utvagte avhandlinger (0N re Ervik: _ýlvheim & 
Eide, 1982), pp. 109-200 (pp. 168-77). 
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It is interesting to note here, that although Lie's translations normally reflect his 
anxiety to reconcile discrepancies between the poetry and its prose context, here he does 
seem to anticipate any confusion on the reader's part regarding the phrases Abt vest jeg for 
and da is vargdtt, at least he does not explain those terms in a note. 
Hodelosningen 2 
Til gjest meg ba The king invited me then 
den konge da, as a guest, 
og lonn i kvad and payment in poetry 
skal drotten ha! the king shall have! 
Skal rost bli han He shall be praised 
som best jeg kan; to the extent of my ability; 
for denne mann for this man 
jeg lovord fann. I found words of praise. 
Lie's translation of Buöumk hilmir Iva (the king offered hospitality to me) as den konge da til 
lest meg ba (the king invited me then as a guest) insinuates even more powerfully than the 
original that Egill is at court because of an invitation from the king, when of course Eirikr 
has made it abundantly clear that Egill is very unwelcome, and has only very grudgingly 
offered to grant him a hearing. The subsequent statement, og lonn i kvad skal drotten ha! (and 
payment in poetry the king shall have! ), suggests that the praise-poem will be a payment for 
EirIkr's hospitality, when in reality it is a plea for his life. Still, the idea of payment and 
reward could serve as a reminder to the king of the typical transaction between and skald 
and lord, and may have the effect of distracting the king from the true state of affairs, or, 
of allowing him to use the situation as a face-saving device for both king and skald. The 
exclamation mark at the end of the phrase skal drotten hall a device which is characteristic of 
Lie's translations, gives an impression of informality. 
Lie's use of the word faun (Bm. `fannt') in the final line of stanza 2, bvi at hrOr of 
fann is one example of a number of nynorsk words in this translation. As we have seen in 
chapter 3, Lie was a staunch advocate of the riksmällanguage, but for the sake of the rhyme 
scheme he is prepared to use all the resources available to him, including nynorsk, Danish 
and dialect words. Other instances of nynorsk terms used for the sake of rhyme occur in 
stanzas 6 (koll); 8 (hold, glupe, snarpe); 10 (skrubben); 11 (korpene); and 18 (lave). These words 
are in daily use in nynorsk but might sound like Old Norse to someone not familiar with 
them. Lie would also of course have been aware of the Old Norse cognates for these 
words (e. g. kollr, haldr, snarpr, korpr, lafa) and might have been using them to in a poetic 
sense in this way, as he does with drotten (st. 2), valen (st. 3), gny (st. 4), y (st. 6), vargen (st. 
11), dis (st. 13), and skald (st. 19). These words, many of which are in rare usage and not 
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part of everyday Norwegian, would be recognisable to a Norwegian reader as belonging to 
a certain pool of terms (such as grid, bird, hirdfjore) relating to the world of saga. The word 
skrubben, which Lie uses in stanza 10 to translate flagösgoti (steed of the giantess > WOLF), is 
interesting in that it functions in folktales as a euphemism, somewhat in the manner of a 
kenning, so that the taboo of mentioning the wolf is avoided; literally it means `the 
punisher'. 
Lie also relies on a number of Danish or old-fashioned Dano-Norwegian words 
and structures for his rhyme scheme throughout the poem, which would also have an 
archaic sound to the Norwegian ear. Examples include kolde (Bm. kalde) in stanzas 5 and 8; 
il (archaic) and aker (Bm. äker) in stanza 10; drotten hin snare (Bm. `den snare drotten') in 
stanza 14; hard (Bm. hard) in stanza 16; muld (Bm. mold) and hull (archaic) in stanza 17. 
With regard to the kennings in this poem, Lie adopts a number of different 
strategies to translate or explain them. In his endnotes to Hodelesningen, for example, he 
glosses a total of five kennings in the following manner: `blodorm: sverd' (blood-serpent: 
sword); `särsnok: sverd' (wound-snake: sword); `hares soster. Hel' (Nari's sister: Hel); `Tinll- 
kjerrzngs hest Ulv' (Trollhag's horse: wolf) and `latterens hjem: brystet' (home of laughter: the 
breast). "' However, while Nares roster (st. 10) and Troll-kjerrings best (st. 12) are pretty 
accurate translations of nipt Nara (Nari's sister > HEL) and Gja par skar (steed of Gjalp 
(name of a giantess/trollwoman) > WOLF) respectively, the two sword kennings are not 
literal representations the kennings in the original as we can see below: 
Hodelosningen 4 (1-2) 
Bet blodorms tann Tooth of blood-serpent 
i skjolderand, bit into shield-rim, 
HQfuölausn 4 (1-2) 
Ox hjgrva glom The clash of swords grew 
Vick hlifar krcm, on edge of shield, 
Hodelosningen 8 (1-2) 
Blodorm freste, Blood-serpent hissed, 
saorsnök hveste, wound-snake spat, 
Hq fuölausn 8 (1-2) 
Hlarn heinsQÖul Saddle of the whetstone > SWORD broke 
vice hjaldrrQÖul, against sun of battle > S\VORD/SHIELD, 
131 Iflandrke rrtlerager, vol. 1, p. 485. 
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In the first instance, Lie has inserted a kenning where there was not one, replacing hjQrr 
(gen-pl. hjQrva, `sword'), with blodorms tann (blood-serpent's tooth > SWORD-BLADE) and in 
stanza 8, he replaces the sword-kennings of the original with blodorm and sarsnök. The first 
of these is based on the Icelandic blööormr, a compound-word kenning which does not 
occur elsewhere in Egill's poetry, although it is used by skalds such as Sturla D ro arson and 
Iorleifr jarlsskäld ('earl's skald'); in the second Lie conjoins the elements sdr and snök (ON 
sndkr), a combination which is not found in the extant Old Icelandic poetic corpus, 
although similar forms such as särlinnr and undlinnr (wound-serpent) are relatively common. 
This tendency to introduce new kennings or alter existing ones to suit the rhyme- 
scheme is a recurrent feature of Lie's translations as we have already seen in stanza 1 above. 
Another noteworthy example of a kenning invented by the translator in this text also 
occurs in stanza 4 where valkyrrjenes sang (valkyries' song) replaces malmhridar ißä (song/noise 
of the weapon-storm > BATTLE); the explanation for this kenning is given in the previous 
helming (stridensgny, `din of battle'), although the `song of the Valkyries' could also be 
interpreted literally. 
Hodelosningen 20 
Mens tyst det var, While it was quiet 
jeg kvedet har I have recited 
pa verdig vis in a worthy way 
til kongens pris. of the king's fame. 
Fra latterens hjem From the home of laughter 
bar kvadet jeg frem, I bore forth the poem 
sä alle ma so [that] all might 
hvert ord forstä. each word understand. 
In the endnote to this final stanza Lie explains how in the Icelandic phrase hlätra hamr 
(covering of laughter), the word hamr refers to the outer covering in which `laughter' is 
encased, in other words, the breast: 
The home [hjem] of laughter (literally `skin/covering [ham] of laughter') is a 
circumlocution for the breast, the location [sete] of all intellectual faculties. It is difficult 
to say for sure if Egill had a slightly malevolent intention behind this `kenning'; at the 
same time it is not unthinkable that he has chosen it very advisedly, at the very least to 
provide a tiny glimpse into his true state of mind in the end, when he had to stand and 
praise his old, bitter enemy in verse. '32 
132 Islandske crttesager, vol. 1, p. 489: `Latterens hjem (i orig. ordrett: "latterens ham") er en omskrivning for 
Grystet, alle Andsevners sete. Om Egil har haft en litt ondskapsfull baktanke med denne "kjenningen", lar seg 
vanskelig avgjore med sikkerhet; untenkelig er det imidlertid ikke at han har valgt den med velberädd hu, for 
dog til slutt A fi gitt et orlite glimt av sin sanne sinntilstand, der han matte stä og lovprise sin gamle 
dodsfiende'. 
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Playing on the phonological similarity between ham(r) and hjem, Lie furnishes a translation 
which sounds almost identical to the original phrase, and results in the same sense-word 
`breast', but with a subtle difference in emphasis. The `home of laughter' has a deeper 
resonance than the `case/covering of laughter' in the context, and this translation further 
substantiates Lie's argument that in his final stanza Egill may have taken the opportunity- to 
mock the king in an ambiguous kenning. 
Rescate de la Cabe.! Za ('Ransom of the Head') 
The most striking aspect of Bernärdez's translation, as we have noted above, is the manner 
in which he has managed to replicate the rhyme patterns of the Icelandic text, but 
inevitably this has led to a compromise as regards the content of the verses resulting in a 
translation which is sometimes rather loose. 133 
Rescate de la Cabe. Za 1 
Por mar al oeste fui By sea to the west I went 
y de Odin recogi and from Quinn I obtained (collected) 
el zumo del pecho134 the juice of the breast 
asi siempre lo he hecho; I have always done it this way; 
en mi barco cargue On my ship I loaded, 
cuando en el embarque when I embarked in it, 
fardos de poesia; bundles of poetry; 
ya el hielo se fundia. the ice was already melting. 
For example, lines 2-3 of this first stanza are rendered de Odin recogi el Zumo del pecho (from 
ÖÖinn I collected the juice of the breast), an interpretation which ignores the fact that 
Quinn (or Viörir) is part of the kenning which gives rise to the meaning `poetry' and 
cannot be separated from it. It also reduces the two-dimensional aspect of the original 
kenning which evokes both the mythological legend of the origins of poetry and the image 
of the sea breaking on the shore which, as I have argued above, complements the sea 
voyage theme introduced in the opening verse. Bernärdez explains in a footnote that el 
sumo del pecho (the juice of the breast) is `poetry', but neglects to mention that this meaning 
1 31 Luis Lerate's subequent Spanish translation HQfudlaurn (Renate de cabeZa) adopts a decidedly different 
strategy. In the introduction to his translation Lerate states that he has considered it preferable to renounce a 
`slavish reinvention of Castilian rhymes' (una esclava reinvenciön de rimas castellanas) in order to better 
preserve the literal context of the Icelandic text. It seems not unlikely that this is a criticism of Bernärdez's 
approach. See Poe is Ant: «uo-Nördica: Antologia (Siglos IX-XII), trans. by Luis Lerate (Madrid: . liana, 1993), p. 
112. 
134 Saga dc Egrl Skatlagnrmrson, p. 224, footnote 178: El zumo del pecho: "la poesia"' (The juice of the breast: 
`poetry'). 
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is only possible if the liquid is designated as pertaining to 
Öc)inn; as it is, his explanation is 
somewhat misleading, indeed to an inexpert reader the first helming reads as though Egill 
sailed west in order to collect the poetry from OÖInn. 
In the second helming, Bernärdez's very literal reading of hlöök ma'röar hlut mins 
knarrar skut (I loaded the stern of my vessel > BREAST with a cargo of praise) as en mi barco 
cargue [... ] fardos de poesia (on my ship I loaded [... ] bundles of poetry), like Hallvard Lie's 
translation, precludes the possibility of the interpretation `breast' for knarrar skut. Nor does 
Bernärdez offer the Spanish reader any explanation for the apparent discrepancy between 
the prose text, where Egill obviously sailed eastwards, and the opening statement of the 
stanza por mar al oestefui (by sea to the west I went), although presumably he was aware of 
it. 
Rescate de la Cabe. Za 2 
Albergue el rey me dio, The king gave me lodging 
debo alabarle yo; I should praise him; 
de Odin traigo bebida from Quinn I bring drink 
a donde el anglo habita; to where the Angle dwells; 
al principe he alabado, I have praised the prince, 
en verdad le he cantado; truly have I sung to him, 
una oda he dispuesto, an ode I have prepared, 
si estä a oirla presto. if he is disposed to hear it. 
In this second stanza the line de Odin traigo bebida a donde el angla habita (from/of 
Öcinn I 
bring drink to where the Angle dwells) also sounds as though Egill is on a mission from 
Quinn. To the Spanish reader, or indeed to any reader unfamiliar with skaldic poetry this 
line does not make a lot of sense, but presumably Bernärdez feels there is no need for 
further explanation than the footnote to the first stanza. However, it is possible that this is 
an example of Bernärdez's eccentric syntax and the line should actually be read: `traigo el 
bebida de Odin' (I bring Ooinn's drink) a translation which is much closer to the Icelandic 
beck Wins mjQö a Engla bjQö (I bear the mead of 
OÖinn to the lands of the 
Angles/Englishmen). 
In the second helrning of this stanza the focus shifts onto the performance of the 
poetry, and represents, more or less accurately, the content of the Icelandic text, namely 
that Egill has conceived of a praise poem for the king and is asking for the opportunity to 
recite it. Bernärdez works into his translation a number of terms which are strongly 
associated with Spanish medieval literature, particularly with the `cantares de gesta' (cf. las 
Bestas del senor, `the deeds of the lord', in stanza 16), the most famous of which is 
undoubtedly the Cantar de llio Cid. These poems were performed or sung in public by 
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juglares (troubadours) who were normally accompanied by music. Speaking of the 
performative aspect of Spanish epic poetry in his edition of the Cantar de Al o Cid, Francisco 
A. Marcos Marin notes: 
When thinking about any epic poem, as when we think about ajarcha, ac jel, a carol or 
a romance, we should imagine it as a sung text [texto cantado], in which the music 
would have a natural influence on the rhythm and the regulation of the metre. 135 
Moreover, Marcos points out that `the verb for the most exalted act of the juglares is, 
without doubt, `to sing' [cantar]' and that `in the romance languages, in this era, the verb 
derived from the Latin dicere (Castillian der/ r, French dire) corresponds to the modern 
[terms] `sing, recite/say, play (an instrument)'. 13' Bernärdez chooses cantar to describe the 
reciting of the poem in the stanza above, en verdad le he cantado, and in stanza 19: Ante el mg 
he cantado los versos que he formado (before the king I have sung the verses that I have 
composed), but most notably in the final stanza (see below), where he uses the verb twice 
cante, cantar, as well as the noun canto. In the context, the verb decir in d ad mipoema (thus 
did I recite/versify my poem) should also be read in its medieval sense, further emphasising 
the analogy between HQfudlausn and medieval Spanish poetry. 
Rescate de la Cabe. Za 20 
Del rey cante alabanza, I sang praise of the king, 
recite sin erranza, I recited without error, 
en casas de senores in houses of lords/gentlemen 
bien se cantar loores; I know well how to sing praise-poems; 
ahora desde el pecho now from my breast 
al rey un canto he hecho; to the king a poem/song I have made; 
dije asi mi poema, thus did I recite/versify my poem, 
hubo atencion suprema. there was supreme attention. 
The phrase bien se cantar bores (I know well how to sing praise-poems), introduces another 
term closely associated with Spanish medieval literature, which occurs, for example, in the 
works of the first known poet to write in the Castilian language, Gonzalo de Berceo (1197- 
1 35 Cantar de Mio Cid, ed. by Francisco A. Marcos Marin (Madrid: Biblioteca nueva, 1997), p. 14: '-M pensar en 
cualquier poema epico, como al pensar en una jarcha, en un cejel, un villancico o un romance, tenemos que 
imaginarlo como un texto cantado, en que la müsica tendria una natural influencia en el ntmo y en el ajuste de 
la metrica'. A jar ha or kharja is the concluding stanza to a type of love long composed by Arab or Jewish 
poets in Moslem Spain during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. \\ hile the main part of the poem was in 
classic Arabic or Hebrew, the jarrha was colloquial, either in Spanish or Spanish interspersed with Arabic 
words. The cejel (! ejel, tiajäl) was another type of medieval song with Hispano-arabic roots. 
136 ibid.: `El verbo para la acciön mäs elevada de los juglares es, acertadamente, canta? [... ] `En las lenguas 
romänicas, en esa etapa, el verbo derivado del latin dicere (cast. de_ -Ur, fr. dire) corresponde a los modernos 
`cantar, decir, tocar [un instrumento]'. 
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1264). His poems in praise of the Virgin Mary are named loores (Loores de 1 luestra Sennora), 
and the word is also incorporated into the poetry for example: 
En tu loor, Sennora 
de las tus largas faldas 
ca non me siento digno 
maguer la tu feduca 
querria entender, 
una fimbria tanner, 
ante ti parescer, 
no la puedo perder. 137 
In your praise, Lady, I would like to touch the hem of your long skirts; I would like to 
understand, because although I do not feel worthy of appearing before you, I cannot 
lose your trust. 
Other archaic, poetic and medieval words and phrases are scattered throughout the stanzas 
in the poem such as: estarpresto a (st. 2); erran<a (st. 5,20), dardo in the sense of `arrow' (st. 6, 
9); tahali (st. 8); broquel (st. 7); por cierto in the sense of `certainly' (st. 12); lasgestas (st. 16) and 
doquiera (st. 18). Bernärdez suggests the following motive for the use of archaic and 
medieval vocabulary in translations of skaldic poetry: 
It is necessary to point out that skaldic texts were already seen as archaic forms in the 
era of the composition of the sagas, and that consequently there exists a contrast not 
only between verse and prose, but also between contemporaneous language (of the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries) and `archaic' language (of the ninth to eleventh 
centuries, primarily). It would be fitting if this contrast were respected in some way in 
translations which, as a rule, is not normally the case. 138 
However, as I have illustrated above, these terms are bound to evoke in the Spanish 
reader's mind a number of associations with their native medieval literature in general, as 
well as particular poems such as the high-status medieval classic El Cantar del Mio Cid. By 
rewriting the Icelandic text in terms of the native Spanish tradition, probably with the 
intention of trying to engage the reader with a familiar frame of reference, Bernärdez 
performs an act of cultural colonisation on the text which has now got a decidedly Spanish 
flavour despite its references to `Odin'. 
1; 7 Gonzalo de Berceo, Obrar completas 3: E/ Duelo de !a Virgen, Los himnos, Los bores de nue. rtra Senora, Los signor 
del juicio final, ed. by Brian Dutton (London: Tamesis, 1975), p. 73. 
138 Enrique Bernärdez, `Acerca de la traducc16n de los kenningar y otros aspectos de la poesia escäldica', 
Filologia Modern, 68-70 (1980), 223-40 (p. 228): `Es preciso senalar que los textos escäldicos, ya en la epoca de 
redacc16n de las sagas, se entendian como formas arcaicas, y que, consecuentamente, existe un contraste no 
solo entre prosa y verso, sino tambien entre lengua contemporänea (de los siglos xIII y XIV) v lengua 
"arcaica" (de los siglos I\ a \I, fundamentalmente). Pareceria conveniente que este contraste se respetara de 
alguna forma en las traducciones; lo que por regla, no suele hacerse' (It is necessary to point out that by the 
time of the age of saga composition, the skaldic texts were already considered as archaic forms, and that as a 
consequence, there is aa contrast not only between prose and verse, but also between contemporary language 
(of the 13th and 14th centuries) and `archaic' language (of the 9th to the 11th centuries, principally). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
POEMS OF GRIEF AND LOVE 
The previous chapter focused on types of skaldic poetry that chiefly belonged to the 
public sphere. Nidvisur and praise-poetry constitute genres whose performative force lies in 
their public utterance; in other words, they only have the power to enhance or injure a 
person's reputation if they are remembered and repeated. We have also seen how nie is 
normally motivated by revenge, while praise-poetry is usually produced in return for some 
form of remuneration, although the borderline between praise and mockery can 
sometimes be very unclear. This focus of this chapter, however, is on a number of poems 
that were composed and recited under very different circumstances to niövisur and praise- 
poetry. The greater part of the discussion will centre on two instances of male lament in 
Egils saga. The first is a stanza uttered by Egill Skalla-Grimsson's grandfather, Kveld-Ülfr, 
on hearing of the death of his son D rolfr; the second is Egill's Sonatorrek, which here 
deserves an introduction. 
Sonatorrek is probably the most celebrated poem of all of Egill's verse, and is 
certainly the one that has received the most attention. `Most' is a word that surfaces again 
and again in relation to Sonatorrek; indeed, it is remarkable how often the poem is defined 
in superlative terms. To quote a few such accolades: `Sonatorrek is one of the most 
interesting cultural-historical documents from the Viking era' (Hallvard Lie: 1958); ' `The 
Sonatorrek is the most powerful of Egill's verse-sequences' (Turville-Petre: 1976); 2 `the best 
skaldic poem extant' (Bernärdez: 1988); 3 `this must be counted the most remarkable poem 
Hallvard Lie, `Egill Skallagrimsson', in Kulturhistorisk lek. rikon for nordisk middelalder. Fra vikingetid til 
reformationstid, ed. by John Danstrup and others (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1956-78), III (1958), 
521-22 (p. 522): `Sonatorrek er et av de interessanteste ands-hist. dokumenter fra vikingtiden'. I have 
translated `ands-hist[oriskj', here as `cultural-historic', but it should be noted that `And' also has connotations 
of artistic genius. 
2 E. O. Gabriel Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976), p. 24. 
Bernärdez, Enrique, trans., Snom Sturluson: Saga de E#1 Skallagrimsson (Madrid: `firaguano, 1988), p. xiii: `el 
mejor poems escäldica de todos los existentes'. This volume will be referred to throughout this chapter as 
Saga de Egil Ska/k gnr'm son. 
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we now have by any named poet of the Viking Age' Qönas Kristjänsson: 1988) ;4 `The 
poem concerns mainly Egill's own feelings, and it has been called the most lyrical product 
of Norse poetry' (Bjarni Einarsson: 1993,154); 5 `Egill's finest poem is Sonatorrek' 
(Fidjestol: 1994). 6 Thus we can claim with confidence that Sonatorrrk is firmly established 
in the canon of Nordic literature as a text in its own right, and is undoubtedly considered 
to be a valuable cultural artefact inherited from the Viking Age, and consequently part of 
the `cultural capital' of the modern states of Iceland and Norway. Viewed from a wider 
perspective, it could even be considered to be part of `our' common European heritage. 
As we have seen in the quotations cited above, Sonatorrek's appeal is principally 
based on the perception that it has an emotional, personal, and individual (all three of 
which usually add up to `lyrical') quality unmatched by any other skaldic or Eddic poem. In 
Sonatorrek the oftentimes brutal Viking Egill lays bare his soul and expresses, or even 
purges, his grief in a manner unprecedented in Old Norse-Icelandic verse. It is this 
emotional aspect that, has led to its being called `the most lyrical product of Norse poetry' 
and which has prompted Bjarne Fidjestol to reflect that: 
Sonatorrek seems remarkably modem in attitude. The poet seeking consolation in his 
art may appear notably like a Romantic theme, and Egill's poem has been compared 
to Den Salige, 7 an elegy by the Norwegian Romantic Welhaven. Egill is remote from 
us in many ways - in one stanza, for instance, he boasts of biting through the throat 
of an enemy in a hand-to-hand fight (if that is the right interpretation of the verse) - 
but in Sonatorrek the Viking comes close to ourselves. A substantial work on 
autobiography in world-literature devotes a separate chapter to Egill and refers to him 
as the first modem man (Misch 1949-69): 2.1: 131 - 77). 8 
The notion that Sonatorrek provides a rare opportunity to somehow get close to, as 
Hallvard Lie puts it, `Egill the individual', or get a glimpse into his soul, is one of the many 
reasons why scholars have tried to recover the `original', `authentic' poem from the 
`miserable, disintegrated verse', as it now exists. 9 
4 Jonas Kristjänsson, Eddas and Sagas: Iceland's Medieval Literature, trans. by Peter Foote (Reykjavik: Hi8 
islenska bökmenntafelag, 1988), p. 101. 
5 Bjarni Einarsson, `Egill Skalla-Grimsson', in Medieval Scandinavia: An Encyclopedia, ed. by Philip Pulsiano 
(London: Garland, 1993), pp. 153-54 (p. 154). 
6 Bjarne Fidjestol, `Norse-Icelandic composition in the oral period', in Selected Papers (Haugen, 1997), pp. 303- 
32 (p. 326). 
7 Johan Sebastian Welhaven's poem `Den Salige' was probably inspired by the death of his fiancee and 
provided an opportunity for the poet to work through his loss. 
8 Bjarne Fidjestol, `Norse-Icelandic composition in the oral period', in Selected Papers (Haugen, 1997), pp. 303- 
32 (p. 327). 
Hallvard Lie, `Sonatorrek str. 1-4', in Arkiv for nordirk filohgi, 61 (1946), 182-207 (p. 183). In this article 
Hallvard be compares Sonator ek with the work of another romantic poet, Percy Bysshe Shelley, citing the 
following lines from `To a Skylark': `our sweetest songs are those/ which tell of saddest thought'. 
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This poem, in the state that has been handed down to us, contains so many obscure 
phrases and words that many of the strophes make no sense at all, and scholars have had 
to resort to extensive emendation to arrive at a reasonably comprehensible text. While 
some of these emendations are universally accepted, there has been much debate over 
certain textual cruces in Sonatorrek, and a large quantity of critical material has amassed on 
the subject. In 1946, Hallvard Lie somewhat optimistically claimed that: 
With a flawless, authentic Sonatorrek, Old Norse literary history would have 
possessed an artistic and humanistic document of such rare worth that the 
philologists would undoubtedly have sacrificed, without hesitation, all the literature 
they had themselves created over the years about the poem, if this could help Egill's 
words to live again. 10 
It must be owned that the desire to restitute the `original' text of Sonatorrek and decipher its 
enigmas is one of the main reasons why philologists feel compelled to interpret and re- 
interpret it; as to the readings that can be derived from the text, the possibilities seem 
endless. " There is also a lack of consensus regarding the genre of the poem. Depending 
on its various interpretations, Sonatorrek has been defined as a lament, a dirge, an elegy, and 
even a catharsis; 12 in the saga itself it is described as an e kva'ai ('memorial lay' or `funeral 
ode'). In fact Sonatorrek combines elements of all of these forms. Its ostensible purpose in 
the saga is to honour the deceased, in the manner of an obituary poem, but it is clear that 
it also has a therapeutic function for the poet and also shares some aspects of the 
genealogical poems (such as Ynglingatal and Häleygjatal) in terms of theme and metre. 
However, as we have seen above, it is the perceived lyrical quality of Sonatorrek which has 
fascinated scholars, particularly Scandinavian scholars, and which has earned Sonatorrek its 
reputation as the finest poem in Old Norse literature. 
This chapter will also include a discussion, and an analysis of the translations, of a 
pair of stanzas of quite a different subject matter, but also spoken in a private, domestic 
setting. These stanzas form part of an exchange between Egill and the girl with whom he 
has been paired at a feast, and represent Egill's first encounter with the opposite sex. In 
this chapter I have arranged the poetry in chronological order, i. e. in the order that it 
occurs in the saga. 
10 ibid., p. 182: `died et plettfritt, autentisk Sonatorrek hadde norron litteraturhistorie eiet et kunstnerisk og 
menneskelig dokument av en sä sjelden verdi, at filologene uten teil betenkningslost hadde ofret all den 
litteratur de sely i ärenes lop har skapt omkring kvadet, hadde det säsant hjulpet Egils egne ord til live igjen'. 
Most of the readings concern the Old Norse pagan religion and mythology. 
12 Richard North, `The Pagan Inheritance of Egill's Sonatorrek', in Atti del 12. Congnrso Internaionale di Stadi 
ational Saga Conference, Spoleto 4-10 September sull'Alto Iledioet,, o/Poetr}, in the Scandinavian . 1liddleAges: Seventh Intern 
1988, ed. by Teresa Paroli (Spoleto: Centro italiano di studi sull'Alto Medioevo, 1990), pp. 147-67 (p. 154). 
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Stan«a 1 
This is the first skaldic stanza to be quoted in Egils saga and is one of the few that is not 
recited by Egill himself. It is delivered by Kveld-Ulfr (Egill's grandfather) upon receiving 
the news of the death of his son körölfr at the hands of King Haraldr of Norway-, fulfilling 
his prophecy that `our family will not enjoy good fortune from this king'. 13 The prose 
context explains that the king, afraid of engaging in open battle with Iörölfr, orders his 
house to be burnt instead. Iörölfr manages to escape from the burning house and almost 
succeeds in wounding the king but he is attacked by the king's guard and dealt the mortal 
blow by King Haraldr himself. On receiving the tidings of his son's untimely death Kveld- 
Ulfr is so grief-stricken that he takes to his bed and refuses to get up. His other son, 
Skalla-Grimr, `visited him often and entreated him to take heart, saying that anything was 
more befitting than to languish uselessly in bed. "It would be more advisable if we were to 
try to get revenge for Dorolfr; it may be that we come within reach of some of the men 
who were present at D rölfr's killing. If not, then there will be men which we can catch 
that the king will find contrary to his liking. "'14 In response Kveld-Ulfr recites the 
following verse: 
Nu fräk nor45r i eyju, 
norn erum grimm, til snimma 
Dundr kaus bremja skyndi, 
Iörölf und lok föru; 
letumk hung at pingi 
Drs fangvina at ganga, 
skjött munat hefnt, pött hvettimk 
hugr, malm-Gnaar brugc it. 15 
Prose word order 
Nü fräk D rolf föru und lok norÖr i eyju; nom erum grunm; Pundr kaus premja skyndi til 
snimma; hung fangvina D rs letumk brugÖit at ganga at Dingi malm-Gnaar; skjött munat 
hefnt, Pott hugr hvettimk. 
Translation 
Now I found out that P rölfr has met his end (i. e. died) north on an island. The norn is 
grim to me. Dundr (OÖinn) chose the swinger of the sword-edges > WAMOR prematurely. 
The difficult (heavy) wrestling partneress/opponent of Dörr > OLD AGE allowed me to fail 
in going to the meeting of metal-Gnä (goddess) [> valkyrie] > BATTLE. Quickly will it not 
be avenged although the mind whetted/ encouraged it. 
13 IF 2, p. 13: `at ver feÖgar munim ekki bera gxfu til pessa konungs'. 
" IF 2, p. 60: `Skalla-Grimr kom opt til haus og ta18i fyrir honum, back harn hressa sik, sag8i, at allt var annat 
athaefiligra en pat, at auviroask ok leggjask i k2r, - "er hilt heldr rio, at . -er leitim td hefnda eptir D6r6lfr; mä 
vera, at vet komim i fceri vio n2kkura kä menn, er vent hafa at falli D rölfs; en of pat er eigi, pä munu peir 
vera menn, er ,,, 6r munum nä, er konungi mun ser pykkja möti skapi'. 
15 ibid. 
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Commentary & Anaysis 
This strophe is remarkable for its numerous references to Norse mythology. Firstly Kveld- 
Ulfr claims that (the/a) norn has been severe to him. The norns were female beings who 
ruled the fate of the world, who presided over the fortunes of men and even of the gods 
themselves, although they are not utterly omnipotent, as Jenny Jochens points out: 
According to Völuspd and Snorri, however, the völur (plural of völva) and the nornir 
are not directly responsible for the events either. The völva happens to know and the 
norns perform more as agents than as direct cause. In both cases a higher albeit 
unspecified power looms behind them. In the heroic poetry and among some skalds, 
however, the norns are often held directly responsible for events unfavorable to the 
heroes. 16 
Kveld-Ulfr also accuses Ooinn of taking his son's life too early (til snimma) and he laments 
the fact that he is too old to avenge his son's death himself. This is expressed in the 
kenning fangvina Görs, which evokes the story in the Snorra Edda of Utgaroa-Loki, in which 
D Orr fails tests set by the giants because he is being deceived by means of optical illusions. 
In the second of these tests D rr fails to defeat an old woman at wrestling. Her name is 
Elli, or `Old Age'. 
Another kenning contained within the stanza with a mythological reference is bingi 
malm-Gnäar (assembly of metal-Gnä). Gnä is one of the minor a njur or female cesir, i. e. a 
goddess; in skaldic poetry, the `metal-goddess' is a common kenning for valkyrie, whose 
`assembly' or `meeting' (bingz) is battle or combat. The valkyries were fearsome beings 
whose function is inscribed in their name, namely to chose (kjösa), at Ocinn's bidding, 
those warriors who were destined to die in battle, collect the slain (valr) from the battlefield 
and conduct them back to ValhQll, the hall of the slain. 
Kveld-Ülfr's attitude towards the norns, Öcinn and the valkyrie, as expressed in the 
stanza above is consistent with what we know of the roles of these mythological figures. 
According to this mythological perspective, Törölfr has been specially selected by O inn 
to be slain on the battlefield, and then to be carried to ValhQll by a valkyrie. The mention 
of the norns reminds us, however, that it is they, and not Quinn, who ultimately decide the 
fate of all men. While the belief that the fate of each human being had long ago been 
decided was probably of some consolation to the grieving father, and the manner in which 
Dorolfr met his fate was the most noble he could have wished for, his desire for revenge 
reminds us that it was a human hand that caused D rolfr's death. The desire for vengeance 
is also articulated by Skalla-Grimr, who reminds his father that they are honour-bound to 
l6 jenn)" Jochens, Old Norme Imager of Women (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996), p. 40. 
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exact retribution for D rölfr (this stanza marks the commencement of a long-running feud 
between Kveld-Ulfr's sons and grandsons and the Norwegian royal family), but K-, -eld-Ülfr 
feels that although his spirit is willing, bött hur hvettimk (although the mind whetted it), his 
flesh is weak, and due to his advanced age he is personally unable to take such action. In 
the story to which he alludes, even the great battle-god Dörr cannot defeat old age. 
It may be of some significance, in the context, that of the four references to figures 
from Norse mythology in this stanza (the norns, Quinn, Gnä and Elli), three are feminine. 
There may be a suggestion of the woman as inciter in the phrase bött bugr hvettimk, and it is 
conceivable that these allusions are meant to imply that Kveld-Ulfr's position is weak, 
passive and perhaps effeminate. Kveld-Ulfr is certainly impotent against the powers of the 
norns, the valkyries, or Old Age as personified by Elli. " Another possibility is that they 
could simply be part of a tradition that associates female figures with misfortune and evil. " 
Kveld-Ulfr's grief-stricken response to the news of Iörölfr's death is paralleled in a 
scene that occurs later in the saga. On hearing of the drowning of his son Bgovarr, Egill 
also takes to his bed in despair, refusing all food and drink. His daughter, Dorgerör, 
manages to foil his plan by tricking him into drinking some milk and, once her father has 
revived a little, persuades him to compose a poem in honour of his lost son. In the 
resulting poem, Sonatorrek, which we will examine below, Egill also expresses his 
frustration at his inability to take revenge on BQÖvarr's killer, the sea. 
Stanza 1: Nönvegian translation 
Nidingsdäd spors der nordfra Cowardly deed is reported from the north 
- nornene er meg gramme -- the norns are dreadful to me - 
for tidlig tok Tors fader too soon Törr's father took 
Torolv til Valhalls saler D rölfr to ValhQll's halls/rooms. 
Mr dig og mett av dage Weary and tired of life 
meg malmtingsferd er nektet; to me `metal-assembly journey' is denied; 
om hevntanker i hugen verker, although vengeful thoughts work in mind 
hevndäd min harm ei stiller. '9 vengeful deed alleviates not my grief. 
17 In one of the final lausavisur in the saga (st. 58) Egill also makes an association between old age and sexual 
impotence: Tals hefk väfur helsis/väfallr em ek skalla/blautr erum bergis fötar/borr, en blust es porrin' (-Mv 
neck trembles; I am inclined to fall and hurt my bald head; my penis is soft, and my hearing is diminished). 
18 See Cold Counsek The Women of Old Norse Literature and Myth, ed. by Sarah M. Anderson and Karen Swenson 
(New York; London: Routledge, 2002). 
19 Hallvard Lie, trans. Egil Skallagrimrsons saga, in Islandske a'tteraSaer, vol. 1, ed. by Hallvard Lie (Oslo: 
Aschehoug, 1951), pp. 25-211 (p. 64), endnote: `Tors fader. Odin. - malmting. "Sverdting", kamp' (Dörr's 
father: Quinn. - metal-assembly: `sword-assembly', battle). T its volume will henceforth be referred to as 
Islandske a'tteragaer, vol. 1. 
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Commentary & Analysis 
In contrast to the Icelandic text, the Norwegian translation is immediately judgemental. 
The first word of stanza, nidingrdäd (cowardly deed), presupposes a niding or villain, which 
in this case must refer to Haraldr. It is easy to see from the prose context why King 
Haraldr and his actions could be called Hiding, but it is a sentiment that is not present in the 
Icelandic text of the stanza. Spors der nordfra (is reported from the north) omits the specific 
information given in the source text, that P rolfr died in the north on an island (Nü fräk 
b rölf föru und lok no rar i eyju). The second line of the Norwegian translation is a very close 
rendering of the Icelandic except that the indefinite form of norn, implying `a' or `one', has 
been given the definite plural ending, implicating all three of the norns. To use an article in 
Norwegian is perhaps more logical than what is found in the original (although strict logic 
is perhaps not necessary in a poetical context), but it is probable that the definite plural 
form is used mainly here to provide two extra syllables, which then add up to seven, as in 
all the other lines in this stanza (except line 7). 
This translation replaces the appellation for ÖÖinn, Pundr, with the phrase (or 
kenning) Tors fader. Presumably Lie felt that a Norwegian equivalent for `Thunderer, ' such 
as `Tordener' might be too easily confused with `Tor', whose name comprises the first 
element of the Norwegian word for thunder, torden. However, it not quite accurate to 
speak of 06inn (Tors fader) as having `taken' D rolfr to ValhQll; as we have seen above, 
O Öinn never actually takes the warriors himself - although he does choose them. It is the 
valkyries who fly down to the battlefield and carry away the slain. While it is implied in the 
Icelandic text that D rolfr has been taken to ValhQll, the Norwegian translation makes this 
far more explicit. In Lie's version D rölfr is not only taken to ValhQll, but to its halls or 
rooms (Valhalls saler); while salr is often used in kennings in Old Norse, such as Wins sa1r, 
to refer to ValhQll, it does not seem to occur in the plural in this context. Perhaps Lie has 
been influenced in his wording by a phrase which occurs in stanza 11: til häsalar He jar (to 
the high-halls of Hel), or he has possibly chosen to place the words thus in order to 
achieve the only example of adalhending in the stanza: Valhalls saler. Lie also leaves out the 
kenning Jremja skyndi (swinger of the sword-edges) here, which does not alter the basic 
meaning of the stanza to a great extent, although it does slightly diminish D rölfr's 
reputation as a warrior and omits the implication that I)örölfr died with a sword in his 
hand. 
In the second helming we are told that the journey to battle is denied to the 
speaker but we are not told by whom or by what, merely that he is media og mett av loge 
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(tired and weary of life). Om hevntanker i hugen verker (although vengeful thoughts work in 
mind) is a rough approximation of Jiött hugr hvettimk although the idea of `whetting' is 
omitted. The final line of this translation hevndäd min harm ei stiller (vengeful deed alleviates 
not my grief), 2i transforms Kveld-Ülfr's unequivocal wish for vengeance into a somewhat 
ambiguous statement. This could be simply stating a fact, i. e. that revenge has not taken 
place, and therefore his grief is not alleviated; which would be consistent with a medieval 
Scandinavian view of such a situation, but it could also be read as `no act of revenge will 
alleviate my grief which would reflect a more philosophical or even Christian perspective. 
The overall effect of the Norwegian stanza is quite different from that of the 
Icelandic text. The addition and omission of words or even entire phrases gives rise to a 
subtle but undeniable change in the impressions evoked, although the basic meaning 
remains the same. The Norwegian translation comes across as being relatively subjective, 
with even a touch of tenderness, perhaps. In the Norwegian version Kveld-Ulfr's 
condemnation of the nidingsdäd makes the poetry more personal than it is in the original, as 
does the use of the word fader, the phrase modig og mett av dage, moreover, conveys not 
purely physical restrictions, but a world-weariness and a heaviness of heart or resignation. 
There is no sense of a struggle, which is implied in the Icelandic, however slightly, by the 
term fangvina. 
In the Norwegian version the mythological elements are very much reduced, to the 
extent that it seems that the pagan aspects are being deliberately played down. Fangvina Iörs 
disappears completely and with it the allusion to the story of P rr and Elli. Atganga at pingi 
malm-Gndar (going to the meeting of the metal-goddess (valkyrie) > BATTLE) becomes 
malmting ferd (metal-assembly journey), which removes the association with the 
goddess/valkyrie. Apart from the reference to the norns, the demystified Norwegian 
version removes any idea of malevolent females and gives a prosaic tone to the whole 
episode. While in the Icelandic text the `stilling' of Kveld-Ülfr's grief is not an issue, the 
Norwegian version implies that he is seeking peace of mind, and it is possible that the 
translator, consciously or otherwise, is alluding to a Christian heaven when he refers to 
I'alhallas saler. 21 
Some care has been taken with the positioning of words in the stanza. For 
example, Torolv corresponds exactly with D rölfr in the Icelandic and the placing of 
Nidingsddd and hevnddd as the first words of the first and last lines creates an impression of 
symmetry, perhaps suggesting that one act will cancel out the other. 
20 The negative particle ei is an archaic form for ikke (not). 
21 John 14.2: `In my father's house are many mansions'. 
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Stanra 1: Spanish translation 
Nuevas Luve del norte, 
hostiles son las nomas22 
muy pronto eligiö Odin23 
matö a Thörölf el guerrero; 
pues de Thor la enemiga24 
me impide it al thing, lenta es, 
de valquirias, 25 la venganza; 
mas la idea me auuiia. 26 
News I had from the north 
hostile are the noms 
very early/soon did boinn choose 
he killed D rölfr the warrior; 
(however) of D rr the (female) enemy* 
prevents me from going to the `thing', slow is, 
of valkyries, the vengeance 
but the idea goads me. 
* i. e. the enemy of Dorr, see Bernärdez's explanatory footnote 52 below. 
Commentary & Analysis 
As this is the first example of a dröttkvctt stanza the reader encounters in the Spanish 
translation, it is not surprising that there are so many explanatory notes accompanying a 
text which contains several terms and references to Norse mythology that a non-specialist 
reader would not understand without some clarification. Therefore, while the name of the 
god `Odin' might be recognizable to a general Spanish audience, it will probably not be 
aware of the manner in which he chose the guerreros ('warriors', here referring to the 
einhejar) from the battlefield sending the valquirias (valkyries) as emissaries to collect their 
bodies and take them back to ValhQll (see footnote 51 below). In the previous footnote 
(50) Bernärdez explains the nornas as the `three old women who ordained the destinies of 
men' and compares them to the Greek parcas, obviously assuming a certain familiarity on 
the readers' part with these figures of classical mythology. The similarity between the 
Roman Parcae (Nona, Decima and Morta), or their Greek equivalents the Moirae (Cloto, 
Laquesis and Atropos), and the Norns of Norse mythology (Urcar, VerÖandi and Skuld) 
has often been noted, but the suggestion of such a correspondence here may also lead the 
reader to make further associations between Old Norse poetry and classical literature as 
they read through the poetry in the rest of the saga. Likewise, the use of the terms nuevas 
22 ibid., p. 80, footnote 50: `Las nornas eran tres ancianas que establecian los destinos de los hombres, 
equivalentes a las parcas griegas' (the norns were three old women who ordained the destinies of men, 
equivalent to the Greek Parcae). 
23 ibid., p. 80, footnote 51: `Odin elegia - el solo, o las valquirias en representaciön suya -a los guerreros que 
deberian morir y acompanarle al Valhalla. De ahi que se le considere, entre otras cosas, el dios de los 
muertos. ' (Ocinn chose - he alone, or the valkyries on his behalf - the warriors who should die and 
accompany him to \'a]hgll. Because of this he is considered, among other things, as the god of the dead). 
24 ibid., p. 81, footnote 52: `La enemiga de Thor es la vejez, con la que peleö cuando estuvo en el palacio de 
Otgarda-Loki, segiin se cuenta en la Edda de Snorri' (The enemy of Dörr is old age, with which he fought 
when he was in the palace of 
Ütgarda-Loki, as it is related in Snorri's Edda). 
25 ibid., p. 81, footnote 53: `El thing de las valquirias es un kenning para "la lucha"' (I'he thing of the vakyries 
is a kenning for `the battle'). 
26 Saga de Eli/Skallagrimrson, pp. S0-S1. 
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and mas, words which are strongly associated with Spanish medieval literature, may evoke 
in the reader's imagination, classics of Spanish tradition such as the Cantar dellWo Cid. 
For the Spanish reader, assuming he or she is familiar to some extent with 
medieval literature, probably the most striking aspect of the above stanza is the unnatural 
word order, which makes some of the sentences almost incomprehensible. The second 
half of the stanza is particularly convoluted. A more natural word order of the second 
helming, for instance, would be `pues la enemiga de Thor me impide it al thing de 
valquirias, la venganza es lenta, mas la idea me aguija' (the female enemy of Dörr prevents 
me from going to the thing of valkyries, vengeance is slow, but the idea goads me). As I 
have indicated previously this approach is probably an attempt to imitate the convoluted 
syntax of the Icelandic text in order to give the reader some idea of the original format, 
but, as we have seen in chapter 3, it is not without precedent in the Spanish literary 
tradition. It is reminiscent of culteranismo, a literary style that emerged in Spain in the late 
sixteenth century and was characterised by an `abusive richness of strange, innovative 
metaphors, the exaggerated use of `cultisms' and complex syntax. '28 
Stanza 13 
This is one of the few stanzas in the saga that is recited by a woman. Having been invited 
by Earl Arnfmnr to a banquet, Egill has been paired as a drinking companion with the 
earl's daughter, but when he takes his place in her seat she reacts by reciting the following 
verses: 
Hvat skaltu, sveinn, i sess minn? 
kvit kü sjaldan heft gefnar 
vargi varmar braoir, 
vesa vilk ein of mina; 
sättaou hrafn i hausti 
of hrxsolli gjalla, 
vastaÖu at, kars eggjar 
ä skelpunnar runnusk. 
Prose word order 
Hvat skaltu, sveinn, i sess min? kvit sjaldan heir kü gefnar vargi varmar braoir; -ilk vesa ein 
of mina; sättaÖu hrafn i hausti gjalla of hrxsolli; vastac u at, pars skelpunnar eggjar runnusk 
a. 
27 The word nuevas occurs several times in the Cantar de/Mio Cid, for example in line 957: `Llegaron las nuevas 
al conde de barcelona' (the news arrived to the Count of Barcelona). The modern Spanish equivalent is 
noticias. 
28 Dicc7onano de !a kngua eipanola, 22nd edn (Real Academia Espanola, 2001). 
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Translation 
What do you want, boy, (getting) into my seat? Because you have seldom given wolf warm 
pieces of flesh; I want to be alone (? with mine) ; 29 you did not see a raven croaking over the 
corpse-swill in autumn, you were not present where shell-thin blades ran against each 
other. 
Commentary & Analysis 
By addressing him as sveinn, a word normally used to address boys or even servants, the 
earl's daughter implies that Egill is not her equal, and she challenges his right to share her 
bench by suggesting that he has not sufficiently proved himself in battle. Her insults take 
the form of an inversion of three typical kennings for warrior or battle. 31 For example, 
prefiguring the kenning, gunnvala braair (feeder of raven > wARRIoR) in strophe 19, she 
claims 2bü jaldan hefrgefnar vargi varmar braöir (you have seldom given wolf warm pieces of 
flesh), the accusation being, of course, that Egill has neither killed, nor provided the wolf 
with carrion, and is therefore not a true warrior. The next charge that the earl's daughter 
levels at him is that he `did not see a raven croaking over "corpse-swill" in autumn' (sdttadu 
hrafn i haustigjalla of brasollz), a statement which, like the previous one, refers to one of the 
most common images in skaldic poetry, that of a carrion-animal feeding on the corpses 
left on the battlefield. Arfinnr's daughter's final reproach to Egill is that he was not present 
where shell-thin blades ran against each other (vastaöu at, 1bars ske junnar eggjar runnusk a), an 
allegation which is again based on the presumption that a worthy man would have been 
present at, and would have participated in battle. She makes it clear that she would rather 
be alone than share a seat with a man who does not live up to her heroic ideals. 
Although the tone of the stanza is haughty and indignant, with perhaps even a hint 
of petulance in the line vilk vesa ein of mina (I want to be alone), there is something 
humorous in the aspect of a young girl challenging a boy of equal age concerning his 
military prowess. However, as Egill retorts in the following stanza, he has already proven 
himself to be a valiant and skilful warrior. The earl's daughter's remoulding of stereotypical 
images from Icelandic poetic diction itself becomes part of a formulaic exchange between 
the two. 
29 It is not clear what `mine' refers to here. 
30 cf. st. 28, chapter 4. 
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Stanza 13: Norwegian translation 
Hva vil den pilten i plassen min? 
pak deg unna, gutt, som svintest! 
Visselig ikke har vargen 
varm-mat hos deg fätt smake, 
sjelden har du sett svarte 
särfuglen i likslintrer slite, 
langt av lei var du der 
larmende stäl-leiken sto! 3' 
Commentary & Analysis 
What is that boy doing in my place? 
get packing, young man, right away! 
The wolf has certainly not 
got to taste warm-food from you, 
Seldom have you seen the black 
wound-bird tear apart tough/stringy corpse-meat 
you were far away when 
the noisy steel-play took 
In a departure from the Icelandic text in which, in the first line of the stanza, the girl 
addresses Egill directly as `you' (hvat skaltu), this version directs the question to the room at 
large, making public what is in the Icelandic text a private dialogue. The following line pak 
deg Unna, Butt, som svintest! (Get packing, young man, right away! ), however, is far more direct 
than the original vilk vesa ein of mina (I want to be alone). The language of this line is 
informal, and the repeated use of the terms for boy (pilt and gutty in lines 1-2 gives the 
impression that the speaker is much older than the addressee, and is annoyed by this time- 
wasting. Lie presumably chooses pilt over the modern Norwegian cognate svein for the 
purposes of alliteration, but this does not greatly alter the tone of the line as both words 
have cognates in Old Ice. (piltr and sveinn) and have more or less the same connotations 
(although sveinn is sometimes used in the sense of `servant', `attendant' in Old Icelandic). 
Gutt, however, is a modern Norwegian word (which is not associated with Old Norse) and 
therefore contributes to a more contemporary mood than pilt. The phrasing of som svintest! 
introduces a sense of impatience or even urgency, which is confirmed by the use of an 
exclamation mark. The sense of energy and emotion in the Norwegian text is in contrast 
to the tone of the original phrase, which is one of sulkiness or even boredom. 
In line 3 Lie replaces the ßvit (because) of the original with the word eisselig (certainly, 
indeed), as opposed to a more literal translation such asfordi (because). Visselig does 
recreate the emphasis in the original stanza that Egill has `seldom' (i. e. never) provided the 
wolf with carrion, but loses the explanatory nature of the statement. Vargr is rendered here 
with vag, rather than the more common ulv. Varg is more poetic than u/v and by retaining 
it the translator would probably hope to evoke associations with Old Norse in a modern 
Norwegian mind, as well for alliterative purposes. Vargr/vary also has a wider range of 
31 Is/andske a'ttesaSer, vol. 1, p. 105, endnote: `sd! Aglen: 
Atselfuglen, ravnen. - lik/rrglen: D. s. ' (the wound -bird'. the 
carrion-bird, the raven. - the tnrpse-bird the same). 
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connotations than u/v. 32 There are some further minor differences. The phrasing of lines 3- 
4 in this version creates a tone different to that of the original, which states that `You 
seldom gave the wolf fresh meat'; here the statement is: `the wolf never got meat from 
you'. The Icelandic phrase for the meat, varmar bräöir (warm raw flesh), is more gory- and 
graphic than the Norwegian varm-mat (warm-food). Mat in Norwegian (cognate with 
English `meat') is a general term that refers to any food or nourishment. As I have not 
been able to find any other occurrences of the word varm-mat I assume that it is a 
compound invented by Lie who obviously felt it was more appropriate here than varm-kjett 
(warm/hot-meat). 
In lines 5-6 Lie once again selects his vocabulary on the basis of alliteration, choosing 
not to render hrafn with Norwegian raun, but instead inventing his own kenning to describe 
the raven, i. e. svarte särfuglen. He thus changes the meaning from `you did not see the raven 
cry over corpse-swill' to `you have seldom seen the black woundbird tear apart tough 
corpse-meat'. Perhaps he feels that the image of the raven crowing over the freshly-slain, 
although a recurrent one in Old Icelandic poetry, is not one which will be readily 
understood by a Norwegian readership, and so chooses the more explicit scene of the bird 
tearing the flesh apart. It also clarifies the fact that the food the wolf would taste is the 
same corpse-meat as the raven enjoys. The phrase that Lie employs to denote the raven 
here, svarte särfuglen, is comparable to kennings for raven that appear in skaldic poetry such 
as: sätagl (wound-gosling); " särgammr (wound-vulture) or valfugl (bird of the slain). 
The third accusation which the girl makes in this stanza is that Egill was not present at 
a battle. She simply states `you were not there (vastaöu at) where shell-thin blades ran 
together'. Lie exaggerates this accusation somewhat when he translates it as langt av lei var 
du (you were a long way away). For the kenning she uses for battle bars ske 5unnar eggjar 
runnusk d (where shell-thin blades ran against each other), Lie replaces one of his own, 
larmende stäl-leiken (noisy steel-play), a modification of an Old Icelandic kenning leikr stäla 
(play of swords > BATTLE). 
32 For a discussion of the etymology of rang see Harald Bjorvand and Fredrik Otto Lindeman, Vary anveord" 
Etymologisk ordbok (Novus forlag Oslo, 2000), p. 1021. 
33 See st. 5, chapter 4. 
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Stanza 13: Spanish translation 
rQue haces, muchacho, en mi asiento? What are you doing, boy, in my seat? 
Rara vez alimentaste you rarely fed 
con came caliente al lobo, the wolf with warm flesh 
prefiero quedarme sola; I prefer to remain alone; 
no viste al cuervo en otono You didn't see the raven in autumn 
cantando sobre la sangre, singing over the blood, 
no estuviste donde corren you were not where 
los filos acerados. 34 steel edges run. 
Comment & Analysis 
In this stanza, one of the less complicated of the lausavisur, the translator has been able to 
achieve quite a literal translation into Spanish. The first line, ýQue haces, muchacho, en mi 
asiento?, for example, is a word-for-word rendering of the original text, except perhaps for 
the replacement of the verb skulu with hacer. Muchacho is an appropriate choice for sveinn, as 
it is a word used specifically for young boys; it is a word generally used by older people 
towards younger ones, rather than by young people towards each other. It also alliterates 
with mi in the same line and alimentaste in line 2. 
Lines 2-3 are also syntactically quite close to the Icelandic text but there is a rather 
more variation in the lexis here. Alimentar (to feed) is more specific than gefa (to give), but 
came caliente has a broader range of connotations than bräöir, as the Spanish language makes 
no distinction between `meat' and `flesh'. In order to avoid evoking an image of hot 
(cooked) meat, the translator could have chosen the adjectivefresca (fresh) instead of 
caliente, but he obviously preferred to imitate the characteristic alliteration of drottkPatt verse 
by maintaining two alliterating sounds in the odd line, which link to the hQfuöstafr (erdarme) 
in the even line. 
The most significant difference in these lines, however, is the omission of the word 
bvit or jvi at (because) in line 2. The girl does not feel that Egill is worthy to share her seat 
because, as she explains in the next line of the Icelandic text, he has seldom (an 
understatement for `never') fed the wolf corpse-meat; i. e. he has never 
killed a man. 
Without the word `because' (m) there is no conjunction linking the first two lines and the 
affront to Egill's masculinity does not follow on logically from the question. 
The word 
j' Saga de Egil Skallagrimsron, p. 156. Footnote 119 on this page, `Sobre la costumbre de beber en parejas 
[about the custom of drinking in pairs] cfr. nota 17', directs the reader to footnote 1-, p. 
26 : `En las fiestas 
era costumbre que durante un rato se bebiera en parejas con el mismo cuerno; podian ser parejas 
de 
hombres, o de hombre v mujer, en ese rato se charlaba ya menudo se 
discutian importantes asuntos 
personales' (It was the custom at 
festivals that for a certain space of time people would drink in pairs from 
the same horn; they could be pairs of men, or of a man and a woman, and 
in this time they would chat and 
often discuss important personal 
business). 
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prefiero (I prefer) in line 4 gives a clue as to the girl's motivation: she would prefer to be 
alone than to share a seat with an unmanly man. This is not a direct translation of the term 
used in the Icelandic iil ek, simply `I want' or `I wish', and Bernärdez is probably following 
Siguröur Nordal's suggestion `eg vil (heldur) vera ein um mina (hitu)' (I would rather be 
alone with my (fire)). 
In line 5 Bernärdez preserves the reference to autumn (otono) but in this version the 
raven is singing (cantando) over the blood (sangre) while in the Icelandic he cries out (gialla) 
over the corpse-swill (brauoll. There is no exact equivalent in Spanish for soll, as it is used 
in this context, to refer to a gory mess, the only possibility is the one Bernärdez has 
chosen, i. e. sangre, although he could have said `cadäveres ensangrentados' (bloody corpses) 
to convey the meaning more accurately. The selection of the verb cantar in this rendition is 
more difficult to understand, as a raven is obviously not a songbird; rather it tends to emit 
a harsh croaking sound. Perhaps Bernärdez here is trying to create a strong impact on the 
reader by his incongruous use of cantar; the word is bound to evoke a pleasant image of a 
songbird, which throws the horror of the scene into higher relief. This is a device often 
employed by Egill himself, as we have seen in stanza 19, for example. In the final couplet 
Bernärdez reduces ske punnar eNar (shell-thin blades) to the more prosaicfi/os acerados (steel 
blades) and translates runnusk ä (run together) as simply corren ('run' in the sense of `move'), 
thus diminishing the reading of the phrase as a kenning for battle where swords run 
against each other and clash. 
Interestingly, and perhaps coincidentally, no niste (line 5) and no estuviste (line 7) 
rhyme, and in this respect mirror the positioning of sättaöu (line 5) and vastadu (line7) in the 
Icelandic version. 
Stanza 14 
When Earl Arnfinnr's daughter finishes her speech Egill takes hold of her and sits her 
beside him, and recites a verse. We are not given any further details in the prose text as to 
how he took hold of her, whether roughly or tenderly, but we are told that after he had 
spoken his verse that they pair drank together all evening and got on very well. 
35 
35 IF 2, p. 121: `pä drukku Pau saman um kveldit ok väru allkit'. 
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Farit hefk blöögum brandi, 
svät mer benkiourr fylgöi, 
ok gjallanda geiri; 
gangr vas haror of vikingum; 
gerc um reiÖir rostu, 
rann eldr of sjgt manna, 
letum bl6,5ga büka 
i borghliÖum scefask. 
Prose word order 
Ek hef farit blOogum brandi ok gjallanda geiri svät benkiÖurr fylgÖi mer; gangr vas haror of 
viikingum; reiöir geraum rostu, rann eldr of manna sjgt; letum blöc)ga büka soefask i 
borghliÖum. 
Translation 
I've proceeded with bloody sword and whistling spear in such a way that a wound-grouse 
> RAVEN accompanied me; the onslaught of the Vikings was hard. Angry, we made battle; 
fire ran over dwellings of men; we allowed bloody bodies to fall/collapse in the gates of 
strongholds. 
Commentary & Analysis 
The girl's deliberately provocative comments elicit the above response from Egill and in 
this stanza he refutes her accusations one by one. He counters the first charge of not 
providing the wolf with food by saying that `we' (i. e. he and his Viking band) letum blödga 
büka i boighlidum sýfask (allowed bloody bodies to fall in the fortress gates). In response to 
sättaöu hrafn i hausti of hrasolli lgjalla 
(you did not see a raven croaking over the corpse-swill in 
Autumn) he says that in fact the raven or `wound-grouse' followed him (benjidurr fylgöi mir), 
presumably because he was such a prolific provider of carrion. And finally, in answer to 
the claim that he had not been present at a battle, Egill replies: gangr vas harr of vikingum; 
reiöirge um rostu (the onslaught of the Vikings was hard. Angry we made battle). 
Thus stanzas 13 and 14 appear to be a sort of verbal duel between the two young 
people; the first strophe being a challenge to which Egill responds. However, while stanza 
13 is full of references to `you' (skaltu, sdttaöu, vastadu) and `me' (minn, mina), Egill's riposte 
focuses on himself (hefk, mir) and his Viking companions (geraum, letum) and he neither 
refers directly to his drinking companion or their situation nor responds to her first 
question Hvat skaltu, sveinn, i sess minn? (What do you want, boy, (getting) into my seat? ). 
The specific reference in this stanza is to the attack on Lund, which took place a short 
while before. It tallies with the prose description of the event which refers to Lund as a 
bog (fortified town/fortress), in using the word borghlio, and describes the great loss of life 
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(varö par mannfall mikiI , the sacking of the town and 
its destruction by burning at the hands 
of the Vikings before they departed. 36 
According to Gabriel Turville-Petre the form of this stanza is irregular, and `the 
imagery and syntax of a kind which a young girl could understand'. 37 The saga is not 
explicit about the age of the earl's daughter; all we are told is that she is `allfriÖa ok pä vel 
frumvaxta' (very beautiful and at that time in her prime). 38 She cannot therefore be much 
younger than Egill, although the tone of her stanza would suggest that she feels herself to 
be his senior. 39 It seems to me likely that in his first potentially romantic encounter, an 
adolescent Egill would want to impress a girl not only by recounting his deeds but also 
with his poetic ability. This stanza is certainly not one of the most artistic of the lausavisur, 
however. Its language is formulaic, it contains only one kenning, and, as Turville-Petre 
points out, its uncomplicated syntax means that it is instantly comprehensible. This could 
be due to its function. The exchange between Egill and the earl's daughter takes place in a 
domestic, intimate setting and, although it could hardly be called a conversation, it is 
perhaps appropriate in this context that the poetic response to stanza 13 is not a high- 
flown, cryptic piece. It also provides the perfect opportunity for a little boasting on Egill's 
part. 
Stanza 14: Norwegian Translation 
Brukt har jeg blodete sverdet I have used the bloodied sword 
og blistrende spydet lange, and long whistling spear 
slik at likfuglen mitt folge likte. in such a way that the corpse-bird liked my company. 
Larmen sto av viking-laget! The noise arose from the Viking-band! 
Harme vi om oss herjet, Angry, we harried around us, 
hus og hjem ät ilden, the fire consumed houses and homes, 
blodige buker lot vi we made bloody bellies 
i bor leene lemlestet lie. 40 he dismembered (mutilated) in the town gates 
Commentary dam' Analy ris 
In the first lines of this translation Lie renders the verb fara (to travel) in line 1 of the 
original with the Norwegian bruke (to use); and replaces benbiöurr (wound-grouse > RAVEN) 
with his own kenning, likfuglen, but otherwise follows to the Icelandic text quite closely. 
36 IF 2, p. 118: `rxntu peir kaupstachinn, en brenndu, ä8r peir skilousk vi$'. 
37 Scaldic Poetry, p. 19. Stanza 15 is equally uncomplicated. 
38 IF 2, p. 119. 
39 According to the chronology of the saga Egill should be about fifteen years old at this time. 
40 Islandske attesaSer, vol. 1, p. 105, endnote: `sJtfirglen: Atselfuglen, raunen. - likfuglen: D. s. ' (the wound-bird The 
carrion-bird, the raven. - the corpse-bird the same). 
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In line 3 Lie lays stress on the noise or tumult generated by the attack, whereas the 
Icelandic text makes a relatively general statement to the effect that the going or onslaught 
(gangr) of the Vikings was hard. Although laymen does not alliterate with any other word in 
the line, it does rhyme with barme in the following verse, a line in which Lie changes the 
focus of the original to a certain extent. Where the Icelandic has reiorgeröum rrostu (angry we 
made battle) Lie opts for barme vi om oss he /et (angry we harried around us), which is a 
closer reflection of the scene as recounted in the prose text than of the stanza itself. By 
employing the word herje, which traditionally categorises the Vikings as plunderers, he is 
reinforcing stereotypical impressions (even though in this case the description might well 
be accurate). In line 6 Lie again changes the verb renn (rann) for ete (pret., ät) thus 
removing the idea of motion that the former word implies. `Fire ran over the dwellings of 
men' is more dramatic than `fire consumed houses and homes'. 
In line 7 we are provided with another instance of how closely related the Icelandic 
and Norwegian languages are. According to Cleasby and Vigfusson's An Icelandic-En<glish 
Dictionary, bükr refers to the trunk of the body, especially `the trunk without the head'. If it 
is indeed decapitated bodies that are meant in the Icelandic version then this is certainly 
supported by the Modern Norwegian cognate of that word buk (abdomen/belly/stomach), 
and in case the reader is in any doubt Lie adds the past participle lemlestet (dismembered) to 
complete the gruesome image, which emphasises the brutality of the Vikings even further. 
Like the Icelandic version Lie places these dismembered trunks in the gates of the borg 
(fortified town). 
Stanza 14: Spanish Translation 
Fui con la hoja ensangrentada I went with bloodied blade, 
el cuervo me acompanaba, the raven accompanied me 
y fui con la lanza aullante; and I went with the yelling spear; 
bien luchaban los vikingos; the Vikings fought well; 
irritados combatimos angry we battled 
y les quemamos las casas, and we burned their houses 
sangre en los cuerpos, caian blood on the bodies, they fell 
ante la alta empalizada. 41 in front of the high palisade. 
Commentary & Analy ris 
Because of the uncomplicated structure of this stanza, the Spanish version, like the 
Norwegian one, is able to follow the original line-for-line if not word-for-word, and each 
line of the Spanish translation corresponds to its equivalent in the Icelandic. 
41 Saga de Egit Ska! lagrim son, p. 156. 
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In this version Bernärdez preserves the notion of accompaniment, of Egill 
proceeding on his way with the weapons and being accompanied by the carrion-bird, here 
identified as the raven. In this translation the bodies are bloody, but no mention is made 
of mutilation or decapitation, and in the last line the Spanish version departs from the 
source text in stating that the bodies fall ante la alta empaliiada (in front of the high palisade) 
as opposed to `in the gates of the fortress'. This `palisade' is obviously a reference to the 
treborg or `wooden fort', which the prose text describes as surrounding the town of Lund. 42 
The saga goes on to tell how the townspeople placed guards on this fortification when 
they saw Egill and his men approaching. However, when the Vikings entered the town the 
inhabitants fled: `sioan flyOu bcejarmenn; varc) par mannfall mikit' (afterwards the 
townsmen fled; there was great loss of life). 43 This would explain the idea of bodies falling 
in the gates (or gateways) of the town; the townspeople were killed as they tried to escape. 
Ante la alta empaliZada, however, suggests something slightly different. As ante could mean 
either `before' or `in front of' it is not clear whether the people have fallen outside the 
palisade (defending it, for example) or inside it. 
In this stanza, as in the previous one, Bernärdez has linked the lines in pairs by 
alliteration. In lines 3-4, for instance, the alliterating sound is clearly /1/: 
y fui con la lanza aullante; 
bien luchaban los vikingos; 
Strictly speaking, however, according to the rules of dröttkva'tt metre, it is only initial 
consonants or vowels in stressed syllables that alliterate with each other; unstressed 
syllables (such as la or los here) do not enter into the schema. These lines also contain an 
example of adalhending (line 3) and skothending (line 4), although strictly speaking, in 
drtittkva, tt verse full internal rhyme is required in even lines. 
42 IF 2, p. 118: `var par treborg um staÖinn'. Incidentally, this line is not translated in the Spanish version of 
the saga. 
43 ibid. 
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SONATORREK 
The Prose Context 
Sonatorrek occurs in a well-known scene in chapter 78 of the saga. Egill's beloved son 
BQÖvarr drowns when his boat sinks and his body is washed up on the shore. When Egill 
hears the news, he immediately goes to find BQÖvarr's body. He picks it up and rides out 
with it to Digranes and has it buried in the mound with Skalla-Grimr: 
It is said that when they buried Bgovarr, that Egill was dressed [thus]: his hose was 
bound tightly on his legs; he had a red fustian tunic, the upper part of which was tight 
and laced at the sides; and the story goes that he swelled up so much, that the tunic 
burst off him, as did his hose. 44 
After that he went home to Borg and locked himself in his bed-closet for two days without 
eating or drinking. On the third day his wife sent for his daughter Dorgerar, who managed 
to trick her father into drinking some milk. She then suggested that while they were alive it 
would be appropriate to compose a memorial poem (efiikviceör) in honour of BQÖvarr, as 
she did not expect her brother T orsteinn to compose one. Egill replied that he did not 
think he would be able to compose a poem but that he would try. We are next told that 
Egill had another son called Gunnarr who had died shortly before, and then follows this 
statement: `and this is the beginning of the poem' (this is where the first stanza is quoted in 
M and the entire poem is quoted in modern editions). The saga goes on to say that during 
the process of composing the poem Egill cheered up somewhat, and when he had finished 
it he recited it to Asgerc r, T orgero r, and the rest of the household. Then he left his bed 
and went to sit in the high-seat. He called the poem Sonatorrek and held a funeral feast for 
his son according to the old custom. 
The Metre 
Sonatorrek is composed in kviöuhättr (lay form), the metre that is also used in 
Arinbjarnarkviöa, and in the great genealogical poems Ynglingatal (composed by Iýjöc ölfr of 
Hvinir) and. HdIeygatal (by Eyvindr skäldaspillir). As in drottkva'tt, and indeed all Old Norse 
poetic measure, the half-lines are linked in pairs by alliteration (this is indicated in italics in 
the sample stanza below). A non-structural but characteristic feature of kviöuhättr is the 
44 IF 2, p. 244: `En sß-ä er sagt, Pi er peir settu Bgovar niÖr, at Egill var büinn: hosan var streng8 fast at beini; 
hann haföi fustanskyrtil rauöan, pröngvan upphlutinn ok 1äz at siÖu; en pat er sggn manna, at han prütnaoi 
sß"ä; at kvrtillinn rifnaöi of honum ok sß-ä hosurnar. ' 
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carrying of internal rhymes across the metrical caesura, as an additional (and optional) 
poetic ornament (this is indicated in bold in the sample stanza below). 
In kviduhättr stanzas the odd half-lines consist of three syllables and the even half- 
lines of four and appear to have been counted strictly. The syllables can be weighed as 
long or short. 
Sonatorrek 5 
D munk mitt 3 
ok möc ur hror 4 
femur fall 3 
fyrst of telja, 4 
kat berk At 3 
or orchofi 4 
mxrÖar timbr 3 
mäli laufgat. 4 
Regarding syllable counting in kviöuhättr the following rules apply: 
"A long syllable contains a long vowel or a diphthong followed by one or more 
consonants, e. g. Do, mö Öur, üt, or, maerÖar, mäh, lauf at. 
"A syllable is also long if it has a short vowel followed by a consonant group or by a 
double consonant, e. g. mitt, fall, fyrst, telja, orc hoff, timbr. 
"A pair of syllables, of which the first must be short and the second may be so, 
counts as metrically equivalent to a long syllable, e. g. f96ur. This phenomenon is 
known as resolution. 
" An enclitic, such as es (later er), the relative particle, or ek `I', becomes non-syllabic 
by dropping its vowel, e. g. ber'k, mun'k. This phenomenon is known as 
neutralization. 45 
In his translation, Lie adheres very strictly to the syllable counting requirements, and 
indeed to the alliteration of kviöuhättr. Apart from a very small number of exceptions, all of 
the odd lines in the Norwegian translation contain three syllables and the even lines four, 
which results in a cadence very similar to the source text. As we have noted in chapter one, 
words in the Spanish language are characteristically polysyllabic and for the Spanish 
translator, composing lines of three or four syllables has proved practically impossible. 
45 Russell Poole, `Metre and Metrics', in A Companion to old Norse-Icelandic Language and Culture, ed. by Rory 
McTurk (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), pp. 265-84. 
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Nevertheless the Spanish translation is rhythmic and Bemärdez has managed to preserve 
alliteration and internal rhyme to a certain extent. 
Analysis and Commentary on Text and Translations 
Sonatorrek 1 
Mj9k erum tregt Moving the tongue 
tungu at hraera is very difficult for me, 
eÖa loptvxtt as is raising aloft of song-steelyard > TONGUE; 
lj06pundara; ViÖurr's theft > POETRY is not now to be expected/likely, 
esa nü vxnligt nor easily dragged/borne, 
of ViOurs ýyfi out of the hiding-place(s) of thought > BREAST. 
ne högdreegt 
or hugar fylgsni. 
In this stanza Egill focuses on the process of poetic composition and the difficulty that 
attends it. The very act of moving his tongue seems to require great effort, as we can see in 
lines 1-2 and again in lines 3-4. Not all scholars agree on the interpretation of these last 
two lines, however. The earliest manuscripts vary in their versions of line 3: M has `or lopt 
sett', while K has `ecr loptvei'; but as neither of these interpretations makes much sense, it 
is usually edited along the lines of SigurÖur Nordal's emendation, reproduced above. 
Nordal cites GuÖmuncur Finnbogason's suggestion that loptva'tt or loptvagi might mean 
`lifting', `the action of raising aloft' and that jödpundari is the tongue or a symbol for the 
gift of poetry, which weighs each word in the poem on golden scales (gullvoj). If this 
interpretation is correct, these two lines refer to the poet's weighing of words to fit the 
metre of the poem, and this in turn fits well with the theme we have outlined above. The 
other chief topic of this stanza is the story of the poetic mead, which, at least according to 
the version of the story in the Snorra Edda, was stolen out of Giantland by 
Ööinn (ViÖurr). 
Here, poetry, or poetic inspiration, is envisaged as a tangible (liquid) substance which must 
be drawn out of its `hiding-place' in the cavern of the mind. 
The idea of difficulty, heaviness or sluggish movements is strongly suggested by 
the lexis of this stanza. Words such as tregt or högdmgt convey a sense of the tremendous 
exertion it cost the poet to try to compose, an impression that is further emphasised by the 
references to weights and balances. According to Turville-Petre, kviöuhättr is a `swift- 
moving' metre, but in the case of this stanza surely takes on a sombre, heavy-, almost 
plodding rhythm, thin, as exemplified in the endings: -tagt, -va'tt, -ligt, -dingt. The poet is 
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pessimistic about his ability to summon poetry from the depths of his heart. According to 
the prose context, he did not expect ever to have to do so again. 
Perdida Irreperable de los Hýos 1 
La lengua se resiste The tongue refuses to raise 
a alzarse en mi boca, itself in my mouth; 
no puedo levantar I cannot lift 
la balanza del verso; the scales of the verse; 
no encuentro placer I 
. 
find no pleasure in 
en el nectar de Odin, " Ooinn's nectar; 
no es fäcil que surja It is unlikely that it will surge 
de su hogar en mi pecho. out of its home in my breast. 
In the first lines of this interpretation, the focus shifts slightly, in that the emphasis here is 
on the tongue, which, as if it has a will of its own, stubbornly resists the poet's attempts to 
move it. It is not until the following pair of lines that the subject reverts to the poet (`I 
cannot lift... '), whose point of view is indicated in the first line of the Icelandic original. In 
the second helrning, however, the differences between the Icelandic and Spanish texts are 
more significant. The kenning Viöurs fijifz (Viöurr's or OÖinn's theft > POETRY) , 
for 
example, is rendered el nectar de Odin (Ooinn's nectar) evoking a set of mythological 
referents different from those in the original. While el nectar de Odin could be considered an 
apt kenning for poetry, and indeed would be instantly understood as such by anyone 
familiar with skaldic verse, a non-specialist Spanish reader would more likely be reminded 
of the drink of the gods of Ancient Greece, known as `nectar'. When the gods are 
deprived of their divine food and drink (ambrosia and nectar) they become breathless, and 
he down spiritless and voiceless in a manner reminiscent of Egill's apathy. Of course in 
Spanish nectar can also refer to the sweet juice that bees and other insects extract from 
flowers, and there is thus a certain association with honey, although mead (in Spanish 
hidmmiel) is not a well-known beverage in the Spanish context. In the footnote for this 
kenning (see below), Bernärdez explains that el nectar de Odin refers to `poesia' (poetry), but 
he could equally well have translated Viöurs pyfi as `el robo de Odin' (ÖÖinn's theft) with 
an accompanying explanatory note. 
The entire line no encuentro placer en el nectar de Odin (I find no pleasure in 
Ocinn's 
nectar), contains a sentiment that is not present in the first stanza of the original, where 
there is no expectation of pleasure, although it perhaps anticipates the term fagnafundr in 
, 
01 Skallagrimsson, p. 292, footnote 218 bis: `Balantia del ver. ýo: "la lengua"' (Scales of the verse. `the 46 Saga de E 
tongue'). 
47 ibid., p. 292, footnote 219: `Nectar de Odin: "poesia"' (OÖinn's nectar. `poetry'). 
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the next stanza. In the final couplet the suggestion in the Spanish translation is that the 
poet is waiting for poetry to `surge' forth from his breast whereas in the Icelandic text the 
poet feels that it will be difficult to drag it out (ne hogdragt or hugar fylgsnr). In fact the line no 
es fäcil que suga de su hogar en mi pecho (it is unlikely that it will surge out of its home in my 
breast) would more accurately translate the first two lines of the following stanza. The 
Spanish text also specifically locates hugar fylgsni as the breast, although it might equally 
refer to the head or heart. 
Sonatorrek 2 
Esa auÖ eystr, It does not easily gush forth 
kvit ekki veldr - heavy grief (a `convulsive sobbing') prevails - 
h9fugligr, out of place of thought > BREAST, 
or hyggju stach [that] joyful find of Frigg's kinsmen (the. /Esir) 
fagnafundr > POETIC MEAD, 
Friggjar niöja, borne of yore out of JQtunheimar. 
at borinn 
or JQtunheimum, 
Esa auöj5eystr echoes esa [... ] högdragt in the previous stanza, and indeed the first four lines 
here are more or less a repetition of the second helming of stanza 1, i. e. the difficulty of 
bringing forth poetry from the stall hyggju (place of thought > MIND/HEART/BREAST). In 
this stanza grief (ekki) is clearly specified as the impediment to the flow of poetry, but 
although sluggish movement is stressed by phrases such as esa auabeystr and hQfugli, grin the 
first four lines, a note of optimism is hinted at in the second helming, where poetry is 
referred to as fagnafundr Fringjar niöja (the joyful discovery of the gods). The gift of poetic 
inspiration was not only a joyful find for the gods, but also for humanity, and even at this 
early stage in the poem it is intimated that there may be some solace for Egill after all if he 
can find relief in poetic composition. 
The idea of poetry `gushing out' (beysa) is reminiscent of 
Obinn spewing, or 
vomiting the stolen mead into the three vats in 
Äsgaror, and perhaps there is a correlation 
between the way the poetic mead was borne out of Giantland and the difficulty Egill is 
having in drawing it out now from the fylgsni or `hiding-places' of thought. 
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Perdida Irreperable de los Hüos 2 
No podre sacar 
de la honda morada 
de mis pensamientos 
-me atormenta el dolor, 
me impide moverme- 
el licor de poesia 
que un dia trajo Odin 
del pals de los trols. 48 
I will not be able to take out 
of the deep dwelling-place 
of my thoughts 
- the pain torments me; 
it impedes me from moving- 
the liquor of poetry 
that Quinn brought one day 
from the country of the trolls. 
Perhaps the word sue/a (surge) in stanza 1 reflects the description of poetry in the original 
as `gushing'. As in the previous stanza, where Bernärdez translates Viöurr as `Odin', the 
kenning Friggjar niöja is simply rendered `Odin', whose joyful find' is translated as `the 
liquor of poetry' that Oöinn brought from the `land of the trolls', although he qualifies this 
in a footnote as the `land of trolls or giants'. The terms jQtunn (giant) and tn21l (giant, evil 
being) are indeed ambiguous and seem to be sometimes interchangeable, although 
JQtunheimar is never called TrQllheimar, as far as I am aware, and to translate it as el pais de los 
troll, is somewhat misleading. Presumably, trol appeared to Bernärdez to have a more 
Nordic ring to it than gigante (giant) would have done, apart from the fact that it alliterates 
with trajo in the previous line. 
Bernärdez skilfully circumvents having to use the awkward term hidromiel in his 
reading of fagnafundr Friggja niÖja (joyful find of Frigg's kinsmen > POETIC MEAD) by 
using the phrase licor de poesia. In Spanish licor can simply mean `a liquid substance' but it 
more normally refers to a flavoured alcoholic drink such as: `licor de avellanas' (hazelnut 
liqueur), `licor de cafe' (coffee liqueur), etc. Licor de poesia, therefore, might sound like a 
liqueur flavoured with poetry, or even `essence of poetry', a conceit which would make 
more sense to a Spanish ear, even though it does not exactly reflect the original. 
Sonatorrvk 3 
lastalauss 
es lifnaci 
ä NQkkvers 
nQkkva bragi. 
JQtuns hals 
undir pjöta 
Näins nicer 
naus 
Faultless/ flawless 
when it quickened (came to life) 
on NQkkverr's boat `bragi'. 
Wounds of giant's neck roar 
down below (before? ) 
boathouse doors of Minn (a dwarf). 
48 ibid., p. 292, footnote 220: `Odin robö la poesia del pals de los trols o gigantes, segün se cuenta en la Edda 
de Snorri' (Odinn stole poetry from the land of trolls or giants, as is related in Snorri's Edda). 
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This stanza has received much critical attention due to its cryptic nature, but has still not 
been deciphered entirely satisfactorily. " First of all, the subject of the first helming is not 
explicit. It is something `flawless' or `faultless' which `came to life' on a boat or ship 
belonging to `NQkkverr', but nobody has been able to identify conclusively who or what 
nQkkverr is, although many scholars believe it to be the name of a dwarf. Similarly bragi in 
line 4, has been subject to multiple interpretations. It could refer to the name of the boat 
of `NQkkverr', to Bragi, the god of poetry, or to poetry itself, although it is hard to make 
sense of any of these meanings in this context. 
According to SigurOur Nordal, `the first helming of this stanza looks as if it is 
linked to the previous stanza, cf. 13-14 and 19-20', the subject seemingly being poetry. If 
this were the case, then it would be logical to assume that `NQkkvers nQkkvi' would be a 
kenning for poetry. 5° However, this interpretation rules out the possibility of bragr referring 
here to poetry, or to a poem, since `faultless, it came to life, on the poetry of poetry' is not 
very logical. Nordal cites GuÖmundur Finnbogason's suggestion that the word might be 
the dative form of the feminine noun brag (motion, movement), but this does not help 
much with the overall interpretation either, and Nordal acknowledges that despite all the 
attempts at interpretation, lifnaöi and bragi are still a puzzle. 51 
Even if we accept the reading `dwarf's boat', we must wonder in what way poetry 
`came to life' on a boat? In the story of the origin of the poetic mead, there is nothing to 
suggest, in the Snorra Edda at least, that poetry ever had its origin on a boat; although this 
could, of course, refer to a story that has not survived. Overall then, the evidence for 
poetry as the subject for the first half-stanza seems mainly to be based on the presumption 
that lastalauss must carry on from the previous stanza, whose subject is certainly poetry. 
49 For varying interpretations see E. O. Gabriel Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry, and Carol Clover, `Skaldic 
Sensibility', ANF, 93 (1978), 63-81 (p. 72); Lee M. Hollander, The Skalds: A Selection of Their Poems, [Vith 
Introductions and Notes (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1945), p. 91. 
50 According to one passage in Skdldskaparmäl, vol. 1, ed. by Anthony Faulkes (London: Viking Society for 
Northern Research, 1998), p. 4:: -ßf kessu kQllum ver skäldskap Kvasis bloc eÖa dverga drekku eÖa fylli eoa 
nakkvars konar 142g 
OBreris ec)a Sonar eÖa farskost dverga, fyrir pvi at sä mjQcýr f[lut]ti keim fjQrlausn or 
skerinu, eÖa Suttunga mjQo eÖa Hnitbjarga lQgr' (That is why we call poetry Kvasir's blood or dwarf's drink 
or the contents of Odrerir or Bodn or Son, or dwarf's transportation, because this mead brought them 
deliverance from the skerry, or Suttung's mead or the liquid of Hnitbiorg); and later, p. 14: `Enn er kallaÖr 
skäldskaprinn far eÖa lib dverganna; lick heitir 91 ok lic) heitir skip. Svä er tekit til dcema at skäldskapr er nü 
kallaOr fyrir jvi skip dverga' (Poetry is also called the dwarf's vessel or ! id. 11d is a word for ale and ! id is a 
word for ships. This is the origin of the expression, whereby poetry is now as a result called dwarfs ship). 
Translation from Edda. Snomrr Sturluson, trans. by Anthony Faulkes, (London: Evenvman, 1987), pp. 62,72. 
51 IF 2, p. 217, n. 3: `en prätt fý rir allar ski ringartilraunir, er lifnadi og bra8i [... ] öräÖin gala'. 
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The fact that in stanza 24, the art (i5n5h) of poetry- is described as `devoid of flaws' (vammi 
firröa), may also have influenced scholars in this interpretation. 52 
In the second helming, while it seems fairly clear that undir hals JQtuns must be a 
kenning for the sea (the giant referred to here is Ymir, from whose neck-wounds the sea 
originates according to Old Norse mythology), niör fyr Näins naustdyrum has also remained a 
puzzle. Turville-Petre echoes the general view when he explains that `since dwarfs live in 
rocks, Näins naustdyrr (boat-shed door) may be the cliffs by the sea'. Thus the second 
helming may be roughly translated: `the sea crashes against the cliffs'. 53 According to 
Siguröur Nordal this line was inspired by Egill listening to the sound of the sea against the 
cliffs while he was composing, and certainly the references to boats, the sea, and the noise 
of the sea call to mind the manner of his son's death. 
I believe, however, that the second helming of stanza 3 may contain a metaphor 
for the composition of poetry. Egill frequently begins his longer poems with a statement 
that poetry is about to commence. In the first strophe of Berudrapa, 14 for instance, he says: 
Heyri fürs a forsa 
fallhadds vinar stalla, 
hyggi, Pegn, til pagnar 
Pinn 1y8r, konungs, mina; 
opt skal arnar kjapta 
ör6 g06 of tröÖ Höraa, 
hrafnstyrandi hrcera 
hregna, min of fregnask. 
Prose word order 
Heyri Pegn konungs a mina forsa fallhadds stalla fürs vinar; hyggi inn 1ycr til Pagnar; opt 
skal min go arnar kjapta öro of fregnask of Höraa tröÖ, hroera hregna hrafnstyrandi 
Translation 
Listen, king's retainer, to my stream of long-haired friend of fire of altar (ÖÖinn) > 
POETRY; may your men be silent, often my good harvest of the eagle's jaw > POETRY is 
heard around the land of the Hords > NORWAY, the rain of the raven-steerer moves. 
52 Interestingly, npkkvi also appears in a kenning for poetry in a stanza by Hallfreor vandrxoaskäld, where he 
calls it Austra burar nQkkvi. As Austri is a dwarf, his son is also a dwarf and the dwarfs boat or vessel, as we 
have seen above, is poetry. 
5.3 -k problem with this reading might be that, according to Gylfaginning at least, Minn seems to be a soil or 
earth-dwarf rather than one that lives in the rocks. Snorri Sturluson: Edda. Prologue and Gylfaginning, ed. by 
Anthony Faulkes (Oxford: Clarendon, 1982; repr. London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 2000), p. 
16: `and these [the prophetess] says are the names of these dwarfs: ... 
När, Minn, Nipingr, Däinn... [... ] but 
these are also dwarfs and live in rocks, whereas the previous ones live in soil (en pessir eru ok dvergur ok bda i 
steinum, en inir f'rri i moldu). Translation from Edda: Snorri Sturluson (Faulkes, 1987), pp. 16-17. 
2u IFvol. 
, p. 
274. 
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And in the opening (and only surviving) stanza of the dräpa which Egill composed on 
receiving a shield from the poet Einarr skälaglamm, he actually uses the kenning `dwarfs 
ship' in his announcement: `I shall not lose control of the reins of the horse of the land of 
Gylfi (ship) of earth-grown (dwarves) > POETRY; my words are heard'. 55 In the opening 
stanza of HQfudlausn the process of loading and launching a poem is directly compared to 
ship-launching (ek drö eik äioi), and ek hlöö hlut meeröar skut knarrar mins (I loaded the stern 
of my vessel [knQrrj with a cargo of praise). Possibly then, the sea pounding before the 
doors of the dwarfs boathouse, which can only contain a dwarfs boat, i. e. poetry, is a 
metaphor for the commencement of poetic composition. Egill is announcing that poetry, 
like a ship, is about to be launched. 
Perdida Irreperable de los Hýos 3 
Vivia sin tacha I/he/she/it? lived without blame 
en la larga casa in the long house 
similar a la nave similar to the warship 
de guerra de Nökkver; 56 of NQkkverr; 
silbo la sangre, the blood whistled, 
el mar, en las rocas the sea, in the rocks 
donde habita where the dwarf-race 
el pueblo de enanos. 57 dwells. 
The first word in this stanza is highly ambiguous. Without a pronoun vivia here could 
mean `I lived', `he/she lived' or `it lived', and it is difficult to know from the context which 
choice is the most logical. From the wording of the rest of the phrase it would seem to 
refer to a person, perhaps Egill's recently deceased son, although the significance of 
B96varr living `without blame' in a `long house' is not clear. An examination of the other 
elements in the Spanish version of this stanza reveals a translation that deviates quite 
dramatically from traditional interpretations. For example, it is curious that Bernärdez 
translates nQkkvi as nave deguerra (warship), when it is actually a small rowing boat. A nave in 
Spanish is distinct from the more generic term barco in that it does not have oars and is 
propelled by sails only. There is nothing in the Icelandic text to suggest the boat having 
any connection with war. Bernärdez's explanatory footnote (see 221 below) suggests that 
55 St. 54, IF 2, p. 272: `skalat mer veroa misfengnir taumar at Gylfa grundar glaums erogröins'. 
56 Saba de Egil Skallagrimsson, p. 292, footnote 221: `Nökkver parece ser un enano; la nave de guerra de 
Nökkver (que es resultado, a su vez, de la interpretaciön de un kenning) podria ser la poesia, inventada por los 
enanos. Pero la interpretaciön dista mucho de ser segura' (NQkkverr appears to be a dwarf; the warship of 
NQkk-, -err (which is in turn the result of the interpretation of a kenning) could be poetry, invented b`" dwarves. 
But the interpretation is far from certain). 
57 ibid., footnote 222: `Los enanos habitaban bajo las rocas y en los acantilados' (The dwarves lived 
underneath rocks and in the cliffs). 
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la nave de guerra de Nökkver could be a kenning for poetry, which was `invented by the 
dwarves'. It is certainly true that the kenning `dwarfs' ship' refers to poetry, at least 
according to Snorra Edda, but because of the confusion surrounding the meaning of bragi, 
the whole phrase has not been satisfactorily explained. In his footnote Bernärdez points 
out that his interpretation is far from certain, and does not allude to `bragi' at all. However, 
if Bernärdez believes that `the warship of NQkkverr' could mean poetry, it is difficult to 
account for its comparison with `the long house'. The second helming is more readily 
identifiable as a traditional interpretation, although Bernärdez has been innovative here 
also. Instead of rendering undir hals JQtuns solely with a sense-word meaning `sea' (Spanish, 
mar), Bernärdez's translation, silbö la sangre (the blood whistled), immediately followed by el 
mar (the sea), is a little far-fetched. It is as if he is trying to suggest that the blood and the 
sea are one and the same, but I think the lines are confusing for a reader not already 
familiar with the poem. Bernärdez follows the majority of editors and translators in 
supposing that naustdyr Näins refers to cliffs or rocks. 
Sonatorrek 4 
Dvit ett min Because my lineage is at an end 
ä enda stendr, like ruined (brought to ruin) maple-trees of forests; 
hrxbarnir the man is not hearty/cheerful 
sem hlynir marka; who bears ? limbs of corpse of kinsman 
esa karskr maÖr down, out of (the) house. 
säs k9ggla berr 
frenda hrors 
of fletjum nicer. 
This is another stanza which editors have had to emend significantly in order to make 
sense of it. Where K has sem hrabarnarblinnar, for instance, SigurÖur Nordal reads hrabarnir 
sem hlynir marka; similarly, 1bQgla (acc. pl. of 1bQgull , 
`silent'), although appropriate enough 
semantically speaking, does not fit the context grammatically, nor does it alliterate with 
karskr in the previous line and has therefore been changed to kQggla. Finally, nidr is a 
replacement for the manuscript reading riör (a `riding'). 
Stanza 4 contains the first direct reference to the loss of Egill's son, and however 
lines 3-4 are interpreted, the first sentence makes it clear that the poet feels his family line 
is at an end. This of course contradicts the evidence in the prose narrative that he was 
survived by a son (Iorsteinn) and daughter (I>örgeror), but perhaps it is not meant to 
be 
taken absolutely literally; lamenting the dwindling of one's race or kind is a familiar trope 
in medieval literature. For instance, the same complaint occurs in Gucnin's 
lament in the 
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`obituary poem' Hamdismäl, where the powerful metaphor or `elegiac conceit of the tree as 
an image of human growth and ruin' as Ursula Dronke calls it, 58 is also used: 
Hamdismäl 559 
EinstceÖ em ek orc in I am left standing alone 
sem Qsp i holti, like the aspen in woodland, 
fallirr at frcendom shorn of kinsmen 
sem Pura at kvisti as pine-tree of branch, 
vabin at vilia stripped of joy 
sem vicar at laufe, as wood of leaf 
ýä er in kvistkceÖa when the girl, branch-robbing, 
kramt um dag varman. comes on a hot day. 
In the second helming of the fourth stanza of Sonatorrek, the poet points out that it is not a 
happy man who bears the body of a kinsman of fle jum niör (down, out of the house). Again 
this does not correspond with the prose context where we are told that when Egill found 
BQÖvarr's body on the beach: `tök bann kat upp ok setti i kne ser ok reich meck üt i 
Digranes til haugs Skalla-Grims' (he took [BQÖvarr's body] up and placed it on his knees 
and rode out with it to Digranes to Skalla-Grimr's burial mound). The saga does not say 
that he brought the body anywhere near the house. 
Perdida Irreperable de los Hýos 4 
Mi linaje ya se hunde Now my lineage is falling 
en la decadencia, into decline 
es un bosque repleto it is a forest full 
de ärboles caidos; of fallen trees 
hondo dolor sufre he suffers deep pain 
quien saca del lecho who takes the beloved relation 
al pariente querido out of bed 
y lo lleva a su tumba. and carries him to his grave. 
The Spanish translation of stanza 4 is actually much easier to follow than the original text. 
Bernärdez replaces I)vit a'tt min a enda stendr (Because my lineage is at an end), with its 
connotations of finality, with the more gradual `my lineage is now falling into decline' 
which accords better with the prose context. Es un bosque repleto de ärboles caidos (it is a forest 
full of fallen trees) corresponds to the most commonly accepted adaptation of the 
otherwise incomprehensible sem hrzbarnar blinnar. In the second helming however, 
Bern, irdez has accentuated and made more explicit the suffering expressed in the phrase 
58 Ursula Dronke, The Poetic Edda, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), p. 184. 
59 ibid., p. 162. 
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era karskr madr (the man is not hearty/cheerful) by rendering it as hondo dolor sufre (he 
suffers deep pain). Although litotes is commonly used to great effect in Germanic poetry, 
perhaps Bernardez felt that the Spanish reader would not fully appreciate the sentiment as 
it is expressed in the Icelandic text, and would interpret it as a lack of grief on the part of 
the bereaved father. He also adds the adjective querido (beloved), omits to translate hror 
(corpse) and has the man taking his kinsman del lecho (out of bed) and carrying him to his 
grave, as opposed to simply niör of fle jum (down out of the house). 
Sonatorrek 5 
D munk mitt But/yet first I must tell you 
ok m6our hror of demise (death) of mother, 
fQÖur fall and fall of father; 
fyrst of telja, I bear that timber of praise, 
kat berk üt `leaved' with speech (i. e. with words as leaves) 
or orÖhofi out of/from temple of words > BREAST/MIND. 
mxrc)ar timbr 
mäli laufgat. 
The first word of this stanza, Pd, would suggest that the poet has caught himself in the act 
of digression, and is returning to what he sees as the correct order of topics. Before he 
deals with the loss of his sons, he must refer to the demise of his parents, who have gone 
before. He does not elaborate on their deaths, he merely names them and in the second 
helming moves on to the subject of poetic composition. In the first stanza the poet had 
talked about the difficulty of drawing `ÖÖinn's theft' from the `hiding-place of thought', 
but by stanza 5 there does not seem to be any such difficulty. `Poetry', or even `the poem' 
is simply borne out of the orthof, the `temple of words', i. e. the mouth (or possibly the 
breast). As Snorri says: `Munn skal svä kenna at kalla land e0 a hüs tungu e0 a tanna, orÖa 
eca goma, varra eÖa pvl t' (the mouth shall be referred to by calling it land or house of 
tongue or teeth, words or gums, lips or something like that), 
" but while hof can obviously 
function in the same way as `house' here, the term `word-temple' conveys a notion of 
pagan religious practice and of the sacredness of poetic language, 
OÖinn's gift. 
As has been already pointed out, the phrase timbr mcrr6ar is generally supposed to 
refer to the material from which praise-poetry is constructed (glossed in Lexicon poeticum as 
`digtningsxmne', or `stuff of poetry'). In Old Icelandic timbr is always used in the sense of 
`building material', therefore the use of this term in the context evokes a comparison 
60 Sk, 4ldrkaparmä4 vol. 1, p. 108; Edda. Snore Sturlu on, trans. by Anthony Faulkes (London: Everyman, 1987), 
p. 153. 
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between the composition of poetry and the construction of a building. This trope is 
common in classical and medieval literature; according to Margaret Clunies Ross: 
It was also customary for poets to represent the act of poetic composition in terms 
drawn from the semantic fields of wood-, stone- and metal-working and to refer to 
the poems themselves in terms of the most complex and highest-status artefacts of 
Viking Age and medieval society [... ]. 61 
The image of the stuff of poetry as wood, which has been harvested from the forest to be 
used as building material, contrasts nicely with the idea of language sprouting leaves. 
Perhaps the skald here is referring to different methods he employs in poetic composition; 
by timbr he means a store of ready-made poetic figures and phrases that he can draw on, 
and by md1i laufgat any fresh concepts that might be generated in the process. 
Pirdida Irreperable de los Hýos 5 
Mas dire, primero, 
la muerte del padre, 
cömo muriö mi madre, 
sacare de mi boca 
torrentes de palabras, 
serän hojas del ärbol 
alto y copudo 
de la 
But IT versify, first, 
the death of my father, 
how my mother died, 
I will extract from my mouth 
streams of words, 
they will be leaves of the 
tall, crowned tree 
of 
Bernärdez opens this stanza with a phrase, mas dire, which as I have pointed out in my 
discussion of the Spanish translation of HQfudlausn, is strongly evocative of Spanish 
medieval literature. He renders oröhof a simply boca (mouth). The translator seems to be 
influenced by the previous stanzas into adding an image that is not present in the original, 
`streams of words' as part of his reworking of the metaphor for poetry. However, by 
changing the figure from liquid to leaves, Bernärdez is guilty of nykrat, the sort of mixed 
metaphor which Snorri considers to be stylistically bad. 62 
61 Margaret Clunies Ross, A History of Old Norne Poetry and Poetics (Cambridge: Brewer, 2005), p. 86. 
62 Anthony Faulkes, ed., Snorri Sturluson: Edda. Hd#ata! (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991), p. 7. 
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Sonatorrek 6 
Grimmt v9rum hic), Grim to me was the gap (or gateway) 
Pats hr9nn of braut which the wave (HrQnn) broke 
fQÖur rains in the family stronghold 
a' frxndgarÖi; of my father; 
veitk öfullt I perceive empty 
ok opit standa and standing open 
sonar skarÖ, son's space 
es mer saer of vann. which sea caused me. 
In the chief metaphor of this stanza Egill imagines the family as a sort of fortification or 
fence (frcendgarör), with each member constituting an essential part, and which is only as 
strong as its parts. When one piece is missing, the building is weakened and vulnerable 
and, for Egill, the lack of his son is as plain as a gap in a protecting outer wall or fence. 
The idea of the family `house' falling into ruin recalls the sentiments expressed in stanza 4. 
The wave that caused this breach, hn2nn, could simply be read as a poetic 
appellation for `wave' or `sea', but it is also the name of one of the daughters of the sea- 
deities Ran and LEgir. 63 It is impossible to tell whether Egill is literally holding a 
supernatural figure responsible for his son's death or whether this is simply a figure of 
speech but, in the stanzas that follow, he repeatedly accuses the sea deities by name. 
Perdida Irreperable de los Hýos 6 
Cuänto dano me hace How much pain it causes me 
la brecha que abrieron the breach/crack that 
las olas del mar the waves of the sea opened 
en los muros paternos, in the paternal walls, 
abierta la raja the open gash 
vacia estä y oscura; is empty and dark; 
una onda maligna an evil wave 
me arrebatö al hijo. took my son away. 
The Spanish translation of this stanza is extraordinarily close to the original. There are, 
however, two additions. Bernardez adds the word oscura (dark) to describe the gap left in 
the family wall by the death of his son, and describes the sea as malign (evil/malign), a 
judgement not made in the Icelandic. The Spanish version seems to make the sea's 
robbery deliberately evil. Another reference to evil occurs in the Spanish translation of 
63 SkÖldfkaparmäl, vol. 1, p. 36: `Hvernig skal se kenna? Svä at kalla hann 1'mis bl6o, heimscekir guOanna, 
very <R>änar, fadir, 1Egis dcetra peira era svä heita: Himinglxva, Düfa, 
BlöÖughadda, Hefring, Udr, HrQnn, 
Bvlgja, Bära, Kölga' (How shall sea be referred to? By calling it Ymir's blood, visitor to the gods, husband of 
Ran, father of Egir's daughters, whose names are Himingheva, Dufa, Blodughadda, Hefring, Unn, Hronn, 
Bylgia, Bara, Kolga). Translation from Edda: Snom Siurlu on (Faulk-es, 198-'), p. 91. 
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stanza 15: sirve a lo oscuro quien vende por oro el cuerpo de un hermano por compensaciön (`he who 
sells a brother's body for gold, for compensation, serves the dark side'), see appendix. 
Sonatorrek 7 
MjQk hefr Ran Ran has handled me very roughly 
ryskt um mik, I am greatly deprived/bereft 
emk ofsnauc r with respect to dear friends; 
at ästvinum; sea severed bonds 
sleit marr bond of my kindred, 
minnar attar, a tough strand 
snaran Patt of myself. 
of sjQlfum mer. 
It is difficult to form a precise understanding of the nature of the goddess Ran or her 
attributes. Her name occurs as a valkyrie in a kenning for warrior (runny folk-Rdnar, `tree of 
valkyrie'), for instance, but most frequently in skaldic verse she appears in kennings related 
to the sea such as: Rdnar vegr (Rains way) and Rt nheimr (Rän's home), as well as kennings 
for women, e. g. djnu Rin (Ran of the down covering). Ran is listed in the bulur among the 
äsynjur, but does not appear in Eddic verse except in the prose introduction to Reginsmdl, 
which says that Loki went to Ran and borrowed her net in order to capture the dwarf 
Andvari, who had changed himself into a pike and was sporting in the river (this story also 
occurs in VQlsunga saga). Snorri reports in Skäldskaparmäl that Ran is the wife of IEgir and 
that they have nine daughters, whose names have to do with the waves. More interestingly, 
he also says that she has a net with which she hunts men who go to sea. 64 It is likely that 
this is the myth to which Egill is referring here when he says that `Ran has handled me 
very roughly', and if this is to be taken as a literal rather than a metaphorical reference, it 
could mean that Egill believes his son is now in the realm of Ran and IEgir (although he 
seems to contradict this statement in stanza 10). 
In the second helming we get another vivid metaphor for `family'. This time the 
family is compared to a rope made of single strands twisted tightly together, which is what 
gives it its strength. When one of these strands is broken the whole rope is weakened. Egill 
plays here on the idea of family ties and connections. He directly accuses Ran (or the sea) 
of cutting the bonds of his kindred, which has a double consequence: his relationship with 
his son has been broken by death, but the family line has also been interrupted (even 
though, as we have said earlier, this does not accord with the prose context). In calling his 
6' S,. ildrkaparmäl, vol. 1, p. 41: lßä urdu. Esir pess vanr at Ran ätri net pat er hon ý-eiddi i mann alla pä er sa: 
kömu' (Then the . sir 
discovered that Ran had a net in which she caught everyone that went to sea). 
Translation from Edda: Snom Sturluson (Faulkes, 1987), p. 95. 
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son `a tough strand of me myself, Egill identifies himself closely with his son, seeing in 
him the potential to be a strong man like his father. 
Perdida Irreperable de los Hüos 7 
Duro golpe me asesta The sea-goddess deals 
la diosa del mar, me a hard blow 
huerfano estoy I am an orphan 
de amigos amados; of beloved friends; 
rompiö el mar los lazos the sea broke the ties 
que mi estirpe unian, which held my lineage together, 
las mismas ligaduras the same bonds 
que a mi mismo me unen. which unite them to myself. 
Bernärdez removes the reference to Ran, who is simply rendered la diosa del mar (the sea- 
goddess here), and with it the allusions to the kingdom of Ran and }Egir. Overall the 
Spanish translation runs relatively parallel to the language and imagery of the Icelandic 
text, but in lines 3-4 Bernardez displays an element of poetic licence which is worth 
drawing attention to. Where the original text reads emk ofsnauör at dstvinum (I am greatly 
deprived/bereft with respect to dear friends), the Spanish introduces a new kenning-type 
metaphor. Here Egill is portrayed as a `friend-orphan'; the term huerfano also cleverly 
evokes the loss of the sons, in that as a child who had lost both their parents would be an 
orphan, so too is a father who has lost both his sons an `orphan of sons'. 
Sonatorrek 8 
Veizt, of ka sQk You know if I were to avenge 
sveroi of rxkak, that crime by sword 
vas Qlsmic'Sr all of Ale-smith's (zEgir's) days would be over; 
allra tima; If I could fight (with weapon), 
hroÖa vägs braeor, I would be a match for brother of 
of vega mxttak, bay's disabler (wind) > SEID 
fork andvigr and. /Egir's mistress/wife. 
ok IEgis mani. 
In this stanza Egill comments on the powerlessness he feels in this situation. The futility of 
the idea of fighting the sea with a sword poignantly highlights the helplessness of Egill's 
condition. He does not have recourse to the normal means of redress. Because BQcvarr 
has drowned, there is no one from whom Egill can claim compensation or take revenge. GS 
Egill observes that the usual routes of redress for a killing, i. e. through legal or 
violent means, are not open to him in these abnormal circumstances, and stand 
in contrast 
65 cf stanza 1. 
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to the supernatural terms in which the sea is described. All three references to sea in this 
stanza are encased in kennings. The first, Qlsmiör, is a reference to. /Egir, a mythological 
figure, or personification of the sea, as we have seen above. Although he is listed as a giant, 
he is married to Ran and is closely associated with the gods. Hymiskviöa tells how Dörr 
acquires a cauldron large enough to hold the beer }Egir is going to brew for the gods, and 
in the poem that follows it in CR, Lokasenna, the gods are feasting in iEgir's hall, where 
reference is made to the beer that IEgir has brewed. 66 Lee M. Hollander suggests that }Egir 
was known as the `ale-smith' or `ale-maker' of the gods `on account of the resemblance of 
sea foam to that on beer'. 67 
Perdida Irreperable de los Hýos 8 
Sabed que si ese agravio Know you (pl. ) that if his offence 
con espada de vengara, could be avenged with sword, 
la esposa de Aegir68 Aegir's wife would be 
estaria ya muerta; dead by now; 
si pudiera matar if only I could kill 
al senor de los mares, the lord of the seas, 
si atacar pudiera if I could attack 
a la amante de Aegir. Aegir's lover. 
In the Spanish translation the references to Ran and zEgir are maintained, although in a 
modified form. The image of LEgir as Qlsmiör has been removed, and the kenning brmda vägs 
bmJr (brother of bay's disabler (wind) > SEA), with its negative connotations, has been 
replaced with el senor de los mares (the lord of the seas), an appellation more appropriate to 
Neptune perhaps than to lAgir. 
Sonatorrek 9 
En ek ekki 
eiga köttumk 
sakar afl 
vice sonar bana, 
kvit alýj6o 
fyr augum vercr 
gamals pegns 
But I do not have, 
it seemed to me, 
the upper hand in this case 
against slayer of son, 
because an old thane's 
lack of retinue 
is there for all to see. 
66 John Widow, 
Norse Afythology: A Guide to Gods, Heroes, Rituals, and Beliefs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2002), p. 48: `'fEgir's prowess as a host is the final motif Odin reveals to the terrified King Geirrgd in 
Grmnismdlbefore beginning the list of names that leads to his epiphany'. 
67 Lee M. Hollander, The Skalds, p. 92, footnote 93. 
68 Sa a de Egi/Skallagýimsson, p. 293, footnote ? 23: `. ýegir es el dios del mar' (. ýegir is the god of the sea). 
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Egill once again refers to his helplessness in legal terms (ekki sakar afi. He cannot win a 
case against his son's slayer. No matter how many men he had, he would never have a 
majority against the sea. Pure force (such as Egill is accustomed to use in such cases) is 
equally of no avail against an opponent such as the sea. 
In this stanza Egill also reveals a certain anxiety about his public image; at least, he 
appears to be concerned not only with the depletion of his group of followers, and the 
ensuing diminishment of his power, but also with the fact this weakness is exposed to all. 
The practical implication for Egill is that he does not have the strength in numbers that he 
once had, either to fight the slayer of his son, against whom he would always lose no 
matter how great a troop he had, or to hold his position as a great man in the 
neighbourhood. As far as we know from the prose text, he has two children remaining 
when he composes his poem, Dorsteinn and D rgerÖr. But while he clearly holds his 
daughter in high esteem, as a woman she cannot provide the same support as a son; 
neither he nor D rgerÖr seem to rate Dorsteinn at all. Therefore when Egill says that his 
line is at an end, perhaps he is thinking of his reign of power as coming to a close. For 
example, if he were injured or killed there would be no one to avenge him, or if he were to 
take a case to the Alpingi, there would be no one to support him. He laments the fact that 
this is known to all the people. As an aging man without a brother or sons who will 
support him he is feeling vulnerable for the first time in his life. 
Perdida Irreperable de los Hýos 9 
Mas la ley no permite But the law doesn't allow me 
vengarse con muerte to take revenge by killing 
de quien matö a mi hijo, on him who killed my son, 
asi yo lo creo; or so I believe; 
sabe cualquiera everybody knows 
que Aegir, el anciano, that Aegir, the ancient one, 
no posee at un hijo, does not possess even one son, 
cosa es conocida. that is common knowledge. 
There appear to be a number of misunderstandings in this translation. In the first helming 
Bernärdez seems to have taken the reference to the law very literally. The second half of 
the stanza can only mean that Egill cannot avenge himself against , Egir because he does 
not have a son, but Bernärdez seems to have understood that the gamall fiegn (old 
man/retainer) refers to JEgir (not Egill) and his `lack of retinue' is rendered no poree ni un 
h#o. 
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Sonatorrek 10 
Mik hefr marr Sea has robbed me of much 
miklu rxntan, - it is grim to recount the fall of kinsmen (or a kinsman) - 
grunmt es fall since my shield of lineage > SON 
frxnda at telja, turned from life 
sic an's minn towards ways/paths of joy (i. e. the road to Valhalla). 
a munvega 
cttar skjgldr 
aflifi hvarf. 
Once again Egill blames the sea for his son's death, and although it is referred to here as 
marr, and not by one of the mythological personifications we have already seen, the use of 
the verb ra'na calls to mind the sea-goddess Ran, whose names also signifies `robbery'. The 
second line is ambiguous in that franda could mean either `of a kinsman' or `of kinsmen'. If 
it is the singular form then Egill must be taken to be referring to BQövarr, the skjpldr attar 
(shield of lineage) of line 8, but most scholars read `of kinsmen', which makes the 
statement sound more like a general observation. By means of the kenning skjQldr attar 
Egill once again evokes the idea of the son as a fundamental constituent in the family, here 
in the role of protector. The begetting of sons ensures the continuation of the family line, 
and in a practical sense, too, a son would be expected to protect his family from harm or 
dishonour. 
The term munvegar has not yet been satisfactorily explained. In the context above it 
can only refer to a place to which one would go after `turning from life'. Sigurcur Nordal 
takes this place to be ValhQll, interpreting it as gleöivegir, `paths of joy'; Jon Hnefill 
Acalsteinsson, on the other hand, argues for the reading `the paths of 
thought/mind/spirit' as part of his thesis that B ? cvarr does not go to ValhQll at all but to 
the realm of Ran and }Egir. 69 
Perdida Irreperable de los Hýos 10 
La mar me ha causado The sea has caused me 
perdida irreparable an irreparable loss, 
que triste es contar how sad it is to relate 
la muerte de un hijo; the death of a son; 
era escudo de mi estirpe, he was the shield of my lineage, 
echo a andar por la senda he began to walk on the path 
que conduce a la alts that leads to the high 
mansion de los muertos. mansion/hall of the dead. 
69 J6n Hnefill Malstein sson, `Religious ideas in Sonatorrek', Saga-Book of the Viking Society, 25: 2 (1999), 159-78 
(p. 165). 
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In this stanza the translator includes a reference to the title of his own poem `perdida 
irreperable [... ] de un hijo', which does not occur in the original. Escudo de mi estirpe (shield 
of my lineage), however, corresponds closely to altar skjQldr, and Bernärdez apparently 
concurs with Nordal's suggestion that munvegar (paths of joy) refers to Valhgll, as is made 
plain by the phrase la alta mansion de los muertos (the high mansion/hall of the dead). This 
reading is reinforced in lines 5-6 of Perdida Irreperable de los H#os 17 (Sonatorrek 18), mi hýo ha 
llegado al albergue de Odin (my son has arrived at Ocinn's lodging), which he glosses in a 
footnote as `El Valhalla'. 
Norwegian Translation: Sennetapet 
For the most part Hallvard Lie's translations of the verse in Egils saga are based on 
Sigur$ur Nordal's edition and in general conforms to Nordal's interpretation of the poetry. 
However, this is not the case with Sonatorrek. Lie explains why in the foreword to his 
translation: 
I have not been able to reconcile myself to the older interpretations of this poem with 
regard to several issues, and I have therefore, among other things, changed the order 
of a couple of stanzas (I have provided a more explicit justification for this in Arkiv 
for nordisk filologi, 1946). 70 
The article Lie refers to here is an extremely detailed argument in favour of his thesis that 
the `confusion' and `lack of continuity in the thought-process within the four strophes' can 
be rectified by reinterpreting the `enigmatic' strophe 3 and reversing the order of strophes 
3 and 4. Lie is fully convinced that anyone who `has read Sonatorrek from beginning to 
end a few times, and who has "experienced" the poem, i. e. acquired a sense of its personal 
spirit (perronlige änddraget)' cannot suppress a feeling of rebellion on the part of the reader at 
the interruption of stanza 3 in an otherwise logical sequence. " 
It cannot be denied that Lie has a valid point here, especially with regard to a break 
in thematic continuity between strophes 3 and 4. As we have seen above, first helming of 
Sonatorrek 3 continues to puzzle scholars, although most seem to accept that what is meant 
by the blameless (lastalauss) thing which came to life (lifnaör) on NQkkverr's boat (bragz) is 
poetry. There is also a general consensus that although NQkkverr does not occur anywhere 
70 Islandske ettesager, vol. 1, p. 27: `Det eldre tolkningene av dette kvadet har leg for fiere punkters 
vedkommende ikke kunnet forlike meg med, säledes har jeg bl. a. latt et par vers bette plass (en na'rmere 
filologisk begrunnelse har leg gitt i Arkiv f. nord. filologi 1946)'. 
71 Hallvard Lie, `Sonatorrek str. 1-4', Arkrr. Jör nordrsk flologi, 61 (1946), 182-207. 
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else in Old Norse literature, since `dwarf's ship' is a common kenning for poetry, NQkkuerr 
is probably a dwarfs name. Therefore if Sonatorrek 3 (1-4) contains a reference to the story 
of the mythological origins of poetry, it could be seen as logically following on from the 
previous stanza, which deals with the same theme. The thematic continuity between the 
second helming and stanza 4, however, is considerably more problematic. 
Lines 5-8 of strophe 3, JQtuns hals undir1jöta Näins niörbr naustdyrum, have been 
interpreted by Gabriel Turville-Petre as: `the wounds of the giant's neck roar down below 
the boat-shed door of Näinn'; he goes on to explain that Näinn is the name of a dwarf and 
as the dwarfs live in rocks, the boat-shed door may be the cliffs by the sea, the overall 
meaning being `the sea roared beneath the cliffs'. 72 This image does not fit so well, 
however, with the beginning of the stanza 4: hvit nett min ä enda stendr (Because my lineage is 
at an end), unless, as SigurÖur Nordal explains, Egill is understood to be hearing at this 
point the sound of the surf against the cliffs and thus being reminded of his grief, which 
would then lead him to lament the end of his line. 73 
Hallvard Lie, however, offers an entirely different suggestion; he believes that the 
first word of strophe 4, I5vit (or, Zvi at, `because'), is further proof that the arrangement of 
verses is not as it should be, but that by removing stanza 3 `the most natural logical- 
syntactical connection between the two remaining strophes [i. e. 2 and 4] emerges', 74 and 
that stanza 3, can, by means of a re-interpretation, be made to follow on just as logically 
from stanza 4. With Lie's `re-interpretations' (in parenthesis) Sonatorrek 3 would read as 
follows: 
Sennetapet 4 (Sonatorrek 3) 
lastalauss lik av sonn body of son, 
`er' (= ef) lifnai5i som lytefri which would have become 
`ä' (= an) nakkvars mann var butt, a flawless man 
nQkkva `brage' (= fans bätsvik ei. if it had not been for boat's treachery. 
bragci) Na flyter Now flows 
j9tuns hals jotnens sar-flod the giant's wound-flood 
undir `flota' (= fljota) ved dude near dead 
nains `nidr' (= nids) nxrskyldings dor. close-relative's door. 
fyr naustdyrum. 75 
72 E. O. Gabriel Turville-Petre, Sca/dic Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976), p. 30. 
73 IF 2, p. 217, note 3. 
7+ Hallvard Lie, `Sonatorrek str. 1-4', in Arkin för nordisk fill/ologi (1946), 182-20' (p. 190): `Tenker man seg 
imidlertid str. 3 fjernet, oppstär den naturligste logisk-sy ntaktise sammenheng mellom de gjenstiende 
strofene'. 
75 Hallvard Lie, `Sonatorrek str. 1-4', p. 191. Lee M. Hollander also interprets the stanza as referring to 
BQ varr as opposed to poetry: `since my son/ on sea-skerry/ was cut short/ the shapely one: / down below/ 
by the loved one's barrow/ throbs the blood-/ of-the-thurse's-neck', See The Ska/a' , p. 91. 
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an interpretation that differs substantially from Nordal's version: 
Sonatorrek 3 
Lastalauss Faultless/flawless, 
es lifnaöi when it quickened (came to life) 
a' NQkkvers on NQkkverr's boat `bragi'. 
n9kkva bragi. Wounds of giant's neck roar 
JQtuns hals down below (before? ) 
undir Pjota boathouse doors of Näinn (a dwarf). 
Näins nicer 
fyr naustdyrum. 
but one that certainly reads more naturally, semantically and syntactically speaking, in the 
context of the other strophes which, in Lie's translation of Egils saga, appear thus: 
Sonnetapet 1 
Tungt det er It is heavy/hard 
pa tungens vekt on the tongue's scales 
a veie to weigh 
Valfaders skatt, Battle-Father's treasure; 
mistrostig dejected, 
na jeg maner now I summon forth 
Vidurs ran Viöurr's theft 
fra tankens vrao. from thought's hidden cranny. 
Sonnetapet 2 
Krr kt av sorg 
jeg evner knapt 
a lofte 
i lyset frem 
mjoden dyr, 
som Friggs mann bar 
i urold 
fra Jotunheim. 
Bent from sorrow, 
I am scarcely able 
to bring forth 
into the light 
the precious mead, 
which Frigg's husband bore 
in primeval times 
from Giantland. 
Sonnetapet 3 (Sonatorrek 4) 
Ti min xtt Hence my family/lineage 
er enden nxr, is near the end, 
lik morken like rotting 
lonn i skogen; maple in the forest; 
motlos gär despondent goes 
den mann som bar' (abbrev. for baerer) the man «-ho bears 
sin sonns lik his son's bod`- 
til Biste sted, - to the last place, - 
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Sonnetapet 4 (Sonatorrek 3) 
lik av sonn 
som lytefri 
mann var butt, 
fans bätsvik ei. 
Na flyter jotnens sar-flod 
ved dude 
dear. 
body of son, 
which would have become 
a flawless man 
if it had not been for boat's treachery. 
Now the giant's wound-flood flows 
near dead 
close-relative's door. 
Apart from the rearrangement of the stanzas 3 and 4, Lie's translation corresponds fairly 
closely to SigurÖur Nordal's edition, with the exception of a few significant alterations. In 
stanza 5, for example, Lie replaces the image of the poem as a `timber of praise', which is 
`leaved' with words, with the lines: 
i mitt dikt in my poem 
de dude skal the dead shall 
xrerikt gloriously, 
evig leve. live eternally. 
The changes Lie has implemented here, which he refers to as `simple, insignificant 
structural liberties', " have the effect of seriously altering the tone of the poem by 
introducing a religious, perhaps even biblical dimension which is certainly not present in 
the original stanza. This is a device Lie also employs in his rendition of stanza 12. While 
the second helming of the Icelandic text reads: 
mer upp helt (he) held up 
of verbergi my household, 
ok mitt aft and greatly supported 
mest of studdi. my power. 
Lie's translation is imbued with religious overtones: 
var min stau he was my staff 
pä folksom sti, on crowded path, 
min evnes my capable /powerful 
stottende arm. supporting arm. 
The image created here, of an old man leaning on his son's arm, also serves to develop the 
mood of sorrowfulness and pathos of the aged, grieving father, «-hich is introduced by the 
phrase, krokt av sorg (bent from sorrow), in stanza 2, and culminates in the final 
exclamation, usle lii,. (miserable life! ), in the first line of the final stanza. In addition, the 
76 Hallvard Lie, `Sonatorrek str. 1-4', p. 185: `Med enkelte ubetydelige formelle friheter kan dette gjengis -, Wk'. 
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scene demonstrates Lie's eagerness to emphasise the personal nature of the relationship 
that existed between father and son, a reflection of his belief that Sonatorrek constitutes a 
very personal outpouring of grief. Although Lie claims his emendations are not based on 
`subjective feelings', it is clear that he is motivated by the rather romantic mission of 
`[helping] Egill's own words to live again', as we have already quoted above, and also 
restoring a poetic monument to Old Norse literary history. 
In their translations both Lie and Bernärdez play down the number of 
emendations that are necessary to shape Sonatorrek into a poem that reads fluently and 
logically, although they do make some reference to the more difficult passages in their 
explanatory notes. However, despite all protestations to the contrary, it is thanks to the 
many oblique passages and indecipherable words in the manuscripts of Sonatorrek that Lie, 
in particular, is able to impose on the poem his own vision of Egill as a person capable of 
feeling deep pain and sorrow. In his translations of the lausavisur, Lie also strives to 
emphasise the humanity of the characters as much as possible. 
The tone of Bernärdez's translation, by comparison, comes across as far more 
formal than Lie's, although it too smoothes over some of the more obvious discrepancies 
in the source text (in omitting the corrupt stanza 16 for example). The Spanish translation 
also has a tendency to make what are ambiguous statements in the original, far more 
definite and explicit. Unlike Lie, Bernärdez cannot assume a knowledge of Norse 
mythology on the part of his readers, and is therefore compelled to provide a large amount 
of explanatory material in the numerous footnotes. Nevertheless, Bernärdez seems anxious 
to preserve as many mythological references as possible in his translations, which is 
presumably calculated to appeal to the reader. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
`VIGNETTES OF VIKING LIFE' 
Stanza 3 
The prose context in which this stanza is situated relates that `Skalla-Grimr var 
jarnsmiclr nvkill' (Skalla-Grimy was a great blacksmith), and explains that he went to 
some trouble to build a smithy at Raufarnes. It is not unusual to find a man of high 
degree such as Skalla-GrImr engaging in blacksmith's work. Grave finds in Scandinavia 
from the Middle Ages give some evidence for the social position of the smith: 
Forty-five known graves in Scandinavia from this period each contained at least 
one item of metallurgical equipment - the most usual being hammer, tongs, or a 
file. In twenty-six of the graves only one tool was present, usually accompanied by 
one or two farming implements and the weapons of the dead man. This suggests 
that many men were capable of carrying out basic smithing activities, such as 
repairs to household and agricultural equipment. Nevertheless, some graves 
contained more extensive assemblies of tools as well as weapons, probably 
indicating that their owners were full-time smiths who occupied key positions 
among a warrior class near the top of the social scale [... ] The importance of the 
smith lay above all in his ability to make weapons, especially swords, which were 
not just weapons but also symbols of authority. ' 
Skalla-Grüm's skill in smithying therefore adds to, rather than diminishes, his status but 
his assiduity is emphasized as much as his ability. His servants complain when they are 
expected to rise so early but the opening line of the stanza recalls strophes 58 and 59 
from the Eddic poem Hdvamdl, where rising early is specifically recommended for those 
who wish to make money. 2 
I Dictiona9i of the Aliddle Ages, ed. by Joseph R. Strayer (New York: Scribner, 1982-89), VIII, p. 291. 
2 See Hür'amJ/, ed. by David Evans (London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 1986), pp. 50-51. 
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MjQk verör är, säs aura, 
isarns meic r at risa, 
vaoir vidda bröcÖur 
veÖrseygjar3 skal kveÖja; 
gjalla ketk a golli 
geisla njöts, meöan pjöta, 
heitu, hraerikytjur 
hreggs vindfrekar, sleggjur. 4 
Prose word order 
MjQk är verÖr at risa isarns meicÖr, säs skal kveÖja veorseygjar vaoir vidda brocOur aura; 
lxtk sleggjur gjalla a heitu go11i geisla njots, meÖan vindfrekar hreggs hroerikytjur ýjöta. 
Translation 
Very early must the tree of iron arise, he who intends to summon up the wealth of the 
windsucker of clothes of the brother of sea (wind) > [leather] > BELLOWS. I made the 
sledge ring out on the hot gold of the possessor of light-rays (fire) > IRON, while it 
whistles in the wind-greedy moving chamber(s) (? of wind). 
or 
Very early will the tree of iron have to rise, he who intends to summon up the windpipe 
of the clothing of sea's brother (wind) > [leather] > BELLOWS. i. e. sea's brother > WIND. 
Wind's clothing > SKIN/LEATHER. Leather of the verJrleggr (wind-pipe of bellows) > 
BELLOWS. 
Commentary & Analysis 
The kennings of this stanza are quite complex, but once they are deciphered construct a 
vivid impression of the blacksmith at work in his forge. The first of these, isarns meiör, 
literally `tree of iron' or `mast of iron' is one of the more straightforward. Meidr 
(tree/pole) mostly occurs in kennings for `man' (in stanza 5 there two such instances)' 
and this example is no exception. A kenning comprising the base-word `tree/mast/pole' 
and determined by `metal', usually signifies `warrior' because of the association between 
metal and weapons. In the example above this could indeed be the case but in the 
context of the rest of the strophe it is more likely to be `one who works with metal', e. g. 
a blacksmith, rather than `one who wields metal as a weapon'. Of course man-of- 
weapons could also be a perfectly appropriate appellation for a smith, as he fashions 
weapons among other things, so the ultimate meaning is ambiguous. In 
his edition of 
3 Scholars disagree on the construction and interpretation of the kenning vedrreyg/ar nadir vidda brddur. The 
controversy centres on the word vedrsey81ar, which does not actually occur 
in any manuscript but is a 
reconstruction by SigurÖur Nordal. . \I has veer fe ar, e vedr. rear; 
6 redrleggjarand If"vedrIeggja. 
IF 2, p. 79. 
5 In the first Egill refers to his host as hagr her$imeiör säcgqls (`skilful hardening-tree', or, `skilled 
warrior/weaponsmith of the wound-gosling') and the second as 
bordva//ar blakka kennimeidr (knowing-tree 
of the horse of the ship (gunwale) -field). 
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Egils saga SigurÖur Nordal chooses to gloss it as järnsmiÖur' (ironsmith). In Den norsk- 
islandske skjaldedigtning B I, Finnur Jönsson also translates the phrase as `jaernsmed' 
(ironsmith) but, strangely enough, in the Lexicon Poeticum as `kriger' (warrior). 
The next kenning vedrseygjar väöir vidda brriöur contains many more elements. All 
editors and translators agree that the sense-word of the whole phrase is `bellows'. 
According to Bjarni Einarsson, vidda, or viddi in the nominative form, is the name of a 
giant and is equivalent to viöir, `the wide one', or, `the sea' (i. e.. /Egir) whose bniöur is the 
wind. The clothes (vdair) of the wind here refers to the leather bag of the bellows, which 
is vedrseygjar (wind-sucking). Thus the smith must rise early to summon up the aura 
(wealth/gold) of the bellows. It is also possible that aura is part of the kenning, and 
wealth or gold of the bellows could be the red-hot iron in the fire. This would mirror 
the next kenning in the stanza, heitu golli geisla njöts, where an association is made between 
iron and wealth. This kenning can be translated as `hot gold of the possessor of light- 
rays' where iron, red and glowing from the heat of the fire (the possessor/enjoyer of 
rays/beams), is compared to gold. However, it is more likely that the aura in line 1 refers 
to the profit the smith will make by selling the iron-products he makes. The final 
kenning of this stanza refers to the bellows again which are described as vindfrekar hreggs 
hm'rikj jur (wind-greedy moving chambers of wind in which it whistled/howled). 
The poetic response that Skalla-Grimr makes to his servants is, on one hand, a 
pragmatic one that focuses on the industrious and economic aspects of the blacksmith's 
trade, a view which is reinforced by the lexis of the stanza. He refers to the wealth that 
he intends to make (auör), to iron as the gold (golf) of the fire, and the greedy (frekr) 
wind-sucking bellows perhaps reflects his own eagerness to create wealth. Indeed the 
picture he portrays of the forge is not static, but one of motion and energy. The smith is 
an active man who rises early; he is a man of some strength and determination who 
pounds the heavy sledgehammer on the molten iron. The idea of rhythm and constant 
movement is also conveyed by the description of the bellows as vindfrekar (greedy for 
air), which must be kept moving if the fire is to be kept at an adequate temperature. On 
the other hand, stanza 3 could be an idealised, stylised portrait of a smith at work, or, 
the expression of someone intimate with the craft. 
The sounds, as well as the sights, of the smithy are also very powerfully made 
present. The sledgehammer rings out (gtälla) on the metal. 
And the wind in the bellows 
`whistles', `wheezes', or even `howls' (pjöta). We can also imagine without difficulty the 
extreme temperature inside the forge. 
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In contriving this representation the poet employs a surprising amount of 
elemental imagery. The air in the bellows is the brother of the sea; the bellows are wind- 
suckers and wind-greedy. This stanza shows man's power and manipulation over the 
elements. He has harnessed the power of wind in a bag of leather. In fact in the second 
kenning for bellows, vindfrekar hreggs hmiriky jur, the use of the word hregg could imply 
that a miniature storm is taking place inside the chamber. With this machine, and a coal 
or charcoal fire, the smith is able to create temperatures which are high enough to melt 
iron and bend it to his will. It shows human ingenuity, endeavour and dominance of the 
elements. The storm/wind is often an arbitrary force to be feared, although its power 
can be harnessed to propel a sail. 
Stanza 3: Norwegian Translation 
I otten opp ma smeden, 
som solv i pung vil sanke 
ved belgen, som vindfylt bläser 
brann i bläsvarte kullet. 
Sleggen smellende slat jeg 
slag i slag mot stälet, 
som glohett gnistrer og glimter, 
mens grädige vindbelger tyter. G 
The smith must up at dawn, 
who wants to gather silver in purse 
by means of the bellows, which wind-filled blow 
a glow in the blue-black coal. 
I strike the sledgehammer banging 
thick and fast on the steel 
which red-hot sparks and flashes 
while greedy wind-bellows wheeze. 
Commentary dam' Analysis 
The first two lines of the Norwegian translation immediately dispel any ambiguity as 
regards isarns meiör. Lie chooses the interpretation `the smith' who here rises i otten (at 
dawn) which is more specific than the Icelandic är (early). The general term aura 
(wealth/ gold) is rendered soly. Although the Norwegian word ore would be closer 
etymologically, its use would be somewhat misleading as it refers to a specific 
coin/amount (as it does in Modern Icelandic). Although it is presumably to be read 
metaphorically, the use of the word pung (purse) does alter the mood of the stanza 
making the smith sound more petty somehow, or at least more focused on the material 
profit of his industry. This silver will be created ved bellten (b), means of the bellows), we 
are rather prosaically told, `which wind-filled blow a glow (flame) in the blue-black coal'. 
The colour of the fire is emphasised here, which is not mentioned in the Icelandic, 
although perhaps the idea of a `glow' in the `blue-black coal' is slightly paradoxical. As in 
the Icelandic version, the subject shifts from the impersonal use of the third person in 
the first helming to the first person in the second helming, a change which creates 
6 Islaad-ke rtte alter, vol. 1, p.. 7. 
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greater intimacy in the scene but whereas the Icelandic ek lat sleggjurgjalla is in the 
preterite, the Norwegian maintains a sense of immediacy by using the present tense jeg 
s1dr sleggen. In the Norwegian version the smith strikes on steel while in the Icelandic, 
although no metal is directly referred to, the kenning (heitt)gollgeisla njts is usually 
interpreted as `iron'. It is probably inaccurate to say that a smith would have used a 
sledgehammer on steel. Thus the `hot gold of the possessor of light-rays' becomes the 
`steel which red-hot sparks and flashes'. The association of gold with money/profit is 
lost and the idea of rays of light from the fire is substituted by the sparks which fly off 
the hot metal as it is struck by the hammer which to some extent creates the same 
impression as a precious metal although I think it is inaccurate to say that red-hot metal 
sparks and flashes, it rather glows or gleams. The repeated use of belgur in the 
Norwegian version serves to highlight the skill of the Icelandic skald who managed to 
express the idea of the bellows (Ice. belgr), without using that word once. 
In the Norwegian version the idea of economic gain is preserved, but the almost 
magical/mystical portrait of man harnessing the elements is very faint if not totally lost. 
The word vind (wind) is used twice but it does not have the same force (with the 
possibility of violence) as vedr, vidda broöur or hreg. Only two words are directly cognate 
slegge and tyte. The vision the Norwegian gives us is not as romantic or dramatic. Many of 
the choices are based on how they fit in with the rhyme scheme. 
Stanza 3: Spanish Translation 
Temprano se levanta Early rises 
el herrero que exige the blacksmith who demands 
metales al fuelle metals from the bellows 
que el viento vomita; which vomits the wind; 
el martillo hago cantar the hammer I make sing 
sobre el metal andiente on the red-hot metal 
mientras los voraces while the voracious 
sopladores braman. ' blowers roar 
Commentary & Analysis 
Bernärdez renders the kenning isarns meidr here with heuern, which I have translated 
above as blacksmith, but which literally means, `person whose profession is to work 
with iron'. While it is clear from the references to a blacksmith's forge in the following 
lines that Bernärdez is referring to a blacksmith here, the word herum in a more general 
context could be translated as `ironsmith', although its range of meanings encompasses 
7 Saba de Evil Skallagrimrron, p. 103. 
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both concepts. In this context, herrero is an appropriate choice in terms of its ambiguity 
but also because, like the Icelandic phrase, it contains a reference to `iron' (Sp. hierin). 
With regard to the clause, säs skal kveýja vearseygjar vdair vidda brridur aura (wealth 
of the windsucker of clothes of the brother of sea (wind) > [leather] > BELLOWS), 
Bernardez translates sds skal kveöja fairly literally with el... que edge (he who demands), 
renders the kenning with its sense-word `bellows' (fuelle), but renders the `wealth' (aura, 
nom. yrir) of the bellows with the non-committal term metales (metals). In line 4 
Bernärdez recreates the image of the wheezing bellows which the phrase que el viento 
vomita. Translated absolutely literally this phrase reads `which the wind vomits', but it is 
most likely that here we have another example of distorted syntax in the Spanish 
translation and the line should be read: `which vomits the wind'. 
In the second helming of the stanza, both the Icelandic poet and the Spanish 
translator describe the blacksmith as causing the hammer to emit a sound, and in both 
cases the verb used, g alla (to yell) and cantar (to sing) respectively, are more typically 
used of human beings than inanimate objects. The kenning heitugo//igeisla njöts (hot gold 
of the possessor of light-rays (fire) > IRON), is skilfully rendered here as metal ardiente 
(burning/red-hot metal), and vindfrekar hreggs hrariky jur (wind-greedy moving chambers 
of wind) is translated by a kenning of Bernärdez's invention los voracious sopladores (the 
voracious blowers). Finally, the word the Spanish translator chooses to render fijöta (to 
whistle/howl), is worthy of note. Bramar (to roar/howl) is more normally used of the 
sound the sea or an animal makes, and in this context is quite poetic. However, 
Bernärdez may also have been influenced by the Germanic etymology of this word, 
which according to the RAE is probably of Gothic origin. ' 
Stanza 9 
After the hearing the insulting stanza Egill directs at him (st. 8, see chapter 4) BärÖr goes to 
Queen Gunnhildr and tells her that there is a man `er skQmm fcerÖi at keim' (who would 
bring shame on them), because of his heavy drinking. Together the queen and BärÖr mix a 
poisoned drink, Barar makes a sign over it and gives it to a serving girl to give to Egill who 
bids him drink. Egill takes out a knife and sticks it into the palm of his hand. He accepts the 
horn, carves runes on it, smears the runes with blood and recites the following stanza: 
8 `Quizä del got. *bramön, cf. b. al. medio brammen, a. al. ant. betan, ing1. ant. bremman' (Perhaps from 
Gothic *bramön, c£ ; Middle German brammen, Old High German breman, Old English brrmman). 
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Ristum ran a horni, 
rj08um spjgll i dreyra, 
kau velk orb til eyrna 
oös dyrs viöar rota; 
drekkum veig sein vüjum 
vel glyjaÖra Pyja, 
vitum, hve os s of eiri 
Q1, Pats Barocr signdi. 9 
Prose word order 
Bistum run a horni, rjöcum spjgll i dreyra; velk kau orc til eyrna rota viÖar oos d' rs; 
drekkum, sem viljum, veig vel glyjaÖra pyja; vitum hve Q1, pats Bäroor signdi, of ein oss. 
Translation 
Let us carve a rune on the horn. Let us redden the words in blood. I choose those 
words for the roots of the tree of the ears of the furious beast > DRINKING HORN; Let 
us drink as we please the draught of the well-gladdened serving-maids. Let us see how 
the beer that BärÖr blessed agrees with us. 
Commentary & Analysis 
The stanza above reiterates some of the information we are given in the prose text such 
as that Egill carves runes on the horn and reddens them in blood. The words he carves 
are carefully selected. He says ek vel fiau orö til eyrna rota viöar Os dyrs (I choose those 
words for the roots of the tree of the furious beast). The `tree of the ears' of an animal is 
the horn, the roots are the parts attached to the head, which, when the horns are made 
into drinking vessels, become the wide brim. The prose text does not state whether Egill 
has seen the poisoned drink being mixed, but we must presume that he knows 
somehow, and that the runes he carves on the horn constitute some kind of protection 
charm or spell. After the stanza is recited the drinking-horn breaks in two and the drink 
spills onto the straw. 
In the final line of the stanza Egill refers to the fact that Bärcr has `blessed' the 
drink. The sign that BärÖr makes over the drink is could be interpreted as the sign of Thor's 
hammer, MjQllnir, which in the Viking Age became the most important symbol for 
Scandinavian heathendom in its opposition to Christianity. 10 
9 IF 2, p. 109. 
10 Rudolph Simek, Dictionary of Northern Aethology, trans. by Angela Hall (Cambridge: Brewer, 1993). 
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Stanza 9: Norwegian Translation 
Runer ramme jeg rister, I carve runes border/edge 
rode av blod, pa hornet: reddened by blood, on the horn 
her er ord som ager Here are words which frighten 
olets vonde vetter! the ale's evil spirits! 
Drikk karskt nao kagge-skvipet, spryly drink keg-"dishwater" 
som kaote kvinnfolk bxr' oss, which frisky women bear us, 
og kjenn om sunn den smaker and check out the delicious swig 
supen, som Bärd'n si et! " which `the' Bard blessed! 
Commentary & Analysis 
In his version the imperious first person plural form used by Egill becomes the more 
humble `jeg' and is only used once. The kenning eyrna rota vicar Ms djrs (roots of the tree of 
the ears of the furious beast > DRINKING HORN) is omitted or replaced by the rather free her 
er ord som alter olets vonde vetter! There is nothing to suggest either in the prose or poetic text 
that the ale contains anything more prosaic than poison. The sign that Bärcr makes over the 
drink has probably more to do with the disablöt although it is arguable that he might be 
cursing rather than blessing it. Lie's translation anticipates the prose passages that follow it. 
The `let us' formula, which is repeated four times in the Icelandic text, has been 
abandoned here, which has the effect of depersonalising it. For example, it is not clear here 
whose blood has reddened the runes and omits the fact that vel ek (I chose) those words, 
Egill has carefully selected the words that he wishes to engrave on the horn. Lie's translation 
of veig as kagge-skvipet is subjective, as is the use of the word käte to describe the serving 
maids. While the Icelandic jaör (gladdened) probably means `happy' or `merry', käte has 
slightly more sexual overtones. The final two lines preserve the sentiment of the original 
although the Norwegian has magnified the level of sarcasm. Compared to the Icelandic the 
Norwegian text seems to be more light-hearted, almost jovial. 
Stanza 9: Spanish Translation12 
Tallo en el cuerno runas, I carve runes on the horn 
y con sangre las tiro, and I stain them with blood; 
letras trazo, del uro I write (trace), of the fierce 
fiero en largo leno; '3 aurochs on long log; * 
bebo tranquilo el licor I drink calmly the liquor 
que alegre la sierva trajo, which happily the serving-maid 
brought, 
veremos si dana aün we will see 
if the drink 
la bebida ue Bard hizo. which BärÖr made still does damage. 
II Islandrke attesager, vol. 1, p. 97. 
12 Saga de E/ Skallagrim5. ron, pp. 141-42. 
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*I write letters on the long log of the fierce aurochs 
Commentary & Analysis 
The Spanish version preserves the formulaic aspect of the Icelandic, although it uses the 
first person instead of the third. This translation is careful to avoid the word `write' (or 
escribir) for the carving of the runes, instead using traZo (I trace) and decides to preserve the 
kenning for horn, explaining it in a footnote. Bernärdez doesn't preserve it entirely however. 
Eyrna rota vicar is rendered simply as largo leno (long log), and ödr djrr as um, fierv.. Fiero is a 
word which is very often used in relation to dangerous wild animals such as lions and tigers 
but the translator chooses to make the general term dyrr specific, rendering it as um, the ure- 
ox or aurochs. He appears to want to preserve the kenning to some degree but decides 
against the complicated form of the original. 
The fourth line of the stanza takes an interesting turn when we are told that 
Egill actually drinks the liquor. This is a departure from the Icelandic text, which only 
states that Egill is waiting to see what happens. Sem vi jum seems to give rise to the 
adjective tranquilo and ýjaör now becomes an adverb, or at least that is how it appears. 
Bernärdez opts to omit signdi the final line replacing it with hi. Zo but the most interesting 
insertion is aun (still). The impression given by the Spanish translation is that by carving 
runes on the horn etc. Egill has counteracted the poisoned drink making it harmless - 
`we will see if the drink which Bärör made still does damage' after the charm that I have 
worked. 
Stanza 11 
Having killed Bäror, Egill avoids capture by hiding and waiting till nightfall to swim to 
another island nearby. When the king's men eventually come to look for him he 
manages to kill three of them single-handedly, steals their boat, and rows away not 
stopping until he reaches P rir's house. The next morning, Egill is discovered lying in 
his bed, to the great surprise of körolfr, who then asks how he had managed to escape, 
or whether anything of note had happened on his travels. In response Egill recites the 
stanza quoted below: 
13 Saga de Egil Ska! lagrmsson, p. 141, footnote 112: `Largo leno del uro fiero: kenning por "cuerno"' (Long 
log of the fierce aurochs: kenning for `horn'). 
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Svä hefk leystsk or Lista 
läÖvarÖaÖar garÖi, 
ne fägak dul drjügan, 
däÖmildr ok Gunnhildar, 
at ýrifreynis pjonar 
ýrir nakkvarir Hlakkar 
til häsalar Heljar 
helgengnir fQr dvelja. 14 
Prose word order 
Svä hefk leystsk, däÖniildr, ör garÖi Lista 1äÖvarcac ar ok Gunnhildar, - ne fägak dul 
drjügan, - at krir nakkvarir Pjönar Hlakkar krifreynis, helgengnir til häsalar Heljar, dvelja 
fQr. 
Translation 
I, who am unsparing in noble deeds, have become free from the dwelling belonging to 
the land-guardian/protector of Listi (i. e. Norway) > KING and to Gunnhildr -I do not 
much go in for/practice self-deception, - in such a way that some three servants of the 
thriving rowan tree of Hlgkk > WARRIOR who have gone to the high halls of Hel (i. e. 
are dead), are delaying their (return? ) journey. 
Commentary &A nalysis 
Although he tries to deny it, Egill is clearly proud of his latest exploit and not 
unjustifiably. He has outwitted the king (and queen), killed four of the king's men, and 
managed to arrive back home safely to the amazement of all. Egill's new-found friend 
Arinbjgrn expresses his admiration in no uncertain terms: `ArinbjQrn applauded the 
deeds and said it was his father's duty to make terms with the king'. Even D rir admits 
that people might well agree that Bäror deserved to be killed. 
In this poetic account of the episode, the verb Egill chooses to describe his 
escape is the reflexive form of lee sa, he says ek hef leystsk örgaröi Lista lädvardadar ok 
Gunnbildar, `I have become free' or, literally, "`loosed myself', from the dwelling of the 
King (land-guardian of Listi) and of Gunnhildr'. Presumably garör, here, does not refer 
to the King's and the Queen's permanent abode but rather to their court, wherever that 
happened to be held, in this case at BärÖr's farmstead. If we read garör in a more 
figurative sense though, it could refer to the extent of the royal couple's power or to the 
scope of their jurisdiction, which Egill feels he has freed himself from. The epithet used 
in this phrase to denote King EirI r (Lista läöty udr) is deliberately mocking. Although 
described as the land-guardian of Listi and, by extension, of all of Norway-, he has been 
proven by Egill not to be able to protect his followers under the same roof, 
let alone his 
subjects in the whole country. 
141F2, p. 113. 
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The next kenning in the stanza, Hlakkarbrifreynir, seems to refer to the King as 
warrior. HIQkk (gen. Hlakkar) is the name of a valkyrie, and `tree (here r ynir, the rowan) 
of valkyrie' is a common kenning for warrior, but the prefix to ryynir, Jnf-, makes the 
interpretation of this kenning more complicated. According to SigurÖur Nordal, for 
example, Hlakkar Jrifreynir is a hermadur (warrior) but it is debatable whether Jrif ivynir 
refers to wood/timber which prospers, or to wood which makes Hl9kk (battle) prosper 
well, or to one who endeavours to promote battle itself. 
As in so many of the extemporaneous stanzas in the saga, these lines show Egill 
reflecting on his own behaviour. He is not modest about his achievements; indeed he 
boasts that he is däömildr (deed-generous, valiant), insisting at the same time that he does 
not cherish/indulge much in self-deception (ne fdgak dul djügan). However, he could not 
but be proud of his remarkable escape from Eirikr's clutches, and what is this stanza if 
not a boast of his deeds? 
Egill's escape necessitated the killing of three of the king's men, as he puts it 
himself, they are '"hel-gone" to the high halls of Hel' (helgengnir til häsalar He jar). The 
fact that they have gone to Hel and not Valhalla emphasises the ignominious nature of 
their deaths; one was caught unawares and killed by a single blow and Egill managed to 
cut the leg off another as he tried to run away. The third man attempted to escape in a 
boat before Egill overtook him and, after a brief struggle, killed him and threw him 
overboard. 
That a young and fairly inexperienced Egill has proven to be more than a match 
for three of the King's men must be a humiliation to Eiri&r. The killing of Barar so 
gratuitously, and right under the King's nose, also shows Egill's utter contempt for the 
King's jurisdiction, be it in the whole of Norway or within a more limited space. This 
and subsequent actions show that Egill does not feel himself to be bound by the King's 
code, and his subversive attitude provokes D rir to comment that Egill has inherited his 
family's gift for caring too little about incurring the king's wrath, `en at verÖr flestum 
mQnnum pungbxrt' (and that will be difficult for most men to bear). 15 That Egill's 
disregard includes the queen as well as the king is made clear by his direct reference to 
Gunnhildr, and this episode signals the beginning of a life-long personal enmity between 
him and the royal couple. 
15 ibid. 
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Stanza 11: Norwegian Translation 
Slik vat min ferd og frelse Such was my journey and escape 
fra frege fjell-lands-drotten from the renowned mountain-land's lord 
og kaute dronning Gunnhild and haughty Queen Gunnhild 
- kyt kan dette ei kalles- - it cannot be called boasting - 
at to-tre konge-treller that two or three king-slaves 
nä tramper veien vide now tramp the broad path 
til Hels hoye saler to Hel's high halls 
med hoggsär i hold og hauser. 16 with cut-wounds in flesh and skulls. 
Commentary dam' Analysis 
Although the general meaning of the Icelandic text is conveyed fairly accurately here 
into Norwegian, quite a few ideas and adjectives are apparent in this version which are 
not present in the original. The use of the word ferd (journey) in the first line, for 
example, is an addition. In the original stanza Egill refers to his escape from the King 
but not to his subsequent boat-trip. Ferd, of course, does provide one of the two 
alliterating sounds in line 1. In the next line the construction jell-lands-d vtten seems to be 
a rather free interpretation of Lista läövaraadar. As Listi (a district in the south of Norway 
now called Lista) has a flat landscape, we can only assume that the jell-land here refers to 
the whole country of Norway which is so frequently characterised as mountainous; the 
lord (drotten) of Norway being, of course, its king. This conveys the sense, more or less, 
of the original kenning, but in this translation the idea of protection or guardianship is 
lost and no mention is made of the royal gamer. 
Another element which is not present in the original, frege (renowned, famed), 
could conceivably be derived from the 1brif- element in the other kenning for EirIkr in 
this stanza, Hlakkarbrifreynir (thriving rowan-tree of Hl(2kk). As we have seen above, 
this kenning means `warrior' and refers to EirI r, but it is not exactly clear how this 
meaning is arrived at. If we take it to mean that the rowan tree itself is thriving, i. e. 
`thriving warrior', the reference might be to EirIkr's prosperity and success, which would 
explain the choice of the adjective fn'ge. It should be noted that frage 
is derived from the 
Old Norsefragr (famous), an adjective which was often used to describe kings. 
Gunnhildr's status as queen (dmnning) is added in this version, as is the adjective used to 
describe her, kaute (haughty). ' 
16 Islandske a'tterager, vol. 1, p. 99. 
17 According to Einar Haugen's Norrk-Engehk ordbok this word kaute is `popular' (fi lke/ig, `homely, plain, of 
the folk') language. 
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The use of the archaic term ei in the line - kyt kan dette ei kaltes- (roughly 
equivalent in English to `boasting can it not be called') is perhaps an attempt on behalf 
of the translator to create a feeling of antiquity. Lie further modifies this phrase by 
replacing the active voice of the verb in the Icelandic phrase (faaak) with a passive form 
(kaltes), thus changing the tone from one of personal expression to detached 
observation. Examining the terms of the Norwegian phrase more closely, we can 
conclude that it is perhaps misleading to use the word kyt (boasting) to denote dul, as kyt 
implies a vocal action whereas dul is a feminine noun meaning `self-deception'. F4ga 
usually means `to cultivate, worship, lay stress on', but in this context should be read as 
`go in for', `practice', implying a habitual action and qualified here by the adjective dgWgr, 
used adverbially in the accusative singular masculine drjügan, and meaning `much', the 
phrase ne fägak dul drjügan could be interpreted as `I am not much of a self-deceiver' or 
perhaps even, `I do not indulge overmuch in self-deception', but the Norwegian 
translation precludes these interpretations and leaves only one possible reading. Of 
course, by describing himself as ddJmildr (unsparing in noble deeds), Egill could be 
accused of a degree of vainglory and, although this word is not translated here, it may 
have influenced the translator in his interpretation of ne fägak dul drjügan. 
The phrase brit nakkvarirpjönar Hlakkar2rifreynis (some three servants of the 
luxuriant (growing) rowan tree of HlQkk) has been reduced to to-tre konge-treller (two or 
three king-slaves) here, with the result that the association with Hlgkk is broken, as is 
the connection with the thriving rowan tree. Lie allots the status of trell (slave) to the 
king's men even though jener (servant) would have been a more obvious choice. Tjener is 
the Mod. Norwegian cognate ofbjnn and, as well as having the same meaning, it has the 
same number of syllables as the Old Icelandic form of the word bjnar, and would 
alliterate with to-tre treller almost as well as treller does. We must assume, therefore, that 
Lie considered and rejected jener in favour of the more humble treller and investigate the 
motive for this decision. In medieval Scandinavian society the distinction between a 
free-born man and slave was an important one. If the men that Eirikr sends after Egill 
are taken to be slaves, this has a number of possible implications, for example, that the 
king is sending men of relatively little importance to capture Egill because he doesn't 
expect him to be so difficult to deal with. Another consideration may have been that if 
the men Egill had overcome were merely slaves, his deeds could not be considered as 
heroic as if he had killed three free-born men. Yet another is that Egill might have been 
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so dismissive of the men that he would refer to them in a disparaging way, whether they- 
were actually slaves or not. 
The Norwegian rendering of these lines also gives the impression that the King's 
`slaves' are en route to Hel, unlike the Icelandic text which states that they are already in 
Hel and are delaying their journey (dveja fQr), in other words that they will not be 
leaving. The word Lie uses to describe the manner of walking there (tramper) and the 
broadness of the path (veien vide) is information which is not given in the original stanza. 
Tramp implies a heavy step, indicating perhaps heaviness of heart or an arduous journey. 
Med hoggsär i hold og hauser (with cut-wounds in flesh and skulls) gives information that 
one can deduce from the prose context, but which is not included in the Icelandic 
stanza. Here it has the effect of emphasising Egill's brutality. 
Lie obviously does not seem to think it necessary to explain `Hel' to a 
Norwegian audience. 
Stanza 11: Spanish Translation 
Me sacudi el poder I escaped the power 
del senor de Noruega of the lord of Norway 
-y no me vanaglorio- - and I do not boast- 
y de la reina Gunnhild; and of Queen Gunnhild; 
tres guerreros reales three royal warriors 
envie a las altas salas I sent to the high halls 
del Hel, 18 y alli ahora of Hel, and now there 
por siempre muertos, callan. '9 forever dead, are silent. 
Commentary & Analysis 
Of the three versions of this stanza we are comparing, Icelandic, Norwegian and 
Spanish, it is the last of these which states most clearly of all that it is Norway of which 
EirIkr is lord, although garter is rendered as poder (power), so that the focus is on the 
figurative, rather than the concrete, aspect of EirIla's domain. The word employed here 
to describe Egill's escape, sacudir, with its implications of violent movement, is more 
descriptive than escapar (to escape) would have been and accentuates the idea that Egill's 
escape was difficult and dangerous. However, the care with which Egill emphasises this 
dramatic escape seems at odds with line 3, no me vanaglorio (I do not boast/I am not 
18 ibid., footnote 114: `Altas . alas de He/ el infierno; es decir, el lugar donde habitan los muertos que no 
van al Valhalla. No tenia, aparte de su caräcter lügubre, connotaciones especiales negativas. Hel era la 
diosa que habitaba en el infierno y que regia a los muertos' (High halls of Hel: hell, that is to say, the place 
where the dead who are not going to ValhQll dwell. It didn't have, apart from its dismal character, 
especially negative connotations. Hel was the goddess who dwelt in hell and ruled the dead). 
19 Sa&a de Egil Skallagnrmsson, p. 146. 
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boasting), although this contradiction is not particular to the Spanish version. In 
contrast to Lie's interpretation offijönar Hlakkarprifreynis as `king-slaves' (konge-treller), 
Bernärdez elevates their rank so that they become guerreros reales (royal warriors). This 
has the effect of making Egill's actions seem more glorious; it was not mere servants or 
slaves that he overcame, but warriors, worthy opponents. As we have seen above, 
however, it is fairly clear from the prose text that they were not men of high status. 
In the main text of this stanza Bernärdez preserves the word `Hel', from the 
Icelandic phrase häsalar He jar, preferring instead to translate it in a footnote as `el 
infierno', a term which corresponds more closely to the Christian concept of Hell as the 
place or condition in which the wicked are punished after death, than to the Hel of Old 
Norse mythology. In the footnote he does point out that this was the place `where the 
dead who are not going to Valhalla dwell' and that it didn't have `especially negative 
connotations', but it might have been helpful for a non-specialist audience to explain 
that according to Norse mythology, the basis for sending the dead to Valhalla or Hel 
had to do with the manner in which men died rather than with their character. Warriors 
who died heroically in battle and with sword in hand, were then gathered by the 
valkyries and carried off to Valhalla where they remained with Oöinn for eternity, 
drinking horns of ale served by beautiful maidens. Everyone else, it appears, went to 
Hel. Unlike the Norwegian translation, Bernärdez does not elaborate on the journey the 
men make to Hel. The phrase por siempre muertos (forever dead) corresponds more or less 
to what is conveyed in the original by dve ja fQr, although it is not a literal translation, but 
callan (are silent) seems to be an embellishment. 
Stanza 12 
When the town of Lund is proposed as a suitable place for raiding and the men are 
divided as to whether they should go, D rölfr asks for his brother's opinion and the 
following stanza is Egill's spirited response: 20 
n' Roberta Frank, Old Norse Court Poets', p. 149: `If the stanza does date from the middle of the tenth 
century, this would be the first mention of Lund in literature. The site, which 
lies eight kilometres from 
the sea at its closest point, first became a township (as opposed to a trading settlement) around 1020 
under Knut the Great; by 1074, Sven Estridsen had established a 
bishopric there; a stone cathedral was 
started around 1080'. 
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Upp skulum 6rum sveröum, 
ulfs tannlituÖr, glitra, 
eigum dao at drygja 
i dalmiskunn fiska; 
leiti upp til Lundar 
1 Öa hverr sem bräöast, 
gerum par fyr setr solar 
sei$ öfagran vigra. 2' 
Prose word order 
Skulum, ülfs tannlituc'Sr, glitra örum sverc)um upp; eigum at drygja däÖ i dalrniskunn 
fiska; leiti hverr 1y ()a sem bra Öast upp til Lundar; gerum bar öfagran vigra seich ývr setr 
solar. 
Translation 
Let us, wolf's tooth-reddener > WARRIOR, make our swords glitter upwards; we have to 
carry out a daring deed in dale - mercy of - fish > SUMMER; let each man (each one of 
men) proceed as quickly as possible up to Lund, let us perform there (the) unbeautiful 
incantation of spears > BATTLE before the setting of the sun. 
Commentary &A nalysis 
Using vivid, bellicose language he vigorously exhorts the men to battle. The first 
kenning of the stanza, ulfs tannlituör, anticipates the violent nature of the battle to follow, 
evoking the familiar image in Icelandic poetry of the warrior as a feeder of wolves, 
whose teeth will be coloured or reddened by the blood of the corpses it feeds upon. 
This blood-thirsty anticipation of the slaughter of the inhabitants of an unsuspecting 
Lund is thrown into higher relief by the word miskunn (mercy, compassion) in line 4; it is 
a quality that is unlikely to be displayed in the ensuing attack. Miskunn forms part of the 
kenning dalmiskunn fzska (mercy of dale-fish), which most scholars understand to be an 
example of tmesis (the separation of the elements of a compound word by the 
interposition of another word or words). 2 Tmesis is a device often used in Old Norse 
poetry for metrical purposes but in this instance at least, it serves a dual purpose, 
fulfilling the metrical requirements of the strophe and, by splitting da fiska and locating 
miskunn between the two parts, giving miskunn a special emphasis. The `dale-fish' 
referred to here are the serpents, which are liberated from their period of hibernation by 
the mercy of warm weather, i. e. summer. In Old Norse Court Poetry, Robert Frank 
observes that calling summer `mercy of the snake' is `a kind of circumlocution not met 
again until the thirteenth century' which may be reason to 
believe this stanza was 
21 IF 2, p. 119. 
Konstantin Reichardt, in his analysis of examples of tmesis in Old Norse poetry, identifies the above 
example as one of those which could be `corrected' 
by adding `s' to dal- as suggested by Kock. See also 
Finnur jönsson, `Kenningers led-omstilling og tmesis', Al\F, 49 (1933) 1-23. 
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composed at a later date than often supposed. Frank suggests it may have been 
composed in the twelfth century, a period she claims to be one of `great literary activity, 
when dröttkvatt verses were needed to embellish and authenticate tales told about 
Icelanders of an earlier time. ' She goes on to remark that `the poet's raid and his parodic 
use of religious terminology (miskunn `mercy', dry'gja `to commit', seiör `incantation') 
would have more point and literary merit respectively if Lund were already the thriving 
ecclesiastical center it became only at the end of the eleventh century'. Later in her 
book Frank points out that the Christian elements in the vocabulary of this stanza could 
also be explained `as reflecting Egill's primesigning (lat. prima signatio), a kind of 
preliminary baptism which the saga maintains he underwent so as to be able to associate 
with both Christians and heathens. i24 However, as this primesigning takes place later on 
in the saga, when Egill and D rolfr go to the court of ýEthelstan, this explanation is not 
entirely convincing. 
Frank does not explain in what sense she considers the word seior to be 
`religious' or why Egill's use of it is `parodic'. This term occurs in the final kenning of 
this stanza, ofagran vigra seih (unbeautiful incantation of spears), which refers to the battle 
or attack to be made on Lund before sunset. In this kenning the concept of battle is 
evoked by the image of spears creating an unmelodious, inharmonious `music' as they 
clash against metal in combat. Most scholars agree with Johan Fritzner's definition of 
seiör as `en vis Slags Troldom' (a certain type of witchcraft), 25 although An Icelandic- 
English Dictionary gives more detailed information suggesting that `the seic)r was 
performed either to work any kind of good or evil to another person, or to be a kind of 
oracle or fortune-telling, to foreshow future events, such as the life and fate of those 
present, the weather or the like' (p. 519). Seiör, therefore, seems to refer to some sort of 
magic ritual, which would have included singing or chanting a charm or spell. The most 
detailed account of this type of chanting occurs in the well-known episode in chapter 4 
of Eitzks saga rauda when PorbjQrg the . rpäkona 
(prophetess/seeress) is preparing to 
perform the seihr and asks for women who knew the froedi (knowledge/chant) which was 
necessary for seiör and was called Valokkur (magic songs/charms). 
2' The only woman 
who can be found who can do the chanting is GuÖriÖr, who at first refuses on the 
-; Roberta Frank, Old None Court Poet-, pp. 31-32. 
24 ibid., p. 149. 
25 Seidris also a word for a type of fish and often appears in kennings such as Gunn-reidr, `fish of Gunnr' 
(sword) and hjaldr-serdr, `battle-fish' (sword). 
2( According to the glossary of terms in The Sagas of Icelanders anthology, uarlokkur literally means `ward- 
enticers', which were `chants likely to have been intended to attract the spirits to the sorceress, who was 
enclosed in a ring of wards'. The Sagas of Icelanders: 
A Selection (N exv York: Viking Penguin, 2000), p. 659. 
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grounds that she is a Christian but ultimately relents, and the saga tells that she `spoke 
the chant so well and so beautifully, that people there said they had never heard anyone 
recite in a fairer voice. The seeress thanked her for her chant. She said many spirits had 
been attracted who thought the chant fair to hear'. 27 
In Old Norse literature the practitioner of seiör is almost always a woman whose 
art was highly respected and whose services were valued by the community. ' There are 
also instances of men wielding the arts of magic; the god Ocinn himself practised seidr 
as we are told in chapter 7 of Ynglinga saga: 
Quinn understood also the art in which the greatest power is lodged, and which he 
himself practised; namely, what is called magic. By means of this he could know 
beforehand the predestined fate of men, or their not yet completed lot; and also 
bring on the death, ill-luck, or bad health of people, and take the strength or wit 
from one person and give it to another. But after such witchcraft followed such 
erg i, that it was not thought respectable for men to practise it; and therefore the 
priestesses were brought up in this art. 29 
This and other references to the performance of seidr by men make it clear that it 
was considered to be an unmanly activity, the implication in the above quotation being 
that its practice led to physical weakness or exhaustion. It seems odd that a word with 
such a strong association with female practices and connotations of ergi should be 
included in a stanza which otherwise conforms to contemporary views of properly 
masculine behaviour. As all the other instances of seiör in skaldic poetry occur in 
kennings for `battle' (Finnur Jönsson cites four in Lexion poeticum), 3° it would seem that 
in this context seiör loses its effeminate associations and that the idea of comparing the 
clamour of battle to an incantation which will spell the doom of people of Lund is an 
apt metaphor. 
Although it may be couched in ornate language, the message of the strophe is 
clear. On a long summer's day (a fact which somehow highlights the horror of the 
planned attack), a group of greedy Vikings will descend on a hapless market town, the 
27 ibid., p. 659. 
28 See Dag Strömbäck, S is och andra studreri nordirk jälsuppfattning, with contributions by Bo Almquist, 
Gertrud Gidlund and Hans Mebius; ed. by Gertrud Gidlund (Hedemora: Gidlunds Förlag, 2000). 
29 Heimskriqla Snorra Sturlusonar. Konunga ögur, vol. 1, ed. bN, Pill Eggert Ölason (Reykjavik: 
Menntamälaräö, hjöavinafelag, 1946-48), p. 10: `ÖBinn kunni pä irött svä at mestr mättr fylgoi og fram(3i 
själfr, er sei8r heitir, en of pvi mätti hann vita örlög manna og öorona hluti, svä ok at gera mönnum bana 
eoa öhamingju eoa vanheihndi, svä ok at taka frä mönnum vit eoa afl ok gefa 6orum. En pessi fjölkynngi, 
of framiö er, fylgir svä mikil ergi ach eigi kötti karlmönnum skammlaust via at 
fara og var gyojunum kennd 
sü il)rött'. 
;0 These are: hgdis seid r EirIkr viosjä, Lausavisur, 5; FjQlnis seids Einkr viosjä, Lausavisur, 6; sven5a seid Sturla 
[öroarson, Häkonarkvioa, 12; vigra seid. Guthormr Helgason k9rtr, Lausavisur, 1. The Skaldic Editing 
Project identifies twelve more. 
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sun glittering on the swords they hold aloft. That they expect resistance is implied by the 
kenning for battle. Steel will ring on steel creating an unlovely music. Before the day is 
over the blood from the corpses of their opponents will stain wolves' teeth red. 
Although the use of the third person plural in Egill's rousing line (upp skulum drum 
sveröum) creates an atmosphere of camaraderie urging the men to perform daring deeds, 
there is also something perfunctory about the way in which Egill presents the raid as a 
day's work. It reminds the men that the attack on Lund will give them the chance not 
only to win renown and honour but also wealth and booty. 
Stanza 12: Norwegian Translation 
De skarpe sverd la blinke, Let the sharp swords glitter, 
bror! i bläe luften! brother! In the blue sky! 
Drabelig dad ma vi ove We must perform a formidable deed 
her ostpao i sommerens dage. here towards the east in the days of summer. 
Til Lund ligger leien, To Lund lies the road, 
la lettbent oss dit lope, let us run there light-footed, 
og sverdene svartgalder Synge, and the swords sing a song of black magic 
for solen i hav synker! 31 before the sun sinks into the sea! 
Commentary & Analysis 
Lie interprets the kenning ülfs tannlitudr as bror (brother), evidently taking this stanza to 
be a direct response from Egill to his brother D rölfr. This has the effect of not only 
emphasising the kinship ties between the two but also serves to create a tone of 
intimacy as well as comradeship. This sense of brotherhood is further conveyed 
throughout the rest of the stanza by the use of the first person plural in lines 3 and 6 (vi, 
oss) which presumably refers not just to Egill and his brother but to all the men in their 
band. By translating ülfs tannlituör as brmr Lie limits the scope of the stanza, presenting it 
specifically as part of an exchange between brothers (the original meaning, `warrior', is a 
general term which in skaldic poetry can be used to address or refer to any man), at the 
same time removing a violent, gruesome image. 
The adjective b1ä, in the phrase i bläe luften , is obviously introduced for 
alliterative purposes, although not inconsistent with the context of a summers day, and 
helps to generate an atmosphere of optimism. Similarly, while lettbent (light-footedness) 
of the Norwegian version clearly corresponds to sem bräMasl and refers to speed and 
31 Islandske Qttesagaer, vol. 1, p. 103. 
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haste, it also contributes to a light-hearted mood at odds with the deed the Vikings are 
about to commit. 
The verb dygja, which in the Icelandic text expresses the act of carrying out the 
deed, seems to most often have negative connotations (e. g. drygja synd, hördöm, munudl f, 
heiöinn si)) and, according to the Cleasby-Vigfusson dictionan-, dygja däo is one of the 
few phrases in which it has a positive meaning. This meaning can best be rendered in 
English as `to perform a daring deed' (see above), which Lie expresses with the adjective 
drabelig (formidable, tremendous). The second reference to the battle that is to come, 
expressed in Icelandic in the kenning ofagran vigra seiö, is translated in this version as (la) 
sverdene svartgalder Synge. Lie chooses to replace the spears (vi, grar) here with sverdene (the 
swords); the rush of several spears whistling through the air in the midst of combat 
would create a different noise to the clanging of swords. Galder is the nynorsk version of 
ON galdr (magic song, charm), and can mean `magic', `witchcraft', `witchcraft-song' or, 
`shriek', `screech', `howl', which provides an image of the commotion of battle perhaps 
even more vivid than the original text. 32 Added to this the prefix svart- (black), the 
metaphor of the clash of swords creating a howling song of black magic with the intent 
to cause harm is complete. This attack is to occur, according to the Icelandic version, 
before the sun goes down but again in the Norwegian Lie is more specific, `before the 
sun sinks into the sea' a phrase which recalls a line of the Norwegian national anthem 
`Og den saganatt som senker drummer pa var jord' (although `senker' actually means 
`sends': `the saga-night that sends dreams over our land'). 33 
By rendering the kenning i dalmiskunn fiska by its (approximate) sense-word Lie 
removes the metonymic associations that kenning might evoke. As we have seen above 
the `dale-fish' referred to here are the serpents which are liberated from their period of 
hibernation by the mercy of warm weather, i. e. summer. Both the overt reference to 
fish, and the implied one to serpents call to mind the swords of the first line. Both fish 
and serpents are strongly associated with swords and weapons in general in Icelandic 
poetry because of their silvery, glittery appearance but, in the case of snakes, also 
because of their ability to bite. Furthermore, in the rendering i sommerens doge the 
reference to mercy (miskunn) is lost. The Icelandic version does name Lund as the place 
of action but Lie's addition of the phrase osipä (to the east) and tu l Lund li e (to 
32 There is also a 'Mod. Norwegian word seid, which Einar Haugen glosses as `magic, sorcery (esp. as 
practised in Old Norse times by a special group of women and involving indecent ceremonies whose object 
was to bring death and ruin to an enemy)' [my emphasis]. 
33 'Ja vi elsker dette landet' written by Bjornstjerne Bjornson ca. 1860. 
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Lund lies the road) makes it seem like a very real location. Similarly, i sommerens doge (in 
the days of summer) locates the incident more specifically in time than i dalmiskunn frska 
(summer). By its use of vocabulary and punctuation, the Norwegian translation of this 
stanza has the overall effect of making the scene seem less remote than the Icelandic 
version. 
Stanza 12: Spanish translation 
Alcemos las espadas, Let us raise the swords 
tü que cebas al lobo, you who feed the wolf, 
que brillen, una hazana let them shine, a heroic deed 
hay que hacer en verano; has to be done in summer; 
que vaya a toda prisa let everyone go as quickly 
cada uno hasta Lund, as possible to Lund, 
antes de que el sol se ponga before the sun sets 
de lucha entonemos cantos. 34 let us sing/chant songs of battle. 
Commentary & Analysis 
The action of raising the swords in the first line of this version corresponds closely with 
the first line of the Icelandic stanza upp skulum drum sveröum, and this translation, unlike 
the Norwegian one, preserves the kenning ülfs tannlitudr in the phrase tü que cebas al lobo 
(you who feed the wolf). We can tell from the word ti; that it is a direct, informal 
address, to one person presumably D rölfr. In all three versions the imperative nature of 
the deed is emphasised as if they were duty-bound to carry out the act. However, as in 
the Norwegian version, dalmiskunn fiska, has been reduced to `summer' (verano). Indeed, 
very little poetic spirit remains in this version; even the word order is relatively normal 
until the last line de lucha entonemos cantos (lit. `of battle let us sing songs'). Once again 
there does not seem to be a correlation between this word order and that of the 
Icelandic. 
The last line is a little misleading to a Spanish reader who would understand that 
the men are being exhorted to sing battle-songs. In the original, as we have seen above 
they are being asked simply to engage in battle. Perhaps the translator misinterpreted the 
kenning but if so it is difficult to know from where he derived the meaning `battle'. 
34 Saga de Egil Skallagýimsron, p. 153. 
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CONCLUSION 
In poetry, verbal equations become a constructive principle of the text. Syntactic 
and morphological categories, roots, and affixes, phonemes and their components 
(distinctive features) - in short, any constituents of the verbal code - are 
confronted, juxtaposed, brought into contiguous relation according to the principle 
of similarity and contrast and carry their own autonomous signification. Phonemic 
similarity is sensed as semantic relationship. The pun, or to used a more erudite 
and perhaps more precise term - paranomasia, reigns over poetic art, and whether 
its rule is absolute or limited, poetry by definition is untranslatable. Only 
creative transposition is possible: either intralingual transposition - from one 
poetic shape into another, or interlingual transposition - from one language into 
another, or finally intersemiotic transposition - from one system of signs into 
another, e. g. from verbal art into music, dance, cinema or painting. ' 
Jorge Luis Borges's `Pierre Menard: Autor del Quijote', takes the form of a `review' of a 
recent translation of Cervantes's Don Quote de la Mancha. According to the story, this 
translator succeeded in indoctrinating himself so thoroughly in Cervantes's thoughts, 
culture and language that the finished product exactly matched Cervantes. In fact it was 
better, according to the `reviewer', due to its modem philosophical perspective. While 
Borges's tale was actually a parody of postmodern theory, it also contains a moral for 
the translator. Even if were possible for a translator to enter into the mind of a tenth- 
century Icelandic skald, so that he or she were able to reproduce accurately the thoughts 
and mind-processes of that poet, the result would be pointless and uninteresting. As 
Jakobson notes above, and as we have seen in chapter 2, absolute equivalence in 
translation is an impossible goal, and to insist on it implies constant failure. 
The move in Translation Studies away from evaluating translated texts on the 
basis of their `faithfulness' to the `original', has opened up whole new lines of 
investigation and has begun to achieve for the art of translation some of the recognition 
it deserves. As we have seen in chapter 2, translations make an excellent basis for 
cultural investigation and Lie's and Bernärdez's translations are embedded with cultural 
markers which can be uncovered through close readings and comparative analysis. 
I Roman jakobson, `On Linguistic Aspects of Translation' (1959) in Translation Studies Reader, The 
Translation Studies Reader, ed. by Lawrence Venuti (\ eww" York: Routledge, 2000), p. 117. 
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However, while it is possible to glean some of this information from simply reading the 
translations, it is not until the texts are viewed in their cultural and historical context that 
a more complete picture can be realized. 
Both translations form part of their respective literary systems, and while as 
translations they may remain on the margins of that system, they are still indicative of 
the state of language and culture at any particular given moment of time. A nation's 
literature is shaped by its history, which in the cases of Norway and Spain means 
colonial history to a large degree. As Antonio de Nebrija observed, language and, as a 
consequence culture, rise and fall with the fortunes of the nation or empire and it is only 
natural that in times of low national self-esteem or anxiety, people will turn to their 
country's most triumphant moments for solace. Both Spain and Norway have had their 
`Golden Age'; for Norway it was the Middle Ages, when there existed a Norwegian 
empire of sorts, and Norway was a relatively powerful and above all, independent state. 
A Norwegian king meant a Norwegian court, and it was under the patronage of kings, 
princes and earls that the skaldic art flourished. At the same time Lie looks to the first 
Icelanders for their independent spirit, bravery and fierce tenacity in the face of difficult 
circumstances. In Egill Lie finds a fusion of a sublime poet and a tough Viking, perhaps 
these are qualities which he feels would well serve the Norwegians of his time. 
The Golden Age of Spain was also at the height of its imperial strength and as 
we have seen Bernärdez finds a model for his translations in the baroque poetry of the 
Renaissance era. In translating texts such as skaldic poems, whose poetics will seem 
particularly alien to a Spanish audience, it is natural that the translator will seek to make 
analogies with examples from his native tradition. Bernärdez does not only gesture to 
Renaissance poetry in his translations, we have seen how he has also had recourse to 
medieval Spanish literature, such as the great epic El Cid and early lyric poetry. While 
Bernärdez manages to preserve very many of the Old Norse mythological allusions, he 
sometimes also finds it useful to refer to the Graeco-Roman tradition which will be 
more familiar to a Spanish audience. The Spanish text also occasionally has echoes of 
Christian concepts, such as rendering Hel by `infierno'. 
In Lie's translation there is a clear attempt to make the verses palatable to a 
modern Norwegian audience. His use of informal and even sentimental language is 
often strikingly in contrast to the original tone, and 
he often exploits popular or 
stereotypical images of Vikings and their 
brutal ways. Lie also appears anxious to 
reconcile the poetry with the prose context , x-here there may 
be some discrepancy. This 
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is a tendency that can be seen in both translations, the inclination to smooth out 
inconsistencies and difficulties and to present the overall text as a coherent whole. 
Both the translators, therefore, colonize the `source text' in different ways. In 
the first place any act of translation implies a taking over, or conquering of a text. In 
order to achieve any kind of success the original must be shaped and moulded to suit 
the target audience. While a certain amount of foreignness is exotic, too much can be 
alienating, and for this reason the translators have both kept footnotes and explanatory 
material to a minimum. To the literary translation scholar, however, these paratextual 
devices can provide much valuable information about the translators' approach, 
particularly with regard to who he anticipates his audience will be. 
The statement is frequently made that `all translation is interpretation', more 
often than not in a tone which suggests that interpretation is the most one can hope for. 
This viewpoint is not only unnecessarily gloomy, but also completely neglects the 
positive implications of translation as interpretation. My own approach is that the 
translations I have been discussing are fascinating, not only in terms of what an analysis 
of them can contribute with regard to ongoing investigation into the phenomenon of 
literary translation, but also how much we can learn about skaldic poetry from an 
analysis between an original text and a translation. 
BLANK IN ORIGINAL 
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APPENDIX: 
TRANSLATIONS OF HQFUDLA USN AND SONATORREK 
HQfudlausn' 
1. 
Vestr fork of ver I went westwards over sea 
en ek Vibris ber and I bear the sea 
munstrandar mar, of the mind-coast (breast) of ViÖrir (Quinn) > POETRY, 
svä's mitt of far; such is my situation; 
drok eik a flot I launched a ship afloat (lit. `I dragged an oak onto water') 
vic isa brot, at the breaking of the ice-floes, 
hlöck mxrÖar hlut I loaded the stern of my vessel > BREAST 
rains knarrar skut. with a cargo of praise. 
2. 
BuÖumk hilmir Igo, The king offered me hospitality, 
Par äk hr06rar kvQcÖ, I have an obligation there with regard to a praise-poem, 
berk 06ins mjgo I bear the mead of boinn > POETRY 
a Engla bjQ ; to the lands of the Angles; 
lofat visa vann, I succeeded in praising the king, 
vist mxrik kann; assuredly do I praise him; 
hljO6s bicjum hann, we ask him for silence (i. e. a hearing) 
bvi at hröc)r of fann. because I conceived a praise-poem. 
3. 
Hygg, visi, at Oh king, give heed to this 
vel sömir pat, - it befits well - 
hve ek bylja fet, how I do recite 
of ek JQgn of get; if I get silence; 
flestr maÖr of frä, most men (many a man) heard 
hvat fylkir vä, what the king achieved by fighting, 
en Vic rir sä, but Vi( )rir (0( )inn) saw 
hvar valr of lä. where the slain lay. 
4 
Ox hjQrva g19m The clash of swords grew 
Vick hlifar prom, on edge of shield, 
Guor öx of gram, battle increased around the king, 
Gramr sOtti fram; the king advanced; 
par heyrcisk bä, there was heard then 
kaut m skis ä, - the river of the sword > BLOOD gushed - 
malmhrIc ar spa the song (noise) of the weapon-storm > BATTLE; 
sü vas mest of lä. It/that was the greatest 
(battle) beyond the sea. 
IF 2, pp. 185-92. 
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5. 
Vasat villr staÖar 
vefr darraÖar 
of grams glaÖar 
geirvangs raÖar; 
pars i b160i 
enn brimlä-mOoi 
vQllr of krumöi, 
und veum OumÖi 
The spear-web 
did not go astray 
around/over the king's 
shining shield-rows, 
where the surf-beaten coast 
lay (covered) in blood 
(and) resounded beneath 
the flags of war. 
6. 
Hne folk a fit People fell down on the shore 
vice fleina hnit at the clash of spears; 
orÖstir of gat Eirikr got fame from that. 
Eiri r at bat. 
7. 
Fremr munk segja I shall speak further 
of Eirar pegja, if men keep silent, 
frägum fleira we (i. e. I, Egill) heard more things 
til frama Beira, to their credit; 
oxu undir wounds grew 
vice jQfurs fundi in the king's battles, 
brustu brandar sword-blades broke 
vic5 bläar randar. against the black/blue edges of shields. 
8. 
Hlam heinsQcul Saddle of the whetstone > SWORD broke 
viÖ hjaldrrQcýul, against sun of battle > SWORD/SHIELD, 
beit bengrefill, wound-digger > WEAPON bit - 
pat vas blöÖrefill, that was a blood-point (i. e. sword); 
fräk, at felli I heard that the oak wood of 
OÖinn > ARMY, TROOPS 
fyr fetilsvelli fell before the ice of the sword-belt > SWORD 
Deins eiki in the play of iron > BATTLE. 
1 earnleiki. 
9. 
Isar vas eggja at There was a battle of swords 
ok odda gnat; and a collision of spearpoints; 
orc stir of gat EirIkr got renown from that. 
EirIkr at pat. 
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10. 
Rauch hilmir hjgr King reddened sword; 
par vas hrafna gj9r there was a flock of ravens there; 
fleinn hitti fjQr arrows/spears found bodies; 
flugu dreyrug spj9r; bloody spears flew. 
of flagös gota The offerer of hostility (enemy) to the Scots (Ein1kr) 
färbjö r Skota, fed the steed of the giantess > WOLF; 
track nipt Nara Nari's sister > HEL trampled on 
nättverc) ara. the eagle's evening meal > CARRION/SLAIN BODIES. 
11. 
Flugu hjaldrs tranar The cranes of battle > RAVENS flew 
a hrxs lanar, onto stooks of carrion, 
orut blocs vanar the wound-gull's > RANT EN'S/EAGLE'S lips > BEAK 
benmäs granar, did not become short of blood; 
sleit und freki, wolf tore wound, 
en oddbreki and the point-wave > BLOOD 
gnu6i hrafni gushed on the head-prow > BEAK 
a hQfuostafni. of the raven. 
12. 
Kom gricar he The bane of greed > S. -\TIETY came 
at Gjalpar skat; to the steed of Gjalp > WOLF; 
bauÖ ulfum hrx EirIkr offered carrion to the wolves 
Eirikr of sat. beyond the sea. 
13. 
Lxtr snot saka The damsel of conflicts > \T ALKYRJE causes 
sverc -Frey vaka, the sword-Freyr > WARRIOR 
(Eirikr) to move* 
en skers Haka and the ski-fence of the 
ski( garc'S braka; of the skerry of Haki (sea)> ship > SHIELDS to creak ; 
brustu broddar, Spears burst/shattered 
en bitu oddar, and points bit, 
bäru hQrvar hemp bow-strings bore 
of bogurn Qrvar. arrows from bows. 
* or, he causes her to stay awake (by his activity) 
14. 
Beit fleinn floginn 
pä vas friar loginn, 
vas almr dreginn, 
varc ulfr feginn; 
stözk folkhagi 
viÖ fjQrlagi, 
gall ybogi 
at 
The flown spear bit 
- then was peace broken - 
the elm(-bow) was drawn, 
the wolf became gladdened; 
the war-wise leader 
defended himself against death (withstood death), 
the yew-bow sang/yelled 
at the sword-drawing. 
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15. 
JQfurr sveigci y, The king bent the yew (-bow), 
flugu unda by; wound-bees > ARROWS flew; 
bau$ ulfum hrx Eirila offered carrion to the wolves 
EirI r of sx. beyond the sea. 
16. 
Enn munk vilja Moreover do I wish, 
fyr verum skilja before men, 
skapleik skata to expound the character of the noble man 
skal mercy hvata; I shall hasten the praise; 
verpr äbrQndum, The king scatters/throws river-brands >GOLD, 
en j9furr lQndum but holds his lands fast; 
heldr hornklofi; he is most worthy of praise. 
hann's nxstr lofi. 
17. 
Brytr bogvita 
bjöc)r hrammpvita, 
muna hodd-dofa; 
hringbrjötr lofa; 
mjQk's hönum fQl 
haukstrandar mQl 
glacöar flotna fj9l 
vice Fröc a mjQl. 
The offerer of the stone of the hand (gold) 
> GENEROUS MAN 
breaks (i. e. distributes) the beacon (fire) of the shoulder 
(arm) > RINGS/GOLD; 
the ring-breaker shall not praise `treasure-torpor'; 
he has many pebbles of the beach(es) of the hawk (arm)> 
RINGS/GOLD to give away; 
he gladdens many sailors (i. e. men) with FröÖi's meal > 
GOLD. 
18. 
Verpr broddfleti The advancer of sword-play > WARRIOR throws 
of baugseti the plain of the spear > SHIELD 
hjQrleiks hvati, from seat of the ring > ARM, 
hann es baugskati; He is a ring-generous man; 
kroask her sem hvar, EirIkr's fame increases everywhere, 
hugat melik par, I speak earnestly there, 
frett's austr of mar, It is reported east across the sea. 
EirIks of far. 
19. 
JQfurr hyggi at, Let the king consider 
bye ek yrkja fat, how I paced/measured my poem 
gött pykkjumk pat it seems good to me 
es ek PQgn of gat; that I got silence; 
hroercak munni I stirred up with (my) mouth, 
of munar grunni from the land of my mind > BREAST, 
Deins xgi the sea of 
Ooinn > POETRY 
of jQru fx i. about the promoter of battle > \t'. ýRRIOR . 
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20. 
Bark ýengils lof I bore praise of the king 
a ýagnar rof; into the breach of silence, 
kannk mäla mjgt I know how to measure speech (i. e. speak correctl)) 
of manna sjQt; for an assembly of men/in the abodes of men; 
or h1 tra ham Out of the case/covering of laughter > BREAST 
hro6r bark fyr gram; I bore praise before the king; 
sva for kat fram, Thus it came to pass 
at flestr of nam. that most understood. 
Hodelosningen (The Head-Ransom)2 
Endnote to page 147: 
`The Head-Ransom: This is the oldest poem in Nordic poetry (apart from Skalla- 
Grimr's `lausavisa', p. 71), which has end-rhyme. A praise-poem which was composed 
under such circumstances as `The Head-Ransom' cannot be expected to contain 
particularly `deep' poetic values; it is indeed hollow and bombastic to a high degree, but 
considered purely from a formal point of view, in the original language it is a 
masterpiece, with a truly plangent quality. '3 
1. 
Mot vest jeg for, I travelled westwards, 
tok meg ombord I took on board 
den dyre mjod, the precious mead 
meg Odin bod; that Oöinn offered me; 
da is var gätt; when ice was gone 
dro bot jeg flott, I launched a boat, 
og la bak mast and laid behind the mast 
min diktnings last. my cargo of poetry. 
2. 
Til gjest meg ba The king invited me then 
den konge da, as a guest, 
og lonn i kvad and payment in poetry 
skal drotten ha! the king shall have! 
Skal rost bli han He shall be praised 
som best jeg kan; to the best of my ability; 
for denne mann for this man 
jeg lovord fann. I found words of praise. 
2 I. rlandske atterager, vol. 1, pp. 147-49. 
3 ibid., p. 147: `Hodelesningen: Dette er eldste kvadet i nordisk diktning 
(bortsett fra Skallagrims "lausavisa", 
s. 71) som har enderim. Et lovkvad som er butt til under slike omstendigheter som 
"Hodelosningen", kan 
man selvsagt ikke vente ä firne noen serlige "indre" poetiske verdier 
i; det er da ogsa i hoygrad hull og 
bombastisk, men i originalspräket, rent formelt sett, et mesterverk, med en veldig 
klangvirking'. 
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3. 
Deg noye merk, Pay close attention 
o konge sterk, Oh powerful king, 
hva skald formär, to what the skald can do 
om lyd han far. if he gets silence. 
Din dädskraft ma Everyone must understand 
hver mann forstä, your heroic power, 
men Odin sa' but Odin saw 
hvor valen M. where the fallen warriors lay. 
4. 
Bet blodorms tann Tooth of blood-serpent 
i skjolderand, bit into shield-rim, 
og opp mot sky and up towards the sky 
Steg stridens gny; rose the din of battle; 
der hoyt da klang where the valkyries' song 
valkyrjenes sang, then resounded loudly, 
og blodely tot, and blood-river oozed 
hvor fred du brat. where you broke the peace. 
Endnote to page 148, blodorm: Sverd (blood-serpent: sword). 
5. 
Veien sin kjente 
väpen som vendte 
eggene kolde 
mot kongsmenns skjolde, 
der flatskurte stranden 
sop blod i sanden, 
og vollen str nnet 
under väpendronnet. 
the weapon which turned 
its cold blades 
against shields of king's men 
knew its way 
where the flat-scrubbed/scoured strand 
supped blood into the sand, 
and the field groaned 
under the weapon-roar. 
6. 
Folk seg i koll People fell over (i. e. died) 
pa blodet voll. on the bloodied meadow. 
Vant Eirik ry Eirik won renown 
i kampensgny. in the din of battle. 
7. 
Met enn dette More than that 
jeg kan berette I can relate 
hvis stillhet räder, about Eirik's deeds 
om Eiriks däder. if silence rules. 
Sirene svidde The wounds stung/burned 
der kongen stridde, where the king waged war, 
sverd brots smae swords were broken in small pieces 
mot skjoldrand bläe. against blue shieldrims. 
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8. 
Blodorm freste, Blood-serpent hissed, 
särsnök hveste, wound-snake spat, 
at seg kolde ate its way (bit) coldly 
inn i holdet; into the flesh; 
stridsmenn glupe excellent warriors 
stygt fikk stupe fell dreadfully 
for sverdegg skarpe before sharp sword-edges 
i iernleken snarne. in the rough battle-nlav. 
Endnote to page 148, särsnok [sic]: sverd (wound-snake: sword). 
9. 
Der odder stakk, Where spears thrust 
og egger knakk, and blades cracked, 
Vant Eirik ry Eirik won renown 
i kampensgny. in the din of battle. 
10. 
Kongssverd ble rodt, King's sword became red 
korphop fikk kjott, raven-crowd got meat 
spyd og pil spear and arrow/dart 
tok liv i il; took life in haste; 
skotte-hater Scot-hater 
skrubben mater, feeds the wolf 
Nares sr ster Nari's sister 
sin lik-aker hoster. harvests her corpse-acre. 
Endnote to page 148, Nares soster. Hel (Nari's sister: Hel). 
11. 
Om kropper i dynger Around bodies in piles 
seg korpene slynger, the ravens wheel, 
orn nebbet väte wet around the beak 
av blodig ate; from bloody carrion; 
vargen glafser, the wolf snaps, 
i liksär slafser, bites into flesh-wounds, 
og blodet skummer and the blood foams 
om ravnemunner. around raven-mouths. 
12. 
Trollkjerrings hest The trollhag's horse 
ble mettet som best. was sated to the full. 
Lik vargen fzkk The wolf got corpses 
der Eirik ikk. wherever Eirik went. 
Endnote to page 148, Troll-kjerrings hest U1v (Trollhag's horse: Wolf). 
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13. 
Skjold-dis egger, Shield-goddess goads, 
stridsräd legger, makes battle-plans/strategies, 
lar krigeren vake causes the warrior to be watchful 
og skjoldene brake; and the shields to crash; 
sverdene biter, the swords bite, 
i sär de sliter, they tear into wounds, 
og buestrenger and bow-strings, 
Ilene slenger. fling the arrows. 
14. 
Spydene svirret, 
buene dirret, 
da intet var fredet, 
og ulven seg gledet; 
trosset hver fare 
drotten hin snare, 
der sverd ble svinget 
00 
a va 
The spears whirred/buzzed, 
the bows quivered, 
when nothing was protected, 
and the wolf rejoiced; 
the lord, the swift one, 
braved every danger 
where sword was brandished 
at the weapon-assembly. 
15. 
Fra kongbuens streng From the string of the king's bow 
fok piler i fleng. flew arrows aplenty. 
Lik vargen fikk The wolf got corpses 
der Eirik gikk. wherever Eirikr went. 
16. 
Enn vil jeg forkynne I will further proclaim 
hva kongens lynne what greatness 
av storhet rummer, the king's character comprises, 
for kvadet forstummer; before the poem ceases (dies down); 
sitt gull han ei sparer, his gold he does not hoard, 
men landet han varer but the land he protects 
med jernhärd neve. with an ironhard fist. 
Hans ry skal leve! His fame shall live! 
17. 
De gullrode smykker The gold-red jewellery 
han bryter i stykker, he breaks in pieces, 
skatter som sover; the prince does not praise 
fyrsten ei lover; treasures that sleep; 
odselt sitt gull lavishly his gold 
han stror som muld he strews like soil 
av händen full from the full hand - 
den konge hull. that acious kin . 
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18. 
Av armen han river He tears from the arm 
skjoldet og hiver the shield and throws 
til venner sin gave, to friends his gift, 
tar av rikdom dem lave: weighs them down with riches: 
Slik var Eiriks skikk Such was Eirikr's custom 
hvorhelst han gikk, wherever he went, 
det rykte for that report went (forth) 
i syd og nord. to south and north. 
19. 
Konge, legg merke King, take heed 
til skaldeord sterke! of the strong skald-words! 
Stor er min glede My joy is great 
fordi jeg fikk kvede. at being allowed to recite. 
Oste min munn My mouth drew 
fra hjertets grunn from the bottom of the heart 
ordenes vell the stream of words 
over fyrstens hell. about the prince's success. 
20. 
Mens tyst det var, While it was quiet 
jeg kvedet har I have recited 
pa verdig vis in a worthy way 
dl kongens pris. in honour of the king. 
Fra latterens hjem From the home of laughter 
bar kvadet jeg frem, I bore forth the poem 
sä alle ma so that all might 
hvert ord forstä. each word understand. 
Endnote to page 149: 
The home [hjem] of laughter (literally `skin/covering [ham] of laughter') is a 
circumlocution for the breast, the location [sete] of all intellectual faculties. It is difficult to 
say for sure if Egill had a slightly malevolent intention behind this `kenning'; at the same 
time it is not unthinkable that he has chosen it very advisedly, at the very least to 
provide a tiny glimpse into his true state of mind in the end, when he had to stand and 
praise his old, bitter enemy in verse. ' 
4 ibid., p. 489: `Latterens hjem (i orig. ordrett: "latterens ham") er en omskrivning for bystet, alle 
andsevners sete. Om Egil har hatt en litt ondskapsfull baktanke med dehne "kjenningen", lar seg 
vanskelig avgjore med sikkerhet; untenkelig er 
det imidlertid ikke at han har valgt den med velberädd hu, 
for dog til slutt A fa gitt et orlite glimt av sin sanne sinntilstand, der han matte stä og lovprise sin gamle 
dodsfiende. ', 
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Rescate de la Cabe«a ('Ransom of the Head') 
1. 
Por mar al oeste fui By sea to the west I went 
y de Odin recogi and from O$inn I obtained (collected) 
el zumo del pecho; s the juice of the breast; 
asi siempre lo he hecho; I have always done it this way ; 
en mi barco cargue on my ship I loaded, 
cuando en el embarque when I embarked in it, 
fardos de poesia; bundles of poetry; 
ya el hielo se fundia. the ice was already melting. 
2. 
Albergue el rey me dio, The king gave me lodging; 
debo alabarle yo; I should praise him; 
de Odin traigo bebida from OÖinn I bring drink 
a donde el anglo habita; to where the Angle dwells; 
al principe he alabado, I have praised the prince, 
en verdad le he cantado; truly have I sung to him; 
una oda he dispuesto, an ode I have prepared, 
si estä a oirla presto. if he is disposed to hear it. 
3. 
Ahora, rey, atiende, Now, king, attend 
el poema que to tiende to the poem the poet offers you 
el poeta, lo recito I (will) recite it 
si el silencio suscito; if get silence; 
sabidas del senor aware of the battles 
sus luchas y su ardor, and the ardour of the king, 
Odin fue espectador O inn was the spectator 
de los muertos y el fragor. of the dead and o the uproar. 
4. 
Las espadas sonaban The swords sounded 
que escudos golpeaban, that clashed [against] shields; 
feroz lucha surgio ferocious battle broke out 
cuando el rey atacö; when the king attacked; 
entonces se oia, then could be heard, 
la sangre corria, - the the blood flowed - 
de armas el estruendo the din of weapons, 
como olas rompiendo. like waves breaking. 
5. 
Una malla de lanzas A sheet of spears 
allä se abalanza, hurled itself there, 
golpean con pujanza, they struck with rigour 
chocan sin erranza; hit without error/missirr ; 
Saga de Evil SkallagrimSron, p. 224, footnote 1,8: `El -umo del pecho: "la poesia"' (the juice of the breast: 
poetry). 
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de sangre ya llenos the lands are 
estän los terrenos, already filled with blood, 
las olas, quietas, the waves, calm, 
las banderas, prietas. the fla , 
dense (packed together). 
6. 
Los hombres caian, The men fell, 
los dardos les herian; the darts wounded them; 
gran fama ganaba Eirlkr won great fame 
Eirom y se agrandaba. and it increased. 
7. 
Mäs cosas hablare, More things I will say; 
de las muertes dire, of the deaths I will speak; 
mäs larga es mi historia longer is my story 
de su gran memoria; of his great renown; 
su fama se acrece, his fame increases, 
asi el rey lo merece, the deserves it so, 
se rompe el hierro fiel the faithful iron breaks 
sobre el azul bro uel over the blue buckler. 
8. 
Quebröse el acero The steel smashed 
contra el hierro Piero, against the fierce iron, 
la punta ensangrentada the bloody (weapon-) point 
chocö contra otra espada. clashed against another sword. 
La que pende del tahali The one that hangs from the scabbard 
matö a tantos all, killed so many there; 
de Odin los guerreros Winn's warriors 
en el juego murieron. died in the play (of battle). 
9. 
Grande fama ganaba He won great fame 
cuando el dardo sonaba; when the dart sounded; 
la espada tajaba, the sword cut 
y Eirik se agrandaba. and Eir&r grew greater. 
10. 
Tinö el jefe la espada The chief dyed the sword 
en sangre, devorada in blood, devoured 
por cuervos, era hallada by ravens, was found, 
la carne destrozada the flesh torn 
por lobos, y la lanza by wolves, and the spear 
a Hel guerreros lanza, sends warriors to Hel; 
de Escocia el adversario the enemy of Scotland 
nutre asi al sanguinario; feeds in this way the bloody one. 6 
6 The `bloody one' referred to here is probably the wolf. 
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11. 
Devora de la herida Devours from the wound 
el nectar de la vida; 7 the nectar of life 
en los muertos anida, nests in the dead 
la boca enrojecida; the reddened mouth; ' 
volaba la comeja, the crow flew, 
bebia sangre bermeja, drank red blood; 
el lobo desgarraba the wolf tore apart 
la came que sangraba the flesh which bled. 
12. 
Quedo alegre pot cierto The expert assassin 
el asesino experto9 certainly remained happy 
al lobo entrega el muerto, (he) hands over the corpse to the wolf 
junto al mar abierto. beside the open sea. 
13. 
Despertaba al guerrero The lady of steel 
la duena del acero, woke up the warrior, 
del escudo el alero the corner of the shield 
se rajö primero, cracked first; 
los bordes se quebraban the edges shattered 
que los filos rajaban, which the blades split; 
los dardos volaron the darts/arrows flew 
cuando el arco tensaron. when they tautened the bow. 
14. 
El dardo volante The flying dart 
flotö hacia adelante, floated forward; 
el arco tensando the tautened bow 
al lobo ha alegrado; has made the wolf happy; 
las ansias de Hel the loyal warrior 
venciö el guerrero fiel, conquered Hel's desires/yearning; 
el arco restallando, the bow twanging, 
los filos gol eando. the edges clashing. 
15. 
El rey tenso su arco The king tautened his bow 
en las sendas del barco; " on the paths of the ship; 
las flechas volaron, the arrows flew, 
al lobo alimentaron. they fed the wolf. 
7 Saba de Egil Skallaqrimsson, p. 226, footnote 179: `El nectar de la vida: "la sangre"' (the nectar of life: blood). 
8 The reddened mouth (of the crow) nests in the 
dead and devours the nectar of life (blood) from the 
wound. 
9 Saga de Egi/Skallag im son, p. 226, `El aresino e. perto: "el lobo"' (the expert killer: the wolf). 
10 ibid., p. 227, footnote 181: 'Lx sendas del bang: "el mar"' 
(the paths of the ship: the sea). 
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16. 
Aün mäs hablare, I will talk even more: 
a los hombres dire to the men I will tell 
las gestas del senor, the deeds of the lord; 
compongo con ardor; I compose with ardour; 
regala andiente oro, he gives burning gold, 
reparte su tesoro, he shares out his treasure, 
merece la albanza, he deserves praise, 
gobierna sin templanza. he rules without mildness. 
17. 
Los anillos divide, The rings he divides, 
sus regalos no mide, his gifts he doesn't count, 
no ama la avaricia, he doesn't love avarice, 
reparte sin codicia; he shares without greed; 
abundante tesoro, abundant treasure 
posee en piezas de oro, he owns in pieces of gold, 
siempre alegra al marino he always makes the sailor happy 
con el metal divino. with the divine metal. 
18. 
Su escudo arroja He throws away his shield 
el que blande la hoja, he who brandishes the blade, 
lo suelta de su mano he releases it from his hand, 
Eirik el soberano; Eirar the sovereign; 
se muy bien como era, I know very well how he was 
aqui, ally y doquiera, here, there and everywhere; 
por el mar se ha sabido over the sea it has become known 
que su fama ha crecido. that his fame has grown. 
19. 
Ante el rey he cantado Before the king I have sung 
los versos que he formado, the verses that I have composed; 
de corazön he hablado, from my heart I have spoken; 
atento me ha escuchado, he has listened to me attentively; 
recite con mi boca I recited with my mouth 
un poema que evoca a poem that evokes 
de Odin el hidromiel OÖinn's mead 
para el guerrero fiel. for the loyal warriors. 
20. 
Del rey cante alabanza, I sang praise of the king, 
recite sin erranza, I recited without error, 
en casas de senores in 
houses of lords/gentlemen; 
bien se cantar loores; I know well how to sing praise-poems; 
ahora desde el pecho now from my breast 
al rey un canto he hecho; to the king a poem/song I 
have made; 
dije asi mi poema, thus did I recite/versify- my poem, 
hubo atencion suprema. there was supreme attention. 
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Sonatorrek" 
1. 
MjQk erum tregt Moving the tongue 
tungu at hrcrra is very difficult for me, 
eöa loptvxtt as is raising aloft of song-steelyard > TONGUE; 
ljööpundara; ViÖurr's theft > POETRY, 
esa nu vxnligt is not now to be expected/likely, 
of ViÖurs ýyfi nor easily dragged/borne, 
ne hogdreegt out of the hiding-place(s) of thought > BREAST. 
or hugar fylgsni. 
2. 
Esa auoýeystr, It does not easily gush forth 
kvit ekki veldr - heavy grief (a `convulsive sobbing') prevails - 
hQfugligr, out of place of thought > BREAST, 
or hyggju star) [that] joyful find of Frigg's kinsmen (the }Esir) 
fagnafundr > POETIC MEAD, 
Friggjar niöja, borne of yore out of JQtunheimar (lit. `giantland'). 
är borinn 
or JQtunheimum, 
3. 
lastalauss Faultless/flawless, 
es lifnaoi when it quickened (came to life) 
a NQkkvers on NQkkverr's boat `bragi'. 
nQkkva bragi. Wounds of giant's neck roar 
JQtuns hals down below (before? ) 
undir ýjöta boathouse doors of Näinn (a dwarf). 
Näins nicer 
fyr naustdyrum. 
4. 
I)vit ett min Because my lineage is at an end, 
a enda stendr, like ruined (brought to ruin) maple-trees of forests; 
hr ebarnir the man is not hearty/cheerful 
sem hlynir marka; who bears ? limbs of corpse of kinsman 
esa karskr macr down, out of (the) house. 
säs kQggla berr 
frenda hrors 
of fletjum nicer. 
1i IF 2, pp. -146-47. 
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5. 
D munk mitt But/yet first I must tell you 
ok m0our hror of demise (death) of mother, 
f9Öur fall and fall of father; 
fyrst of telja, I bear that timber of praise, 
at berk üt `leaved' with speech (i. e. With words as leaves) 
or orohofi out of/from temple of words > BREAST/MIND. 
merÖar timbr 
mäli lauf at. 
6. 
Grimmt vQrum hlic, Grim to me was the gap (or gateway) 
kats hrQnn of braut which the wave (HrQnn) broke 
fQ ur rains in the family stronghold 
a' frendgaroi; of my father; 
veitk öfullt I perceive empty, 
ok opit standa and standing open, 
sonar skarc, son's space, 
es mer sar of vann. which sea caused me. 
7. 
MjQk hefr Ran Ran has handled me very roughly; 
ryskt um mik, I am greatly deprived/bereft 
emk ofsnauÖr with respect to dear friends; 
at ästvinum; sea severed bonds 
sleit marr bond of my kindred, 
minnar cttar, a tough strand 
snaran patt of myself. 
of sjQlfum mer. 
8. 
Veizt, of ba sqk You know if I were to avenge 
sveroi of rxkak, that crime by sword 
vas 9lsmiar all of Ale-smith's (zEgir's) days would be over; 
allra Lima; If I could fight (with weapon), 
hroöa vägs brceor, I would be a match for brother of 
of vega maettak, bay's disabler (wind) > SEA 
fork andvigr and }Egir's mistress/wife. 
ok }Egis mani. 
9. 
En ek ekki 
eiga pöttumk 
sakar afl 
vice sonar bana, 
pvit alkjoc 
fyr augum verör 
gamals pegns 
But I do not have, 
it seemed to me, 
the upper hand in this case 
against slayer of son, 
because an old thane's 
lack of retinue 
is there for all to see. 
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10. 
Mik heft marr Sea has robbed me of much 
miklu raentan, - it is grim to recount the fall of kinsmen (or a kinsman) - 
grimmt es fall since my shield of lineage > SON 
frxnda at telja, turned from life 
siöan's minn towards ways/paths of joy (i. e. the road to Valhalla). 
a munvega 
attar skj9ldr 
aflifi hvarf. 
11. 
Veitk kat sjalfr, I know it myself, 
at i syni minum that in my son 
vasa ills Pegns (the) stuff of a bad man (retainer) 
efni vaxit, had not grown, 
of sä randviÖr if the shield-tree 
roskvask nx6i, had succeeded in maturing 
unz her-Gauts until (he) could have taken 
hendr of tceki. hands of troops-OÖinn > WARRIOR. 
12. 
JE let Hest 
Pats fair mxlti, 
pött Qll pjö Ö 
annat segci, 
mer upp helt 
of verbergi 
ok mitt aft 
mest of studdi. 
He always valued most 
that which father said, 
even though all people 
said otherwise; 
(he) held up 
my household, 
and greatly supported 
13. 
Opt komr mer Often my brotherlessness 
mäna bjarnar comes to me 
i byrvind in favourable wind of moon-bear (giant) > MIND; 
brce6raleysi, I think upon it 
hyggjumk um, when battle thrives 
es hildr kroask, I look/peer around for him 
nysumk hies and think about this. 
ok hygg at vi, 
14. 
hverr met hugaOr Which other brave retainer 
a hhO standi (would) stand by my side 
annarr Pegn in the frenzy (of battle)? 
vice ö raci; I often need this 
karfk kess opt against the adverse-minded (i. e. adversaries); 
of PvergQrum; I become cautious in 
flight 
verc k varfleygr, as 
friends diminish/grow fewer. 
es vinir kverra. 
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15. 
Mjgk es torfyndr 
säs trüa knegum 
of alpjoö 
Elgjar galga, 
pvit niflgOär 
niäja steypir 
brobur haar 
viö baugum selr. 
It is very difficult to find 
one who we can trust 
from people 
of gallows of Elgr, * 
because a `niflgoOr', (? good for nothing) 
caster-off of kin, 
sells corpse of brother 
for rings. 
*if Elgr is OÖinn, his gallows is Yggdrasill, whose people are everyone in the world. 
16. 
Finn ek Pat opt I often find this 
es fear beiöir --- when money is asked for --- 
17. 
Pat's ok mxlt, It is also said, 
at engi geti that no-one may get 
sonar i$gjgld compensation of son 
nema sjalfr ali unless he himself begets 
enn kann nick, that descendant, 
es 96rum se which to others could be 
borinn mi6r a man born 
i broour stac). in brother's stead. 
18. 
Erumka kekkt Company of people 
pjöc'Sa sinn, is not pleasant to me 
Pott ser hverr even though everyone 
satt of haldi; holds his peace; 
burr's Bileygs son has come into 
i bce kominn, farm/house of Bileygr (failing-sighted i. e. OÖinn) 
kvänar sour, - son of wife - 
kynnis leita. to look for/meet acquaintances. 
19. 
En mer fens But the ruler of the fen 
i f2stum kokk of stirred malt (sea) > £GIR 
hrosta hilmir stands against me 
a hendi stendr; in firm frame of mind; 
mäka'k upp I cannot hold upright ground of mask > FACE, 
jQrcöu grimu, (or) chariot/wagon of understanding > HEAD/BREAST. 
rynnis-reiÖ, 
rettri halda, 
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20. 
siz son minn 
söttar brimi 
heiptugligr 
or heimi nam, 
kanns ek veit 
at varnaoi 
vamma varr 
viÖ vatnxli. 
21. 
Dat mank enn, 
es upp of höf 
i goc heim 
Gauta spjalh 
attar ask, 
kanns ox of mer, 
ok kynviö 
kvänar minnar. 
Since deadly illness of fire > FEVER 
took my son 
out of the world, 
he who I know 
avoided evil talk 
wary of flaws. 
That I remember yet, 
when friend of Gauts > ODINN 
raised up 
into home/world of gods 
the ash of family, 
the one which grew from me, 
and was the family-branch 
of my wife. 
22. 
Attak gott I got on well 
viÖ geirs dröttin, with the lord of spear > ODINN 
gerÖumk tryggr I became loyal 
at trüa hänum, to believe in him, 
a or vinan before friend of chariots > ODINN 
vagna rüni, author-of-victory 
sigrhQfundr, broke friendship with me. 
of sleit vice mik. 
23. 
Blcetka kvi 
bröÖur VI is, 
gocjaÖar, 
at gjarn seak, 
pö hefr Mims vinr 
mer of fengnar 
bQlva bcetr, 
of et betra telk. 
I do not sacrifice [thus] 
to ViIlir's brother, 
protector of gods, 
because I am eager, 
still Mimr's friend 
has given me 
comfort/remedy for misfortunes 
if I consider the better side of it. 
24. 
GQfumk Ikrött Battle-accustomed, 
ulfs of bägi enemy of wolf > 
ODINN 
vigi vanr gave me an art 
vammi firrca devoid of flaws, 
ok pat geÖ, and such a character, 
es ek geroa mer that I made for myself certain 
foes 
visa fjandr out of tricksters. 
of velQndum. 
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25. 
Nu erum torvelt: Now it is hard for me: 
Tveggja bäga enemy of Tveggi (OÖinn) > FENRIR'S sister > HEL 
njgrva nipt stands on the headland; 
a nesi stendr; nevertheless I shall gladly, 
skalk kö glaÖr with good will, 
meÖ gOoan vilja and unconcerned, 
ok ohryggr wait for death (Hel). 
heljar bica. 
Sennetapet, (The Loss of Son)12 
Endnote to Sonnetapet 
In the translation of this poem - the most personal and powerful emotionally-inspired 
skaldic lay which has been left to us -I have tried to preserve the original's singular 
mode of expression in the form of `kennings' and the like. The artificial skaldic language 
is (as everone knows) firmly anchored in the ancient world of mythology to a great 
extent, and can therefore easily seem excessively affected and absurd to modern readers, 
who are not familiar with the peculiar cognitive processes which filled the mind of the 
ancient skald. But for themselves and their contemporaries the kennings were often 
more than empty wordplay. - For an understanding of Sonatorrek the following 
explanations should be sufficient: In the first two stanzas it is the myth of Odin who 
stole for himself the poetic mead at the giant Suttung's in Jotunheim, which has 
determined the fashioning/ structuring [of the poem]. Quinn is called Valfader, Vidur, 
Frigg's husband. - Tankens vrä (v. 1) is the place where thought belongs, the breast (in a 
later stanza, nr. 19) Egill locates the intellect in the head: `hjelmens grunn/ der runer 
gror'. This is the first time in the old poetry that one encounters this `modern' 
interpretation. ) - Jotnens sär flod (giant's wound-flood) (v. 4) is the sea, which according 
to the myth was formed from the blood of the primordial giant Ymir. - Ran (v. 7) is the 
`sea-god' iEgir's wife; in v. 8 IEgir is called `ale-brewer'; he once had a splendid ale-feast 
for the gods. Bileygsgard (v. 18) is Ocinn's court, ValhQll. Geirens drott (v. 22) is the lord 
of spears, (Ooinn's renowned spear was Gungnir). Viles bror, venn ti/ Mime, Fenris 
motmann (v. 23-24) are all terms for Quinn. - That `sport', Egill refers to in v. 24, is the 
`sport of words', the skaldic art. - Ulvens soster (v. 25) is the wolf Fenrir's sister, Hel. - In 
the beginning of the poem I have reversed the original order of stanzas 3 and 4, and 
thereby made the son `flawless' instead of the poetic mead, as older interpretations would 
have it. - In conclusion, 
it can be noted that Sonatorrek has survived in a most wretched 
condition, with the result that it the interpretation of almost every third word in the 
poem is called into question. 
" 
12 Islandcke a'ttesqTer, vol. 1, pp. 186-88. 
13 Islandske erttesager, vol. 1, p. 490: `Sennetapet: Ved oversettelsen av dette diktet - det personligste og 
sterkest stemningsbärne skaldekvad stemningsbärne skaldekvad som er 
levnet oss - har leg proud ä 
bevare mest mulig av originalens sxregne uttrykksmäte 
i form av "kjenninger" o. 1. Det skaldiske 
kunstspraket hadde som bekjent i stor utstrekning sin faste forankring i den gamle myteverden, og kan 
derfor lett virke forkunstlet og absurd pä moderne lesere, som 
ikke er fortrolige med det s cregne tanke- 
og forestillingsliv som fylte de gamle skalders sinn. 
Men for dem sely og deres samtidige har kjenningene 
sikkert ofte vert mer enn tom formlek. - 
Til forstäelse av Sonnetapet skulle folgende opplysninger \-are 
tilstrekkelige: I de to forste versene er det myten om 
Odin som caner til seg dikter-mjoden hos jotnen 
Suttung i Jotunheim, som har bestemt formgivningen. Odin kalles 1'aýäder, Lidur, Fniggs mann. Tankens vrd 
et ha sift Sete i hodet: (v. 1) d. e. tankens tilholdsted, brystet. 
(I et senere ers (nr. 19) lac Egil tankeli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1. 
Tungt det er It is heavy/hard 
pä tungens vekt on the tongue's scales 
a veie to weigh 
Valfaders skatt, Father-of-the-slam's treasure; 
mistrostig dejected, 
na jeg maner now I summon forth 
Vidurs ran ViÖurr's theft 
fra tankens vrä. from thought's hidden cranny. 
2. 
Krokt av sorg 
jeg evner knapt 
aO lofte 
i lyset frem 
mjoden dyr, 
som Friggs mann bar 
i urold 
fra Jotunheim. 
Bent from sorrow, 
I am scarcely able 
to bring forth 
into the light 
the precious mead, 
which Frigg's husband bore 
in primeval times 
from Giantland. 
3. 
Ti min fett Hence my family/lineage 
er enden narr, is near the end, 
lik morken like rotting 
lonn i skogen; maple in the forest; 
motlos gar despondent goes 
den mann som baer' (abbrev. for barer) the man who bears 
sin sr nns lik his son's body 
til siste sted, - to (the) last place, - 
4. 
lik av sonn 
som lytefri 
mann var blitt, 
fans bätsvik ei. 
Na flyter 
jotnens sär-flod 
ved dode 
nxrskyldings dor. 
body of son, 
which would have become 
a flawless man 
if it had not been for boat's treachery. 
Now flows 
the giant's wound-flood 
near dead 
close-relative's door. 
`hjelmens grunn/ der runer gror'. Dette er forste gang i den gamle diktningen at man mater denne 
`moderne' oppfatningen. ) - Jotnens sdrflod (v. 4) er hauet, som 
iflg. myten ble skapt av urjotnen Ymes blod. 
- Ran (v. 7) er `havguden', 
Egel hustru; IEge kalles i v. 8 `olbrygger'; han holdt nemlig engang et drustelig 
olgilde for gudene. - Biloygs gard (v. 18) 
d. e. Odins gard, Valhall. - Geirens drott (-, ". 22) d. e. spydets 
drott, Odin (Odins navnkundige spyd var Gungne). -I 'i/es bror, venn til Mime, Fenri. r motmann (v. 23-24) er 
alt sammen betegnelser for Odin. - Den `idrett', Egil taler om 
i v. 24, er `ordets idrett', skalde-kunsten. - 
Uluens 
. rester 
(v. 25) d. e. Fenrisulvens soster, Hel. -I begynnelsen av kvadet har leg latt originalens v. 3 og 
4 bytte plass, og derved gjort . rennen 
`lytefri' istedenfor drktermjeden, slik som eldre tolkninger vil ha det til. - 
Til sluff kan bemerkes at Sonnetapet er overlevert i en }-tterst miserabel 
forfatning, slik at det knytter seg 
storre eller mindre teil til oppfatningen av nxrsagt tredje 
hvert ord i kvadet. ' 
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5. 
Min dude My dead 
far og mor father and mother 
jeg forst dog tar I nevertheless first bring 
i minnet frem; forth in memory; 
i mitt dikt in my poem 
de dude skal the dead shall 
xrerikt gloriously 
evig leve. live eternally. 
6. 
Smertefullt Agonizing/cruel 
var bolgens slag was the wave's blow 
gjennom fars through father's 
fredegj erde; guard-fence; 
ä . pent star, [it] stands open 
av intet fylt, full of nothing, 
det sonn-savn the son-lack 
meg sjoen av. the sea gave me. 
7. 
Hardt har Ran Harshly Ran has 
herjet om meg; devastated/plundered me; 
Ingen venn no friend do I possess any longer 
jeg eier mer; (i. e. I have no friends left); 
min slekts band my kin's bond 
slet havet av - the sea tore apart - 
den trad av the thread 
mitt to14 s punnet. spun of my stuff. 
8. 
Om til hevn If my sword could help 
meg sverdet hjalp, to get revenge, 
uhell fikk bad luck would get 
den r lbrygger! the alebrewer! 
Stormens bror, Storm's brother, 
sterke lEge, strong JEgir, 
trygg ei var, would not be safe, 
strakk til min kraft. so long as my might lasted/availed. 
9. 
Men hevnkraft But power of revenge 
har jeg ikke have l not 
mot arge against arrant 
/Eges velde; AEgir's might; 
hvermann ser, everyone sees, 
hvor hjelpelos how helpless 
ensomme the solitarý- 
oldinmen star. old one stands. 
14 In Norwegian this is spelled without an accent, to is Old Icelandic. 
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10. 
Meg havet The sea 
hardt har ranet! has robbed me severely! 
Tritt diktes It is difficult to compose 
om frenders dod, about death of kinsmen, 
siden min since my 
sann, min etts skjold, son, my family's shield, 
lykksalig blissfully (or blessed) 
fra livet svant. faded from life. 
11. 
Godt jeg vet: I know well: 
i gutten min in my boy 
til usling did not lie 
ei emne lä, the stuff of cowards, 
hadde blott if only 
til herdet mann fate had let 
skjebnen latt hardened man 
ham leve fä. live. 
12. 
Far sitt ord He respected most 
han aktet mest, the words of his father, 
om mot meg although all spoke 
alle malte, - against me, - 
var min stau he was my staff 
pao folksom sti, on crowded path, 
min evnes my capable /powerful 
stottende arm. su ortin arm. 
13. 
Titt rinner It often comes 
i tanken frem to my mind 
at bror min that my brother 
boxt er vandret; has passed away; 
speiende spying 
spr r mitt oye, my eye seeks 
när jeg star when I stand 
i stridens larm; in the tumult of battle; 
14. 
hvem soker now who goes 
til min side fearless 
fryktlos na by my side 
i farens stund? in time of danger? 
I trengslen In bad times 
jeg trenger ham, I need him, 
vär jeg blir I am become wary 
i venn-tom flokk. in a 
friendless (friend-bare) crowd. 
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15. 
En du trygt One you are sure of 
kan gi din tro, can give your trust [to] 
finnes knapt is hard to find 
blant folk pao jord, among folk on earth 
ti usle for miserable 
wette-spiller kin-destroyer 
tar bot blott accepts only money (weregild) 
for drepte bror. for killed brother. 
16. 
Set jeg godt I see well 
hans griske hand his grasping/greedy hand 
17. 
Sä er sagt, It is said, 
at sonnebot that the only son-remedy (compensation) 
den kun far that can be got 
som far kan bli as a father is 
til ny sonn, to (have) a new son, 
som nevnes kan who can be called 
gjenfodt mann reborn man 
i frendes sted. in kinsman's place. 
18. 
Med forakt With contempt 
menns ferd jeg ser, do I view men's conduct, 
skjont min rett although no-one 
Ingen rammer. breaks my law. 
Biloygs gärd Bileygr's farm 
var Butt har nädd, our boy has reached 
min vivs sonn, my wife's son, 
der venner bor. where friends dwell. 
19. 
Men meg star But the mead-thief 
mjodraneren stands hateful 
med hardt sinn with hardened mind 
hatfull imot; against me; 
hjelmens grunn, helmet's land 
der tuner gror, where runes grow 
ei lofte I can no longer 
jeg lenger kan, raise, 
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20. 
siden brätt since abruptly 
en sottens brand a (burning) brand of sickness 
sonnen min tore my son 
fra livet slet, away from life, 
ham jeg vet him I know 
sitt rykte holdt, [to have] kept his reputation 
xrekjer proud, 
for anke fritt. free from criticism. 
21. 
Godt minnet Good memory 
ogsä gjemmer, also minds, 
at äs-venn that god-friend 
til Valhall tok took to Valhalla 
sett-treet the family-tree 
som vekst jeg gav, which I produced as a stripling, 
av min viv brought into the world 
til verden brakt. by my wife. 
22. 
Geirens drott [to the] The lord of spears 
jeg gav min hug, I gave my soul/heart, 
trygg jeg ble I was confident 
ved tro pao ham, through faith in him, 
til svikfull until treacherous 
seiergiver victory-giver 
vennesinn turned his friendship 
fra meg vendte. from me. 
23. 
Ei av lyst Not out of desire 
jeg offer gir do I sacrifice 
Viles bror, to Vilir's brother, 
gudernes vern; protector of the gods 
dog har meg although 
venn til Mime Mimir's friend has 
frost skjenket given me solace 
mot skjebnens sla : against fate's blows. 
24. 
Ti meg gav Hence Fenrir's opponent 
Fenris motmann gave me 
en idrett a sport 
uten lyte, without 
defect, 
og det sinn and that character 
som sviker tvang which 
forced traitors 
i dagen, into the light 
til ä en d st. into open ublic? combat. 
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25. 
Usle liv! Miserable life! 
Ulvens soster The wolfs sister 
der nede stands down there 
pä neset star -; on the `ness' (peninsula); 
dog skal glad still, gladly, 
og med godt mot and with good grace, 
som mann jeg I shall meet death 
mote doden. like a man. 
Perdida Irreperable de los Hýos ('Irreparable Loss of Sons')" 
1. 
La lengua se resiste The tongue refuses to raise 
a alzarse en mi boca, itself in mv- mouth 
no puedo levantar I cannot lift 
la balanza del verso; 1 the scales of the verse; 
no encuentro placer I find no pleasure in 
en el nectar de Odin, "' Ocinn's nectar, 
no es fäcil que surja It is unlikely that it will surge 
de su hogar en mi pecho. out of its home in my breast. 
2. 
No podre sacar I will not be able to take out 
de la honda morada of the deep dwelling-place 
de mis pensamientos of my thoughts 
-me atormenta el dolor, - the pain torments me; 
me impide moverme- it impedes me from moving- 
el licor de poesia the liquor of poetry 
que un dia trajo Odin that OÖinn brought one day 
del pals de los trols. 18 from the country of the trolls. 
3. 
Vivia sin tacha 
en la larga casa 
similar a la nave 
de guerra de NQkkver; 19 
silbo la sangre, 
el mar, en las rocas 
donde habita 
el pueblo de enanos. '" 
I/he/she/it? lived without blame 
in the long house 
similar to the warship 
of NQkkverr; 
the blood whistled, 
the sea, in the rocks 
where the dwarf-race 
dwells. 
15 Saba de Egrl Ska! lagrimsson, p. 292. 
16 ibid., footnote 218 bis: `Balantia del verso: "la len ua"' (Scales of the verse. `the tongue'). 
17 ibid., footnote 219: `Nectdr de Odin: "poesia"' (Odinn s nectar. `poetry'). 
18 ibid., footnote 220: `Odin robö la poesia del pals de los trols o gigantes, segün se cuenta en la Edda de 
Snorri' (OÖinn stole poem, from the country of trolls or giants, as is related in Snorri's Edda). 
19 ibid., footnote 221: `Nökkver parece ser un enano; la nave de guerra de Nokk,, -er (que es resultado, a su 
vez, de la interpretaciön de un kenning) podria ser 
la poesia, inventada por los enanos. Pero la 
interpretaciön dista mucho de ser segura' (Ngkkverr appears to be a dwarf; the warship of NQkkverr 
(which is in turn the result of the interpretation of a kenning) could be poetry-, invented by dwarves. But 
the interpretation is far from certain). 
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4. 
Mi linaje ya se hunde Now my lineage is falling 
en la decadencia, into decline; 
es un bosque repleto it is a forest full 
de ärboles caidos; of fallen trees; 
hondo dolor sufre he suffers deep pain 
quien saca del lecho who takes the beloved relation 
al pariente querido out of bed 
lo lleva a su tumba. and carries him to his grave. 
5. 
Mas dire, primero, But I'll versify, first, 
la muerte del padre, the death of my father, 
cömo muriö mi madre, how my mother died, 
sacare de mi boca I will extract from my mouth 
torrentes de palabras, streams of words, 
serän hojas del ärbol they will be leaves of the 
alto y copudo tall, crowned tree 
de la oesia. of poetry. 
6. 
Cuänto dano me hace How much pain it causes me 
la brecha que abrieron the breach/crack that 
las olas del mar the waves of the sea opened 
en los muros paternos, in the paternal walls, 
abierta la raja the open gash 
vacia estä y oscura; is empty and dark; 
una onda maligna an evil wave 
me arrebatö al hijo. 
__ 
took my son away. 
7. 
Duro golpe me asesta 
la diosa del mar, 
huerfano estoy 
de amigos amados; 
rompiö el mar los lazos 
que mi estirpe unian, 
las mismas ligaduras 
que a mi mismo me unen. 
The sea-goddess deals 
me a hard blow 
I am an orphan 
of beloved friends (i. e. I am bereaved of 
friends); 
the sea broke the ties 
which held my lineage together, 
the same bonds 
which unite them to myself. 
20 ibid., footnote 222: `Los enanos habitaban bajo las rocas r en los acantilados' (The dwarves lived 
underneath rocks and in the cliffs). 
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8. 
Sabed que si ese agravio 
con espada de vengara, 
la esposa de Aegir21 
estaria ya muerta; 
si pudiera matar 
al senor de los mares, 
si atacar pudiera 
a la amante de A 
Know you (pl. ) that if his offence 
could be avenged with a sword, 
Aegir's wife would be 
dead by now; 
if only I could kill 
the lord of the seas, 
if I could attack 
Aegir's lover. 
9 
Mas la ley no permite But the law doesn't allow me 
vengarse con muerte to take revenge by killing 
de quien matö a mi hijo, on him who killed my son, 
asi yo lo creo; or so I believe; 
sabe cualquiera everybody knows 
que Aegir, el anciano, that Aegir, the ancient one, 
no posee ni un hijo, does not possess even one son, 
cosa es conocida. that is common knowledge. 
10. 
La mar me ha causado The sea has caused me 
perdida irreparable an irreparable loss, 
que triste es contar how sad it is to relate 
la muerte de un hijo; the death of a son; 
era escudo de mi estirpe, he was the shield of my lineage, 
echo a andar por la senda he began to walk on the path 
que conduce a la alta that leads to the high 
mansion de los muertos. mansion all? of the dead. 
11. 
Se muy bien que mi hijo I know well that my son 
grande hubiera crecido would have grown great 
y llegado a ser hombre; and become a man; 
si hubiese llegado if he had come 
a tener el vigor, to have the vigour, 
la mano fornida, the strong hand, 
de un fuerte guerrero. of a powerful warrior. 
12. 
Atendia siempre He always paid attention 
las palabras del padre, to his father's words, 
aunque los otros although others 
otras cosas dijeran; said otherwise; 
el era mi apoyo he was my support 
en todas las cosas, 
in all things, 
en el mi fuerza on 
him mvl strength 
nodia reposar. could rest. 
21 ibid., p. 293, footnote 22 : 'Aegir es el 
dios del mar' (Aegir is the god of the sea). 
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13. 
Me viene a menudo 
al pensamiento 
la falta de amigos; 
cuando la lucha 
aün mäs se endurece 
pienso en esto, 
vuelve a mi recuerdo, 
mi razon atormenta: 
14. 
It comes often 
to my thoughts 
the lack of friends; 
when the struggle 
becomes harder 
I think about this, 
it comes into my memory, 
it torments my reason: 
den quien confiare, in whom will I trust, 
acaso algün hombre perhaps some man 
llegarä a ayudarme will come to help me 
en mi amarga cuita? in my bitter sorrow? 
Me harä tanta falta I will have great need of him 
cuando el perfido ataque, when the treacherous one attacks, 
ha de it con cuidado he who lacks friends 
uien de amigos carece. must tread carefully. 
15. 
Es dificil hallar It is hard to find 
en el tronco de Odin22 in OÖinn's line (trunk) 
a uno tan solo even a single one whom 
en quien pueda confiar; you can trust; 
sirve a lo oscuro he who sells a brother's body 
quien vende pot oro for gold, 
el cuerpo de un hermano, for compensation, 
or com ensacion. 23 serves the dark side. 
16. 
Compensaciön, dicen Compensation, they say 
que nunca se logra is never achieved 
por el hijo muerto; for a dead son; 
queda engendrar solo all one can do is 
otro hijo mäs create another son 
que digs la gente of whom people could say 
que era igual de bueno that he was just as good 
que el hermano perdido. as the lost brother. 
22 ibid., p. 295, footnote 224: "`Tronco de Odin" se refiere, probablemente, a todos los dioses v hombres 
(exceptuando, por tanto, gigantes } enanos)' ('Odin's line' probably refers to all gods and men (excluding, 
therefore, giants and dwarves)). 
23 ibid., p. 295, footnote 223: `Hemos encontrado va otros ejemplos de rechazo de la compensac16n 
econömica por la muerte de parientes pröximos; cfr. notas 
38 }, 116' (WW'e have already seen other 
examples of the rejection of compensation 
for the death of close relatives; cf. notes 38 and 116). 
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17. 
No me agrada ya The company of people 
compania de gentes, does not give me pleasure anymore, 
aunque busquen todos although everyone is trying 
conservar la Paz; to keep the peace, 
ha llegado mi hijo my son has arrived 
de Odin al albergue, 24 at OÖinn's lodging, 
el hijo de mi esposa my wife's son 
fue a ver a los suyos. 25 went to visit his own kind. 
18. 
Pero me es hostil But the god who distils 
el dios que destila sweet malt liquor 
dulce licor de malta26 is hostile to me: 
agrio su corazon; bitter is his heart; 
ya no puedo erguir I cannot lift 
mi cansada cabeza, my weary head now, 
no puedo tener firme I cannot hold firm 
el carro de la raz6n, 27 the cart of reason, 
19. 
desde que mi hijo since my son 
fue arrastrado was taken away 
por la fiebre ardiente by the burning fever 
del mundo de los vivos; 28 from the world of the living; 
bien se que el siempre I know well that he always 
evitö con orgullo proudly avoided 
caer en la vergüenza, falling into disgrace, 
que evitö el vituperio. that he avoided slander. 
20. 
Recuerdo todavia I still remember 
que el dios de los gautas29 that the god of the Gautar 
se llevö a mi hijo took my son 
al pals de los dioses; - the one I engendered - 
rama de mi estirpe away to the land of the gods; 
al que yo engendre; branch of my lineage; 
retono querido beloved (off)shoot he was 
era de mi esposa. of my wife. 
24 ibid., p. 296, footnote 226: El albergue de Odin: "El Valhalla", donde iban los guerreros muertos en 
combate o los que, al morir, eran marcados con una lanza, simbolo 
del dios Odin' (The lodging of Winn. 
`Valhalla', where those warriors who had died in battle went or those who, on dying, were marked with a 
spear, symbol of the god 
OBinn). 
25 ibid., footnote 227: `Es decir, fue al mundo de los muertos donde habitan todos sus antepasados' (That 
is to say, he went to the world of the dead where 
his all ancestors dwell). 
26 ibid., footnote 228: `El dios de la poesia, Odin' (The god of poetry, 
OBinn). 
27 ibid., footnote 229: E! carro de la ration: "la cabeza"' (The cart of reason: `the head'). 
28 ibid., footnote 230: `Se hace referencia aqui a la anterior muerte de su hijo Gunnar' (A reference is being 
made here to the previous death of his son 
Gunnarr). 
29 ibid., footnote 231: `El dios de los gautas es Odin. Los gautas eran, o bien los godos, o bien, mäs 
probablemente, los habitantes de la posterior 
Gotlandia, en el suroeste de Suecia, que tan importante 
papel desempenan en una de las tradiciones 
heroicas germänicas, refejada en el Beowulf anglosajön' (The 
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21. 
Yo fui amigo fiel I was a loyal friend 
del senor de la lanza, 30 of the lord of the spear 
tan credulo fui I was so gullible /credulous 
que en el confie; that I put my trust in him; 
pero el dios, que es rey but the god, who is king 
de los dioses todos, of all the gods, 
el que el triunfo otorga, he who grants victory, 
quebrantö la amistad. violated the friendship. 
22. 
Pot eso, no podre that is why I won't be able 
hacer ya sacrificios to offer gladly sacrifices 
gustoso a Odin, to O Öinn anymore, 
defensor de los dioses; defender of the gods; 
pero he de set sincero, but I must be sincere, 
el dios mäs sabio the wisest god 
me dio compensacion gave me compensation 
por todas mis cuitas. for all my sorrows. 
23. 
Odin, el guerrero 
habituado al combate, 
me concedio un arte 
perfecto y sin tacha, 
que obliga al enemigo 
a descubrir sus tretas, 
tal es la fuerza 
de la poesia. 
Ooinn, the warrior 
accustomed to battle, 
granted me a perfect 
flawless art, 
which forces the enemy 
to reveal his tricks 
such is the force 
of poetry. 
24. 
Estoy afligido 
pues cerca estä ya 
Hel, la diosa 
de los hombres muertos; 
mas con alegria, 
y aün con deseo, 
y ya sin miedo, 
aguardare la muerte. 
I am distressed 
because Hel 
is (already) near 
the goddess of dead men; 
but I will happily 
and even with desire, 
and now without fear, 
await death. 
god of the Gautar is 
OBinn: the Gautar were either the Goths or more probably the inhabitants of the 
later Gotland in the south-west of Sweden, who played such an important role in one of the germanic 
heroic traditions, reflected in the Anglo-Saxon Beowul#j. 
30 ibid., p. 297, footnote 232: El. rea'or de 
la laatia. ' "Odin"' (The lord of the spear. `Ginn'). 
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